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Sex Differences in response to General Certificate of 
Education and Caribbean Examinations Council Courses in 
Computer Studies: A Case Study of Jamaican High Schools 
Brian Alleyne 
This research paper examines the responses of students 
in three Jamaican schools to courses in computer studies 
which lead to examinations of the Cambridge General 
Certificate of Education and Caribbean Examinations 
Council. 
Existing work on different approaches to epistemology 
and cognitive style, and different styles of computer 
usage, was reviewed. An attempt was made to conceptualise 
a continuum of styles of computer usage which ranges from 
abstract and formal on the one hand, to concrete on the 
other, and to develop a scale which could be used to 
measure this range. The study employed a questionnaire and 
a standard test of cognitive style as its main data 
gathering instruments. Teachers of computer studies in 
each of the three schools were interviewed. 
No statistically significant sex differences were 
found. The sample was of a non-random type and as such, no 
generalisations were attempted. The two syllabi were 
compared and both were found to favour an abstract approach 
to computer usage. While some of the items in the scale of 
computer usage styles were found to be significantly 
correlated with each other, the scale as a whole was not 
found to be internally consistent. Several factors 
identified in the literature were found, which restrict 
student access to computer studies as a subject choice. 
The study concluded that while no sex differences were 
found for the sample, this could not be used as a basis for 
generalisation to the wider school population. It was 
recommended that further work be done, both in Jamaica and 
regionally, and that particular attention should be paid to 
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1.1 Research Problem 
This study explores and evaluates opinions and 
reactions of male and female secondary school students to 
the Caribbean Examinations Council (CXC) and General 
Certificate of Education ( GCE) Ordinary level Computer 
Studies courses of training. For the purpose of the study, 
the course of training will be considered to consist of the 
teacher, textbook(s), syllabus and physical facilities 
which are provided by a given school to train students for 
the GCE and CXC Computer Studies examinations. In 
addition, the study makes preliminary attempts to develop 
a scale which can be used to identify differences in 
computing style amongst secondary school students. 
Gender is an important analytical category· in this 
research as the literature emanating
1
from North America and 
Western Europe found that females tend to respond more 
negatively to, and appear to benefit less from, computer 
studies prograrruues than do males (Badagliacca, 1990; 
Collis, 1990; Kramer and Lehman, 1990; Papert and Turkle, 
1990). 
This literature suggests that males and females 
respond differently to computer itudies training and that 
this may be due to several factors: different cognitive 
styles; different expectations on the part of instructors 
as to aptitude of males and females; and differential 
constitution of the male and female computer studies 
student, in the learning environment and in instructional 
texts and software manuals. 
The study will seek to make theoretical and empirical 
links between the following concepts: field independence 
and formal, abstract approaches to computing on the one 
hand; and, field dependence and concrete approaches to 
computing (bricolage) 1 , on the other. In addition, 
evidence will be adduced to show that a formal, abstract 
approach to creative work has, historically, been socially 
constructed as male, and valorised, while a concrete 
approach has been socially constructed as female (and 
"primitive") and devalued. It will further be argued 




that this discourse of asymmetrically valued 
epis.temological , approaches has been constructed by 
European, bourgeois males to serve their own interests 
(Edwards, 1990; Harding, 1987; Shiva, 1989; Stanley, 1990). 
1.2 Research Questions 
The study employed the following research questions: 
1. Do males and females have different cognitive styles 
as measured by the Group Embedded Figures Test2? 
2. Does the set of items used to assess the computing 
style of the student constitute a valid measurement 
scale of computing style? 
3. Do males and females respond differently to courses in 
computer studies? 
4. Is cognitive style significantly related to responses 
to computer studies? 
5. Do males and females have different approaches to 
working with computers? 
6. Does the gender composition 'of the classroom: single 
sex male, single sex female or coeducational, relate 
to opinions expressed about computer studies courses? 
7. Do teachers of computer studies have different 
expectations about the capabilities of males and 
females to acquire computer skills? 
The following units of analysis were employed in the 
study: 
Three secondary schools were selected; one single sex 
female, one single sex male and one co-educational. In 
each school, all students preparing for the CXC/GCE 
computer studies examinations in June, 19 9 3, were 
interviewed. The syllabi for both examinations were 
analysed. The computer studies teacher in each of these 
three schools was interviewed. Available hardware and 
software were also considered. 
2 
style. 
This is a standard psychological test of cognitive 
3 
1.3 The context 
1.3.1 Global growth and impacts of 
information technology 
The production of goods and services, public 
administration and the expansion of human knowledge are all 
increasingly dependent upon the application of computers, 
software engineering and telecommunications: which together 
constitute information technology. 
Information technology has led to major economic 
restructuring in the advanced industrial countries. The 
sectors that dominated in the post war period are now 
falling behind those based around the new technologies. 
Countries find that they have new positions in the global 
economy: Britain and France give way to Japan as industrial 
powers, Germany becomes a major player (again) by adapting 
new technology to existing products. Smokestack industry· 
declines while silicon valleys and gl~ns spring up. 
This technology can have radical social impacts. In 
The Third Wave, Alvin Toffler (1985) gives a fascinating 
account of the way information technology is changing the 
way people live and work in the advanced industrial 
countries. He points to a trend which suggests a return 
to cottage industrial production and to a more general 
trend of the home playing a larger role in peoples' lives 
than was the case at any other time in this century. For 
Toffler, post-industrial society would be increasingly 
decentralised, and characterised by what Piore and Sable 
(1984) refer to as flexible specialisation. Though 
,Toffler's vision is an optimistic one,· there is a darker 
side to this new technological paradigm: the grim visions 
of future societies as in George Orwell's 1984,, where the 
totalitarian super-state - Big Brother - rules with the aid 
of these technologies, and Anthony Burgess' 
A Clockwork Orange, may serve as cautionary tales to 
planners, implementers and users of information technology. 
Even if the dark prophecies of Orwell and Burgess do 
not come to pass, there remain nonetheless several 
disturbing implications of the diffusion of these new 
information technologies. Mark Poster (1990), working in 
a postmodernist theoretical framework inspired by the work 
of Michel Foucault (see Foucault, 1980 for a discussion), 
has suggested that just as the mode of production may have 
been the main analytical tool in understanding industrial 
society, in the emerging post-industrial society, what he 
calls the 'mode of information' may be key. This follows 
from the work of Foucault in which he explored the 
relations between knowledge and power. Poster asks us to 
consider that in the future those who control information 
4 
technology (and by implication, 'information) may hold the 
real power in society. The mutually reinforcing link 
between control over this new technology and power is 
relevant when the issue of existing gender relations is 
considered: information technology has to-date been seen as 
a male domain (Edwards, 1990; Cohn, 1987). 
1.3.2 Is information technology needed 
in developing countries? 
It would seem that the foreseen benefits of 
information technology outweigh the disadvantages, when 
looked at from the perspective of developing countries. 
M R Bhagavan, discussing the role which information 
technology plays in the modern service sector, has this to 
say: 
All sections of society in a third world country 
are profoundly affected by modern service 
technology, whether or not they have the regular 
use of it, operate it and control it. There are 
two reasons for this: this technology plays a key 
role in generating, establishing and 
strengthening the process of integration of all 
systems of production with domestic and foreign 
market~~ ~nd ~he modern irtstitutional and 
organizational forms used by private enterprise 
and by the state in almost all third world 
countries are modelled on those prevalent in 
developed capitalist and socialist countries3 • 
The implication of this is that information technology 
does indeed serve to deepen the integration of· developing 
countries, including the Caribbean, into the global 
economy. The question which may then arise is: does it 
automatically follow that we will stand to gain in terms of 
development to the extent that we become increasingly 
integrated into the global economy? 
David Hawkridge and colleagues, writing on computers 
in the third world context, offer the following 
justifications for investing resources in developing a 
computer capability: 
Indeed, governments of developing countries can 
no longer escape considering computer, but their 
policy on computer,because it is controversial 
and expensive to implement, must be backed by an 
understanding of potential functions for 
3 M R Bhagavan. The Technological Transformation of 
the Third World. London: Zed Books, 1990, p 62. 
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computers in ·integrating systems, improving 
problem-solving and analysis, improving 
management, developing natural resources, 
maintaining international communications and 
national competitiveness4 . 
From within the Caribbean itself, both Mcintyre (1991) 
and Demas (1989) assert that we must strive to set up and 
maintain modern information technology infrastructure if we 
are to have any hope of competing in the global economy. 
The human resource needed to set up, maintain and ensure 
the functioning of this technology must be developed among 
the youth, and must include males as well as females. 
1.3.3 Sex differences in secondary school 
achievement in Jamaica 
Research carried out in Jamaica has found that females 
perform better than males in 13 of 27 secondary school-
leaving examinations (Leo-Rhynie in Hart [ed], 1989). We 
note though, that in her broader discussion of gender 
differentials at different levels of the Jamaican education 
system, Leo-Rhynie is careful to show that gender 
inequality can and does impact negatively on males as well 
as females. The implication we draw from this is that we 
must be careful not to assume that gender inequality always 
acts to the advantage of males and consequent disadvantage 
of females, even though such is most often the case. 
Errol Miller (1986) has shown that, in the 1970s and 
1980s, females attained more places in Jamaican secondary 
schools than did men. H~ went on from this to put forward 
his thesis of marginal.:Lzation of the black male, which 
remains a current topic of debate in Jamaica and has spread 
to other parts of the region. 
These findings suggest that in a research project such 
as the present one, we would be best advised not to assume 
superior male performance, despite the North American 
findings. Indeed, a reading of Miller's work might lead us 
to hypothesise superior female performance in computer 
studies at the secondary school level. 
At this point, we would do well to remind ourselves 
that this study is not looking at performance of male and 
female computer studies students, but rather is attempting 
to develop a test instrument to assess a concept of 
different computing styles, and to determine if males and 
4 David Hawkridge et al, Computers in Third World 
Schools: Examples, Experience and Issues. London: 
Macmillan, 1990, p 8. 
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females respond differently to computer studies courses. 
1.4 Rationale 
This study is justified from both academic and policy 
perspectives. Firstly; as £ar as is known by the 
researcher, no research has been done in this field in the 
Caribbean region, so the findings could help to fill a gap 
in the existing literature. 
Secondly, the study is justified on policy grounds. 
Information technology is a pivotal element in economic 
development both in the North and South. An ever 
increasing quantity of consumer and industrial goods as 
well as services, feature information technology in the 
form of microprocessors, software, telecommunications, or 
artificial intelligence. This family of technologies is 
adding ever more value to existing products and bringing 
new products into existence. Caribbean governments, 
generally, and the West Indian Commission, specifically, 
recognise the need to develop greater regional capability 
in information technology. A main element of any 
technological capability is the educational component. It 
is at the secondary school that the best opportunity exists 
to equip a wide cross-section of the regional population 
with inform~tl~n tecihriology skills; The researcher argues, 
therefore, that a viable programme of training at the 
secondary school level should be a regional priority. In 
order to maximise returns on the scarce resources we invest 
in this area, we must ensure that all of our young people, 
boys and girls, derive full benefit from computer studies 
training. This requires that we identify, and minimise or 
eliminate any factors in our training programmes · which 
would favour one sex over the other. 
SECTION 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Theoretical Overview: 
The problematic of gender 
The theoretical framework employed in this study is 
broadly feminist as outlined by Sandra Harding5 • Such a 
framework sees gender as an irreducible social analytic 
category, like race or class. Of these three categories, 
5 Sandra Harding, Feminism and Methodology. Milton 
Keynes, Open University Press, 1987. 
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none is reducible to the other: to subsume gender within 
the class question and treat it as subsidiary is a mistake 
of which the determinist variant of Marxism, for example, 
is guilty. Likewise, to treat gender as subsidiary to 
race, as was done in the heyday of the North American black 
nationalist movement6 , is equally wrong-headed. 
Harding admits that the binary categories of gender: 
masculine and feminine, are categories within race, class 
and culture, because men and women perceive themselves and 
each other differently depending on their positions within 
already existing race, class and cultural structures. At 
the same time, Harding asks us to consider that race, class 
and culture are also categories within gender, because 
men's and women's interests differ according to race, class 
and culture. Sexism does not manifest itself in a 
universal fashion7 • 
In addition to placing gender as a fundamental 
analytical category, this theoretical framework is social 
constructionist: it holds that these irreducible analytical 
categories of race, class, gender are not transcendentally 
given, but rather are situated in specific historical and 
social contexts. As such, this perspective holds that any 
differences between men and women which manifest themselves 
in the social sphere are the result of social construction 
and are not biologically given. This perspective 
conceptualises gender as a social category: the differences 
between masculine and feminine in any culture are socially 
constructed. The process whereby human beings come to 
acquire gendered identities ("gendering") is social.· 
This perspective seeks to ground itself in the actual 
experience of women: 
A distinctive feature of feminist research is 
that it generates its problematics from the 
perspective of women's experience8 • 
2.2 Gendered epistemology 
Epistemology is the branch of philosophy which 
addresses itself to theories of knowledge. Epistemology 
concerns itself with what counts as valid knowledge and 
6 For a critique of the tendency to subsume gender 
beneath race see Angela Davis, Women, Race and Class lNew 
York: Vintage, 1981). 
7 Harding, op cit, p 7. 
8 Ibid. 
why, who can be a proper subject of knowledge and how we 
might assess competing truth-claims of different kinds of 
knowledge. According to Harding: 
An epistemology is a theory of knowledge. 
It answers questions about who can be a "knower" 
(can women?); what tests beliefs must pass in 
order to be legitimated as knowledge (only tests 
against men's experiences and observations?); 
what kinds of things can be known (can 
"subjective truths" count as knowledge?), and so 
forth. Sociologists of knowledge characterize 
epistemologies as strategies for justifying 
beliefs: appeals to the authority of -God, of 
custom and tradition, of "common sense", of 
observation, of reason, and of masculine 
authority are examples of familiar justificatory 
strategies9 • 
It is clear from the above passage that Harding sees 
gender as deeply irnbricated in epistemology. Indeed, for 
Harding, epistemology is a site of struggle, a site 
dominated by androcentric· notions of science and truth. 
For Harding, much of current epistemology displays gender 
bias in favour of white, W~stern, bourgeois males.· 
Another author who offers a critique of the 
androcentric nature of Western science is Vandana Shiva10 • 
For Shiva, modern (Western) science became a patriarchal 
project from the time of Francis Bacon (1561 - 1626). This 
followed a period in the Middle Ages when women's knowledge 
came to be constituted as 'witchcraft' and many women were 
burnt at the stake in Western Europe. On Shiva's argument, 
the modern Western project of science is intimately linked 
to the (Western, bourgeois) male will to dominate the 
world, its resources and peoples: 
Modern science was a consciously gendered, 
patriarchal activity. As nature came to be seen 
more like a woman to be raped, gender too was 
recreated ... 
Science and masculinity were associated in 
domination over nature and femininity, and the 
ideologies of science and gender reinforced each 
other11 • 
9 Ibid, p 3. 
10 Vandana Shiva, Stavinq Alive: Women, Ecology and 
Development. London: Zed Books, 1989. 
11 Ibid I pp 1 7 - 18. 
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Shiva links gendered Western science to the 
exploitation of women and non-Western peoples and she 
argues that the current economic and ecological crises 
facing the world can be laid squarely at the door of 'modern 
science. For Shiva, an alternative epistemology and 
ontology, based on what she calls the feminine principle -
a cooperative view of the relationship between humans and 
nature - holds the best chance of overcoming the current 
crisis: 
The parochial roots of science in patriarchy 
and in a particular class and cul~ure have been 
concealed behind a claim to universality, and can 
be seen only through other traditions - of women 
and non-Western peoples 12 • 
The authors discussed here seem to be arguing for an 
alternative epistemology, one which could move beyond the 
androcentric assumptions whi~h have grounded modern 
science, one which would allow space for women and non-
Western peoples as valid subjects· of science~ as 'knowers~ 
and contributors to the enterprise of knowledge creation 
and dissemination. Their call could be said to be one for 
epistemological pluralism. 
2.3 Foundationalist and relativist 
approaches to epistemology 
Harding's feminist standpoint can be said to be 
foundationalist in that it attempts to establish rational 
grounds on which. a feminist epistemology can be based. 
This foundationalist position can be contrasted with a 
relativist position which is not so concerned to establish 
grounds for an epistemology. Indeed, relativists ques~ion 
the very notion of rational grounds in the first instance. 
Jane Flax13 in an attempt to develop a theoretical and 
political articulation between feminist theory and 
postmodernist thought, finds much of value in Harding's 
arguments, but is wary of Harding's quest for a "successor 
science". Flax favours a relativist approach, for which 
postmodernist thought is best known, and it is this 
whichleads her to argue: 
As a type of postmodern philosophy, feminist 
theory reveals and contributes to the growing 
12 Ibid, p 21. 
13 Jane Flax, "Postmodernism and Gender relations in 
Feminist Theory", Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and 
Society Vol 12, No 4, 1987. 
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uncertainty within Western intellectual circles 
about the appropriate grounding and methods for 
explainin~ and/or interpreting human 
experience 4 • 
She wishes to problematise the foundations of science 
and knowledge, to deconstruct the taken-for-granted 
assumptions that underlie Western science, and she urges 
feminists to utilise the insights from postmodern theory in 
this regard: 
Postmodern discourses are all 
"deconstructive" in that they seek to distance us 
from and make us skeptical about beliefs 
concerning truth, knowledge, power, the self, and 
language that are often taken for granted within 
and serve as legitimation for contemporary 
Western culture 15 • 
A relativist position is also put forward by Stanley 
and Wise16 • Like Flax, they suspect that foundationalist 
epistemology is incompatible with feminist praxis. They 
accuse Harding of practicing the very exclusion which is 
characteristic of androcentric science, when Harding 
dismisses the contributions of radical feminists as 
undertheorised. - These two authors do not wish to build a 
feminist successor science, rather they argue for a 
plurality of political-intellectual positions. What would 
make such positions uniquely feminist, for them, can be 
gleaned by their conception of feminist theory, which is: 
theory derived from experience analytically entered 
into by enquiring feminists; 
continually subject to revision in the light of that 
experience; 
thus reflexive and self-reflexive and accessible to 
everyone (not just to theoreticians as a 'special' 
kind of person); and 
14 Ibid, p 624. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Liz Stanley and Sue Wise, "Method, methodology and 
epistemology in feminist research processes", in Liz 
Stanley (ed) Feminist Praxis: Research, Theory and 
Epistemology in Feminist Sociology, London: Routledge, 
1990. 
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kind of person); and 
certainly not to treated as sacrosanct and enshrined 
in 'texts' to be endlessly pored over like chicken 
entrails 17 • 
To summarise, it is our view that the tension between 
foundationalist and relativist epistemologies in feminist 
thought is a creative one. The foundationalist stance 
permits us to have scales against which to measure research 
and policy interventions, but runs the risk of dethroning 
androcentric science only to put in its place a successor 
science which might be as willing to exclude alternative 
knowledges as the antecedent science. The relativist 
stance allows space in which oppressed groups and 
knowledges can be articulated and is a welcome antidote to 
the arrogance of much Western science, but like all 
relativisms, it must contend with a profound paradox. That 
paradox inheres in the relativist assertion that there is 
no ultimate truth. As the assertion is uttered, it 
undercuts itself. On what grounds are relativist claims to 
knowledge (if not the truth) to be judged? 
The overall feminist theoretical perspective and the 
different approaches to epistemology as developed by 
feminist theorists inform the present study in several 
ways. Firstly, they direct the researcher to treat with 
skepticism all claims about the essentially formal and 
abstract nature of computing as a discipline. Secondly, 
they furnish a language with which to speak and think about 
computing as a socially constructed, male-oriented 
activity. Thirdly, th~y furnish the researcher with a 
critical attitude to what constitutes proper knowledge and 
method in the discourse of computing. 
2.4 Cognitive styles and field dependence/independence 
The acceptance of epistemological pluralism suggests 
that different approaches to intellectual work may be valid 
when taken on their own terms. Psychologists have 
attempted to conceptualise what they see as different 
cognitive styles. One such attempt has resulted in the 
d~velopment of the concept of field dependence and field 
independence as a continuum along which individuals may be 
placed, and of a test instrument known as the Embedded 
Figures Test18 • The Embedded Figures Test is: 
17 Stanley and Wise in Feminist Praxis; op cit, p 24. 
18 Herman A. Wi tkin et al, Manual for the Embedded 
Figures Test. California: Consulting Psychologists Press, 
1971. 
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. . . a perceptual test.· The subject's task 
on each trial is to locate a previously seen 
simple figure within the larger complex figure 
which has been so organized as to obscure or 
embed the sought-after simple figure19 • 
For Witkin and his colleagues, cognitive style is a 
collection of abilities which an individual employs to 
perceive and interact with the environment. Strategies for 
integrating sensory data with existing knowledge, 
identifying problems ~nd solving these problems, and 
dealing with the interaction of the physical body with the 
physical environment, all employ cognitive strategies. 
Perception is the first step in interacting with the 
environment: the individual must perceive what is around 
her/him before deciding if and how to interact. For Witkin 
et al, individuals can differ in terms of their perceptual 
style, and they set out to develop a construct to study 
these perceptual styles: 
The construct we applied to the style at 
issue here is "field-dependence-independence". 
In a field-dependent mode of perceiving, 
perception is strongly dominated by the overall 
organization of the surrounding field, and parts 
of the field are experienced as "fused". In a 
field-independent mode of perceiving, parts of 
the field are experienced as discrete from 
organized ground. Scores form any test of field 
dependence form a continuous distribution. 
Accordingly, the designations, "field dependent" 
and "field independent", like the designations, 
"tall" and "short", are relative20 • 
According to these authors, consistent sex differences 
have been found in the field-dependence-independence 
dimension. Boys and men tend to be more field independent 
than girls and women. They cite studies in the ·United 
States, Western Europe and parts of Asia and Africa which 
support the sex-difference finding21 • In addition, they 
claim that the evidence suggests that the sex difference 
may not be present below the age of eight and in geriatric 
groups. It is interesting that these authors do not go on 
to consider that this last finding may be suggestive of 
socialisation as a factor which may promote the sex 
differences in field-dependence-independence. 
19 Ibid, p 3. 
20 Ibid, p 4. 
21 Ibid, p 5. 
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The authors do note, however, that "field independent 
persons are not superior in "general" intelligence" 22 , and 
that both field independence and field dependence are 
advantages in specific situations. 
This caveat notwithstanding, it seems that Witkin and 
his colleagues do somewhat privilege field independence 
over field dependence as a mode of perception: 
Though a more field-independent mode of 
performing the EFT [Embedded Figures Test] is 
conceived as reflecting more developed cognitive 
functioning, it does not at all imply better 
adjustment or mental health~. 
We are not told why field-independence is "more developed 
cognitive functioning", and, in light of Harding's and 
Shiva's critique of science, one may well wonder if field-
independence, which males are said to display to agreater 
extent than females, is not seen as more developed 
(cognitively), for ideological reasons. Is the cautious 
valorisation of field independence by Witkin and his 
colleagues not another example of gender bias? 
Carolyn Wood Sherif24 offers a critique of the 
methodology employed in psychology: 
The methodology promoted in psychology, in 
its strivings for social acceptability and 
prestige, rested on the assumption that the 
causes of an event can be determined by breaking 
down the event into component parts, or elements, 
and studying those parts and their relationships 
to one another. The more "basic" these parts or 
elements are, the more "basic" is the inquiry. 
This reductionist approach appears to be the one which 
informs the work of Witkin and his colleagues: the human 
being is constituted of various structural elements, one of 
which is "perceptual style'', which can be isolated and 
studied in the form of a continuous variable: field-
dependence-independence. This conception of the human 
being as an individual entity, a structure of discrete 
22 Ibid, p 7. 
23 Ibid, p 10. 
24 Carolyn Wood Sherif, "Gender Bias in Psychology" in 
Sandra Harding, Feminism and Methodology, op cit .. 
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psychological aspects amenable to experimental study is a 
contested one, according to Sherif. Further, Witkin et al 
appear too methodologically individualistic in their 
approach, when they refer to work that shows sex 
differences in field-dependence-independence across 
countries and at the same time confirm that these sex 
differences only manifest themselves after the age of 
eight. It appears that a problematic. has been ignored 
here: the impact of socialisation on the development of 
gendered perceptions and resultant identities. Indeed, 
Witkin et al show no awareness of the 9ender problematic in 
their work. 
The field-dependence-independence construct was 
employed in the present study with an awareness of these 
problems in its conception and application. 
2.5 Gender differences in computing attitude 
and experiences in North America 
Badagliacco25 found significant differences in 
computing attitudes and experience between male and female 
college students in the United States. According to her 
findings, males were more confident of their ability to 
master the skills and knowledge of computing, and were also 
more likely to have had exposure to computing prior to 
entering college. Badagliacca did find, though, that women 
who choose to use computers have as favourable evaluative 
attitudes as men, and they do not find them any more 
dominating than menu. 
In a survey of grade 8 and grade 12 students in two 
British Columbia school districts in Canada, Betty Collis 
found: 
1. Sex differences in attitudes toward computers are 
strongly established by grade eight. 
2. Males are consistently more positive about using 
computers than are females, and more likely to express 
interest in and pleasure in using a computer. 
3. Males and females agree that males are most likely 
to be computer users in their households, and that "mother" 
is the least likely person in their households to have any 
25 Joanne M. Badagliacca, "Gender and Race Differences 
in Computing Attitudes and Experience", Social Science 
Computer Review, Vol B, No 1, Spring 1990. 
26 Ibid, pp 51 - 52. 
... ~ ... 
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interest in using a computer. 
4. Females are more likely than males to. 
associate social and academic stereotypes with 
computer users27 • 
Collis seeks to explain these findings with a model 
comprising: school policies and practices; social 
expectations; and personal factors. Collis is critical of 
policies which set mathematics as a prerequisite for 
computer studies, which see the computer resources in a 
school as only or mainly intended for the teaching of 
computer studies and not for general support of the 
teaching project in other subject areas, and which place 
computers in the school computer laboratory which 
laboratory often becomes a male domain. She also 
criticizes social expectations which link computers with 
men and constitute computing as a masculine activity. She 
highlights personal factors such as low self-esteem in 
females which translates into lower expectations of 
computer ability than for males~. 
"' 
This is a fruitful conceptual model, in our view, and 
we shall utilise some of Collis' insights in the summary 
and conclusions of this research report. 
2.6 Epistemological pluralism and 
the discourse of computing 
The issue of cognitive style is relevant to the 
proposed research project. Leo-Rhynie (1978) found that 
among a sample of Jamaican A'level students, there were 
significant differences between Arts and Science students 
in cognitive reasoning, spatial ability and field 
dependence/independence. According to Leo-Rhynie, 
relatively field-independent persons are better at abstract 
reasoning, science and mathematics than relatively field 
dependent persons. Males tend to have higher. scores of 
field independence than females. Leo-Rhynie cautions 
against placing higher value on filed independence over 
field dependence: they represented extremes at either end 
of a ideal-typical continuum, one is not intrinsically 
'better' than the other, only different. 
27 Betty Collis, "Adolescent Females and Computers: 
Real and Perceived Barriers" in Marianne G Ainley (ed), 
Despite the Odds: Essays on Canadian Women and Science, 
Montreal: Vehicule, 1990, (p 274). 
28 Ibid, pp 276 - 281. 
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Edwards ( 19 9 0) argues that there are two distinct 
styles in using computers: a 'hard', rational style 
favoured by male practitioners, and a 'soft' more holistic 
style, employed by both male and female practitioners, but 
more so by females. This suggests that we may have to 
rethink notions about the background of a person likely to 
make a successful career in computing: traditionally it was 
held that persons with strong backgrounds in mathematics 
and sciences (such persons favour the 'hard', abstract, 
rational cognitive style) were most likely to achieve 
success in computing. 
This conceptual framework is relevant to the proposed 
research because the abstract, formal style is closely 
associated with mathematics and related disciplines. As 
discussed earlier, there is a dominant view that 
mathematics ability is a good predictor of aptitude in 
computer studies: in the Caribbean as in North America, 
males perform better in mathematics than do females (Leo-
Rhynie, 1978). It would follow from this, if we accept the 
relationship between ability in mathematics and aptitude in 
computing, that males can be expected to perform better 
than females in computer studies examinations. The 
possibility of a link between mathematics ability and 
computer aptitude is also explored by Kramer and Lehman 
( 1990 ) 29 • 
Turkle and Papert (1990) employed the concept of 
epistemological pluralism in their study of the working 
methods of computer programmers: 
The prevailing image of the computer 
represents it as a logical machine and computer 
programming as a technical, mathematical 
activity. Both the popular and technical culture 
have constructed computation as the ultimate 
embodiment of the abstract and formal. Yet the 
computer's intellectual personality has another 
side: our research finds diversity in the 
practice of computing that is denied by its 
social construction. When we looked closely at 
programmers in action we saw formal and abstract 
approaches; but we also saw highly successful 
programmers in relationships with their material 
that are more reminiscent of a painter than a 
29 Pamela Kramer and Sheila Lehman "Measuring Women: 
A Critique of Research on Computer Ability and Avoidance", 




For these two authors, the highly formal, abstract 
approach to programming computers is a key element of a 
hegemonic discourse of Computing which constructs the 
discipline as a mathematically-based discipline like 
physics or electrical engineering. 
The abstract, formalized approach to programming is 
just one effective strategy, however, according to these 
authors. They contrast it with the conceptual approach of 
bricolage, originally put forward by the French 
anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss. The person employing 
the bricolage approach is termed a "bricoleur": 
Levi-Strauss used the term "bricolage" to 
contrast the analytic methodology of Western 
science with what he called a "science of the 
concrete" in primitive [sic] societies ... [The] 
bricoleurs he describes do not move abstractly 
and hierarchically from axiom to theorem to 
corollary. Bricoleurs construct theories by 
arranging and rearranging, by negotiating and 
renegotiating with a set of well-known 
materials. 31 
These two authors see the abstract approach and 
bricolage (which they divest of Levi-Strauss's attempts to 
localize it culturally) as polar ends of a continuum: both 
concepts are ideal types (as are field dependence and field 
independence). 
The possibility of a' link between mathematics ability 
and comruter aptitude is also explored by Kramer and Lehman 
(1990) 3 • They begin by pointing out a weakness in much 
existing research on sex differences in computing 
performance: 
30 Sherry Turkle and Seymour Papert, "Epistemological 
Pluralism: Styles and Voices Within the Computer Culture" 
Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society, Vol 16, no 
1, 1990, p 128. 
31 Ibid, pp 135-136. 
32 Pamela Kramer and Sheila Lehman "Measuring Women: 
A Critique of Research on Computer Ability and Avoidance", 
Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society, Vol 16, no 
1, 1990. 
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There is a latlge body of research 
documenting that sex differences in mathematics 
performance, where theyl exist at all, are based 
on complex interactions of social and attitudinal 
factors. Yet computer! learning research that 
explains sex difference~ in performance in terms 
of males' superior performance in and exposure to 
high school mathematics may ignore this 
I 
literature and explain any superior mathematics 
performance by males in terms of superior, 
quantitative, reasoning skills ... 
Some studies rec~gnize that social or 
institutional factors play a role but then fail 
to question their assumptions about the relevance 
of mathematics ability to computer aptitude. 33 
In their own work, th~se two authors abandon the 
decontextualized assumption qf superior mathematics 
ability of males, as well ais the supposed link between 
mathematics ability and comp4ter aptitude. Instead they 
use a more contextualized approach which takes a critical 
look at how preexisting sodial roles and relationships 
(especially gendered ones) aFe reproduced in the computer 
studies learning environment·! 
I 
These two authors carried out a study of sixty-nine 
African-American and Hispa~ic female students in a 
polytechnic degree programme: in information systems and 
engineering: 
' 
• I • Previous experienc~ in mathematics did not 
significantly predict these women's grades in 
their precalculus add calculus courses. 
Moreover, it did not predict grades in computer 
science courses for wbmen who continued in 
computer-related fields.r4 
: 
These authors call for a ~ew research agenda on gender 
differences in computing perfprmance. This new agenda, 
they argue, must seek to 1avoid confounding the sex 
differences in mathematics performance with those of 
computer learning and partici~ation. They suggest that a 
new paradigm of creative comp~ting is emerging: one which 
would reflect the fact that dreative computing now relies 
at least as much upon langu
1
age, visual design, problem 
definition, and organizational skills as upon quantitative 
analysis. · 
33 Ibid, pp 162-163. 
34 Ibid, p 169. 
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The 'soft' , or br icolage computing style, (and the 
field dependence tendency) may not necessarily militate 
against those who hold them: Turkle and Papert (1990) show 
that the bricolage style has a record of success in 
software design and programming. Paul Feyerabend (1975), 
in an essay entitled Against Method, argues that the 
history of scientific achievement is not a seamless 
progression of oumulative work which employed increasingly 
sophisticated r~tional procedures. Rather, according to 
Feyerabend, scientists have had to improvise when they came 
up against anomalies, and to devise 'work-arounds' when 
their theories did not conform to reality; rather like 
Turkle and Papert's bricoleurs. In making a case for an 
'anarchistic' theory of knowledge, Feyerabend cautions that 
we should not privilege reason over other strategies of 
knowledge acquisition. 
2.7 Theoretical Linkages 
This study attempts to link field independence as a 
strategy of perception with the 'hard', abstract approach 
to using computers. The researcher posited that persons 
who tended toward the field independence end of the 
continuum would favour the abstract, formalistic style of 
using computers. As discussed above, field indep~ndence 
persons are adept at disembedding, and this ability, it is 
proposed, is parallel to an approach to computing which 
favours breaking the task at hand into discrete elements. 
As computer programmers and users, such persons would be 
expected to favour the use of flowcharts and algorithms, 
and . to stick to established procedures in using the 
computer. 
It is also posited that persons who are field 
depende~t would adopt the concrete or 'bricolage' approach 
to computing. Field dependent persons are less prone to 
disembed, as such, it is argued that they would adopt the 
more holistic approach of the bricoleur. In using the 
computer, such persons would rely less on flowcharts and 
algorithms than would field independent persons, and would 
treat the problem at hand as a whole, arriving at a 
solution by 'successive approximations', by trying out 
different approaches to solving th~ problem, making changes 
in the computer program more by intuition than according to 








The methodology employed in the study sought to apply 
both quantitative and qualit~tive research techniques. A 
structured interview schedule for students and secondary 
data analysis were used t6 develop the quantitative 
dimension, while open-ended Jnterviews with teachers and 
observation of the classrdom and computer laboratory 
environment added the qualitative dimension. 
! 
3.1 The Group Embedded Figures Test 
The Group Embedded Figuries Test is a perceptual test. 
The subject's task is to lo~ate a previously seen figure 
within a larger complex f igur:e which has been organized so 
as to obscure the sought-after simple figure. The test 
seeks to assess the subject'~ ability 
to disembed35 • The test consists of three sections: a 
first section which is not sdored and used to familiarise 
the subject with the test re'.quirements; second and third 
sections consisting of nine I complex figures each. The 
subject has two minutes to complet~-the first sectiori and 
five minutes each for the second and third sections ( see 
Appendix 5 for sample items from the Embedded Figures Test 
and the scoring key). The t!ests developers cite several 
studies employing correlational and factor analytic 
techniques which demonstrate the val1dity and the test/re-
test reliability of the Embed:ded Figures Test36 • 
I 
i 
3.2 Definitions of key conce~ts 
3.2.1 Cognitive style 
According to Witkin et ~l (1971: 3), cognitive style 
refers to: . 
. . . characteristic, !self-consistent modes of 
functioning which indi~iduals show in their 
perceptual and intelledtual activities. These 
cognitive styles are ~anif estations in the 
cognitive sphere of ~roader dimensions of 
personal functioning which cut across diverse 
psychological areas. 1 
' 
35 Herman A. Witkin, et al, A Manual for the Embedded 
Figures Tests, California, Consulting Psychologists Press, 
1971. 
.36 Ibid, pp 18 - 20. 
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Cognition consists of a variety of abilities, amongst which 
are perception, and the Embedded Figures Test is, according 
to these authors, designed to study differences in how 
subjects perceive theiF surroundings. 
3.2.2 Field dependence/independence 
Witkin et al (1971: 4), describe field dependence as 
a continuum which measures the perceptual aspects of 
cognitive style: 
In a field-dependent mode of perceiving, 
perception is strongly dominated by the overall 
organization of the surrounding field, and parts 
of the field are experienced as 'fused' . In 
field-independent mode of perceiving, parts of 
the field are experienced as discrete from 
organized ground. Scores from any test of field 
dependence form a continuous distribution. 
3.2.3 Formal, abstract approaches to computing 
The computer user who relies on careful, systematic 
planning before using an application or creating a computer 
program, is said to employ a formal, abstract approach to 
computing. Such persons rely heavily on flowcharts and 
algorithms in the design of their computer programs: they 
seek to create a formal model of the desired end-product 
before actually writing code in a computer language (Papert 
and Turkle, 1990). 
3.2.4 Concrete approach.es to computing (bricolage) 
The computer user who relies mainly on intuition and 
who creates computer applications by trial and error, by 
successive approximations each of which relies on the 
outcome of the last try, eventually approaching the desired 
goal, employs a concrete approach to computing. Such 
persons may redefine their goal and methods as they work 
and do not rely mainly upon formal models of the desired 
application as they work. Such persons have been 
designated bricoleurs, and their computing style bricolage, 
after anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss (Pappert and 
Turkle, 1990). 
3.2.5 Gender, sex and gendering 
Gender refers to the socially constructed differences 
between masculine and feminine aspects of the human. It 
differs from sex i.e. male and female, which are biological 
categories. Gender refers to the network of social norms 
and expectations which attach to persons by virtue of their 




process wherein males and f e~ales· come to assume the gender 
identities .of their society.I 
3.2.6 Epistemological pluralism 
I 
According to Turkle ! and Papert (1990: 129), 
epistemology is an enquiry into the nature of knowledge. 
For them epistemological plu~alism is a concept which sees 
'different approaches to knoJledge as styles, each equally 
valid on its own terms'. 
3.2.7 Type of school 
This simply considers ~he gender composition of· the 
school: male, female or coeducational. 
3.2.8 Teacher expectations Jf student aptitude 
I 
This assesses. the views ~f the teacher on the aptitude 
for computer studies of the class as a whole and any 
individual in th~ class. I / 
3.2.9 Teacher evaluation of 1student computing style 
Teachers were asked fol their views on how their 
students were positioned alodg a continuum from a formal, 
abstract approach to computi~g, to a' concrete approach. 
I 
3.3 Variables 
The variables used in th~ study are identified in 
Table 3.1 below. I 
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TABLE 3.1 
VARIABLES USED IN THE STUDY 
I Variable Name I How Assessed I Type I Scale I 
GEFT Score GEFT test Stirn. Norn. 
Resp. 
Student computing Questionnaire Resp. Norn. 
style items 
Student responses Questionnaire Resp. Norn. 
to computing studies items 
Student cognitive GEFT score Stirn. Int. 
style Resp. 
Student sex Questionnaire Stirn. Norn. 
item 
Type of school Questionnaire Stirn. Norn. 
item 
Teacher expectations Open-ended Stirn. Norn. 
of student aptitude interview 
Teacher eval. of Open-ended Stirn. Norn. 




3.4 Research Model 
A graphical representatiion of the research model is 
presented in Figure 3. 1. [ The directed line segments 
represent relation$hips, they are not meant to indicate 
causality. [ 
' 
Fig. 3.1 The. RJsearch Model 
..__~S_tuden ___ t_Cog~n_l_tlve~S_t_yl_e~~' ~,___~~· Student Computing 
Style 
Student Sex 
I I Type or School 
I ! 
student \Reaponeea to 
Computing Studies 
Tuaoher ExJ>+ntmlon11 of 
Studen~tltudo 
Teacher Evaluation of 
Student comJ,utlng Style 
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3.5 Selection and Characteristics of the Sample 
Four institutions were selected which offered training 
for the computer studies course of the General Certificate 
of Education Ordinary Level (GCE O'level hereafter) or the 
Caribbean Examinations Council General Proficiency ( CXC 
hereafter). Initial discussions with two educational 
professionals with whom the researcher is acquainted, and 
with a librarian at the University's,'Faculty of Education, 
confirmed by data from the Ministry of Education, revealed 
that most secondary schools in Jamaica did not off er 
computer studies. The schools which do off er computer 
studies are not evenly distributed throughout the island. 
As such, the researcher decided that a random sampling 
approach would be unsuitable in selecting schools in which 
to carry out the research: the purposive sampling technique 
was employed. The selected institutions were identified 
from schools in the Kingston Metropolitan area which 
offered either CXC or GCE computer studies. These 
institutions had the following characteristics: 
1. Two were co-educational, one single-sex.male and 
the fourth single-sex female. The intention in selecting 
this range of schools was to get some indication as to 
whether the gender composition of the school had any 
significant effect on the responses of the students. 
2. The school populations were broadly comparable in 
terms of the students' socio-economic status (SES) . An 
attempt was made to minimise the range of the socio-
economic status of the students from school to school. The 
researcher asked two educa,tional professionals, neither of 
whom had worked with any. of the selected schools, as well 
as the computer studies teacher in each school for opinions 
regarding the overall SES of the schools' students. There 
was consensus of response for the two single-sex schools: 
the girls' school was viewed as mainly drawing students 
from middle and upper-middle class background, and the 
boys' school from mainly middle class backgrounds. No 
consensus was had on either of the two co-educational 
institutions, but it was felt that the students were 
largely middle-class. For the sample of students as a 
whole, the researcher could only hold the expectation that 
the SES difference would be random, and attempt, through 
obtaining information on parental occupation and education, 
to access the actual SES of each student. 
3. All classes pursuing GCE or CXC Computer Studies 
in the selected schools were incorporated in the sample. 
As it turned out, in each school, there was only one class 






Characteristics of schools 
' i 
The first co-educationa~ school is a high school off 
Old Hope Road, a few minutes outside Liguanea. This school 
will be referred to as schocbl A. In the opinion of two 
educational professionals whom the researcher consulted, 
this was not a 'prestigious' 
1
high school, and the students 
were more likely to come from
1
working or lower middle class 
backgrounds, rather than middle or upper class. Students 
in the selected class were all in grade 11/fifth form. This 
school prepared students for the CXC General ProficiencyY 
syllabus. I 
I 
The second co-educationdl institution (school B) is a 
private school which specialises in computer ·skills 
training. It is located of~ Half Way Tree road,. near to 
Crossroads. Students in the ~elected class were in regular 
high school (fourth or fifth \form), technical or community 
college or in employment. [ These students were being 
prepared for the GCE O'level syllabus. 
I 
The single-sex male schJol (school C) is quite well-
known in Jamaica, with a hi~tory going back to the last 
decade of the previous c~ntury. According to the 
researcher's two educational ~rofessionals, it was once one 
of the most 'prestigious' bo~s' high schools in Jamaica, 
but since the 1970s more working-class boys attend so the 
I 
school has lost some of its prestige. Students were 
I prepared for the GCE 0' level :syllabus. 
The single-sex female sdhool (school D) is one of the 
'top three or four' girls' high schools in Jamaica, in the 
opinion of the researcher's two educational professionals. 
Students are being prepared fbr the CXC General Proficiency 
syllabus. \ 
i School A, with'l teacherr and 5 students was used for 
the pilot study. [ 
I 
For the main sample, th~ researcher aimed at working 
with at least twenty (20) stuqents in each school (total of 
60), and ( 1) teacher per school (total of three). The 
I classes turned out to be somewhat smaller than expected, so 
the final sample consisted of \forty-seven (47) students and 
three teachers, for the three schools used in the actual 
study. • I 
I .-
37 The CXC syllabus is discussed in detail in section 
4.11 below. 
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3.6 Gaining Access 
Similar procedures were followed for the pilot and 
main sample schools. Having selected the four 
institutions, initial telephone contact was made: upon the 
first call to each ,school, the researcher would ask to 
speak with the computer studies teacher. This was followed 
up by a visit during which the researcher introduced 
himself and presented a letter of introduction 
from his supervisor at the Consortium Graduate School; one 
copy of which went to the School's principal and the other 
to the computer studies teacher. In the case of the two 
single sex schools, between four and six weeks passed 
between making initial contact and actually commencing the 
interviews. The two major factors which were responsible 
for the delay were first, the tight pre-examination 
schedule in each school, and second, the two-week Easter 
holiday break. These two factors caused a break of nearly 
five weeks in the actual data-collection phase of the 
research project. Despite this setback, it was the case 
with each of the four schools that, upon contact, the 
computer studies teachers expressed considerable interest, 
even enthusiasm, regarding the study. 
3.7 Pilot test of student questionnaire 
The student questionnaire was pilot tested at school 
A. Based on this pilot test the researcher found no need 
to make any changes-in the questionnaire schedule. It was 
decided, however, to administer the questionnaire in groups 
rather than individually, as it appeared from the pilot 
phase that problems WOl1ld be encountered in getting the 
students to keep individual appointments for the interview. 
3.8 Administering the Group Embedded Figures Test 
and the Student Questionnaire 
On the agreed days for the student interviews, the 
researcher would arrive at the school in question, meet the 
computer studies teacher, and proceed to a classroom. 
Through prior arrangement, a group of students would be 
assembled there. The researcher would introduce himself 
and explain the nature of the study. 
At this point, the researcher would answer any 
questions from the students. That done, the Embedded 
Figures ·Test would be admini·stered as follows: First, a 
test booklet would be given to each student. Then, the 
instructions for the Embedded Figures Test would be read 
out loud by the researcher. Then the students would be 
asked to begin work on the test. The researcher would keep 
time and inform the students when it was time -to stop 




test booklets to the front ofl the class and the researcher 
would thank them for their cooperation. 
In the case of the g~rls' school, school D, the 
interviews were administered !on different days, with small 
groups, subsequent to the Embedded Figures Test, because 
the students had other class 1
1
cornrnitments 
immediately they finished the test. .With regard to the 
other two schools: at School C, it was possible to move 
straight into the interviews after the test, and thus deal 
with all the students in one session; at school B, like 
school D, subsequent visits were required to complete the 
interviews. ) 
3.9 Teacher Interviews 
These were conducted from the time of initial contact. 
The researcher developed ad elite interview schedule, 
consisting of items stich as· tebcher's background, knowledge 
and experience of computing, responses to issues of gender 
I 
and overall assessments of students. Over the course of 
several visits to each schodl, these items were covered 
with each of the three teache~s. 
I 
I 
3.10 Observation of compute~ facilities at each school~ 
1 
This was done accordinglto a schedule and, like the 
teacher interview, was coveretj in more than one visit. For 
each school, the number and ~ype of computers, as well as 
the type of software, refe:ri-ence material on hardware, 
software, and computer studies generally, were recorded. 
l 
! 
3.11 Secondary data I 
I 
In order to acquire \background and contextual 
understanding of the research problem, the syllabus of each 
examination was obtained and\1 comparisons of content and 





PRESENTATION AND Dis:cussION OF FINDINGS 
I 
4. 1 Overv~ew of sample . j . . 
The final sample consist~d of 47 personsi:~1str1buted 
amongst three schools. There were 22 males and 25 females: 
16 in the girls' school, 16 lin the boys' school, and 15 
(males and females) in the co-educational school; 
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see Table 4.1. In the co-educational school there were 6 
males and 9 females. 
TABLE 4.1 
DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE 
BY SCHOOL TYPE AND SYLLABUS 
Type of Syllabus No. 
School students 
Girls cxc 16 
Co-ed GCE 15 
Boys GCE 16' 
47 
As can be seen in Table 4.2, 19 of the males and 22 of 
the females in the sample are in the 14 - 17 age group. 
The 6 persons in the 18 and over age group are from the co-
educational institution, which, unlike the other two 
schools, offers classes to both adolescents and. adults. 
TABLE 4.2 
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE BY SEX 
Age range Male' Female Total 
14 - 17 19 22 41 
18 and over 3 3 6 
22 25 47 
4.2 Scores for the Group Embedded Figures Test 
- To facilitate different types of analysis, the GEFT 
scores were processed in two for~s: in the raw form and 
grouped into three equal bands (0 - 6, 7 - 12, and 13 -
18). The scores were kept in raw form to allow comparison 
of means for males and females, while grouping into bands 
allowed placing of the students into three. wide bands: 
field dependent (GEFT of 0 - 6); indeterminate (GEFT of 7 -
12); and field independent (GEFT of 13 - 19). 
With reference to Table 4.3, we see that the mean GEFT 
score for males and females differs by less than 1. The 
I 
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mean and median for females 
for boys. 
I 1are both slightly higher than 
I 
I 
i TABLE 4. 31 
I 
STATISTICS ON RAW G~FT SCORES 
i 
I Male Female I 
Mean 10.13 10.60 
Median I 9 11 
i 
Mode I 8 9 
Standard Deviation I 4.54 5.19 
Maximum I 18 18 
I 
Minimum I 3 1 I 
Range I 15 17 I 
I 
In = 22 n = 25 
I 
·A comparison of means on\ the raw GEFT scores for males 
and females-in the sample wa~ carried out with the results 
presented in Table 4.4, which we interpret as follows: the 
comparison of mean GEFT s:cores for males · and females 
yields at value of -.33 with a .75 (.746) probability of 
being due to random error. Of course, being aware that our 
sample was not randomly dra'wn, we must interpret these 
results with extreme caution:\ it does appear, though, that 
there is no statistically significant difference between 
the mean GEFT scores of maleJ and females. 
I 
TABLE 4.4 
COMPARISON OF MEANS loF RAW 
GEFT SCORE BY SEX 
I 
I 
t value D.F. I 'l 2-Tai 
i Prqb. 
I 
-.33 45 ·146 
= 47. 
When the GEFT scores werl grouped into three bands and 
displayed according to sex, tthe result was Table 4.5. We 
see that 4 males and 6 f emal~s can be classified as field 
dependent (GEFT sc~re d - 6)~ 12 males and 9 females are 
indeterminate ( GEFT score 7 i 12); and 6 males and 10 
females are field independent (GEFT score 13 - 18). From 
Females ==;, 25, Ma es =' 22, n 
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this we can see that there is nostatistically significant 
sex difference on this measure for our sample. 
TABLE 4.5 
GROUPED GEFT SCORE BY SEX 
GEFT Score Male Female Total 
0 - 6 4 6 10 
7 - 12 12 9 21 
13 - 18 6 10 16 
22 25 47 
Chi-s uare = 1.64378 Si . = .439b q g 
When we look at the grouped GEFT scores by school 
(Table 4.6), controlling for sex, we see a significant 
difference. The females in the co-educational school 
tend towards the field dependent end of the GEFT 
scale, only 1 of the 9 was clearly field independent 
(score 12 - 18), the other 8 were field dependent (4) 
or indeterminate ( 4) . So we see · that there ·is a 
difference between the coeducational and girls' 
schools in how females in the sample are placed along 
the GEFT continuum. 
TABLE 4.6 
GEFT SCORE BY SCHOOL CONTROLLING FOR SEX 
Coed. Girls Boys 
GEFT Score Male Fem. Male Fem. Male Fem. Tot. 
0 - 6 1 4 - 2 3 - 10 
7 - 12 2 4 - 5 10 - 21 
13 - 18 3 1 - 9 3 - 16 
Total 6 9 - 16 16 - n=47 
Chi-s uare males q ( ) = ~.25347 Si . - .3241 g 




between parlnts' educational and 
I levels and students grouped GEFT score 
The possibility of any relationship between students' 
grouped GEFT score and parents' educational level, parents 
occupational level was examined. The tables are presented 
in Appendix 2; on the basis I of the chi-square test, no 
significant sex differences were found. 
I . I 
4.4 Sex and career goal 
The relationship betweerh sex and career goal was 
examined in Table 4.7. No sigrtificant sex differences were 
found, based on the result of \the chi-square. 
I 
TABLE 4.7 
CAREER GJAL BY SEX 
Career type38 
I 
Female Total Male 
I 
I 
Managerial/Ad.min. I 2 6 8 
Traditional Profess. I 3 6 9 
I 
Technology Professional I 14 11 25 
Skilled Craftsperson I 1 1 
Self-employed I 1 1 
No answer I 2 1 3 
122 25 47" 
Chi-s uare = 5.~:l4J5 sJ..I . = . -55J q g 
This is of interest to 1
1
the researcher in light of 
previous work on career choice amongst Caribbean secondary 
school students which indicated that females were more 
likely to choose occupations which were traditionally seen 
as the preserve of women: nu~sing, homemaking, teaching, 
and secretarial. In a revie~ of this literature, Olive 
Senior concluded: I 
Research in the Caribbean confirms findings 
from elsewhere about gendet-stereotyped behaviour 
I .. • 
- gi~ls 'are encouraged tg be unassertive ... and 
dependent', in keeping with the perceptions of 
the idealized feminine imkge, while boys 'learn 
~.see appendix 1 for full explanation of these career 
cat,egories. 
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early in life that self-assertion will not meet 
with negative reprisals' 
Thus the stage is set for the enactment of 
behaviours associated with gender-role 
stereotypes: conforming girls, challenging 
boysE. 
We see in Table 4.7 that 6 females as opposed to 2 
males in the sample opted for administrative or managerial 
occupations; 6 females against 3 males desired to become 
traditional professionals; 11 females against 14 males 
wished to become technology-related professionals. With 
respect to the technology related professions, it is of 
interest that one male and three females wished to become 
airline pilots.· It should be noted too, that in all four 
cases, this desire was not unrealistic in the sense that 
both the male and females intended to study mathematics 
and/or physical sciences at Advanced level, and to go on to 
further education in science or engineering. 
Bearing in mind the non-random nature of the sample, 
it would appear that the gender-role stereotyping as 
discussed by Senior is not at work here, and there is no 
disadvantage evident among females in the making of career 
choices. 
When career goal was examined by school, controlling 
for sex, no significant sex differences were found (Table 
4.8). The school did not appear to impact on the career 
choices of males and females, but we note that 5 of the 6 
males in the co-educatiq~al institution were desirous of 
pursuing careers in a technology-related profession. 
39 Olive Senior, Working Miracles: Women's Lives in 




CAREER GOAL BY SCHOOL CONTROLLING FOR SEX 
Girls Boys 
Career Type M F: M F M 
Managerial/Admin. 2 - 4 2 
Traditional Prof. 4 - 2 3 
Technology Prof. 5 3 - 8 9 
Skilled Crafts. - 1 
Self-employed I 1 I -I 
No 1 
I 
1 1 answer ! -
6 91 16 16 
I 
cni-s uare males = 3. 2 7 38 11 Sl . = .51 l q ( ) g I 
Chi-square(females) = 3. 9 5i62 3 sig. = .4120 
I 
I 

















When students indicated! their intention to further 
their studies in computing, the responses were tabulated 
according to sex. The resJ.1 ts are in Table 4. 9. No 
significant sex differences w~re found. 
TABLE 4.9 
I 
INTENTION TO FURTHER STUDIES1 IN COMPUTING BY SEX 
Male i Female Total : 
Yes 18 i 19 37 
No 2 I 2 ! 
I 
Not sure 2 I 6 8 
I 
! 
22 I 25 47 
cni-s q uare = ::S.85123 Sl g . - .1458 
When the stated inten~ion to further studies in 
computing was looked at by schbol, controlling for sex, the 
results were as presented in ~able 4.10. We see that while 
all of the females in the sample from the girls' school 
intended.to further their stuciies in computing, 6 of the 9 
females- in the coeducational ~chool did not. On as small 
a sample as this·, such a findd..ng may or may not be 
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indicative of some factor or factors which impact 
negatively on females' decision to pursue studies in 
computing, in the coeducational as opposed to the single-
sex female learning environment. Apart from this, no 
significant sex differences were found. 
TABLE 4.10 
INTENTION TO FURTHER STUDIES IN COMPUTING BY SCHOOL 
CONTROLLING FOR SEX 
Coed Girls Boys 
M F M F M F Tot. 
Yes 6 3 16 12 37 
No 6 2 8 
Not sure 2 2 
6 9 16 16 47 
Chl-S uare males q ( ) = 1.8333 Bl g . = . - 998 
Chi-square(females) = 10.61807 sig. = .0011 
The respondents were asked how they intended to 




HOW THE RESPONDENT INTENDS TO FURTHER STUDIES IN 
COMPUTING BY SEX 
Male Female Total 
Additional courses 3 7 10 
Post sec./Univer. 13 10 13 
On the job 1 2 3· 
Self instruction 
No answer 5 6 11 
22 25 47 
Chi-s uare = 3.23316 Sl . = .5254 q g 
No significant sex difference was found. We note that 13 
males as against 10 females intend to study computing at 
the post secondary or university level. 
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When we look at these responses by school, controlling 
for sex (Table 4.12), we see that, within the female group, 
the difference is accounted for by six females in the 
coeducational school who do not intend to further their 
studies in computing. 
TABLE 4.12 
HOW THE RESPONDENT INTENDS TO FURTHER STUDIES IN 
COMPUTING BY SCHOOL, CONTROLLING FOR SEX 
Coed Girls Boys 
F M F M Tot. 
Additional course 7 3 10 
Post sec/Univer. 2 4 8 9 23 
On the job 1 1 1 3 
Self-instruction 4 4 
No answer 6 1 7 
9 6 16 16 47 
Chi-s uare males = 4.0)513 Sl . = • 2 60< q ( ) g 
Chi-square(females) = 15.88542 sig. .0012 
4.6 Responses to elements of the course structure 
The respondents were asked for their opinions on the 
structure of their computer studies course: the length of 
time devoted to hands-on work; length of time devoted to 
classroom work; and whether they thought the coursework 
assignment involved too much or too little work. The 
results are presented in Table 4.13. 
With regard to the question about the periods devoted 
to classroom work, there were significant differences 
between male and female responses. We see that 1 of male 
as against 8 females thought that too little time was 
devoted to classroom work; 6 males as against 12 females 
thought that too much time was spent on classroom work; 13 
males as against 5 females felt that the time devoted to 
classroom work was adequate. This shows a wider spread of 
opinions amongst the females in the sample than the males. 
Regarding coursework, we see that 8 females as against 1 
male thought that there was too much coursework. 
These differences may be accounted for either by the 
school or by the syllabus - we note that in the sample, it 
is the females in the all-girls school who pursue the 
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CXC syllabus, while"the other two schools pursue the GCE 
syllabus. Apart from these no sex differences were found. 
TABLE 4.13 






Response M F M F M F 
Too little 12 11 1 8 3 2 
Too much 1 1 6 12 1 8 
Just right 7 13 13 5 16 15 
Don't know 2 2 2 
Chi-s uare = 3.bbb93 Sl . = .2997 n = ~ 7 q g 
TABLE 4.14 
RESPONSES TO QUANTITY OF COURSEWORK BY SCHOOL, 
CONTROLLING FOR SEX 
Female§ 
·, Girls ' Coed 
Response 
Too little 1 1 
Too much 2 6 
Just right 13 2 
Don't know 
16 9 n=25 
Ch1-s uare = 8.7963U Sl . = .0123 q g 
Responses to the course structure by school,' 
controlling for sex, showed no significant sex differences, 
With the exception of the students in the girls' school, 13 
of whom found the course work adequate, as opposed to 2 of 
the females in the co-ed school (see Table 4.14). On the 
other hand, 6 of the females in the coed school found the 
coursework too much as opposed to 2 in the girls school. 
! 
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This difference yielded a chi-square of 8. 79630 with a 
significance of .0123. 
4.7 Extra reading, computer courses 
and computer in the home 
The students were asked if they read any computer 
books or magazines apart from their textbooks;if they had 
taken any computer courses outside of their present course; 
and if they had a computer in their home. The responses 
are summarised in Table 4. 15. Based on the chi-square 
test, there were no significant sex differences. 
TABLE 4.15 




































The respondents were asked to indicate whether each of 
a list of reasons was of major, minor or no importance in 
their decision to take computer studies. The results are 
presented in Tables 4 .16 .1 and 4 .16. 2. We see that for 
both sexes, intrinsic reasons were of greater importance in 
the decision to take computer studies than were extrinsic 
reasons. Apart from this, no sex difference was found, 
based on the chi-square statistic. 
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TABLE 4.16.1 
INTRINSIC REASONS FOR CHOOSING COMPUTER STUDIES BY SEX 
Learn about computers Male Female 
Major 18 23 
Minor 3 1 
Not important 1 1 
Chi-square == 1.424 sig.==.4906 
Qualify for occupation 
' 
Major 17 15 
Minor 4 8 
Not important 1 2 
Chi-square == 1.606 sig. = .4478 
n = 47 
TABLE 4.16.2 
EXTRINSIC REASONS FOR CHOOSING COMPUTER STUDIES BY SEX 
Parental expectation Male Female 
Major 7 7 
Minor 4 10 
" 
Not important 11 8 
Chi-square = 2.865 sig.= .2387 
Suggestion of friends 
I 
Major 2 1 
Minor 8 13 
Not important 12 11 
Chi-square = 1.3814 sig. = .5012 
Teachers' advice 
Major 1 1 
Minor 6 13 
Not important 15 11 
Chi-square = 3.0151 sig. = .2214 
n == 47 
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4.9 Scale of responses to statements about computing 
The respondents were presented with a series of 
statements about computing, in an attempt to develop an 
instrument which could be used to assess computing style. 
In their original form, the responses wer~ coded: 1 and 2 
for agree strongly and agree; 3 and 4 for disagree and 
disagree strongly; 8 for no opinion. For analysis, these 
were collapsed to a 3 point scale with 3 and 1 being used 
for agree and disagree if the statement reflected a global 
or abstract orientation, and 1 and 3 being used for agree 
and disagree if the statement reflected a concrete or 
restricted orientation dimension. Higher scores on this 
scale indicate abstract, global orientation, while lower 
scores would indicate concrete, restricted orientation. 
In order to evaluate the usefulness of this scale, a 
correlation matrix was produced which incorporated the 
responses to all eleven statements: a new variable was 
computed by summing the responses on all eleven statements 
for each case, and this new variable was incorporated into 
the matrix. The full matrix is presented in Appendix 3. 
The following discussion will ref er to same. The codes 
(TOT; STl to STll) which correspond to each statement, and 
the orientation of that statement are presented below: 
TOT: total score on the eleven items as described below. 
STl: Computer studies is a subject which every secondary 
school student should take. (Global orientation). 
ST2: Computer studies is a subject best suited for students 
pursuing mainly Mathematics and Science subjects. 
(Restricted orientation). 
ST3: Computer studies is a subject better suited for males 
rather than females. (Restricted orientation). 
ST4: Computer studies is a subject best suited for persons 
who intend to get into science or engineering. 
STS: Computer Studies is a subject best suited for persons 
who intend to get into business. (Restricted orientation). 
ST6: Creating a computer program requires a detailed plan 
(flowchart). (Abstract orientation). 
ST7: If you create a plan or flowchart then you should 
stick to the plan (flowchart) as closely as possible. 
(Abstract orientation). 
ST8: Creating a computer program is a process of trying out 
different ~pproaches until you find the one that achieves 
your goal. (Concrete orientation). 
ST9: If you make a plan or flowchart then you should not 
depend only upon the plan or flowchart, but should change 
your approach if necessary. (Concrete orientation). 
STlO: Before trying a new command or procedure on the 
computer, you should wait until t'he teacher discusses it or 
you read about it in the textbook. (Concrete orientation). 
STll: Computers are only machines, they have no 
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intelligence. (Restricted orientation). 
In the following discussion, significant correlations 
are those with absolute values equal to or greater than 
. 30. 
Fro~ the correlation matrix, we see that statement 2 
displays positive correlation with statement 4 (.44), and 
with statement 5 (.46). These three statements all have a 
restricted orientation: they suggest that computer studies 
should be restricted to persons preparing for specified 
careers. We see too that statements 4 and 5 correlate 
highly with each other (. 70). So we conclude that these 
three statements appear to be measuring the same response 
orientation. 
Statements 3 and 6 display weak positive correlation 
which appears to spurious: it is not clear why computer 
studies being better suited for males (statement 3 should 
be related to whether one should create a flowchart when 
writing a computer program (statement 6). 
Statements 6 and 7 display positive correlation (.54). 
This appears reasonable as both statements have an abstract 
orientation, they both elicit responses on an abstract, 
formal approach to computing: the use of flowcharts in 
programming (statement 6); and on following such flowcharts 
as closely as possible (statement 7). 
The sum of the responses on all statements for each 
student (STMSUM) was found to significantly correlate 
positively with statements 1 to 6, but correlations for 
statements 7 to 11 were insignificant (less than .30). 
A summary of responses to all eleven statements are 
presented in Table 4.17. 
We see no significant sex differences except for 
statement 10 (chi-square 7.19497 and significance .0274) 
This statement says that before trying an unfamiliar 
command or procedure on the computer, one should first 
consult the teacher or read about this command or procedure 
in the textbook. We see that 7 males agreed as opposed to 
17 females. This implies that females in the sample are 
more cautious in their approach to computing than males, 
and appear to be more reliant on the authority of the 
teacher and or the textbook for guidance in the use of the 
machine. The means for males and females on the score for 
each statement were compared. Based on the results of a t 
test, no significant sex difference was found. 
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TABLE 4.17 
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS ABOUT COMPUTING 
Statement Agree 
M F 
1 19 23 
2 7 5 
3 2 
4 11 6 
5 10 8 
6 18 25 
7 19 25 
8 16 20 
9 19 22 
10 7 17 
























The means on the total score were compared for males 
and females. The results of a t test of these means is in 
Table 4.18 below. We conclude that there is a significant 
differences between the mean for males and that for 
females. 
TABLE 4.18 
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF TOTAL SCORE ON RESPONSES TO 
COMPUTING STATEMENTS BY SEX 
t 2-Tail Mean Stand. Stand. 
value D.F. Prob. Dev. Error 
-2.37 45 .022 M=23.1818 M=3.142 M=.670 
F=25.1608 F=2.577 F=.515 
Females = 25 Males = 22 n = 47. 
4.10 Most and least liked subject areas 
Students were asked which subjects in their curriculum 
they liked least and most. The responses are presented in 
Appendix 7. On the basis of chi-square, no significant sex 
difference was found. 
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4.11 Comparison of the Caribbean Examinations Council 
syllabus in Information Technology and the 
Cambridge General Certificate of Education 
syllabus in Computer Studies 
4.11.1 Aims and objectives 
The two syllabi are broadly similar in terms of their 
aims and objectives. Both make reference to a need to 
prepare students for a world in which inf irmation 
technology is playing an increasing important world, both 
aim to equip students with a broad overview of the field of 
information technology, and both seek to fester problem 
identification and problem solving skills in the student. 
The Cambridge syllabus is integrated, all candidates 
are prepared for one examination, while the CXC syllabus 
has two options: 
The General Proficiency programme is 
designed for candidates who are interested 
primarily in foundation for post-secondary 
studies in Information Technology while the 
Technical Proficiency programme is designed for 
candidates who are primarily interested in the 
development of entry level skills for employment 
as well as further training in the field. 
The General Proficiency syllabus caters to a 
more general education approach than the 
Technical Proficiency which concentrates more on 
named Productivity Tools: Word Processing, 
Spreadsheets and Database ManagementO. 7 5 "40 
So the CXC syllabus attempts to cater to different 
requirements of the students. A potential problem, which 
it is too soon to examine because 1993 is the first year of 
the CXC examinations in Information Technology, relates to 
differential evaluation of these two options by 
institutions of further education and employers, as 
has been the case with the lower value accorded to the 
Basic proficiency variant of the CXC exams in other 
subjects, vis a vis General proficiency. 
4.11.2 Assumptions about the incoming student: 
prerequisites and corequisites 
The GCE syllabus assumes no specific knowledge on the 
part of the new student, apart from having completed three 
40 Caribbean Examinations Council, Syllab~u~so....-~f~o~r~ 
Examinations in Information Technology, Barbados, CXC, 
1991, p 1. 
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years of secondary school. The CXC syllabus expects 
students to have had Mathematics up to form 3/Grade 9 for 
both its syllabus options, and it sees keyboard skills as 
desirable, though not necessary, for the Technical 
Proficiency option. It would be interesting to see if, in 
the future, this keyboarding skills recommendation, does 
not serve to deter males from taking this option. 
4.11.3 Links to other subjects 
Neither syllabus makes explicit links to other subject 
areas in the school 
independent subjects, 
to connect to what 
mathematics. 
curriculum. Both claim to be 
though the CXC syllabus does expect 
its candidates may be doing in 
4.11.4 Links to the social environment of the student 
Both syllabi attempt to show the relevance of 
information technology/computer studies to the world which 
the student is likely to encounter outside the classroom. 
The broad range of areas which have been impacted upon by 
information technology is given detailed coverage in both 
syllabi. The GCE syllabus keeps its coverage general, it 
could be situated within any industrialised society, while 
the CXC syllabus gives special attention to information 
technology applications in areas of special relevance to 
Caribbean development, like tourism and agriculture. 
4.11.5 Assessment 
The GCE syllabus employs two papers in its assessment 
of candidates: a two and a half hour written examination, 
consisting of short-answer and structured questions with no 
choice, given a weighting of 75%; and a Course Work (school 
based assessment) project, a piece of work of a substantial 
nature, carried out over an extended period, with a 
weighting of 25%. 
The CXC syllabus employs 4 papers in its assessment, 
with differences for Technical and General options. 
For the General Proficiency option: paper 1, 1 hour of 10 
compulsory short answer questions (30% weighting); paper 2, 
a one and a half hour practical paper consisting of three 
compulsory questions, testing use of specific application 
packages (10% weighting); paper 3, one and a half hours a 
essay paper in two sections (40% weighting); and paper 4, 
a school based assessment, comprising a project carried out 
under supervision over an extended period of time ( 20% 
weighting). 
For the Technical Proficiency option: l hour of 10 
compulsory short answer questions (30% weighting); paper 2, 
a one and a half hour practical paper testing word 
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processing ability (16% weighting); paper 3, three hours, 
testing ability in spreadsheet and database management (34% 
weighting); and paper 4, a school based assessment, 
comprising a project carried out under supervision over an 
extended period of time (20% weighting). 
We are of the view that the CXC syllabus attempts to test 
a broader range of abilities than its GCE counterpart: the 
practical tests in application packages have no GCE 
equivalent. 
4.11.6 Gender awareness 
Neither syllabus displays any awareness of a gender 
dimension to computing. No explicit mention is made of 
differential impacts of information technology on men and 
women. This is surprising, in light of the otherwise 
comprehensive treatment of the social context of this 
technology and its varied social impacts, in both syllabi. 
4.11.7 Computing style promoted 
Both syllabi promote a formal, abstract approach to 
working with computers. Heavy emphasis is placed upon 
developing formal models of programs and on techniques of 
structured programming. Compartmentalization of a task to 
facilitate computer implementation is stressed. The top-
down approach to programming is emphasised. 
The GCE syllabus places greater stress on formal and 
abstract approaches than the General proficiency option of 
the CXC syllabus, which in turn has a more formal and 
abstract approach than the CXC Technical proficiency 
option. An awareness of plurality of styles and voices in 
the computer culture, as discussed by Papert and Turkle 
(1990), is certainly not in evidence in either syllabus. 
4.12 Teachers' views on sex differences 
in computer studies 
4.12.1 On sex differences 
The (male) teacher of the coeducational group was of 
the opinion that females were less interested in the 
practical aspects of computer studies, and were not as keen 
to write and test computer programs as were the males. On 
the other hand, this teacher felt that females were better 
at applying knowledge from the textbooks in essay or 
examinations situations. In the experience of the teacher 
for the male group (a male), his experience was in 
accordance with that of the teacher of the coeducational 
group. The teacher of the female group (a female) had no 
experience in teaching computer science to males and thus 
could not offer comment on this issue. 
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4.12.2 On different computing styles 
All three teachers felt that there were different 
styles of working with computers, and they appeared in 
agreement with the continuum of abstract to concrete 
approaches as conceptualised by this researcher. However, 
the three teachers were all agreed that the formal style 
was the one to be promoted in the classroom environment. 
In the case of the two male teachers, they felt that the 
GCE syllabus required them to inculcate formal, abstract 
methods of programming and using computers in their 
students. The female teacher felt that there was room for 
both approaches, and that the CXC' s Technical syllabus 
al lowed more space for a concrete approach. She . too, 
believed that the formal approach was the one which should 
be widely promoted in computer studies classrooms. 
Of interest too, is the view expressed by all three 
teachers, that abstract and concrete styles were not 
necessarily linked to either sex, indee4, the coeducational 
teacher was of the view that males tended to display both 
types of computing style to greater degrees than did 
females. 
4.13 Summary of students' open-ended comments 
on-computer studies 
At the end of the student questionnaire, 
allowed in which the students were asked to 
comments they had regarding computer studies, 




The most frequent comment was that computer studies 
should be more widely available to secondary school 
students. In addition, 5 male and 9 female students felt 
that computer studies should start in lower grades or even 
in primary school. The researcher finds this a reasonable 
view: the numbers of computer studies students in both the 
girls' and boys' schools (16 in either case) represent less 
than 20% of the grade 11 population in either school. 
The students from the boy's school were unanimous in 
expressing a desire for more computers in their school. 
Their teacher, too, mentioned this in the interview with 
the researcher: he was of the view that shortage of 
machines was his major problem. 
Interestingly, more females than males felt that the 
course of study was too theory-oriented and that too much 
reliance was placed upon textbooks. 
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4.14 The facilities: hardware and software 
in the three schools 
4.14.1 Hardware and software 
All schools relied on IBM compatible machines and ran 
the same suite of software: Lotus 123 (a spreadsheet); 
DBASE III/IV (database management); Wordstar or Wordperfect 
(word processing) and BASIC or pascal (programming 
languages). The similarity of hardware and software 
environments seems to be dictated by the similar 
requirements of both syllabi for application software. In 
the opinion of all teachers this standardization of 
software was desirable, because it assured that persons 
taking either course would have a similar knowledge base. 
Of the three institutions, the girls' school was the best 
equipped in terms of hardware: the machines were all of 
recent (a year or so) specification and featured the latest 
versions of the aforementioned software packages. It is 
interesting that none of the students from the girls' 
school mentioned a shortage of computers as a problem at 
their school, when it is the case that in their school, 
only a small fraction of the grade 11 students do in fact 
take computer studies. The coeducational school, which 
specialised in computer training, was also well-equipped, 
but as the teacher there- admitted, half of the machines 
were now obsolete, i.e. they could not use the latest 
software versions, and he had plans afoot to upgrade these 
older machines. 
4.14.2 Accessibility 
In both the boy's and girls' schools, there was one 
central laboratory, access to which was restricted to 
persons taking computer science. Additionally, in both 
cases, the computer resources was seen by the teachers as 
being in place for the teaching of computer subjects. 
When asked if there were any plans to use the computer 
resources as teaching support tools in other subjects, the 
teachers in both schools replied that there were no firm 
plans. 
The above comments are inapplicable to the 
coeducational institution as it specialises in computer 
studies and therefore does not offer the full secondary 
curriculum as do the other two schools. 
4.15 Selection of students to pursue 
computer studies courses 
In the girls' and boys' schools, students are allowed 
to pursue computer studies based on an assessment of their 
third and fourth year grades. Both teachers in these 
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schools indicated that 'better' students (academically 
speaking) were selected. Students who desired to do 
computer studies, but who were weak in mathematics were not 
usually selected. The reason for this, according to these 
two teachers, was that computer studies was logic-based, 
and as such, students wishing to take this option should 
have a sound mathematical background. All of the students 
from both these schools in the sample, were taking at least 
4 other subjects at CXC or GCE in June 19 9 3. All were 
taking mathematics, and more than half of both males and 
females were taking at least one science subject. 
In the co-educational school, the teacher agreed with 
the above selection criteria, but at this specialist 
institution, the ability to pay the required course fees 
was of equal importance. Only three students of the 15 
students from this school, in our sample, were taking four 
or more CXC or GCE subjects in June 1993. 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
The conclusions are discussed around the research 
questions. Due to the non-random nature of the sample, no 
attempt is made to make predictions or to generalise from 
the findings of this study. The study is preliminary and 
exploratory in nature. Any discussion of significance is 
confined to description of the sample, and can do no more 
than indicate trends for further 
study. 
5.1.1 Do males and females have different cognitive 
styles as measured by the Group Embedded Figures 
Test (GEFT) 41 ? 
This test was administered to all students in the 
sample. The result, in the form of a numeric score ranging 
from 0 to 18 was recorded and cross tabulated by student 
gender as well as school. Means for males and females were 
compared. The score was also grouped into three bands and 
crosstabulated by sex. As discussed in section 4.2 above, 
no significant sex differences were found for the overall 
sample. When the sample was grouped according to school, 
however, it was found that 6 of the 9 females in the 
41 This is a standard psychological test of cognitive 
style, discussed earlier. 
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coeducational school were at the field-dependent end of the 
GEFT continuum. 
When grouped GEFT scores for females in the 
coeducational school were crosstabulated by the intention 
to further studies in computing, we found that the 6 
females ~ho were at the field dependent end of the GEFT 
continuum were the same 6 persons who did not intend to 
further their studies in computing. 
Overall, we conclude that in our sample there are no 
significant sex differences on cognitive style as measured 
by the Group Embedded Figures Test. 
5.1.2 Does the set of items used to assess the 
computing style of the student constitute 
a valid measurement scale of computing style? 
In a preliminary attempt to establish the internal 
consistency of the items, a correlation matrix of responses 
on these items was constructed and the relationships 
examined. Meaningful and statistically significant, 
positive correlations were found for statements 2, 4, 5, 6, 
and 7, as discussed in section 4.9 above. Meaningful and 
significant positive correlations were found between the 
sum of responses on these scale items for each student and 
statements 1 to 6, but not 7 to 11 (see appendix 3). It 
would appear that some refinement of the scale is called 
for. 
We conclude, in a preliminary fashion, that, while 
statements 2 to 7 do correlate with one another, the scale 
of 11 statements about computing is not internally 
consistent. This set of items is meant to be a composite 
of student response to computing, and an indicator of 
computing style, and value orientation toward computing, 
but the validity of these items when taken as a composite 
cannot be determined with the available data. 
We conclude therefore, on statistical grounds, that 
the set of items is not a valid measurement scale of 
computing style. Nonetheless, there is good theoretical 
reason to seek to refine these items, expand the scale, and 
employ them in future research. 
5.1.3. Do males and females respond differently 
to courses in computer studies? 
Data here were obtained from: a) questions in the 
student questionnaire; and b) questions in the teacher 
interviews. Responses were cross tabulated by student sex 
and school. When the differences between male and female 
means for the sum of scores in response to 11 statements 
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about computing were compared (section 4.9 above), we found 
no significant sex difference. Some between-school 
difference was found in that 6 of 9 females in the 
coeducational school expressed no desire to further their 
studies in computing (the same 6 who were at the field 
dependent end of the GEFT continuum). Whether this due to 
the school or the difference in syllabus between the 
coeducational and girls' schools remains open at this 
point. 
Also, 6 (crosstabulations revealed them to be the same 
6 females who were at the field dependent end of the GEFT 
scale and who did not wish to further their studies in 
computing) of the 9 females in the coeducational school 
felt that their coursework involved too much work, as 
against 2 females in the girls' school (section 4. 6). 
Again, either the syllabus or school could be a factor 
here. 
Overall, we conclude that there is no difference in 
male and female response to computer studies, in our 
sample. 
5.1.4 Is cognitive style significantly related to 
responses to computer studies? 
The grouped GEFT scores were crosstabulated with 
student responses (see section 4. 10). No statistical 
evidence was found of a relationship between cognitive 
style as measured by the GEFT and responses to computer 
studies. However, we note that it is. in the coeducational 
school, where 6 of the 9 females are at field-dependent end 
of the GEFT scale, and these same 6 females do not wish to 
continue in computer studies. We note too as discussed in 
5.1.4, these are the same 6 females who found their 
coursework too much. 
Does computer studies discriminate against field-
dependent persons? This finding indicates a possible trend 
which could be pursued in further research. 
5.1.5. Do males and females have different approaches 
to working with computers? 
Data here were obtained from: a) questions in the 
student questionnaire; and b) questions in the teacher 
interviews. Responses were cross tabulated by student sex 
and school. As discussed in sections 4. 5 and 4. 6, no 
evidence of a sex difference in approach to working with 
computers was found. In the opinion of teachers, there was 
a slight sex difference, .but this difference was outweighed 
by differences within a sex (particularly for males). 
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5.1.6 Does the sex composition of the classroom: 
single sex male, single sex female or 
coeducational, relate to opinions expressed 
about computer studies courses? 
Student responses were crosstabulated by sex and 
school. Differences were found for females in the 
coeducational school with regard to intention to pursue 
computer studies and to quantity of coursework. On other 
responses, no school differences were found. 
5.1.7 Do teachers of computer studies have different 
expectations about the capabilities of males 
and females to acquire computer skills? 
Data here were obtained from responses to the teacher 
interview. While teachers did feel that males and females 
differed at times in their approach to working with 
computers, no teacher expressed different expectations 
about the ability of males and females to acquire computer 
skills. While these are views of three teachers only, this 
finding suggests a possible trend of equity on the part of 
teachers of computer studies in their expectations of male 
and female students. 
5.1.8 Sununary of conclusions 
The students involved in this study appear to be from 
a select group: both in terms of the position of their 
schools in the broader school system, as well as the means 
whereby they were selected to pursue computer studies. 
This has to be borne in mind when we consider the overall 
findings of no sex differences in response to computer 
studies courses. 
It would appear that the group consists of mostly 
highly capable and motivated students, with at least as 
much differentiation in approach to working with computers 
within genders as between genders, and this is of greater 
importance, we suggest, in accounting for the findings than 
any gender-related factors. 
5.2 Recommendations 
5.2.1 For further study 
It is felt that the following could help to better 
illuminate the issues raised by this research project. The 
research instrument should be refined in an overall sense, 
and specifically with regard to the scale of computing 
style, in an attempt to establish its validity. Then the 
study could be carried out on a wider sample of schools, in 
Jamaica and across the region. This would allow further 
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types of analysis on the questionnaire responses (e.g. 
multiple regression). The qualitative dimensions could be 
strengthened by an ethnographic study of students as they 
work with computers in their homes and classrooms. A 
content analysis of textbooks could examine issues of the 
gendered construction of computer users in instructional 
materials. Finally, the research instrument could be 
enhanced by the addition of items which seek to explore the 
students' understanding of the gender problematic. 
The conceptuai model as developed by Collis (1990) and 
discussed above in section 2 could prove useful in future 
work. This model42 contained the following elements: 
1. School-related policies and practices; 
2. Social expectations; and 
3. Personal factors. 
With respect to school-related policies and practices, 
she suggested taking a critical look at policies relating 
to academic pre- and corequisi tes, e.g. requiring 
mathematics as a prerequisite for computer studies. We 
found that two of our schools did follow such a policy. 
Collis warns that such policy excludes many persons who 
could benefit from computer studies. Collis also mentioned 
restrictive policies regarding access to computer resources 
I 
in the school; we found this to be case in two of our three 
schools. 
With regard to social expectations about computing as 
a masculine activity, our study did not look at this in any 
detail, but it appears a useful area for future work. 
Similarly, Collis dealt with personal factors regarding 
lower female self-esteem, and our study did not directly 
address these. 
We suggest that future work in this area could utilise 
Collis' framework, because at least some of the issues she 
raises have come out in our findings. 
5.2.2 Policy implications 
1. Utilising the conceptual framework developed by 
Collis (1990) and by Turkle and Papert (1990), an 
evaluation of existing computing studies 
programmes could be carried out at the national 
and regional level. Such an evaluation should be 
sensitive to the possibility of different styles 
in using computers, and to the broader issue of 
42 Betty Collis, "Adolescent Females and Computers" in 
M Ainley, Despite the Odds, op cit, pp 276 - 282. 
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epistemological pluralism and to practices which 
exclude persons from computing, e.g. mathematical 
prerequisites, gender expectations, and 
restrictive access policies. 
2. The utility of using computers in the broader 
teaching function needs to be looked at. It 
appears from this study that the computer is seen 
as mainly a resource for the teaching of computer 
studies to a select group of grade 10 and 11 
students. Access should be made available to 
other students and subjects apart from computer 
studies. 
3. This suggested evaluation needs to consider the 
absence of gender categories in the existing GCE 
and CXC computer studies syllabi. The literature 
discussed in this study unequivocally argues that 
gender neutrality often masks androcentric 
exclusion. Perhaps the CXC syllabus (which is 
under regional control) could be revised to make 
it gender aware. 
4. The emphasis on formal, abstract approaches 
emphasised in these syllabi must be critically 
examined. The literature as discussed in "this 
study suggests that other styles and approaches 
should be accommodated in the syllabi and 
teaching methods. This study found preliminary 
evidence that some persons with a field dependent 
perceptual style appear to have been put off 
computer studie~. Strategies should be developed 
for maximising learning among persons showing 
different perceptual styles. 
5. An awareness, on the part of persons making 
policy for information technology education, of 
the issues raised in this study could lead to 
policies which are alert to factors of gender 
bias in computer studies training. 
6. Despite the expressions of the need to broaden 
training in information technology (Demas, 1990; 
Mcintyre, 1989), this study has shown that within 
the sampled schools, computer studies is 
available to a small and select.group of better 
students, or to those who can afford specialised 
training. Considering the fairly select nature 
of the schools in the sample, we are not led to 
be believe that nearly as many students are being 
exposed to computer studies training as the 
policy imperative would suggest. 
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We cannot, however, from ·this study, arrive at a 
definitive picture of the extent and nature of computer 
studies training in Jamaica. Further work is called for. 
When we consider the social and cultural diversity of 
the English-speaking Caribbean, the epistemological 
pluralism as outlined by the feminist theorists discussed 
above, cou·ld serve to inform evaluation of computer studies 
curricula and programmes. A plural epistemological 
framework, and an awareness of different learning styles, 
would appear the most suitable set of conceptual tools with 
which to work in a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic 
environment. It is likely that any computer culture which 
develops in our region would display different styles and 
voices. We must ensure that we do not exclude any of 
these. 
This study has tried to demonstrate that development 
of information technology is vital to regional development, 
even if such development bears risks. To ensure that we 
benefit to the greatest extent from whatever scarce 
resources we invest in training in this area we must ensure 
that both males and females have equality of access and 
treatment in computer studies training in our schools. 
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Explanations of career categories 
Managerial/Administrative: salaried persons holding 
positions of responsibility for staff and/or resources, 
and who have partial or full input into the decision making 
process, in either the public or private sector. 
Traditional professionals: attorneys-at-law, 




Technology professionals: engineers, computer hardware and 
software specialists, systems analysts, airline pilots. 
Mid-level professionals: nurses, pre-primary, primary and 
secondary school teachers, medical/dental assistants, legal 
aides. 
Skilled craftspersons: construction workers, police, fire, 
homemakers. 




Parents educational and occupational level 
by grouped GEFT 
TABLE A2.1 
GROUPED GEFT SCORES BY FATHER'S LEVEL OF. EDUCATION, 
CONTROLLING FOR SEX (MALES) 
GEFT score range 
Level of education 0 - 6 7 - 12 13 - 18 Tot. 
Primary, secondary 1 2 1 4 
Post sec/university 1 7 2 10 
No answer 2 3 3 8 
I 4 12 6 22 
TABLE A2.2 
GEFT SCORE BY FATHER'S LEVEL OF EDUCATION, CONTROLLING 
FOR SEX (FEMALES) 
GEFT score range 
Level of education 0 - 6 7 - 12 13 - 18 Tot. 
Primary, secondary 2 5 3 10 
Post sec/university 3 1 4 8 
No answer 1 3 3 7 
6 9 10 25 
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APPENDIX 2 (contd.) . 
TABLE A2.3 
GROUPED GEFT SCORES BY MOTHER'S LEVEL OF EDUCATION, 
CONTROLLING FOR SEX {MALES) 
GEFT score range 
Level of education 0 - 6 7 - 12 13 - 18 Tot. 
Primary, secondary 1 4 5 
Post sec/university 3 6 2 11 
No answer : 2 4 6 
4 12 6 22 
TABLE A2.4 
GROUPED GEFT SCORES BY MOTHER'S LEVEL OF EDUCATION, 
CONTROLLING FOR SEX (FEMALES) 
GEFT score range 
Level of education 0 - 6 7· - 12 13 - 18 Tot. 
Primary, secondary 2 6 2 10 
Post sec/university 4 3 8 15 
No answer 
6 9 10 25 
•I 
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APPENDIX 2 (contd.) 
TABLE A2.5 
GROUPED GEFT SCORE BY FATHER'S OCCUPATION, 
CONTROLLING FOR SEX (MALES) 
GEFT score range 
Occupation 0 - 6 7 - 12 13 - 18 
Admin./Profess. 1 3 3 
Skilled/Clerical 1 7 1 
No answer 2 2 2 







GROUPED. GEFT SCORE BY FATHER' s · OCCUPATION, CONTROLLING - · 
FOR SEX (FEMALES) 
GEFT score range 
Occupation 0 - 6 7 - 12 13 - 18 Tot. 
Admin./Profess. 2 3 5 10 
Skilled/Clerical 4 5 3 12 
No answer 1 2 3 
6 9 10 25 
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APPENDIX 2 (contd.) . 
TABLE A2.7 
GROUPED GEFT SCORE BY MOTHER'S OCCUPATION, CONTROLLING 
FOR SEX (MALES) 
GEFT score range 
Occupation 0 - 6 7 - 12 13 - 18 Tot. 
Admin./Profess. 1 3 3 7 
Skilled/Clerical 2 8 3 13 
No answer 1 1 2 
4 12 6 22 
TABLE A2.8 
GROUPED GEFT SCORE BY MOTHER'S OCCUPATION, CONTROLLING 
FOR SEX (FEMALES) 
GEFT score range 
Occupation 0 - 6 7 - 12 13 - 18 Tot. 
Admin./Profess. 3 4 6 13 
Skilled/Clerical 3 4 3 10 
No answer 1 1 2 
6 9 10 25 
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APPENDIX 3 
Correlation matrix for responses to statements about computing 
orrelations: STMSUM STMl STM2 STM3 STM4 STM5 
STMSUM 1.0000 .0500 .5075 .3767 .6533 .6055 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .000 P= .738 P= .000 P= .009 P= .000 P=.000 
STMl .0500 1.0000 -.1529 -.0901 .1524 .1155 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .738 P= .000 P= .305 P= .547 P= .307 P=.440 
STM2 .5075 -.1529 1.0000 -.0438 .4421 .4552 
( ' 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .000 P= .305 P= .000 P= .770 P= .002 P=.001 
STM3 .3767 -.0901 -.0438 1.0000 .1540 .2451 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .009 P= .547 P= .770 P= .000 P= .301 P=.097 
STM4 .6533 .1524 .4421 .1540 1.0000 .7006 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .000 P= .307 P= .002 P= .301 ·P= .000 P=.000 
STMS .6055 .1155 .4552 .2451 .7006 1.0000 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .000 P= .440 P= .001 P= .097 P= .000 P=.000 
STM6 .3845 -.0796 -.1786 .3894 .2303 .0326 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .008 P= .595 P= .230 P= .007 P= .119 P=.828 
STM7 .2263 -.0682 -.1529 .1922 ~.0267 -.0596 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 4 7 ). ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .126 P= .649 P= .305 P= .196 P= .859 P=.691 
STM8 .2748 .1357 .0660 .0108 -.2321 -.2648 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 4 7) 
P= .062 P= .363 P= .660 P= .943 P= .116 P=.072 
STM9 .1850 -.1609 -.0684 -.0748 -.0921 .1692 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .213 P= .280 P= .648 P= .617 P= .538 P=.256 
STMlO .2902 -.1155 .0355 -.1063 -.0843 .0330 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .048 P= .440 P= .813 P= .477 P= .573 P=.826 
STMll .0751 -.2668 -.0221 .0277 -.0814 -.2108 
( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) ( 47) 
P= .616 P= .070 P= .883 P= .853 P= .587 P=.155 
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APPENDIX 4 - STUDENTS QUESTION.ti.lRE 
Gender Responses to GCE O'level Computer Studies. 
Student Questionnaire 
School Background 
1 . What is the name of your school? 
2. Form or Grade: 











4. Of the subjects you are taking now: 
4.1 Which one(s) would you say you enjoy the most? (Rank from most 





4.2 Which one(s) would you say you enjoy least? (Rank from least 




5. Would you describe yourself as: 
YES NO DON'T KNOW 
An Arts student? ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 8 ) 
A Science student? ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 8 ) 
Both an Arts and Science Student? ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 8 ) 
6. Do you read any computer books or magazines? 
( 1) YES 
(2) NO 
(8) DON'T KNOW 
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7. Have you taken any computer courses outside of your present 
school? 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
(8) DON'T KNOW 
7.1 if yes, give details: 
Name of Course Where offered 
Page 3 of 14 
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Responses to computing 




8.1 Computer studies 1 





8.2 Computer Studies 1 






8.3 Computer Studies 1 
is a subject better 
suited for males 
rather than females 
8.4 Computer Studies 1 
is a subject best 
suited for persons 
who intend to get 
into Science 
or .Engineering 
8.5 Computer Studies 1 
is a subject best 
suited for persons 
who intend to get 
into Business 
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DISAGREE NO 
DISAGREE STRONGLY OPINION 
3 4 8 
3 4 8 
3 4 8 
3 4 8 
3 4 8 
3 4 8 
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AGREE DISAGREE NO 
STRONGLY AGREE DISAGREE STRONGLY OPINION 
8.7 If you create a 1 2 3 4 8 
plan or flowchart 
then you should 
stick to the 
plan (flowchart) 
as closely as 
possible 
8.8 Crea ·,ing a 
computer program 1 2 3 4 8 
is a process 
of trying out 
different 
approaches until 
you find the 
one that achieves 
your goal 
8.9 If you make 1 2 3 4 8 
a plan or 
flowchart then 
you should.not 
depend only upon 





8.10 Before trying 1 2 3 4 8 
a new conunand 
or procedure on 
the computer, 
you should wait 
until the teacher 
discusses it or 
you read about 
it in the textbook 
8.11 Computers are 1 2 3 4 8 
only machines, 
they have .no 
intelligence 
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9 Do you talk to the computer as you work with it? 
( 1 ) All the time 
( 2 ) Most times 
( 3) Sometimes 
( 4 ) Hardly ever 
( 5 ) Never 
( 8 ) Don't know 




( 2 ) 
JUST RIGHT 
( 3 ) 
DO NOT KNOW 
( 8) 
11. Time spent in the classroom ( a.s opposed to time spent on 
computers) is: 
TOO LITTLE 




( 3 ) 
DO NOT KNOW 
( 8) 
12. The number of computers available allows students to work: 
SINGLY 
( 1 ) 
IN PAIRS 
( 2 ) 
IN GROUPS OF 3 OR MORE 
( 3 ) 
DON'T KNOW 
( 8 ) 




( 2 ) 
ADEQUATE 
( 3) 
Page 6 of 14 
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14. Indic~ce whether each of the following reasons was of major, 
minor, or no importance in your decision to take Computer 
Studies. 
NOT 
MAJOR MIN,OR IMPORTANT 
14.1 Parental expectation 1 2 3 
14.2 Suggestion of friends 1 2 3 
14.3 To learn about 1 2 3 
Computers 
14.4 To qualify for 1 2 3 
desired occupation 
14.5 Teacher's advice 1 2 3 
14.6 Other (specify) 
Personal and Home background information 
15. Age Years 
16. Sex (1) MALE (2) FEMALE 
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17. Which of the following best describes the family structure in 
which you were brought up? 
( 1 ) 
( 2) 
( 3 ) 
~(4) 
(Skip to Question 20) L_ 
- (5) 
( 6 ) 
( 7 ) 
( 8 ) 
SINGLE PARENT (MALE) 




MALE AND FEMALE GUARDIANS 
OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY 
NO ANSWER 
18. What is the highest level of education attained by your 
father? 
(1) NO FOR.MAL EDUCATION 
(2) PRIMARY EDUCATION 
(3) SECONDARY EDUCATION 
(4) TECHNICAL/POST-SECONDARY 
(5) UNIVERSITY 
(8) DON'T KNOW/NO ANSWER 
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19. What is the highest level of education attained by your 
mother? 
( 1 ) NO FORMAL EDUCATION 
( 2) PRIMARY EDUCATION 
( 3) SECONDARY EDUCATION 
( 4) TECHNICAL/POST-SECONDARY 
( 5) UNIVERSITY 
( 8 ) DON'T KNOW/NO ANSWER 
.20. What is the highest level of education attained by your male 
guardian? 
( 1 ) NO FORMAL EDUCATION 
( 2) PRIMARY EDUCATION 
( 3) SECONDARY EDUCATION 
( 4 ) TECHNICAL/POST-SECONDARY 
( 5) UNIVERSITY 
( 8 ) DON'T KNOW/NO ANSWER 
21. What is the highest level of education attained by your 
female guardian? 
( 1 ) NO FORMAL EDUCATION 
( 2 ) PRIMARY EDUCATION 
( 3 ) SECONDARY EDUCATION 
( 4 ) TECHNICAL/POST-SECONDARY 
( 5) UNIVERSITY 
( 8 ) DON'T KNOW/NO ANSWER 







Main occupation of your father: 
Main occupation of your mother: 
Main occupation of your male guardian: 
Main occupation of your female guardian: 
Is there a computer in your home? 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
(8) DON'T KNOW 
If yes: 
26.l Who uses it the most? 
26.2 What is it normally used for? 
( 1 ) Word Processing 
( 2) Spreadsheet/Accounting 
( 3) Graphics 
( 4 ) Computer Games 
( 5 ) Progranuning (what language?) 
(6) Other, (indicate) 
(8) Don't Know 
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26.3 How often do you have access to it? 
( 1 ) Every Day . 
( 2 ) Once or twice a week? 
( 3 ) Only occasionally 
( 4) Hardly ever 
( 5) Never 
( 8) No answer 
26.4 What do you do with it? 
(1) Word Processing 
(2) Spreadsheet/Accounting 
(3) Graphics 
(4) Computer Games 
(5) Progranuning (what language?) 
( 6) Other, (indicate) 
(8) Don't Know 
.:!. .!. 
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Education and Career Goals 
21. Do you plan to do A'levels7 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
(8) DON'T KNOW 





22. Do you plan to further your studies in Computing? 
(1) ·YES 
( 2) NO 
(8) DON'T KNOW 
22.1 If yes, how? 
23. What job would you like to have when you complete your studies? 
Page 12 of. 14 
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:4. Is your course in Computer studies preparing you adequately 
for this job ? 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
(8) DON'T KNOW 
5, Do you have any additional comments that you would like to make 
nlating to computer studies in school generally? 
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THAT COMPLETES OUR INTERVIEW. THANK YOU. 
26. Respondent's reaction to the interview was: 
( 1 ) Very interested, responsive 
( 2 ) Co-operative, fairly responsive 
( 3) Reserved, shy, limited response 
( 4 ) Not co-operative, negative 
27. Time interview completed: 
28. Elapsed time {length of interview) minutes. 
Interviewer's Signature 
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APPENDIX 5 - SAMPLE GROUP EMBEDDED FIGURES TEST (GEFl') 
Solution: 
In the following pages. problems like the ones above will appear. On 
each page you will see a complex figure. and under it will be a letter 
corresponding to the simple form which is hidden in it. For each., problem. 
look at the BACK COVER of this booklet to see which simple form to 
·find. Then try to trace it in pen c i I over the I in es of the corn pl ex figure. 
Note these po in ts: 
1. Look back at the simple forms as often as necessary. 
2. ERASE ALL MISTAKES. 
3.· Do the problems in order. Don't skip a problem unless you are abso-
lutely "stuck" on it. 
4. Trace ONLY ONE SIMPLE FORM IN EACH PROBLEM. You may see 
more than one. but just trace one of them. 
5. The simple form is always present in the complex figure in the SAME 
SIZE, the SAME PROPORTIONS. and FACING IN THE SAME DIREC-
TION as· it appears on the back cover of this booklet. 
(J 1 
APPENDIX 6 
Grouped GEFT scores by response to statements 
about computing 
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Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
1.65653 2 .4368 
Statistic 
Cramer's V 





3 OF 6 (50.0%) 
Significance 
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GEFT Score ESCO RE 
By STM2 C.S. best for Math/Science 














































Cells with E.F.< 5 
2 OF 6 (33.3%) 
Significance 
Number of Missing Observations 0 
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Chi-Square D.F. Significance· Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
.62227 2 .7326 1. 064 3 OF 6 (50.0%) 
Statistic Value Significance 
Cramer's V .11506 
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Cells with E.F.< 5 
1 OF 6 ( 16. 7 % ) 
Significance 
Number of Missing Observations 0 
APPENDIX 6 (contd.) .. 
Crossstabulation: 
Count 
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Chi-Square D.F. Significance 
.30005 2 .8607 
Statistic 
Cramer's V 
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Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
1.93475 2 .3801 .851 3 OF 6 (50.0%) 
Statistic Value Significance 
Cramer's V .20289 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 
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APPENDIX 6 (contd.) 
Crosstabulation: GEFT Score ES CORE 
By STM7 Stick to the flowchart 
STM7-> 
ES CORE 
O to 6 
7 to 12 

















































Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
1.02897 2 .5978 .638 3 OF 6 ( 50.0%) 
Statistic Value Significance 
Cramer's V .14796 
Number of Missing Observations = O 
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Cells with E.F.< 5 
3 OF 6 ( 50.0%) 
Significance 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 
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Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
4.71001 2 .0949 1.277 3 OF 6 (50.0%) 
·statistic Value Significance 
Cramer's V .31656 
Number of Missing Observations = O 
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Cells with E.F.< 5 
1 OF 6 ( 16.7%) 
Significance 
Number of Missing Observations 0 
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Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
5 .11307 2 .0776 2.340 3 OF 6 ( 5 0. 0 % ) '• 
Statistic Value Significance 
Cramer's V .32983 
Number of Missing Observations = O 
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APPENDIX 7 (contd.) 

























































.468 8 OF 12 ( 66.7%) 
Value Significance 
.32990 













































APPENDIX 7 (contd.) 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
4.82818 4 .3054 1.404 4 OF 10 ( 40.0%) 
Statistic Value Significance 
Cramer's V .32051 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 
Crosstabulation: 
Count 



































































































APPENDIX 7 (contd.) 
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Value Significance 
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APPENDIX 7 (contd.) 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
4.82818 4, .3054 1.404 4 OF 10 ( 40.0%) 
Statistic Value Significance 
Cramer's V .32051 
Number of Missing Observations = O 
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The Application of Information Technology in the Caribbean: 
The Case of Aquaculture Jamaica Limited. 
Sheldon Daniel 
Information Technology (IT) is being used globally to 
confer new competitive advantages on developing countries. 
In Caribbean countries, while utilization of IT has been 
gratjually increasing, analysis and investigation into firm 
level application is lacking. This study attempts to 
identify and analyze the critical variables that affected, 
and continue to affect, the utilization of IT at 
Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd. Data was collected data mainly 
using interviews (formal and informal) with the persons 
involved in the planning and use of the technology. 
A detailed examination of the Pond Management\Accounting 
System illustrates the manner in which the system is used 
to aid in fish production and provides insights into the 
benefits accruing to the users of the system. The majority 
of the analysis concentrates on the identification of the 
critical variables, categorized as facilitators or 
inhibitors, that have impacted on the utilization of the IT 
effort. 
The major finding of the study was that effort was 
facilitated by strong support from the critical 
stakeholders involved: Top management, the technical staff 
and the users operating within an organizational culture 
that fostered innovation. These factors, in the short term, 
promoted IT utilization and user support. There are 
problems existing (lack of documentation of systems and 
informal approach to systems development and planning) 
which can be expected to inhibit the long term development 
of the system. There is also the conclusion that the IT 
application process should be dynamic, always taking 
cognisance of the organizational environment within which 
implementation is occurring. 
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Caribbean economic development continues to be 
elusive. Development in recent times has been retarded by 
two main factors: a) huge debt burdens and b) production 
structures that lack dynamism. due to demand and supply 
constraints. These constraints have been created either by 
poor export market prospects, high production costs or 
resource depletion (Mc In tyre, 19 8 9: 8) . The consequent 
impact on the local economy has been increased 
unemployment, poverty and social malaise. Trends in the 
global economy, such as the emergence of the Pacific rim as 
the new international growth centre, suggest that there 
needs to be an improvement in the region's international 
competitiveness, a conscious development of new products 
and substantial improvements in Caribbean export marketing 
(Bourne, 1988: 117). These requirements can be facilitated 
by a judicious use and application of newly emerging micro 
electronic (ME) technologies that are revolutionizing the 
way humankind works and interacts generally. This new 
technology otfers the possibility of creating competitive 
advantage "by lowering cost and increasing product and 
service differentiation in almost all industry sectors" 
(Kheng Hwa, 1990: 17). 
The revolution in micro electronic technology in the 
late 1960' s allowed for the storage, transmission and 
processing of vast quantities of information via artificial 
means to a degree never before possible. Since the 
operations by which most products are manufactured involve 
the processing and communication of information, then the 
"potential for applying ME devices and products to industry 
and services throughout the whole economy - is virtually 
limitless" (Girvan, 1989; 118). Technologies that exploit 
this innovation are termed Information Technologies. 
Information Technology (IT) refers to that form of 
non-human resources that exploit modern data processing, 
storage, retrieval and communication systems in the 
processing, storage and col1l1_1lunication of information. IT 
also refers to the way in which these resources are 
combined to manage and perform a particular set of tasks 
(King and Grover; 1991, 294 ; Antonelli, 1991; 33). In 
most parts of .the world, IT has been impacting .on almost 
every sphere of human activity. In production, electrical 
parts are being replaced by electronic components and, as 
in the case of the word processor, new capabilities are 
being integrated into old products. The production process 
has also changed since Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) 
1 
2 
and Computer Aided Design (CAD) have increased the 
flexibility, adaptability and econom·y of production as 
skills can now be incorporated into the equipment, and 
capital savings accrue because of greater resistance to 
obsolescence. In the off ice, improvements occur in the 
automation of routine clerical work as well as the 
increased effectiveness and efficiency of organizational 
communications. Services have now become easily 
transportable and new services, like Data Entry services, 
have grown rapidly. (Rada, 1985; 573-574). 
1.1 Global Diffusion of IT 
The advances in the application of IT have continued 
at a rapid pace and continues to do so, given that IT 
systems are now getting smaller, cheaper and more powerful 
with a continuous stream of new IT products appearing on 
the market (Kheng Hwa, 1990: 17). The developed countries 
have been the leaders in IT application while the 
developing world has tended to lag in using the new 
technology (Mody and Dahlman, 1992: 1708). 
1.1.1 IT application in the Developed Countries 
Application in the developed world has been well 
documented. King and Grover ( 19 91: 2 9 8) in a general 
report on IT application in the United States, have 
identified six areas of application of the technology: 
customer service, supplier relations, product/service 
differentiation, cost competitiveness, new product planning 
and market segmentation. Generally, the main users of IT 
have been those sectors that are most information 
intensive. Therefore, the financial sector, particularly 
banks, and the retail and wholesale sectors have been 
leaders in application. Business services (eg. 
advertising, accounting, airline computer reservations) are 
also major users of the new technology and growth in these 
activities has been facilitated by modern IT 
infrastructure. This is illustrated by the increase in 
business services which in the United States, grew by 
almost 50% a year during the period 1975-87 from about $3 
billion to $130 billion (Mody and Dahlman, 1992: 1705-
1707). Some of these services (such as the automated bank 
tellers) have been created only due to the existence and 
proliferation of the IT infrastructure. 
In manufacturing, the application, while increasing, 
is not as pervasive as application in the ~ervice sector. 
One application, Computer Aided Design (CAD), has now 
become widely used, reducing design times and thereby the 
time a new product takes to be introduced to the market. 
As the technology becomes cheaper, and the software 
packages that are developed become more sophisticated, then 
3 
application in manufacturing processes can be expected to 
increase. 
1.1.2 IT Diffusion in the Developing Countries 
In the developing countries the evidence is quite 
deficient and what does exist suggest that IT diffusion is 
not quite widespread. Generally, the governments of 
developing countries are the major users of IT in the early 
phases of the drive towards computerization (Mody and 
Dahlman, 1992: 1709). Application in the private sector is 
mainly in the service industries, especially by banks and 
other financial institutions. 
Use of IT is greatest amongst the Newly Industrialized 
Countries (NIC's). Singapore has gone the furthest in 
using the technology with 59% of companies with 10 
employees or more using computers (Kheng Hwa, 1990: 17). 
The World Competitiveness Report of 1990 gave Singapore the 
top placed ranking for the extent to which computer based 
IT is effectively used and also the number of top managers 
understanding and using IT (cited in Seng Hon, 1992: 1817). 
Table 1.1 · shows the sectoral utilization of IT in 
Singapore. 
TABLE 1.1 
IT USAGE BY SECTOR IN SINGAPORE. 1985, 1987 
Sector IT Usage IT Usage 
(1985)% (1987)% 
Manufacturing 41 52 
Commerce 43 53 
Transport 48 ,61 
Finance 78 85 
Community 47 58 
Construction 50 61 
Others 41 52 
Source: National Corn uter Board IT Surve p y I 1987 
(cited in Kheng Hwa, 1990: 18). 
It is noted from Tabl~ 1.1 that application in 1987 is 
furthest in the financial sector and all other sectors have 
at least 50% or more of the firms in that sector using IT. 
South Korea and Taiwan, two other NIC' s, are extremely 
advanced in their application of IT but lag behind 
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Singapore in the extent of their application (Mody and 
Dahlman 1 1992: 1709). 
IT application in the Caribbean has also been 
increasing. Studies done by Marcelle (1991) on the 
Computer Services industry in Jamaica and by NIHERST (1989) 
on the computer supply industry in Trinidad and Tobago 
suggest that the use of computers and peripherals in the 
respective economies have been escalating, both in public 
and private organizations. NIHERST noted that application 
is mainly in the service sector and was utilized mostly for 
data processing (accounting 1 personnel records) and control 
systems (NIHERST 1 1989: 23-24). Another study found that 
computer application in Jamaica has been increasing, mainly 
in the area of "accounting, office automation and 
administrative systems" (Marcelle, 1991: 2). 
1.2 The Research Problem 
This increased utilization, however, has not been 
accompanied by adequate study of the application process 
and the process of adoption of the technology in particular 
firms and countries. This dearth of research has left a 
void in the understanding of the process of utilization and 
some of the issues and problems that emerge in attempting 
to utilize Information Technology at the firm level. This 
paper will attempt, albeit in a preliminary manner, to fill 
this void. 
Given this.general aim, the paper will therefore seek 
to explore some issues (both within the organisation and in 
the external environment) that arise out of an attempt to 
apply Information Technology in one organization. Using 
data collected from Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd., a member of 
the Jamaica Broilers Group of Companies, the paper will be 
used to indicate the variables that can be considered 
critical when attempting to use the technology. These will 
be grouped as either facilitators or inhibitors towards the 
effort to utilize IT. From this 1 policy initiatives and 
future research areas can be proposed to increase the 
effectiveness of the use of IT in firms in the country. 
1.3 Justification and Rationale for of the Stu.Qy 
a) Given the paucity of research on the area, the 
study will make an academic contribution by providing a 
preliminary insight into conceptual and organizational 
issues that may be critical in firm level IT application. 
It will be exploratory, merely able to suggest theoretical 
propositions on IT application in the Caribbean which can 
be more rigorously tested by future research. 
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b) The few studies done on the utilization of IT in 
the Jamaica have tended to be wide in focus, looking at 
industry use and supply. There is need for more in-depth 
"micro study", like the present and the study recently done 
by Girvan and Marcelle et al.(1993), to provide insights 
into IT efforts of individual firms. 
c) The study will also be useful 
users of IT in Jamaica as an example of 
and problems that can be encountered 
implementing an Information system. 
to organizational 
some of the issues 
when planning and 
d) The study will be able to suggest areas that public 
policy, through a national science and technology policy, 
can address so as to ensure that the advantages of IT can 
be realized and used as a national development tool. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. Proceeding from 
the introduction is Section Two with a review of the 
previous literature and research findings which are 
relevant to the research problem. Section Three provides 
background information on firm selection, a brief history 
and profile of the Jamaica Broilers Group of Companies 'and 
of Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd. Section Four details the 
methodology used for the research and some issues emerging 
from the research process. The major findings are analyzed 
in Section Five. Included are a description of the systems 
in use, the gains that have accrued to the users of the 
system and some of the factors that have inhibited or 
promoted the IT application effort. A discussion of the 
main points of the research and recommendations for future 




Examination of the literature which deals specifically 
with the application and implementation of IT provides a 
description and analysis of the process mainly using 
examples and assumptions that are relevant to developed 
countries. While these are useful, the lack of examples 
from the developing world makes it difficult to gauge 
whether these factors identified in developed countries are 
applicable in the developing context. Also the developing 
countries that have been extensively investigated are 
mainly the East Asian countries, especially Singapore, 
where the levels of usage of IT are comparable to the 
developed countries. Data on efforts in other developing 
countries are sparse. 
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The present study can be subsumed under the category 
of Implementation Analysis. According to Girvan, this 
portion of the literature deals with the factors that 
impede or facilitate the successful utilization of IT 
(Girvan, 1992: 1). All of the literature discussed below 
either look at variables that impact on a number of efforts 
·or the role individual variables can be expected to play in 
the implementation effort. 
2.1 Critical Factors which Impact on IT 
One study found that the reasons for unsuccessful 
implementation in 25 companies, which were listed in the 
Fortune 500, were associated with organizational, and not 
technical errors ( Crescenzi, 19 8 8: 14-2 0) . In a major 
review, King and Grover (1991) have identified a range of 
organizational inhibitors and facilitators which affect the 
deployment of IT and are listed in Table 2.1. 
TABLE 2.1 
LIST OF ORGANIZATIONAL FACILITATORS 
AND INHIBITORS IN IT APPLICATIONS 
Facilitators 
1. Strong Market position 
2. Existing IT leadership 
3. Strong Planning 
capability of firm 
4. Extensive computer 
facilities 
5. Strong organization 
/Top management 
support 
6. Pressure from 
competition 
7. Strong technical 
support/ expertise 
in the firm 
8. Strong financial 
position 
9. Need for uniqueness or 
innovation 
Inhibitors 
1. Lack of appropriate 
planning 
2. Low perceived importance 
of concept 
3. Lack of appropriate 
technical support 
4. Budgetary constraints 
5. Difficulty in assessing 
tangible contributions 
6. Complexity of the 
concept 
7. High potential start up 
difficulties 
8. Lack of top management 
support 
9. Power and politics in 
the Firm 
10. Nature of external 
environment 
11. Ill defined Management 
·Objectives 
12. Other priorities 
Source: King and Grover 1991: 297 
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The study found that the major overall facil~tators 
were strong technical support, infrastructure and 
competitive pressure, while the lack of appropriate 
planning, lack of top management support and the difficulty 
in assessing tangible contributions were the major 
inhibitors (King and Grover, 1991: 300). The literature 
thus suggests organizational variables found to be critical 
in analyzing the utilization of IT in the particular firm 
and so can be used by this research. 
The literature emerging from the developing countries 
also suggest factors that have impacted on IT imple-
mentation. Singapore, with its extensive use of IT, has 
annual surveys done on IT utilization in the society. 
Kheng Hwa, using these surveys, has identified some of the 
factors that impede the utilization of the technology in 
Singapore. Table 2.2 shows the problems small companies 
encountered in the application of IT. 
TABLE 2.2 
PROBLEMS IN APPLICATION OF IT 
IN SMALL COMPANIES IN SINGAPORE 
Problems Encountered 
Long Learning Curve of Users 
Unsuitable Hardware or Software 
Perceived Shortage of IT Professionals & 
Solutions 
Operator, Hardware or Mechanical Problems 
Frequency 
of Problem 





Source: NCB IT Awareness Surve y I 1988. cited in Kheng 
Hwa, 19 9 0 : 2 2 ) 
Table 2.2 highlights the point that the users of the 
system can have a major impact on the utilization of the IT 
process. Overall, Kheng Hwa found that the main 
impediments to IT use amongst businesses were: 
a) High cost of systems, 
b) Inadequate technical expertise and manpower, 
c) Difficulty in selecting the right IT solution, 
d) Insufficient management support and commit~ent, 
e) Lack of awareness on the business use of IT. 
(Kheng Hwa, 1990: 21) 
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These factors are similar to those noted above with 
the exception of the high cost of the system. This 
difference may be explained by the size of the firms in 
Singapore survey, which appear generally to be small and 
therefore the initial investment in IT may be, relative to 
total sales and expenditure, higher compared to the larger 
companies in the developed world. The cost factor will 
therefore become more important in such situations. 
The studies from the developed world make assumptions 
that may not necessarily hold in the developing world. 
This is illustrated by a study of informatics in Africa. 
This study examined 76 World Bank supported, IT projects in 
Africa and attempted to identify the core factors that may 
lead to problems in implementation. Areas of application 
included education, agriculture and public sector 
management. In the majority of cases, the implementation 
was inefficient and the technology not used effectively. 
The core factors identified as contributing to the failure 
were: 
1) Institutional factors - insufficient planning, 
lack of management commitment to informatics 
program, unclear objectives and priorities, 
2) Human Resources - Shortage of qualified persons, 
inadequate· compensation of technical staff, high 
turnover of technical and competent managerial staff, 
3) Funding - Underestimated project costs, Lack 
of recurrent expenditure, 
4) Local environment - Lack of backup equipment 
and spares, inadequate site preparation and, 
5) Technology and Information changes - Limited 
hardware and software availability, inappropriate 
software (Moussa & Schware, 1992: 1743) 
The study of IT applications in the developing 
countries need to include a broader range of variables than 
those considered in the industrialized world. For example, 
the literature coming out of developed countries appear to 
take as given the provision of basic physical 
infrastructure such as electricity and telephone services. 
In the case of Africa, one of the problems encountered was 
insufficient provision of the necessary physical 
infrastructure. Similarly, software and hardware 
availability, while not critical in industrialized 
countries, have been mentioned in the African and the 
Singapore context. The search for IT impact factors in the 
developing countries will have to be cognizant of the wider 
external physical and social environment in which the 
technology is being applied. 
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Some literature on the Caribbean application is 
available. A recent investigation by Girvan & Marcelle, et 
al.(1993) into the sources and applications of the 
technology in the Caribbean . provided information on the 
constraints to application as perceived by the firms. The 
three leading problems were as follows: 
1) the cost of application of IT, 
2) the unavailability of skilled labour and, 
3) unreliable public utilities. 
(Girvan & Marcelle, et al, 1993: 109) 
These problems appear similar to those discussed in 
Africa and in Singapore and point to the main problem 
apparently facing the developing world in utilizing the 
technology: the lack of indigenous IT capability and the 
scarcity of the human and physical infrastructure needed 
for application of the technology. 
2.2 Research on Specific Variables that Impact 
on IT Application 
Some of the variables mentioned as critical factors 
have been given in-depth treatment in the literature. One 
such factor has been the impact of the Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) on the implementation effort. One study by 
Jarvenpaa and Ives (1991) investigated the role of 
executive support in the management of IT. Executive 
support was operationalised in two ways; executive 
participation and executive involvement. Executive 
involvement referred to the psychological state of the CEO, 
reflecting the degree of importance which the CEO places on 
IT. The involved CEO, while not actively participating in 
managing the IT system, views the system as vital to the 
firm's success. Executive participation entails the active 
commitment and intervention of the CEO in the effort, 
including activities such as chairing the IT committee and 
overseeing projects. Data were collected from CEO's in the 
United States by a mail survey. Eighty three 
questionnaires were sent out and fifty seven (69%) replied. 
The results suggested that executive involvement is 
important. The CEO does not need to be personally 
participative but rather ''if the firm is to be progressive 
in its use of IT, the CEO must send the right supportive 
signals regarding IT to his or her organization" (Jarvenpaa 
& Ives, 1991: 219). 
User involvement has also been investigated. One 
study (Hawk & Dos Santos, 1991: 316-327) operationalised 
user involvement in two ways: user participation and user 
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leadership. User participation involves activities such as 
working with IS professions in determining system 
requirements and developing and evaluating systems design. 
User leadership refers to the leadership of the IS 
development team; planning, coordinating and controlling 
the activities in the development process. The systems 
were categorized as either decision support or transaction 
processing systems. Decision support system were those 
used to generate reports, inquiries or model based 
analyses. Transaction processing systems were those 
systems used mainly for data entry or processing 
transactions. The data were collected from 51 information 
systems in 18 organizations. 
The study found that user involvement (of both types) 
increased support for the system only under certain 
situational factors. User involvement increases support 
for the system when the system is used for decision 
support. The possible reason given for this is that in 
such systems, the user requirements can only be obtained 
from the user; user participation therefore ensures that 
the systems are better designed to meet the needs of the 
users. Transaction processing systems can, and usually 
are, designed via observation or review of existing 
systems, with less user involvement and higher possibility 
of systems that are irrelevant to the users. 
The study also found that the organizational status of 
the users is an important variable. "Increasing 
participation and leadership by high level managers 
positively affected user information satisfaction" (Hawk & 
Dos Santos, 1991: 325). This may be explained by the fact 
that users at this level are better equipped in terms of 
leadership skills and organizational knowledge and 
therefore may participate more effectively. 
The role and the structure of the IS department has 
also been investigated._ A study by Hodgkinson ( 1992) 
investigated the manne~ in which the IT function was 
organized in large multi-business companies. The four IT 
structures that were examined were: Centralized, 
Centralized hybrid (Strategic Leadership), decentralized 
hybrid (Strategic Guidance) and the decentralized 
structure. In centralized structures only 10-15% of the IT 
management is devolved. Strategic Leadership refer to 
those IT structures in which around 50% of the IT 
responsibility is devolved with the centre retaining the 
dominant influence. In Strategic Guidance, about 70-80% 
of the IT responsibility is devolved. Using data from 50 
companies in the United Kingdom, collected using a mail 
questionnaire, the author found that the predominant form 
of IT management was a federal structure (strategic 
leadership or strategic guidance). Strategic leadership 
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were present in 50% of the companies while 38% of the 
respondents had a strategic guidance. The study indicated 
that IT management-style is closely related to the overall 
management style of the company (Hodgkinson, 1992:161-173). 
Another issue that arose from the literature on IT 
application is the consistent lack of quantification of the 
benefits or gains (or losses for that matter) of the IT 
effort. The literature on IT indicated that the 
productivity gains accruing due to the use of IT were, in 
many instances, difficult to establish. This has led 
researchers to use various indirect proxies that have been 
either vague or their relationship to the effort 
questionable. For example, the one study carried out by 
Jarvenpaa and Ives proposed and provided support for the 
counting of IT related phrases in the chairman's letter as 
a measure of the state of IT use in the firm (reported in 
Jarvenpaa and Ives, 1991: 214). A study on the Jamaican 
situation noted that none of the firms that were 
interviewed had included the requirement of quantification 
of the benefits derived from the technology, with one firm 
suggesting that the IT investment was based on intuitive 
knowledge of the gains to be had by using IT (Girvan & 
Marcelle, et al, 1993: 108). Quantification of gains 
therefore appears to be another important issue in 
examining an IT effort. 
From the literature emerges some critical IT factors 
to be considered in IT application: top management support, 
user involvement and the existence of strong technical 
support for the effort. The presence of these factors 
should facilitate utilization, while their absence can lead 
to inefficient use of IT: The brief review also indicates 
that a variety of factors external to the organization 
could affect the utilization of IT in a developing country 
like Jamaica. This study will therefore attempt to 
establish whether the effort at Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd. 




3.1 Firm Selection 
The choice of a company to research can be fraught 
with compromise and disappointment. In the main, the 
researcher has to ensure that the chosen company is 
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relevant to the issue (application and utilization of IT) 
under examination. The researcher used the requirement 
that the company chosen should be using IT for a period of 
about 3-5 years ensuring a system that has been fully 
implemented and operational. This, however, has to be 
balanced against a number of other factors that are 
discussed below. 
Firstly, there was the requirement that the activities 
of the company were of such a nature as to contribute 
positively to the national development effort of Jamaica. 
While this is highly subjective, and will in part be 
conditioned by ideology, it was viewed as necessary given 
the nature of the degree for which the paper is to be 
submitted. Secondly, and at a more practical level, one is 
constrained by the company's willingness to be researched. 
The researcher basically requests of the case study 
organization to "bare all". This can be intimidating, as 
well as risky, from the company's point of view, since this 
means permitting access to sensitive information which 
could be used in various other (less noble?) endeavors. 
Management receptivity was seen as critical to the 
researcher's successful investigation. Thirdly, and less 
importantly, a company with which the researcher was able 
to use prior - existing contacts, or those established by 
other members of faculty, would greatly aid in the process 
of gaining access into the organization. 
Initially the research was to have taken place in 
Trinidad and Tobago. Firms approached were apprehensive; 
wary of the purpose to which the information obtained could 
be used. The two companies considered as being relevant to 
the study did not allow entry for investigation. Jamaica 
Broilers Group Limited then was approached and permission 
was granted for the study to proceed. This company 
adequately fulfilled the requirements stated above as 
1) the IT effort has been ~ontinuous and operational for 
over 4 years; 2) top management appeared very willing to 
cooperate and facilitate the study; and 3) the activities 
of the group exhibited high levels of innovativeness and 
creativity which suggested that this could be an example 
from which other firms in the Jamaica could learn. Also 
there was access to the senior management which facilitated 
quick feedback. Thus the decision to make the group (or a 
subsidiary therein) the subject of the research. 
3.2 The Group: Jamaica Broilers Group Limited 
Jamaica Broilers Group Limited is an integrated group 
of agribusiness divisions, subsidiaries and associated 
companies with assets of over $700 million and turnover of 
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one billion dollars as of 19921 • The corporate structure 
is shown as Appendix 2. Group profits and turnover are 
shown in Fig 3. l(a) & (b) respectively. 
The company was formed in 1958 and was at that time 
involved in the production of broiler (poultry) meat. 
Jamaica Broilers began in the business of growing and 
selling chicken and most of the company's growth since has 
reflected attempts to capture the gains from vertical 
integration in the industry. At present, broiler 
production remains the dominant activity, with Jamaica 
Broilers producing about 50% of the industry. 2 Howeve,r, 
the company is also involved in a range of broiler related 
activities. These include the production of fertile eggs 
from which the chicks are hatched and transported to 
contract farmers. The processing of the grown chickens is 
performed by the company. All of these operations are 
owned by the company. Even the major animal feed mill in 
the island is owned by the company. 
,, 
More recently the company has become involved in the 
production of other types of meats. Beef production, while 
not as important t~ the group as the chicken activities, 
has been added to the activities of the group. The group 
has more recently involved itself in the production of 
another form of protein fish. The move has its 
motivation in two factors: a) the group felt that the 
expertise gained in the production of meat and fish would 
aid in the development of the fish production technology 
and b) fish held good export potential and was therefore 
considered a source of foreign exchange. The company 
responsible for the fish production is Aquaculture Jamaica 
Limited. ·' 
1 Jamaica Broilers Group Limited Prospectus 1992 
Share Issue. p 10. 
2 M. Witter The Poultry Industry in Jamaica: The 
Impact of the Reform of the Common External Tariff 
(CET). Unpublished Paper. Consortium Graduate School, 
1992. p 3. 
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Fig. 3.1(a). Net Profit and Loss, 
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3.3 The Subsidiary: Aquaculture Jamaica Limited 
Aquaculture Jamaica Limi ted3 is the largest private 
producer of fresh water fish in the country. The type of 
fish that is reared is called the "Red Talapia". This fish 
is pink in colour which has been found to be appealing in 
the foreign markets. The two production facilities (one at 
Toll Gate, Clarendon and the other at Barton Isles 
( Brumdec), St Elizabeth) utilizes 205 acres of ponds in 
production. Annual total sales as represented in Fig. 
3.2.(a) illustrates that sales.revenue has been increasing 
over the past four financial years. 4 This can, in the main 
be explained by an increase in the price of fish since Fig 
3.2.(b) shows that total output slightly increased for the 
first three years under consideration and in fact is below 
the 1991-92 total for the first 11 Periods of the financial 
year 1992-93 (Refer to Appendix 1). 
Fig 3.2. (c) shows the Net Profit/Loss position of the 
company for the past four years. Except for the financial 
year 1992-1993, the company experienced increasing profits. 
The loss accruing in the most recently ended financial year 
1992-1993, is mainly due to increased cost, both in 
production and overheads. Production cost increases have 
resulted mainly from rising feed cost which lead to 
increased unit cost. The reason for a larger overhead cost 
could not be ascertained. The loss has prompted the 
company to undertake major staff reorganization and 
restructuring. 
Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd. was established in 1984. The 
main production facility is located at Brumdec, St. 
Elizabeth, next to the Black River. The initial production 
focus was shrimp. Since the production was not common in 
the island, even the region, the directors of the company 
turned to the Israelis (who were familiar with the 
technology) to provide the supporting physical infra-












4 The information contained in this section (unless 
otherwise stated) has been obtained from the official 
financial statements of the company and from interviews 
with various members of staff. 
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Fig 3.2 (a) Total Fish Sales, 
Aquaculture JamaJca Ltd. 
(1989-1993). 
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Fig. 3.2 (c) Net Profit and Loss 
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The site was completed in 1984 with an initial production 
·acreage of 45 water acres. 5 For the next two years the 
company struggled with problems of shrimp production. 
According to one manager I the production technology was 
undeveloped and the facility found itself having to 
research to understand and perfect the technology rather 
than employing ponds in con'uuercial production. 
The project was plagued with disease and water 
problems. Despite these problems, the management was 
reluctant to change totally into fish production. 
Eventually the losses that accrued convinced the Group to 
move into fish production. Recently, shrimp has been 
reintroduced, albeit on a small scale. 
With the move into fish production, the company moved 
in to an expansive phase. In the middle of 19 8 6, 3 2 acres 
of water acres were brought into production. This phase of 
5 Water acres indicated the ponds involved in 
production activity. The Total farm size is much larger 
as it needs to include the roads between the ponds, the 
office and maintenance area. 
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business man Tony 
with Aquaculture 
To overcome the 
the ponds, this 
the Black River. 
expansion was a joint venture with local 
Hart, who owns the ponds of this phase, 
serving as the management for the ponds. 
problems of transporting water manually to 
phase was built very close to the banks of 
A further phase of expansion occurred in 1989 when a 
further 28 water acres of ponds were built and brought into 
production through another joint venture project. One 
hundred and four ( 104) water acres are now involved in 
production. It was at this time that the management of 
, product~on and financial data from the company began to get 
burdensome and a computerized solution to this problem was 
introduced. More will be said of this system in following 
sections. 
The company no longer views increasing its own 
production facilities as a means of increasing output but 
is instead relying on the replication of the success of the 
contract farming experience of the poultry division. Since 
the programme was launched in March 1991, over 208 water 
acres have been prepared for production and are able to 
receive fish. Only 138 have so far been stocked. 
On the Brumdec premises, there is also a processing 
plant which was renovated in 1988 and now has a processing 
capacity of 250 metric tonnes per month. The plant is able 
to ,produce fish in fillet form, sliced or as whole fish. 
The distribution of the sales indicate that the major 
customers for the fish are located in the local economy. 
Fig 3.3.(a) shows that 65% of sales are made locally. 
This is distributed accordingly: 45% sold to hotels and 20% 
to institutions such as supermarkets and the Jamaica 
Defence Force. Exported fish accounts for the remaining 
35% of the output. While the information on the 
distribution of the exported sales could not be obtained, 
the fish are sent mainly to European and American markets. 
Fig.3.3(b) show that the local sales remain the more 
important source of revenue. 
The staff complement of operations at Toll Gate and 
Barton Isle is as follows: 
Wages payroll: 85 persons 
Sala~ies payroll: 30 persons 
Contract Labour: 45 persons 
The contract labourers represent security guards, general 
maintenance workers and temporary workers in the processing 
plant who are called upon as the need arises. The 
organizational chart (See Appendix 3) is given. 
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Fig.3.3.(a) Distribution of Fish SaJes, 
Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd. (1992). 
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The major costs of production is the cost of feed and 
the fingerling cost or the stocking cost. For period 1 
(May 1989) of the financial year 1989-90 to period 49 (Feb 
1993), the feed and fingerling cost together constituted 
79.4% of the total production cost over the period. 6 Feed 
cost accounted for 46.0% of the total production cost for 
the similar period.(See Fig.3.4). For the present 
financial year, 1992-93, (up to period 49), feed cost 
constitutes about 50. 0% of the total cost. This has 
serious cost implications since, while the company obtains 
all of its feed from Master Blend (the feed blending 
company within the group), the major portion of the raw 
material inputs into feed (corn) is imported. Changes in 
the cost of feed can be expected to have a major impact on 
the total cost of production for two reasons; one direct 
and the other indirect. The indirect effect will be 
through an increase in the feed cost for the f ingerlings 
which would increase the final cost of the fingerling and 
thus the price of stocking the pond. The direct effect is 
that the feed fed to the fish will cost more. With these 
two costs representing 80% of total cost, changes in feed 
cost have a major impact on the total cost. 
With the continued devaluation in the Jamaican 
dollar7 , the cost of feed to the fish increased and 
there was a large increase in the total cost which is 
noted when Fig.3.2.(b) is compared with Fig 3.5 which 
shows that while the output was marginally increasing over 
the first years, the cost of producing this output 
was increasing greatly. The increase in the cost of 
production is reflected in the unit cost increase. This 
increase can be linked directly to the devaluation of the 
dollar and the consequent increase in the price of feed. 
Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd. is a company attempting to 
move beyond 'the traditional exports, attempting to sell 
what can be termed as non traditional i terns. The fish 
f ingerlings are exported to Puerto Rico as well as sold in 
the domestic market. The company has invested heavily in 
the expanding their production facilities (particularly the 
processing plant) to support this export effort. 
6 This was calculated 
figures obtained in the 
company. 
by the researcher based on 
financial statements of the 
7 The value of the Jamaican dollar in relation to the 
United States dollar was J$18.68 in October 1991, J$ 22.10 
in January 1992, J$ 27.38 in March 1992, J$ 22.35 in June 
1992 and has since stabilized around J$ 22.20 for US$ 1.00. 
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Fig. 3.4. Feed Cost expressed as % of 
Total Cost, Aquaculture Jamacia Ltd. 
(Periods 1-48). 
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Contribution to the local economy also occurs through the 
provision of a large portion of the fresh fish consumed by 
the tourist sector. However, the company's contribution, 
in terms of leading the way in the innovative use of 
computer technology, should also be considered and will 
form the basis of this paper. 
SECTION 4 
METHODOLOGY 
The' research design used in any study is critical 
since the validity and reliability of the data collected, 
and consequently of any findings, will depend upon the 
instruments used and the manner in which these instruments 
were used. The current research design was heavily 
influenced by the fact that the study was to be 
exploratory; the researcher was involving himself in an as 
yet insufficiently research area. Singleton has noted that 
this type of research is undertaken when relatively little 
is known about something resulting in a data plan that is 
more open than other types -of research (Singleton, 1988: 
9 0). 
4.1 Justification of Case Method 
The case study method was used. The method calls for 
a detailed and critical analysis of one or more cases which 
exhibit a particular social phenomenon. Hakim has claimed 
that case studies may be the most flexible of all research 
designs since it can be used for exploratory research as 
well as perform rigorous tests on chosen hypotheses (Hakim, 
1987: 61). In the execution of the case study, there is 
also the ability to utilize a range of instruments in order 
to come to a fuller understanding of the social processes 
that occur within the organization. The exploratory nature 
of the research, due to lack of previous research, dictated 
that the design be as flexible as possible. The case study 
method was seen as the best way to provide this 
flexibility. Also given the time constraints for the field 
work and the small number of users ( 7) involved, it was 
felt that only one in-depth study of a particular system 
could be adequately investigated. For this study, the use 
of the case study method entailed the examination of the IT 
activities of one firm. 
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4.2 Identifying the System and Gaining Access 
Once the decision to work with Jamaica Broilers was 
made, the research period lasted approximately two months, 
from March 1st. 1993 to April 30th. 1993. The aim was to 
identify the major IT projects in the various companies in 
the group and to use these projects for further 
investigation. Given the constraint of time, however, the 
decision was taken to use the knowledge of the persons at 
the Information Systems Department (ISD) to point to the 
system that was the most developed and operational for an 
extended period of time. The obvious problem with this 
approach was that ISD may attempt to steer the researcher 
to an investigation of projects that put the department in 
the best possible light. IT projects that may have been 
very interesting, and which would provide valuable 
insights, might not have been suggested due to technical or 
organizational problems. To overcome this limitation, 
opinions on the issue were had from a number of persons (5) 
within the organization, including the Co-Managing Director 
of the group, Mr. R Levy, the staff at ISD, and persons in 
the organization. In all instances the same system was 
mentioned. It was by this method that the Pond Management/ 
Accounting System at Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd. was decided 
upon. 
Initial contact with Aquaculture was made through Mr. 
Levy. ISD then informed the organization about the visit 
to the site. Due to the remoteness of Aquaculture, it was 
necessary to live on the farm for the period. The 
researcher spent two weeks on the farm allowing for 
intimate observation of farm activities. 
The researcher felt, however, that to obtain an idea 
of the use of IT generally within the company, a visit to 
the major systems within the group would be useful. The 
staff at ISD felt that the system at the Master Blend Plant 
was interesting and so arranged a visit of the facilities. 
As a form of preparatory work, the researcher asked the 
systems analyst about the system which assisted in the 
preparation of relevant questions. This visit was useful 
in that it allowed the researcher to experience the use of 
the technology in a company other than Aquaculture, 
allowing for an identification of some of the problems and 
issues commo.n to the efforts. 
4.3 Research Instruments 
During the research, a variety of techniques were 
employed to solicit information and data. As noted 
previously, the case study method allows for the use of a 
variety of instruments to come to an understanding of the 
issues under investigation. The main instruments used were 
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elite interviews, informal discussions, official company 
documents and field observations. 
4.3.1 Elite Interviewing 
"Elite interviewing" refers to that research technique 
which attempts to interview persons selected on the basis 
of their presumed access to, or possession of, specialized 
information relevant to a research question (Manheim & 
Rich, 1986: 132). Using an unstructured interview 
approach, the researcher provides only guiding questions 
that probe the respondent to provide information on the 
particular subject under study. This approach allows the 
researcher the flexibility to delve into new information 
that may come to light during the interview. Manheim and 
Rich claimed that the unstructured approach provides the 
"opportunity to learn from respondents and acquire 
unexpected information that can lead to truly new ways of 
understanding the events being studied. "(Manhiem & Rich, 
1986: 133). 
This research relied primarily on this approach in the 
choice of persons to be interviewed since, with the system 
being so small and with so few users, each person was able 
to provide specialized information. Also each users 
interacted . Wi't.h ... the System differently I making . the. 
administration of structured questionnaires difficult. 
At Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd., all the persons who had 
been involved in the initial stages of the project, and who 
were still at the site were interviewed (See Appendix 4). 
Also, all seven users of the system were interviewed. 
Actually living on the farm allowed the researcher easy 
access to users and ensured that the data gathering took 
less time than in a situation where the researcher only 
visits the premises for an interview. In the case of the 
staff at ISD, the numbers of persons who could provide 
information was so small (3) that it was possible for the 
researcher to interview all of them, sometimes on more than 
one occasion. At ISD, the appointments were made over the 
telephone and the researcher visited at any time. The 
Group Managing Director, was interviewed twice due to his 
direct involvement in the effort to use information 
technology. On a visit to the animal feed production plant 
in Clarendon, two users of the system were both 
interviewed. 
The interviews usually began with the researcher 
stating his purpose and stressing that the project was part 
of an independent study being conducted for academic 
reasons. This was done to reassure persons that the 
information provided will not be used by, or on behalf of, 
senior management, thereby circumventing some of the 
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reluctance that persons may have. Respondents were then 
asked to give information on their utilization of the Pond 
Management system. Interruptions were made for 
clarification and for elaboration of issues that may have 
come up in interviews with other persons. Every attempt 
was made to ensure that persons were interviewed close to 
a computer terminal so that their interaction with the 
prograrmne could be demonstrated as well as explained. 
The interviews were taped. This facilitated eye 
contact during the interviews, permitting the development 
of a rapport between interviewer and respondent. Prior to 
the interview, permission was sought for the use of the 
micro cassette recorder. On only one occasion was there a 
refusal to be taped. Every effort was made to make the 
respondent feel at ease. This meant diverting at times to 
subjects as West Indies cricket and issues in Trinidad and 
Tobago politics. The information transfer that occurs in 
the interviewing process is facilitated by the use of tact 
and skill (and _luck) to put the respondent at ease and 
build his/her confidence in the interviewer. 
4.3.2 Official Sources (Documents) 
A variety of official sources was consulted and made 
readily available. The group's annual report, as well as 
the prospectus prepared when the company went public in 
1992, were perused to obtain information about the group's 
performance over a period· of time and historical 
information about the company. Aquaculture also allowed 
perusal of financial information and statements. 
4.3.3 Informal Conversational Interviews 
This method can be viewed as the researcher's attempt 
to remove oneself from the strictures of the role of the 
researcher so as to allow persons to become more at ease, 
and hence more cooperative and responsive. Pat ton has 
referred to this as the "informal conversational interview" 
which relies on the "spontaneous generation of questions in 
the natural flow of an interaction. ". (Patton, 19 9 0: 2 80) . 
This meant that the researcher may ask questions that might 
not have a direct bearing on the topic but which allowed 
the subject to develop some rapport with the researcher and 
facilitated further interviews which may then focus on the 
issue at hand. The method proved to be particularly useful 
'When the researcher had to spend some period of time in the 
research setting (Patton, 1990: 281). During lunch or 
while waiting to be driven home, valuable information on 
some of the more informal aspects of the utilization may be 
released. For example, while naving lunch, one of the 
users described, in a laughing manner, how himself and one 
other user attempted to fix a problem that had once 
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occurred with the system which was important to the 
researcher but provided in an informal setting rather than 
in the formal interview situation. 
4.3.4 Field Observations 
The researcher was required to be constantly aware and 
observant of other activities and conversations occurring 
around even while more formal instruments were being used. 
Observation of certain behavioral actions was used to 
confirm evidence given in an interview. For example, in 
the case of the senior manager who claimed that he was an 
avid user of IT, unknowingly provided proof of such, when 
the extent and the ease with which that person used the 
technology is observed. 
4.4 Method of Data Analysis 
The information collected using qualitative methods 
such as interviewing can be more difficult to analyze than 
those collected using quantitative methods. Much of the 
information was recorded using tapes or written notes. The 
researcher attempted to review the interviews in order to 
establish the factors that appeared to contribute to the 
utilization of the Information Technology effort. The 
field notes were ·also reviewed using a similar criteria. 
The observations that were made while interviewing, which 
were sometimes recorded in notes or in memory, were also 
used in attempting to decipher the data collected. 
4.5 The Politics of Research 
During the research process, issues emerged which, 
while not specifically concerned with the validity and 
reliability of the information collected, can affect the 
ability of the researcher to perform the research· and 
produce the final research output. These may be termed the 
"politics of research" and include some of the more subtle, 
but potentially damaging, issues that can be encountered in 
dealing with the people and groups who are the subjects of 
the research. These issues are discussed below in two 
parts a) Researching Organizations and b) Ethical 
considerations. 
4.5.1 Researching Organizations 
The researcher who undertakes the research of an 
organization has to be part researcher, part administrator 
and full-time diplomat (Chadwick, 1984: 287). The research 
process becomes one of continuous negotiation with various 
persons over issues such as the research questions and 
access to certain forms of information. Some events that 
occurred in this research, and discussed below, illustrated 
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that sensitivity to the politics of the firm is critical to 
the success of research done on a firm. 
The initial rejection of the proposal to study in 
Trinidad and Tobago illustrated that the researcher may 
have an easier access to the firm if initial permission is 
obtained directly from senior management. With one of the 
firms in Trinidad and Tobago, entry was made via a middle 
manager who had little authority to approve the study. 
This caused delay in gaining permission and prevented the 
researcher's interface with the permission granting 
authority. The negotiation of the research agenda was 
therefore completely outside of the researcher's control. 
At Jamaica Broilers, once permission was obtained from 
senior management, it was relatively easy to perform the 
rest of the fieldwork. 
Also the passage of the researcher would be aided if 
the researcher considered the research process, not as a 
one way extract of information, but rather an opportunity 
to share skills with the organization. In this case, the 
of fer was made to assist in the introduction of a hand held 
computer unit for the salesmen of Best Dressed Chicken. 
The offer was accepted and so the researcher will be able 
to contribute in a tangible way to the organization. This, 
it was felt, helped in developing confidence and openness 
with the researcher. 
4.5.2 Ethical Considerations 
The social science researcher needs also to be 
conscious of the trust placed in him by the persons and the 
firm to be investigated and to adhere to ethical practices 
in the research (Burgess, 19 84: 2 0 7) . This trust was 
especially critical for the financial information made 
available to the researcher. Certain facts such as unit 
cost and total cost, while not major secrets, can be potent 
weapons in the hands of competitors. Strict 
confidentiality in financial matters is therefore 
important. In fact, one company in Trinidad, claimed that 
the study could not be permitted since financial 
information may be revealed to competitors. 
Confidentiality of informants was also considered 
important. Given the small number of persons who were 
involved in the research, there was the difficulty of 
respondents remaining anonymous. While none of the 
respondents asked for his/her name to be withheld, the 
researcher attempted, as best as he could, not to identify 
persons who gave particular information. 
The host organization's control over the final product 
of the research is another important issue. Academic 
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freedom suggests that organizational veto over the final 
version of the research paper, is unwise (Whyte, 1984: 
219). However, Jamaica Broilers suggested that a draft of 
the research findings be reviewed by the organization 
before final presentation. The solution to the problem was 
for negotiation at the time of the presentation of the 




5.1 The Process of Fish Farming 
The production of fish begins at the brood ponds. In 
this phase, mature fish are stocked at a ratio of 3 female 
fish to one male fish. There are two types of brood ponds: 
a) the "parent" stock which is used to produce the frys; 
and b) the "grandparents", used solely to produce the 
parent stock (See Fig 5. 1). Each parent female produces 
about 200 fry per month and the harvest for frys begins 
about 14 days after the brood is brought together. This 
harvesting continues until the parent brood has been 
together for about 25-30 days. 
These fry are taken to the hatchery and stocked in 
tanks or ponds with continuous water exchange and aeration. 
They are fed a finely ground feed at regular intervals 
containing a synthetic male hormone, which, when given to 
the 3-7 day old frys, effectively turn the female fish into 
males. This'ensures that growth rather than reproduction 
occurs in the later stages. When the frys reach about 9-
llmm. in length, they are moved to the nursery pond and 
stocked at a density of 180 000 per acre. The nursery 
process lasts for 120-140 days with survival averaging 60%. 
The fish are then sent to the large ponds for the 
grow out phase; the phase during which the fish gain 
most of its final mass. It should be noted that each set 
of fish in a pond is ref erred to as a batch and is given a 
batch number which gives information on the type of crop, 
where the initial stock came from and the pond in which the 
batch is located. Grow-out is a two phase operation. In 
the first phase, the fingerlings from the nursery are 
stocked at 53 000 per acre and are grown ·for 145 days. 
Harvesting occurs when the fish reaches an average size of 
0. 4 lbs. In the second part of the grow out, the fish are 
stocked at 22 500 per acre. Sampling occurs every two 
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weeks so as to establish the average weight of the fish in 
the pond. They are grown for 150 days, after which the 
fish will be expected to have attained a size of one pound. 
Harvesting of the fish occurs using seine nets and feed 
which encourages the fish into the net. Once harvested, 
the fish are transported live to the processing plant and 
are kept alive until processing. In the processing plant, 
the fish are kept in cold water, which slows their 
metabolic rate, until carried into the processing room. 
The fish may be filleted, gutted or sold whole. A small 
amount of the fish is sold live. 
In the grow out phase, the feeding of the fish is done 
by tractor that pulls a container of pellet form feed. A 
moving tractor· blows the feed into the ponds. Feeding is 
done approximately 3 times a day. 
One critical factor that affects the growing of the 
fish is the level of oxygen in the water. Oxygen levels 
are dependant on high wind levels, the amount of sunlight 
and the degree of water "flow through" that occurs in the 
ponds can be increased mechanically using aerators, air 
diffusors or a flow through technique. Low levels of 
oxygen cause the fish to be inactive and stressed, reducing 
their metabolic activity and consequently their desire to 
feed." The re-sul t is uneaten feed which represents a waste 
of feed (the largest component of fish production cost) and 
leads to slower fish growth. High levels of oxygen are not 
a problem. 
5.2 The Pond Management\Accounting System 
The data that is needed to manage and control 
production on the farm is stored and manipulated in a 
system that is termed the Pond Management System. The 
demand to computerize the management of the Ponds came from 
the expansion of the farm. With an initial number of 26 
ponds, the paper work was large. It took one accountant 
the entire period to ensure that the costing figures were 
ready and prepared for the end of every four week period. 
Robert Levy, the Managing Director of Aquaculture decided 
that a computerized system should be set up to take over 
the management of the information that is necessary for 
fish production. 
The programme is written on a Dataflex platform. It 
uses a number of data files, each of which serve separate 
purposes. For example, one file is dedicated to financial 
transactions, another to the physical movement and sampling 
of the fish and another to summary history of the ponds. 
Through entry screens, the programme accepts information 
(production or financial) storing it in the relevant file. 
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The system is arranged as a local area network (LAN) 
based on a client - server mode. The network software is 
Novell 286, Version 2 .12. The File Server has a 386 
Central Processing Unit and a disk capacity of 660 
Megabytes. The File Server acts as a central data store 
and contains the Pond Management software as well as the 
~other "off the self" packages that are used by various 
members of staff. All the personal computers _ (PC's) are 
connected to this File Server. The PC's included in the 
LAN can be termed workstations. Through these 
workstations, the users are able to access data and 
software contained in the File Server. While the Novell 
network software can permit simultaneous access for up to 
50 users, at Aquaculture only 7 workstations are served. 
Appendix 5 lists Aquaculture's computer. 
The programme is able to provide the users with a 
range of production information, some provided in a 
structured form. One such structured output is a pond card 
(See Appendix 6) . The pond card indicates the status of 
the particular pond at a particular time and provides 
information on the batch that i~ presently stocked, the 
purpose and the length of time which the particular batch 
is expected to be kept in the pond. Additionally, 
information is provided on the stocking of the pond: how 
much was stocked, its weight and the source of the stock 
(ie. the batch from which the stock came). The card also 
has provisions for the production of harvest data. In 
completed Pond cards, the dates that the pond was 
harvested, the mass harvested, the age at which the pond 
was harvested and the destination of the harvest are all 
included. These completed ponds also have feed fed, 
estimated survival and the Feed Conversion Ratio 8 , the 
sample data on the pond as well as the daily readings of 
dissolved oxygen and temperature. Similar information can 
be obtained by accessing the batch menu. 
The programme provides information on the status of 
the ponds presently in production. This output provides 
information on the size of the pond under production, the 
date stocked and the density, the average weight stocked 
and the present average weight as well as information on 
survival and days to harvest. Therefore, at a glance, the 
manager is able to have concise information on the state of 
the ponds at any one time. Previously, this pond status 
could only be achieved by going through each pond card, 
capturing the appropriate figure and entering it on a pond 
status card. This process was tedious and time consuming. 
8 The Feed Conversion Ratio (FCR) is a measure of 
the efficiency of the fish in converting food into flesh 
(body weight) and is calculated as Food Fed/Weight Gain. 
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At present, the status of the ponds can be obtained quickly 
and in an up-to-date manner. Status cards for each phase 
of production (the hatchery, the nursery and grow out 
phases) are available. 
The programme also permits the tracking of fish over 
time. As noted previously, as the fish grow they are moved 
from various sites. It is important to locate the movement 
of a particular batch over time. This type oL information 
is useful in trying to explain some aspect of fish 
performance. For example, on one occasion it was realized 
that a number of batches had not performed efficiently and 
their harvest weight was very low. Using the system it was 
seen that all these batches had been hatched from a brood 
which had been imported, and not from Aquaculture's brood 
stock. In order to provide information on the movement of 
the fish, all the transfers of fish that occur must be 
entered at the appropriate menus. The fish movement output 
provides information on the ponds the batch had previously 
grown and the length of time spent in each pond. · 
Additional menus are provided for the users to enter 
and review information. There is also an option in which 
all the feed information is input and reviewed. From this, 
the daily feed schedule is generated. 
To facilitate investigation and analysis, the 
programme has a "Query" function. This menu provides the 
user with a number of parameters (about 150) that are 
related to £ish production. These include feed conversion 
ratio, stocking density, dissolved oxygen, weight 
harvested, etc. The user is able to investigate 
performance by defining certain characteristics that may be 
important to the user and requesting an output on the ponds 
or harvests or batches that may satisfy these parameters. 
The ponds satisfying the given definition can then be 
examined to provide information on similar characteristics 
of the ponds. For example, the . user can select all the 
ponds having a recovery greater than the average recovery, 
and can then review characteristics of all these ponds. 
The user can search to establish if increased recovery is 
related to high stocking densities or fish from a 
particular brood. Users said this function is extremely 
useful in aiding decision making. 
On the accounting end, the programme is called the 
Pond Accounting. The system is very similar to the 
production programme with the main difference being that 
all of the information included in this programme is given 
a cost. Therefore, feed information is provided in terms 
of its cost and not in weight units. Each pond is treated 
almost as a cost centre; each pond would accumulate cost. 
First there is a stocking cost. The computer links a 
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stocking cost to the pond or batch. It also tracks the 
amount of feed fed to the pond for the entire lifetime of 
the batch. The various other direct, costs such as labour, 
repairs to equipment and other costs are apportioned 
equally amongst the ponds. The programme is able to 
provide a total cost for each batch from which unit cost, 
feed cost and other financial variables can be ~alculated. 
5.3 Benefits From the Utilization of the Pond 
Management/Accounting System 
The benefits that have accrued due to the use of the 
system are difficult to quantify. With the systems being 
used primarily for decision making and data management, the 
actual contribution to efficiency gains (or reductions) to 
production is difficult to measure. Improvements in 
decisions to feed the fish or harvest the fish may be 
overshadowed by movements in feed price. Measures such as 
unit cost would not capture such a gain. The feed 
conversion ratio, which depends on a range of factors, 
would be a crude indicator of efficiency gained by the use 
of IT in the decision making process. Even the impact that 
the introduction of IT will have on profits is difficult to 
measure. In a situation where the technology is used, not 
for greater product differentiation or development of new 
products, but rather as a decision making support system, 
then the direct impact on prof its can only be hinted at, 
never fully measurable. This is not peculiar to the effort 
at Aquaculture since, as noted previously, this is a 
feature of IT efforts generally. 
However, while quantifiable benefits cannot be easily 
ascertained, users thought that the system is 
indispensable. As one user stated "it (the Pond Management 
System) has aided me immensely; without it ~ can't imagine 
how I would do my job." Given this, the users' perceptions 
on the advantages of the system can be used in accessing 
the benefits. 
One benefit that was constantly mentioned was the 
amount of time saved by using the system. One user noted 
that previously, most of his day was consumed with entering 
data into the pond cards and attempting to keep these cards 
up to date. This left him with very little time to tt 
actually survey and examine conditions on the farm. This 
was occurring when the farm was almost one third the size 
of the present facility. With the Pond Management system, 
the pond cards are automatically updated with each day's 
entry. Time saving also is achieved by the system's 
ability to allow for various users to browse through for 
information easily. Therefore, when the general manager 
needs some production information, no longer is it required 
to call on the particular person since he ~s able to access 
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the Pond Management programme, through which one is able to 
obtain up-to-date production or accounting information. 
This, therefore, saves time and permits quicker access to 
necessary data. 
Another direct benefit comes from the time taken to 
prepare the daily feed schedule. Before the system was 
installed, the daily oxygen and temperature levels had to 
be entered in each pond card. Fol lowing this, certain 
calculations must be made in order to establish the amount 
of feed that needs to be fed for that day given the entered 
parameters. The feeding of the fish could not occur 
without this daily calculation being done. The user 
responsible for this function recalled that it would take 
about two hours of constant work to produce this feed 
schedule for nine o'clock in the morning. This was a 
difficult deadline to meet even when the farm was only 26 
ponds. At present, the Pond system ensures that the 
production of the daily feed schedule is easier since the 
programme generates feed information once the temperature 
and oxygen figures have been included. The user has the 
ability to change the feed requirements as he sees fit but 
a feed schedule is generated within-seconds of entering the 
data. Feeding of fish now occurs regularly at about half 
past eight in the mornings~ 
The system also permits the users to scan for trends 
in the data. Using the manual system of Pond cards, the 
physical process that would occur just to collate the data 
for one variable involved a great deal of time; analyzing 
the data in such a form was difficult and tedious. Two of 
the users felt that certain types of the information that 
they presently receive could not even be calculated by 
hand. Maintenance of physical pond cards did not allow for 
quick information retrieval and analysis and the data could 
be not easily manipulated to teach the managers and the 
users. The present system has a "Query" facility which 
gives the users the ability to manipulate data to satisfy 
their own particular inquiries with quick results. 
The system is also able to provide greater control and 
protection of the production information. Controls are in 
place that discriminates the access different users have to 
the system: The managing director is able to afford some 
users 'read only' access to some information ensuring that 
such users cannot make changes to the data. Accessibility 
to information is controlled and regulated. · 
Another advantage mentioned of the system was the 
accuracy of the information provided. When the feed and 
other financial calculations had to be performed manually, 
the potential for error was greater. Also the process took 
a considerable period of time to complete. At present, the 
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relevant formulae have been included in the prograrrune and 
are automatically calculated with the input of the relevant 
information. The managers all indicated that they receive 
calculations much quicker and have much more confidence in 
the figures so calculated. 
The storage of data is easier. Previously there were 
numerous books and leafs representing pond cards, completed 
and in use, others in which the daily oxygen and 
temperature levels were recorded and yet more to track the 
movement of fish over time. With this many books, the 
process was prone to become chaotic. There would be 
problems if books were lost since back up information was 
not easy to maintain. With the new system, physical 
storage of the information is much easier and tapes of data 
are kept in separate locations ensuring that adequate back-
up is maintained. 
Another benefit is the rapidity and the variety of 
reports which can be prepared. The Period report that is 
produced is extensive and the manual preparation would be 
tedious. The system, however, has the same format of the 
General Ledger and this makes the preparation and 
production of financial statements much easier. 
All the users agreed that the system is extremely 
useful and makes their job easier. They appeared, from 
observation, to have very little problems with using the 
computer and were all quick to refer to the monitor so as 
to illustrate or elaborate a point. None of the persons 
interviewed felt that the system was an impediment. 
Rather, the Pond Management System is seen as critical to 
the management of production operations at Aquaculture. 
Given this, one can conclude that the Pond Management 
System is being extensively utilized. The gains, while 
difficult to quantify, were clear to the users. 
The following sub section, therefore, attempts to 
indicate some of the critical factors have impacted on the 
utilization effort. It should be noted from the onset 
that, despite the users satisfaction of the system, there 
are factors present, that may not be obvious to the users, 
that can be expected to adversely affect the continued 
utilization of IT at Aquaculture. 
5.4 Impact Factors 
Utilization of Information Technology is dependant 
upon a number of factors which may be termed inhibitors or 
facilitators. Facilitators are those factors which appear 
to have aided in the efficient application of the new 
technology and systems: in its development, deployment and 
continued utilization. The inhibitors are those factors 
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which have, or can be expected to, constrain the 
development, deployment or continued utilization of IT in 
the organization. Table 5.1 below gives the main factors 
that appear to have impacted on the IT effort. 
These impact factors are not confined to 
organizational factors but include those factors from the 
external environment expected to affect IT application. 
This section of the analysis, therefore, concentrates on 
the identification of the inhibitors and facilitators of 
the drive to utilize the technology at Aqua~ulture. Each 
of these factors will be elaborated in order to expose the 
manner in which they influenced, or can be expected to 
influence, IT utilization. Two points should be noted. 
Firstly, these factors, while being the most significant to 
the effort, are not the only factors that have contributed 
to utilization. Others have also aided or hindered but the 
aim was to discuss the critical factors. Additionally, 
many of these factors are also closely inter-related, 









IMPACT FACTORS ON THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
EFFORT AT AQUACULTURE JAMAICA LTD. 
Facilitators Inhibitors 
Top Management Locational and 
Commitment and Support Infrastructure 
Deficiencies 
Strong Technical Support Lack of Documentation of 
the IT Effort and Systems 
Sense of Ownership and Lack of Formalization of 
Mastery by Users the IT strategy. 
------------------------ -------------------------
Strong Financial 
Commitment to IT 
------------------------
Culture of Innovativenss 
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5.4.1 Facilitators 
5.4.1.1 Top Management Commitment and Support 
This section will deal with the role of the present 
Managing Director9 in promoting the utilization of IT and 
the support of the top managers at Aquaculture to the IT 
effort. Top management support was championed at two 
levels. At the senior management level, the Co-Managing 
Director was a supporter of IT cause while firm level 
support came from the managers of the company. 
Mr. Robert Levy was the initiator of the use of IT in 
the group. According to Mr. Levy, the impetus to use 
computers came as a result of the group's growth, which 
placed increasing demands on group accounting personnel. 
Financial accounts became increasingly difficult to compute 
and consolidate manually. An employee in the accounts 
department, acquainted with some accounting spreadsheets 
available at the time, suggested that computer technology 
may be one way to solve the problem. Mr. Levy agreed to 
experiment with the technology and purchased an accounting 
software package called "Visicalc". He then retired to 
"the hills of Newcastle" for a few weeks where he learnt 
all he could about the software package. He recognized the 
enormous potential then that the technology could have, not 
only for the accounting procedure, but for activities 
throughout the Group. 
Levy also linked the technology with a biblical event; 
the building of the tower of Babel in which men attempted 
to use skill and guile to build a tower up to heaven. 10 
The part of the story which struck Levy was that nothing 
would be impossible for man. He saw IT as one effort which 
can help push man to perform feats previously thought 
impossible, capable of making tremendous change to mankind. 
Since then, and as a result of this experience, his IT 
goal for the group has been guided by the philosophy that 
all data should be captured electronically at the point of 
9 Robert Levy was Co Managing Director during the 
process of application of the effort. As of April 1993, 
he is the Managing Director of the Jamaica Broilers 
Group Ltd. 




As the Managing Director of Aquaculture and the person 
who actively supported IT development in the company, he 
attempted to ensure that persons were aware (and constantly 
reminded) of the full utilization of the technology. Four 
users mentioned that Levy admonished them for using paper 
rather than the computer. One user mentioned that Levy 
said he no longer wished to see any pens around, and 
another, that Levy no longer wanted to see his "library" 
(in reference to the many books that were kept when 
production data was stored manually). 
Additionally, Levy not only supports the technology in 
theory, he is also a major user of the technology. During 
interviews he was easily able to interface with the 
computers in his off ice and appeared comfortable with 
general hardware, software and peripherals. The researcher 
witnessed an exchange between Levy and the ISD manager, in 
which the technical familiarity of Levy with the technology 
was displayed. He was also fully cognizant of the Pond 
Management system and its uses. 
Mr. Levy has ensured that organizational commitment 
was maint.ain~d at the most senior level. Through his 
actions, users at Aquaculture and its top managers felt· 
that senior management was committed financially, 
personally involved and interested in the IT process. This 
role is similar to the dynamic and proactive behaviour 
shown by Swire and Bartley in their approach to the 
acquisition and application of new technology in Elarc, 
Jamaica (Girvan and Marcelle, 1990: 103-4). 
Levy has acted in this case as the technological 
champion: the individual who .by status and personal 
involvement ensures l) that the technology gets used in an 
organization and 2) that once implemented, the users are 
motivated to utilize the technology. The role played by 
Levy confirms the evidence and analysis presented by 
Jarvenpaa and Ives that executive involvement was strongly 
associated with a firm's progressive use of IT (Jarvenpaa 
& Ives, 1991: 216). Levy was seen as the chief facilitator 
and proponent of the IT effort at Aquaculture. 
The top managers 
involved actively in the 
occurred for two reason. 
at Aquaculture have also been 
technology. Support at this level 
Firstly top management was 
11 Much of the information on Mr Levy's personal 
involvement in the early IT effort was contained in an 
untitled speech he gave to The Jamaica Institute of 
Management on Saturday, May 8th., 1993. 
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personally very interested in computers: they had some 
technical understanding of computer hardware and software 
and secondly, the users were in the main, the top managers. 
See Fig 5. 2 for an chart representation of the 
organizational status of the users. The General Manager 
and the Operations manager were both knowledgeable in the 
use of the system and also the technical aspects of the 
technology. The impression formed by the researcher 
following interviews with both these persons was that they 
were deeply conunitted to the advantages of using the 
technology. They were willing to involve themselves as 
much as possible in all aspects of systems development and 
maintenance. One top manager even admitted to performing 
actual (albeit on a small scale) maintenance of hardware. 
Two of the managers had used the technology prior to 
joining the company, which assisted in their ability to use 
the system. Aqua cul tu re's senior management was 
comfortable with the· technology, convinced of the benefits 
the technology could bring and ready to use the system. 
The technical competence of the top managers of 
Aquaculture assisted in the articulation of their needs to 
the technical staff. Management was able to convey, 
sometimes through the technical language and lingo used by 
computer specialist, the type of system they were 
interested in and gave detailed description of what was 
needed. This not only assisted the technical staff in 
being able to understand the needs but also ensured that 
the system developed was relevant to the needs of the 
users. The ability of the users to clearly identify and 
articulate their IT needs allowed the development of 
appropriate software. 
The commitment and support of Aquaculture's management 
was strengthened by the fact that of the seven major users 
of the systems at Aquaculture, three were top management. 
This ensured that the managers had a first hand knowledge 
of the benefits of the system thereby creating support for 
the system. Top management support was therefore 
forthcoming for the IT effort, through the conunitment of 
Mr, Levy and the interest aud support of the managers at 
Aquaculture. 
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Fig 5.2. Organisational Chart Showing 
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5.4.1.2 Strong Technical Support 
The Information System Department (ISD) is responsible 
for the Information technology needs of the entire group: 
for the sourcing, implementation, installation and follow 
up of all the group IT needs. By the classification given 
by Hodgkinson (1992), the IT structure can be termed 
"centralized". The Department is a division of Levy 
Industries Ltd. which is a subsidiary company (See 
Appendix 2) and consists of two sections: the hardware 
personnel and the software personnel. On the hardware side 
there are two persons; a technical assistant and a systems 
engineer. On the software side, there are also two 
persons; a programme analyst and Systems analyst. At 
present, but temporarily, there is also a consultant on 
staff with the responsibility for providing documentation 
for all systems in the group. The manager of the 
Department assists both hardware and software sections. 
The Department was established in the early 1980's12 
to provide IT services to the entire group of companies. 
Users are able to access the technical services, both for 
hardware and software, in order to have systems developed, 
modified or maintained. 
Requests for systems usually are initiated by the 
users. Most of these requests are in response to group 
directives which may suggest that there should be the 
standardization and compatibility of certain group 
functions and operations. The user will send a request to 
ISD where it is allocated to one of the persons within the 
department. This per; son is then responsible for 
researching the specifications and for meeting with the 
users in order to establish the exact needs of the users. 
The service that ISD provides is sold to the users. 
Previous to the 1992-93 financial year the service was 
subsidized. At present, the department has been required 
to operate as a prof it centre and so is more meticulous 
with costing of services. 13 
The strong technical support is gauged by two points. 
Firstly, the staff at ISD have attempted to provide the 
users with the best services possible. This has been 
translated into an emphasis and reliance on their own 
12 This was the best estimation of a date that could 
be obtained after questioning both Mr. Levy and the staff 
at ISD. 
13 At present the cost of a visit by one of the ISD 
staff is J$700 an hour. Travelling costs are calculated 
separately. 
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technical skills to provide equipment and systems that are 
very efficient and best suited to the needs of the user. 
Secondly, the manner in which the department approaches 
systems design and development is one that encourages user 
participation and involvement. 
In an attempt to control the quality of the hardware 
supplied to users, the department insists that it assembles 
its own computers, using a variety of parts from different 
manufactures. One hardware personnel regularly surveys the 
various computer magazines in order to establish parts that 
could be used based on quality, efficiency and cost. The 
various parts are then ordered through the foreign 
subsidiary of Jamaica Broilers and shipped to Jamaica. 
Once in Jamaica, the various parts are used to build 
computer units. The end product is therefore, not a unit 
of one brand, but a composite unit made up of parts from a 
variety of suppliers. This produces cheaper units, 
according to the department, that have better performance 
to many 'off the shelf' packages. 
On the software side, the technical staff have decided 
to custom build all of the systems to ensure the provision 
of relevant programmes. The Pond Management System, the 
Group Stores system and the Flock Accounting System which 
manages th~·chicken flock at Best Dressed Chicken were all 
developed by the personnel of ISD. This method of systems 
development, is in fact a response to the nature of the 
applications for which systems are required. Fish and 
poultry production have peculiarities that make the use of 
"off the shelf" applications difficult. Even if a software 
package is located which can be used, it is felt by the 
software technicians that major modifications will be 
required to accommodate the specific needs of Aquaculture. 
Given this, there was the decision to custom build all 
applications. This, along with the fact that there was 
heavy user participation in the development of the systems, 
ensured that from the onset, the system was relevant to the 
needs of the users, which provided an impetus for 
utilization. 
The manner in which the technical personnel approach 
systems design, development and modification is based upon 
user participation and involvement. At Aquaculture, once 
the decision was made to use an Information system, the 
system developer from ISD met with the main user and 
planned the functions that the programme should be expected 
to perform. Because the programme was to be custom built, 
heavy user participation in the development stage was 
essential as fish production has its peculiar information 
demands which can only be provided by the users. Once the 
system was developed, the programmer went through the 
system with the user, ensuring that the system was 
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understood, and accepted recommendations as to how the 
system may be altered. Only after this was the system 
fully installed and the Pond Management System used. The 
participative approach ensured that the users felt the 
system was relevant to their needs, thereby promoting 
utilization. It also established in the minds of the users 
the importance of their input in systems development. User 
involvement promoted the feeling that they were able to 
contribute, establishing a system development process of 
consultation rather than technical dictation. 
The ISD service was initially available to users in 
the group at very little cost, providing another impetus 
for use of the technology. The group management attempted 
to diffuse the technology throughout the group, using a 
system that consolidated the scarce (and expensive) human 
and physical resources in one area, from which they could 
service the needs of the group. This was very useful, 
since in the case of Aquaculture no mention was made of the 
cost that was incurred in setting up the system. The 
impression given by the senior managers of Aquaculture was 
that this factor was not critical since group management 
was behind the effort. Even so, the cost of the effort was 
lessened with the location of technical services in ISD. 
While there had to be initial outlay of capital to purchase 
the hardware, the rest of the support services were 
delivered virtually cost free. The recurrent cost to 
maintain hardware and develop the software were quite small 
because of the provision of subsidized IS service. Such a 
service facilitated sensitization of the users to IT by 
reducing the recurrent outlay assigned to the effort 
thereby encouraging use of the technology. 
Given the above 
quality of technical 
Aquaculture was strong 
it encouraged adoption 
points, it may be concluded the 
support for the ' IT effort at 
and provided in such a manner that 
and user utilization. 
5.4.1.3 User ownership and mastery 
User ownership and mastery refers to the extent to 
which the users are confident in operating the system, are 
conversant with the functions and operations included in 
the system and generally feel comfortable with the system. 
The indicators that suggest the existence of ownership and 
mastery are a) that systems development is user driven and 
b) the extent to which users feel sufficiently capable to 
remedy problems that occur in the day to day operation of 
the programme. 
This sense of ownership was displayed in the fact that 
every user had ideas about how the system should be 
developed. By operating the sys~em continuously, the users 
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had realized some of the present limitations of the system 
and were willing to give ideas about where the system could 
be improved. Demands are made on the technical staff to 
provide improvements to the system. 
Two examples may be instructive. One user indicated 
that at present the Pond Accounting and the Pond Management 
system were not linked. Therefore information relevant to 
the accounts department had to be taken manually from Pond 
Accounting put onto sub journals and then sent to Accounts 
where it is entered in the general ledger. This user felt, 
however, that it was reasonable to expect the inform~tion 
entered from the Pond Management to be automatically 
entered in the Pond Accounting system and posted in the 
general ledger. In order to facilitate this, an audit of 
the Pond Management system was requested from Price 
Waterhouse to ensure the system adhered to accounting 
procedures and practices. The company is presently 
awaiting results of the audit and once the system is 
accepted, the systems can be linked. 
Another example of the ideas which users have for the 
system came from the Production Assistant. His duties 
include entering the temperature and oxygen levels every 
morning and then generating the feed chart for the 
appropriate ponds. The system however does not, in 
suggesting the amount of feed that should be fed, take 
cognisance of the present temperature or oxygen readings. 
Instead, the feed that was given the previous day is 
suggested as the feed that should be given today. Much 
still depends on the persons entering the data to alter the 
suggested feed accordingly, given the daily weather 
conditions and production activity that is planned for that 
day. This, the production assistant felt, was an area 
where the system could be improved; the programme should be 
able to recommend a feed amount that reflects the 
temperature and oxygen levels. The user has recommended 
the change to ISO "a few months ago". 
Both these examples illustrate that the users of the 
system have ideas about how the system should be developed. 
These are usually transmitted to the systems analyst who 
then attempts to deal with the requests. The push for the 
development of the system comes from the user: system 
development is user driven. The technical team facilitates 
the demands of the users. The users through their 
experience with the system and the information demands of 
their jobs, are able to provide useful suggestions as to 
the manner in which the system can be developed. 
Mastery of the system can also be gauged by the users 
reactions to problems. On two occasions during interviews, 
the programme appeared to malfunction. Two of the users 
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inunediately tried to establish what was the cause of the 
problem and the possibility of solving it themselves. On 
one occasion it was a false alarm and on the other, a 
change had been made by ISD staff which had not been 
conununicated to some of the users. Also the Data 
Processing Officer is confident enough to make minor 
alterations, to both hardware and software, once given 
instructions from ISD. All the users were confident that 
most of the problems that presently emerge can be handled 
in-house. This was confirmed by the System analyst who 
said that he visited Aquaculture less than before and 
mostly to make major alterations to software. 
Attempts at in house maintenance suggest that learning 
of the technology has occurred by the users. Technological 
learning is used to mean the transfer of know how and skill 
to the users. The users, in performing in-house 
maintenance, illustrate that they feel they know enough 
about the system and its operations. This in-house 
capability has been nurtured by ISD as they allow the users 
to take the initiative and provide their own solutions to 
technical problems. 
The educational background of the users could also 
have assisted in use of the technology. Three of the users 
had tertiary level training in technical sciences 
(agriculture and marine biology), two others had post 
secondary technical qualifications, one other trained in 
Accountancy. The training of the users therefore gave them 
an orientation to technical applications and systems. This 
may have helped in the embrace of the new technology. 
The utilization of the Pond Management system supports 
the proposal that high level user involvement in decision 
making type systems tend to have high utilization rates 
(Hawk and Dos Santos, 1991: 316-327). The decision making 
system did demand heavy input from the users and so created 
a system that adequately addressed the users needs, 
promoting this sense of ownership and mastery. 
This sense of ownership and mastery of the system has 
ensured that the development of the system is led by the 
users and the technical department is now primarily a 
facilitator of the use of IT. The development of an in-
house capacity to perform routine and minor alterations and 
maintenance to the computer hardware and software by the 
users, further reinforces this.facilitative role. 
5.4.1.4 Strong Financial Commitment to IT 
The level .of the financial commitment that has been 
allocated to the IT effort can be gauged using both capital 
and recurrent expenditure on IT and IT peripherals and 
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services. IT expenditure for the 
years are outlined in Tables 5.2 (a) 
past three financial 
(b) & (c) below. 
From the Table 5. 2 (a) it is noted that capital 
expenditure for IT has been increasing for the period under 
consideration. This illustrates the company's commitment 
to improving the hardware being used through out the 
organization. The category includes the cost of having to 
install support mechanisms such as Uninterrupted Power 
Suppliers's (UPS). The increase is even more vividly 
represented when it is noted that Capital expenditure on IT 
has expanded from 3.3% in 90-91 to 14.0% of total capital 
expenditure in 92-93. This increase, however, may more be 
reflecting rising cost of computers, due to the sharp 
devaluation of the Jamaican dollar within the last two 
years, rather than new acquisition of equipment. 
A similar trend is noted in the recurrent expenditure. 
All the products and services in this category are bought 
in the domestic economy and provided mainly by ISD. Since 
cost of ISD services have only increased in the last 
financial year under consideration, then the rise in 
recurrent expenditure for the previous two years can be 
attributed to repair and maintenance for a greater number 
of hardware units. The percentage increase of IT Recurrent 
Expenditure between Financial Years 1991-1992 and 1992-1993 
(from 0.9 to 2.0) may be attributed to the greater cost of 
ISD services. 
Table 5.l(c) compares the IT expenditure against the 
sales of the company. The comparison is significant since 
one study noted that most South Korean firms (where IT 
diffusion is fairly advanced) invested less than 0. 1% of 
total sales to IT development. In fact only 14% of the 
firms allocated more than 0.5% (Mody and Dahlman, 1992: 
17 09) . In the past two years, the ratio of IT 
expenditure/sales at Aquaculture has been over 0.5 %. Such 
levels of expenditure can therefore be considered quite 
high and on par with the heaviest users of the technology 
in South Korea. 
The conclusion to be drawn is that given the firm's 
resources, the expenditure on IT can be considered 
significant, illustrating that financial strictures was not 
a problem in Aquaculture's IT effort. 
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TABLE 5.2 (a) 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE ON IT AND TOTAL CAPITAL 
EXPENDITURE. 1990-1993 
Financial Year 
Expenditure 1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993* 
(J$) (J$) (J$) 
Capital Exp. 30 965 273 721 149 925 
on Computer 
Equipment 
Total 920 611 2 558 180 1 050 627 
Capital Exp. 





TABLE 5.2 (b) 
RECURRENT EXPENDITURE ON IT AND TOTAL RECURRENT 
EXPENDITURE. 1990-1993 
Financial Year 
Expenditure 1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993* 
(J$) (J$) (J$) 




Total 14 402 990 19 915 019 14 962 731 
Recurrent 
Expenditure 
Recc't Exp. 0.4 0.9 2.0 
on Computer 








TABLE 5.2 (c) 
TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON IT 




Fish 21 390 844 30 897 207 
93 066 452 727 
Expenditure 
on IT 
Total Exp. 0.4 1. 5 




39 861 741 
374 432 
0.9 
This fi ure- is obtained from the unaudited Financia g l 
Statements for 1992-1993. 
Source: Financial Statements of Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd. 
Respective Years. 
5.4.1.5 Innovativeness 
Innovativeness is a feature of the group as a whole. 
This made the move to IT easier to accept. The commitment 
to innovation is illustrated by new techniques and 
processes in the operations of the group, particularly in 
the poultry division, by support for research and 
development (R & D) and a willingness to be researched. 
The poultry division, as noted, is by far the main 
operations of the group. In the growing of chicken, the 
company boasts of having developed a new technique to feed 
male and female breeders separately in the same house, a 
practice that has become a standard in poultry growing 
industries throughout the world. The group has also 
commercially applied biofermentation; a process of 
converting agricultural waste into a stable feed source. 14 
Even the method of contract farming, which has been used 
successfully to produce the broilers and was introduced in 
the growing of fish, is an innovative production practice 
in the Jamaican context. 
There is also a great deal of support for R & D by the 
14 C. R. Aldridge "Jamaica Broilers Share Issue: 
A Product of A New Jamaica," Money Index, #321, May 26, 
1992. p 44. 
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group. The research projects range from working jointly 
with the University of the West Indies Biotechnology Centre 
to support for in-house R & D at the various farm 
facilities. 15 Even this study was welcomed and recognized 
as being very useful to the company. The company is open 
to research and to new ways to solve problems; a culture 
that fosters and encourages creativity. 
Aquaculture itself proves that the group was willing 
to experiment in producing a product for which they had 
very little expertise in previously and which had not been 
attempted previously in Jamaica, on such a scale. The form 
of production was alien to Jamaica and so they learnt from 
the Israelis who built the first phase. From the second 
phase of ponds, the company realized, by accident, that the 
"flow through" system allowed faster fish growth and this 
process was replicated in the third phase of expansion. 
The commitment to learn and improve is apparent. These 
activities suggest that the group's senior management is 
committed to being pioneers in their particular areas. 
Change and innovation was appreciated and not discouraged. 
This atmosphere impacted on the IT effort. Levy was 
willing to invest in a computer unit and attempt to see if 
the technology could help solve problems. He became 
convinced of its usefulness and promot~d adoption and 
utilization. At Aquaculture, there was a similar 
sentiment; when the problem of. managing the data occurred, 
IT was seen as an option and the company was willing to 
invest in the effort. Within this culture of acceptance of 
innovation and new ways of performing, the utilization of 
IT was facilitated. 
5.4.2 Inhibitors 
5.4.2.1 Locational Problems 
a) Poor provision of electricity 
The electricity supply to the area is irregular, with 
fluctuations in the voltage occurring frequently. Du~ing 
the researcher's visit to the site, the power supply failed 
on three separate occasions in one day. During one of 
these outages, some data was lost by one of the accounts 
clerks. Three of the users were able to give examples of 
occasions when data was completely lost due to these 
15 See Appendix 2 of M. Witter "The Poultry Industry 
in Jamaica: The Impact of the Reform of the Common External 
Tariff (CET)," 1992. A report prepared for Jamaica 
Broilers. This contains a listing of research projects that 
have been carried out. 
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outages. To protect themselves, and the information in the 
system, the company has had to invest in six Uninterrupted 
Power Suppliers (UPS) to provide electrical power backup. 
(See Appendix 5 for listing of the IT and related equipment 
at Aquaculture). 
b) Poor provision of telecommunication services 
There are no direct telephone lines to the area. 
Communication with the head office and other parties is 
done primarily through the use of radio. Recently there 
was the installation of a cellular service to the company. 
This service must be heavily controlled due to the high 
cost of using this form of telecornrnunications. 16 
This lack of telephone lines impacts negatively in two 
ways. Firstly there can be no on line link with the other 
companies in the group through wide area network (WAN) . 
Information that is to be passed between Head office and 
the Aquaculture must either be sent through the radio 
(cognizant of this medium's lack of privacy) or be carried 
physically from one location to the other which can cause 
delays in the relay of necessary information. The 
availability of a WAN could facilitate easier consolidation 
of group accounts and even allow for system maintenance to 
be performed from King~ton without the physical movement of 
the Systems analyst. This can reduces the time taken to 
rectify software problems. 
c) The farm environment 
The peculiarities of the farm environment is another 
factor that makes the use of the technology difficult. The 
primary difficulty is the dust which pervades the 
production area. In this case, the dust comes mainly from 
the loose material that covers the roads between the ponds. 
These particles get into the main building where the 
computer equipment is located, despite the best 
preventative efforts. While the entire main block is air 
conditioned, the continuous opening and closing of the door 
allows the dust to get indoors, and into, the computers. 
The result has been greater maintenance than is normally 
needed in a relatively dust free environment. 
There is also the peculiar problem of lightening. The 
area in which the ponds are located is prone to strikes 
16 The cost of a call via a cellular telephone, from 
Aquaculture to the Kingston office is $5.50 per minute. On 
the regular digital exchange the cost would be $1.88 per 
minute. This information was obtained from the 
Telecommunications Company of Jamaica (TOJ). 
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from lightening. This electrically charged environment has 
caused the system to go down on three occasions. 
The locational problems can be discussed in two 
categories. The first category can be termed 
"infrastructural deficiencies." This will include the poor 
electricity and telephone service. The other category is 
the "site specific" issues that arise which will include 
the remoteness and farm environment factors. 
The infrastuctural deficiencies suggest areas where 
government policy can aid in the utilization of the 
technology. A reliable electricity supply is essential to 
the use of computer technology. Besides the loss of data, 
there is the possibility of serious damage being done to 
the hardware. This would make the risks of using the 
technology higher as well as increasing the initial cost of 
using the system since additional equipment (such as UPS's) 
would have to be purchased (Munasinghe, 1989: 19). This 
may ward off potential users. Modern telecommunications is 
essential to exploit fully the advantages of IT. In fact, 
one study shows a positive correlation between the number 
of telephone lines in use and the degree at which IT is 
used. 17 While the inadequate infrastructure may be less of 
a problem in the urban areas, the rural areas need 
efficient services if companies with rural production 
facilities are to be encouraged to invest in IT. 
Site spec if ic problems are those that need to be 
considered by the company in the planning stages of the 
system. Any company wishing to utilize IT should take 
cognisance of the physical environment within which the 
technology is to be used and ensure that it is conducive to 
hardware operations. In the case of Aquaculture, the 
problem of dust was not obviously considered but it did 
impact of the functioning of the hardware. The use of 
computer technology requires some basic physical conditions 
(eg. dust free environment, an area free from vibration and 
relatively cool temperatures) in order to operate at its 
optimum. Therefore, part of the planning process at the 
firm level that should occur is the provision of 
appropriate physical conditions. 
17 Mody and Dahlman (1992), citing The 1992 Computer 
Industry Almanac, were able to illustrate that there was a 
strong correlation between the use of telephones, 
televisions and computers. 
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5.4.2.2 The Lack of Documentation of IT effort 
and Systems 
Increased demands on ISO for IT services are creating 
problems of lack of documentation for systems developed and 
delivered. This can have critical long term implications 
for future systems development and diffusion. 
The department is always in a backlog position since 
it appears to be swamped with requests for new systems or 
for modifications on existing systems. This has led to two 
problems. Firstly, and less critically, there is a long 
timelag between the time th~t the request are made and the 
time the system is actually delivered (response time is 
very long with work pending up to a year). Secondly, and 
more importantly, as a result of all the work to be done, 
some "short cuts" need to be taken as programmes are rushed 
through. These short cuts can (and usually does) take the 
form of poor or non existent system documentation. 
The staff at ISD admitted there is lack of user 
documents and technical support documentation. A search by 
the researcher for some form of documentation on the Pond 
Management and Accounting System, both at Aquaculture and 
at ISD, . proved fruitless. All the information on the 
developments that had occurred in the implementation of the 
IT system, in the group and at Aquaculture, had to be 
obtained from the persons involved in the process as no 
documents were available. This lack of procedural and 
other support documentation means that there is still a 
heavy dependance on the system developers for assistance 
even when the systems are delivered to the users. 
Lack of documentation has been shown is an inhibitor 
in the utilization of technology generally. This is 
illustrated by a study (Boodraj, 1992: 112-117) done of a 
soap manufacturing plant in Jamaica in which one problem 
observed in the company's attempt to use new machinery in 
the plant was the lack of proper documents and manuals. 
This led to the situation of the abandonment of some of the 
machinery as the workers were unable to reassemble the 
machines that had been dismantled for maintenance; no guide 
was available as to how the machine was assembled. 
Documentation is critical as it is a major means of 
'technological learning' for users of the technology. 
Barrio and Parisca (1983b) in a study of technological 
assimilation in an aluminum smelter plant in Venezuela, 
suggested that the documentation of all procedures is a 
major step to capturing the knowledge created in the daily 
operation of the technology. Technological learning cannot 
be viewed as an automatic, passive process (Hoffman & 
Girvan, 1990: 36-37) but rather the users need to be 
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proactive; consciously instituting measures that will 
enable data created to be collected and understood. 
Documentation of procedures such as the "start up 
experience" and the initiation process will allow for the 
"systematization of operational information. " ( Parisca and 
Barrio, 1983b: 14). Such operations provide insights into 
innovations or mod.lfications that may have occurred at 
these stages of the operations which can aid in future 
technology efforts. 
The existence of such documents can also serve as a 
record of maintenance and modification performed on a 
particular system over time which might be important when 
the initial users are no longer involved. Documents are 
able to record experiences that future users and technical 
staff can use to avoid similar mistakes. The experience, 
gained by developing and utilizing the Pond Management 
system, is lost if not properly documented. 
Without documentation, there is the problem of 
important historical system information being personalized. 
Personalization of information can be problematic for two 
reasons. Firstly, while staff turnover at the department 
appears not to be significant, persons who may leave the 
department will take detailed knowledge of the systems for 
which they were responsible and when attempting to transfer 
knowledge of the system, it is invariably done verbally. 
In the case of the present Systems analyst, his predecessor 
had only two weeks to demonstrate and pass on most of the 
information and knowledge he had acquired by working with 
the system. This time is rather short and it can be 
assumed that the transfer of information was far from 
opti'mal. 
Secondly, it hinders the benefits that can be obtained 
through having flexibility within the organization. Since 
teams are not involved in working on the various system, 
and in the absence of documented technical procedure, only 
the individual who works on the system has in-depth 
knowledge of the system. If this person is not available 
then prompt action is retarded. Alternative personnel, 
while willing to assist, may be unable to provide help. 
Events have recently occurred which may alleviate the 
lack of documentation problem. With the mandate to operate 
as a profit centre, greater control is exercised in the 
recording and monitoring of jobs performed. As a result, 
ISD has installed a job monitoring system into which 
particular jobs are entered and assigned to a person. All 
work done in relation to this job is noted and the various 
costs calculated. In the process, some documentation of 
systems is created; persons can, in the future, easily 
establish what work has been done on a system thereby 
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depersonalizing some of this information. Also a person on 
contract from England has been assigned the responsibility 
of the production of documentation of existing systems. A 
recent move into new physical premises has, ISD staff 
claimed, removed one of the main constraints on manpower 
increase; there simply was no room to put more persons. At 
least two new persons are to be hired which may alleviate 
the rush to deliver services to the users at the expense of 
providing proper documentation. 
5.4.2.3 Lack of Formalization of the IT strategy 
While there has been the goal of ensuring the use of 
IT by the top managers and group support, the planning and 
implementation of the effort has proceeded in a very 
informal manner. This informality is observed by the lack 
of an IT project team responsible for supervising the 
effort and of a stated organizational IT plan. 
Informality best describes the manner in which the 
planning for introduction and changes to the system are 
arranged. There are no project team or IS committee 
responsible for either managing or steering the IS effort, 
for providing plans for system development or for 
evaluating the extent to which the system has fostered 
efficiency or productivity gains. The IT implementation 
literature has identified project teams as one means of 
incorporating the users and the technical staff into a 
planning body and providing participation in the effort. 
Walton noted that at the stage of systems design, a group 
formed from the critical stakeholders can 
"provide expertise, promote a sense of shared 
ownership, and confer credibility or authority on 
the systems development effort" (Walton, 1989: 
150) . 
Crescenzi . suggested that for project teams to be 
effective they should consist of six to eight members and 
should include experienced change agents (persons who 
generally affect change within the organization) as well as 
persons who will be able to facilitate the necessary 
organizational changes (Cresenzi, 1988: 17-18). 
This form of team approach to systems implementation 
has been used in the Caribbean as in the case of a large 
multi national firm in the chemicals and process industry 
in Jamaica (Girvan & Marcelle et al, 1993: 152-155). This 
company has successfully managed to create a variety of 
teams with responsibility for the IT effort and the 
organizational changes expected to occur. 
At Aquaculture, project teams were, and are, not used. 
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It was not possible to identify a person or body in whom 
rests the responsibility for the effort and the 
articulation of goals. Technical and user interface occurs 
through informal channels. As users see fit, they suggest 
to the technical staff, either over the telephone or when 
such personnel visit the site, problems or issues which the 
particular user think pertinent. Demands are channelled 
directly from the users to the technical staff. The manner 
of planning is by informal recommendations to the technical 
staff; formal IS meetings do not occur. This may not have 
such an impact given the system and the number of users, 
but system change occurs in a vacuum without stated goals. 
Additionally, there is no formal record of an IT plan 
for the organization. The researcher could not locate any 
documents containing the goals and objectives guiding the 
effort; in sum there is no IT strategy. The d~velopment of 
the system proceeds in an ad hoc manner with users making 
demands on the technical staff as issues arose. At 
present, the systems throughout the group are not· fully 
integrated and the individual systems are in a sufficiently 
nascent stage to allow for ad hoc development. However 1 as 
the group systems becomes more integrated, as wider 
networks are created and as the technology is used 
increasingly as a means to gain competitive advantage, the 
need for formal systems plans is bound to increase. 
While there does exist a plan for ISD for the 
financial year 1993-94 1 there does not appear to exist 
individual company plans (See Appendix 6). The ISD plan, 
however, is vague and the articulation of specific goals 
and objectives are not given. Even when group directives 
on IT are given, it is performed verbally; usually passed 
on in meetings with senior group and company management. 
Plans are needed both to control and guide the 
development of the system. A formal plan should be able to 
integrate and priorities the demands of various 
stakeholders, given the technical, hardware and user 
constraints. Such formal plans, however, should not stifle 
creativity and formalize every action but top management 
can establish parameters within which IT activities can 
proceed. An example would be the standardization on the 
Dataf lex platform that will allow for easy group system 
interface and networking. This directive has been issued 
by senior management (no documentary record of this 
directive could be found). However, given this parameter, 
the users and the system developers can work on 
applications ..,to suit the needs of the users. Therefore, 
plans are needed to clearly articulate the IT goals of the 
group, while being sufficiently flexible to allow the needs 
of the users and programmers to be included. The plan can 
also form the basis for evaluation at the end of a period. 
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This lack of formalization in the IT effort is one of 
the main problems expected to inhibit the development of 
the system. While steps are in the works to improve on the 
state of documentation, the loss of knowledge and 
experience will be difficult to recover. 
SECTION 6 
CONCLUSION 
Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd. represents a firm operating 
with complex production information needs and in a volatile 
economy, heavily dependent on external technological and 
finances. Within this context, the application and 
utilization of IT proceeded and the analysis above suggests 
a number of issues that should be addressed in such an 
application effort. 
The impetus for use were from factors that were 
totally internal. Sabherwal and King (1991), in attempting 
to build a theory to explain the strategic use of IT by 
.firms, have suggested that one criterion to attaining a 
high competitive advantage from the use of IT is that the 
process initiation should be "opportunity triggered" rather 
than "er is is or problem oriented" (cited in Girvan and 
Marcelle, et al., 1993: 22). At Aquaculture, process 
initiation was problem driven; a reaction to the pressure 
to manage vast amounts of data as the production facilities 
increased. The technology was not used in a proactive 
manner to develop strategic advantage; to gain on 
competitors or produce new products as the company was 
existing a virtual monopoly position. The effort was a 
labour saving, paper reduction activity used to support 
managerial decision making. There are indications, 
however, that as the group uses the technology more 
extensively and learns of the advantages to be gained, then 
the use of the IT as a competitive weapon may increase. 
This is the case with the new units to be installed in 
sales vans that should allow for sales data to be provided 
to management quicker. This can permit quicker responses 
to changes in the poultry market. In this case, the 
technology is being used for competitive purposes. The 
expertise to use such systems has been obtained by the 
application of systems like the Pond Management system. 
The facilitators confirm the suggestion by Walton 
(1989) that the involvement and support of critical 
stakeholders in the initial stages of systems development 
and utilization is important to the success of the effort. 
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At Aquaculture, the critical interest were top management 
(both group and company), technical services and the users. 
The IT effort was such that all three critical stakeholders 
were involved and interested in the use of the technology 
within a general corporate environment that encouraged 
innovation. This ultimately provided the support for, and 
utilization of, IT. 
However, this case appears to question the 
conventional project team approach to IT deployment and 
management that is assumed in the literature (eg Crescenzi, 
1988; Walton, 1989) as the main vehicle means to including 
all the critical interests. While structures may be 
important for control purposes, it may also be not entirely 
necessary, once the role that IT teams would perform is 
otherwise carried out. Such structures may be substituted 
informally. At Aquaculture, the manner in which the 
technical staff approached system design and operation 
ensured that the participation by the users (the main goal 
of IT teams) was achieved. Therefore, the case illustrates 
the point that the method of IS implementation may vary, 
with a need to take cognisance of the organizational 
environment in which the change is to occur. Once the 
effort ensures involvement and participation of all 
affected parties, formal structure may be unnecessary at 
such time. 
This is not to intimate that project teams will never 
be needed or used in IT application at Aquaculture or at 
the group level. Rather, the point is that the process of 
application has to be dynamic, constantly responding to the 
changes that are occurring in the organization and to the 
new IT demands. As the applications across the group grow 
and as the demands placed on ISD increase, there has to be 
a change in the manner in which the technical services are 
provided. In the initial stages, the informal, 
unstructured approach _could have operated but, as the 
systems get older, and the staff and personnel that worked 
on the program move on, there is an increasing need to re-
examine the role of ·ISD and the approach to deployment and 
development. It may be at this point that project teams 
would be needed to facilitate the interface between the 
users and the technical staff. The manner of delivery of 
the IT services should therefore be a function of (amongst 
others) the state of use of the technology in the 
organization, the nature of the systems in use, the length 
of time the systems are in operations and the extent of IT 
personnel available. System development and deployment 
practices should be harmonized with the existing 
organizational environment and structures in order to 
establish the best IT strategy needed for the situation. 
Another issue that emerges from the research is that 
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the IT effort should be viewed as a process; not a static, 
passive event. The studies, such as King and Grover (1991) 
on IT application, all appear to assume a definite IT 
intervention, the success of which is dependent on factors 
existing at the time of the intervention. This case study 
illustrates that IT application should be studied as a 
process; using the categories of short and long term. The 
short term factors appear to relate to those that have 
traditionally been studied in the IT application literature 
(eg. top management support, strong technical support and 
financial commitment). However, as the process of 
application proceeds, other factors can emerge that may 
adversely affect the continued development and relevance of 
the Information system to the needs of the users. IT 
application is a dynamic process that undergoes changes 
with differing factors being important at differing times. 
Analysis of the effort should take cognizance of this and 
attempt to understand the effort over time. 
The critical finding is the poor state of 
documentation in the case of an IT effort. While this is 
a common occurrence in technology transfer of other forms 
of technology . (as noted by Parisca and Barrio, 1983; 
Boodraj, 1992), Aquaculture provides evidence to show that 
this can also occur with IT efforts resulting in similar 
problems of difficulty to learn from past mistakes as well 
as lack of history of alterations and modifications made to 
new technology. The point to be made is that IT 
application should not be detached from the issues that are 
common in the application of imported technology generally 
in firms in developing countries like Jamaica. Many of the 
problems that have occurred due to the lack of a dynamic 
approach to learning and acquiring knowledge from imported 
technology, are relevant to IT; the lack of documentation 
is symptomatic of this passive orientation to learning. 
The analysis also shows that there remains in the 
application of IT the element of an orientation to 
innovation and creativity that must be exhibited by the 
recipient firm which will facilitate not only information 
technology, but rather technology in general. The move to 
IT was prefaced by a willingness to try a new and 
unfamiliar solution to a problem that was 'slowly growing. 
Following the adoption of IT, there was a co~nitment to 
support, both by providing the necessary human and 
technical resources. The issue is that the organizational 
culture must nurture innovation since, in such a business 
environment, IT may be more readily accepted and utilized. 
Thus we may claim that the reason the effort to IT has 
been successful thus far was because the factors that could 
be expected to be critical in the initial phases were in 
place and adequately managed. The facilitators apply 
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directly to the initial stage of the utilization process: 
the design, the deployment and the initial period of use. 
In the short term the facilitators have ensured that the IT 
effort was successful. However as the system attempts to 
expand (driven by the users), attempt to integrate with 
systems outside of Aquaculture, then the inhibitors 
mentioned can be expected to become problematic. The 
inhibitors point to longer term constraints on the system. 
6.1 Implications of the study for 
Future Public Policy Initiatives 
Emerging from this study are a number of issues that 
may need to be addressed by the government in order to 
facilitate the adoption of IT. 
In the first instance the government needs to have a 
coherent Information Technology policy that serves to 
foster the use of IT within the society as a whole. The 
experience of economies such as Singapore resulted from 
direct gover.nment action that sought to "informate" the 
entire society (Seng Hon, 1992: 1817-1828). A non active 
stance, which exists at present, will not ensure rapid 
utilization of the technology within the economy. 
Organizations cannot be assumed to know of the various ways 
and means that computer technology can aid in their 
production and drive to efficiency. The promotion of IT 
use can be achieved by the use of fiscal incentives such as 
provision of tax breaks for firms that spend a given amount 
of their capital budget on IT. Another measure may be to 
attempt to educate the private sector on the uses to which 
IT can be put in their various organizational processes. 
A related point is that government can seek to utilize 
existing groups such~as the Jamaica Computer Society to 
promote the use of the technology and inf arm interested 
parties of some of the possible problems that can be 
encountered. There are capabilities existing within the 
society that have both the ability and the credibility to 
aid in the diffusion of IT. The government, in 
collaboration with such social actors should attempt a 
diffusion thrust focused on training and the provision of 
IT related information. Training should be provided both 
at the secondary and tertiary level. The Jamaica Computer 
Society Education Foundation has been attempting to provide 
such training. This capability and initiative should be 
supported and encouraged (Girvan, Marcelle, et al, 1993: 
224). Information on matters such as the uses to which IT 
can be put and the benefits that may be forthcoming in 
using IT can ensure that more firms begin to apply the 
technology creatively. IT .investments can be made from a 
more informed position. 
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Concomittant with any support for information 
technology use must be policies that seek to improve and 
enhance the infrastructural support necessary for IT 
utilization. As was noted, one main problem at Aquaculture 
was the locational problems of poor electricity services 
and non availability of telephone lines. If these services 
are not efficient it can be expected to retard IT use. 
While this might not be as great a problem in the urban 
set ting, it sti 11 i 11 us tr ates the constraints that can 
occur, were these systems inadequate. Government must 
ensure that these systems are sufficiently maintained and 
enhanced to allow IT diffusion. 
6.2 Suggested Future Research 
Given the fact that this is a greatly under-researched 
area, there exist quite a number of areas where future 
investigation would be useful. Following will be list of 
what the researcher thinks to be the more pressing areas. 
Many more case studies need to be done, examining the 
implementation of IT in the region. These should have as 
their goal, the development of a theory of IT application 
and more generally, of technological change in the region. 
Research will also have to take on a more region scope, 
attempting to provide comparative analyses of IT efforts 
across countries in the Caribbean. Comparative research on 
sectoral application, application in social services as 
opposed to economic subsectors and application by firms of 
differing ownership structures and size would all provide 
useful information on the state and process of application 
in the region. 
Investigation of application in the manufacturing 
sector is also important. Such applications are limited in 
the Caribbean context but are critical if the full 
potential of the technology is to be realized. How such 
applications have come about, the nature of the problems 
encountered in IT application and the production gains that 
accrue to these manufacturing companies need to be 
investigated. 
Also of interest is the role of the champion in the 
utilization of IT. There is need to identify the various 
individuals in different companies who have championed the 
cause of IT and aided in implementation. In-depth 
investigation of individuals who champion the IT cause can 
indicate the attributes of individuals best able to lead 
the IT effort and promote successful implementation. 
Finally, despite the attendant difficulties,there is 
need to quantify the benefits that have been gained by the 
use of IT within the Caribbean. The hypothesis that IT use 
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has increased the firm level efficiency and competitive-
ness, needs to be tested empirically. Such studies will 
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APPENDIX 4 
List of the persons interviewed 
Name Position 
Head Off ice 
















Ross General Manager 
Salmon Operations Manager 
Carberry Technical Services Manager 
Thompson Production Manager 
Rowe Hatchery Manager 
Ingram Accountant 
Daly Production Assistant 
Information Systems Department, 
Levy Industries Ltd. 
Delaphena Manager 
Persaud Senior Systems Analyst 
Nehemiah 
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APPENDIX 6 
An Example of a Pond Card Produced by the Pond 
Management System, Aquaculture Jamaica Ltd. 
Run Date 14/04/93 
POND T02 AREA 2.00 
CROP RECORD 
AQUACULTURE JA. LTD. 
BATCH 920T0210F PURPOSE PHASE 2 GROWOUT DURATION 155 
STOCKING 
DATE NO. TOT.WT. AVR.WT AGE SOURCE TRAN# 
16/05/91 28228 4116.0 145.81 162 910G1320F 4948 
17/05/91 1718 235.2 136.87 163 910Gl320F 4954 
16/05/91 2654 ·403.0 151.90 157 910J2230F 4950 
17/05/91 11971 1428.0 119.28 122 910Tl520F 4956 
TOTAL 44571 6182.4 138.71 
HARVEST 
DATE NO. TOT.WT. AVR.WT AGE DEST'TN TRAN# 
01/10/91 9177 2603.7 283.7 137 SALES 5779 
07/10/91 5562 1408.5 253.2 143 SALES 5785 
08/10/91 12444 3170.9 254.8 144 SALES 5789 
09/10/91 7304 1961.2 268.5 145 SALES 5791 
10/10/91 5513 1567.0 284.2 146 SALES 5793 
TOTAL 40000 10711.4 267.8 
KG/DAY 31, FEED 15413, FCR 3.40, %SURV 89.74, 
%MALES 100.0, G/D 0. 88. 
ACTUAL DURATION 146 
SAMPLE DATA 
DATE DAYS TOT WT NO. AVG.WT G/D COMMENTS 
08/06/91 22 58.0 343 169.0 1. 3 
22/06/91 36 66.9 347 192.7 1. 6 
06/07/91 50 50.6 255 198.4 0.4 
20/07/91 64 75.5 323 233.7 2.5 
03/08/91 78 71. 8 325 220.9 -0.9 RECRUITS 
17/08/91 92 74.5 335 222.3 0. 1 
31/08/91 106 93.0 380 244.7 1. 6 
28/09/91 134 71. 3 286 249.3 0.1 
DAILY READINGS 
DATE DO TEMP DATE DO TEMP 
20/05/91 2. 1 26 23/05/91 2.2 26 
24/05/91 2.4 27 25/05/91 3. 0 27 
26/05/91 2.1 26 28/05/91 0.0 0 
30/05/91 2.8 28 31/05/91 3.2 26 
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APPENDIX 7 
The Goals of The Information Systems Department (93/94), 
Jamaica Broilers Group Ltd. 
l) a) Automated Information for Management 
Survey the need/opportunities and then the design 
and implement query systems for Managers to 
access computerized data directly: 
eg. - Sales/Accounts Receivables 
Bank Account monitoring, and 
Bank reconciliations. 
b) Staff 
Enhance efficiency of ISD's staff by on-the-job 
training and special courses. Recruit another 
Senior Systems Analyst and a Programmer. 
2) User Documentation 
Complete Documentation for:-
- Master Blend's Sales System 
- Aquaculture's Pond Accounting 
BDC's Flock Accounting 
- Content's Sales System 
3) a) Analyze, Design and Implement Point-of-Sales 
devices for BDC' s delivery trucks for broiler 
meat. Start with pilot project of one truck. 
b) Review the efficiency and the appropriateness of 
the Accounts Payable System, and re-design if 
necessary. 
4) a) Flock Accounting System 
Re-examine the feasibility of automating all 
aspects of BDC's Flock Accounting System, with 
the objectives of closing within 3-4 days after 
the Period. 
b) 3rd party work 
Increase the level of hardware sales, and give 
more visibility to our 3rd party work. Examine 
opportunity for US$ earnings. 
April 13, 1993. 
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THE DIVESTITURE OF GUYANA TELECOMMUNICATION 
CORPORATION: A CASE STUDY 
Gene Osmund Evelyn 
Throughout its history as an independent nation, 
Guyana, like developing countries the world over, has 
relied heavily on public enterprises for the provision of 
a variety of services. For instance, in 19 9 0, two years 
after its privatization programme had commenced, Guyana had 
some 40 public sector enterprises, accounting for 44. 4 
percent of gross domestic product and 71 percent of total 
public sector employment. 
The privatization programme was initiated in 1988, 
partially in response to widespread dissatisfaction with 
the overall performance of the public sector enterprises. 
Guyana Telecommunication Corporation was among the first of 
the enterprises to go and much controversy surrounded 
government's decision to privatize this allegedly lucrative 
and decidedly strategic public sector monopoly. 
This paper argues 1) that it was government's 
dirigiste philosophy and poor policy choices over the years 
that led to the telecommunications system becoming 
backward, highly inefficient, and ineffective, 2) that when 
this stage was reached privatization became imperative, 
and, 3) that government's exercise of this policy option 
was both timely and appropriate. 
On the other hand, this paper finds that government 
sought to escape the burden of good decision-making, in 
that it failed to explore the myriad alternative ways in 
which the problems in the telecommunications system might 
have been adequately addressed. Further, this paper finds 
that government under-estimated the complexities of 
regulating a multinational, monopoly operator, and that 
this error of judgement now threatens to frustrate the 
pursuit of greater cost efficiency by the new company and 
to undermine revenue flows to the Treasury. 
One of the central conclusions to be drawn from this 
paper is that, such privatizations as will follow in Guyana 
- especially of public utilities - will need to be informed 
by a clear and thorough understanding of the types of 
problems likely to be encountered and how best might they 
be circumvented or resolved in the context. Indeed, some 
of the lessons from this study are general enough to inform 




GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 
Accounting Rate:- The rate per traffic minute agreed 
between the telecommunication administrations to cover the 
cost of using the facilities made available in each 
country. Usually expressed in either SDRs or gold francs. 
It comprises: 
a) terminal share, of the country where the call 
originates; 
b) transit share(s) of country through which call passes; 
c) terminal share of country where call is made to. 
Sum (a) plus (b) is the out-payment (the amount which the 
country of origin must pay to foreign administrations) and 
(c) plus (b) is the in-payment. 
Call Completion Rate: The frequency (expressed as a % of 
the total) with which correctly dialled calls are answered 
(on the first attempt) at the intended instrument or 
station, unaffected by noise, echo, etc. One can speak of 
the completion rate for domestic long distance, originating 
international, and terminating international calls. 
Collection Charge: The price a customer pays for use of the 
service (local or international). Its setting is influenced 
by such factors as the telecommunication philosophy, socio-
economic conditions, the availability of other services, a 
desire to impose symmetry between applicable charges in 
both directions of a given traffic stream, and the out-
payments from the accounting rate. 
Data Communications Networks: A competing data network 
established via the public network by placing nodes at 
strategic sites and connecting them by lines leased from 
the public network. Various technologies (e.g. packet-
swi tching, multiplexing) can then be applied to speed up 
data transmission. 
Dial Tone Delay: The interval in excess of three seconds 
between a service request (i.e. picking up the instrument) 
and receipt of dial tone. 
Digital overlay network: Refers to a high quality 
communications corridor (parallel to the existing trunk 
network) between major cities and business entrepots, aimed 
at meeting high volume data and/or transmission needs of 
business. 
Earth Station: Sends or receives radio signals in the form 
of electromechanical waves to or from the earth's 
atmosphere. 
iii 
Gateway Exchanges: Also called international transit 
exchanges. They route calls to international destinations. 
International Teleport: high-capacity local area networks 
which serve as international gateways for v6ice and data 
traffic. 
Microwave Transmission: Transmission of signals using 
radiowaves with short wavelengths. 
Node: A computer controlled 
collUllunication network. 
terminal in a data 
Paging Network: One used to transmit voice or text, or to 
signal messages by radio to the holder of a paging unit. 
Private Satellite Business Networks: A data transmission 
link outside of the public network. It is built around an 
earth stations hub which manages and controls the links 
between as many as 500 very small aperture terminals 
(VSATs) scattered at the various user points. 
Trunk Exchanges: Also called transit exchanges. They route 
calls between exchanges. 
Value-added services: These include, computer-oriented 
services such as electronic mail and protocol-conversion 
services (the latter facilitates communication between 
different computer languages), database access, financial 
information services, facsimile service. 
iv 
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1.1 The Objectives of the Research 
This research paper shall be concerned with 
divestiture, one of the many methods used to effect that 
phenomenon which has come to be describ~d in the literature 
as "the silent revolution," namely, privatization. 1 
The objectives of this research paper are to 1) 
explore the implications of the di vesti tu re of Guyana 
Teleconununication Corporation ( GTC) for the Guyana economy, 
2) determine the direct (net) financial impact on the 
Treasury to date, and 3) assess how the divestiture and its 
financial impact are likely to evolve over the medium- to. 
long-term. 
1.2 Justification For The Study 
During the decade of the 1980s divestiture became a 
major tool of public policy, thereby commanding much of the 
time and intellectual energy of politicians, public policy 
designers, and academics in both the developed and devel-
oping countries. 2 If this trend were to continue - and all 
indications are that it will - then research enterprises 
directed at analyzing country experiences and the 
1 In most of the literature, one finds privatization 
defined to encompass several techniques for the total or. 
partial transfer of ownership and control of the assets and 
activities of former State Owned Enterprises (SOE's) to the 
private sector. The more important of these techniques are: 
a) asset sales; b) the sale of shares; c) reorganization of 
an entity into component parts; d) management/employee buy-
out; e) lease of assets; f) management contracts; and g) 
competitive· bidding for franchises. If technique a) or b) 
is ·effected in a partial way the result is a Joint Venture 
between government and the private sector. This is what 
this paper refers to as "divestiture." 
2The following facts make the point forcefully. The 
decade saw the advent of new journals dedicated to the 
phenomenon, a Special Issue of World Development was 
devoted to the subject, and the International Financial 
Corporation's Discussion Paper #10 of 1990 lists a total of 
41 planned and completed telecommunication divestitures 
(Asia/Pacific 11, Latin America 14, Africa 12, and the 




peculiarities of the divestiture of specific entities, must 
be both timely and relevant from a policy perspective. 
A perusal of the literature reveals that, especially 
in the Caribbean, divestiture objectives have been 
articulated and the policy implemented but no evaluations 
follow. Ever so often, the bureaucracy, the layman, and, 
unfortunately, academics voice what amounts to a hunch, 
that the promised efficiency gains from the divestiture of 
a given entity have failed to materialize, or that a public 
monopoly has been replaced by a private one. Other common 
refrains are that national assets have virtually been given 
away, and that private operators have been granted so many 
concessions that their enterprises are guaranteed financial 
viability. Yet, there remains a conspicuous lack of 
evidence to support or refute these contentions: a lack of 
evidence which also makes it virtually impossible to 
formulate appropriate policy guidelines. The search for 
evidence is one of the principal tasks of this paper. 
This alone could suffice as adequate justification for 
this research enterprise because many, if not all, of the 
ref rains listed above have been voiced surrounding the GTC 
divestiture. What is more, the pre-election rhetoric of 
the political party that now leads the government 
notwithstanding, it seems beyond dispute that the use of 
divestiture as a policy instrument will loom large in the 
foreseeable future. To disabuse oneself of any belief to 
the contrary, one rieeds only take cognizance of Guyana's 
relatively large public sector, the low capacity 
utilization across the economy, the virtual impossibility 
of financing maintenance and new investments, the distress 
signalled by the macroeconomic indicators, and the fact 
that economic management is being conducted within the 
confines of an IMF/IBRD Programme designed to include 
divestiture as a conditionality. 
This research is intended to make a contribution, 
however small, to the lifting of the regional divestiture 
discourse. It shall illuminate the myriad issues which are 
inextricably linked with the research question as 
formulated: the valuation of assets and the methodology 
used to arrive at sale price, the design and substance of 
legal instruments, tariff determination, the regulatory 
framework, the issue of competition, the fiscal impact of 
the transaction, and the likelihood of government having to 
retrieve the entity (as has happened elsewhere). 
These issues, critical and central to controversy as 
they are, remain under-investigated. Thus, this research 
must be both topical and relevant to policy. 
3 
1.3 Structure of the Research Report 
Section 2 reviews the literature. The methodology is 
dealt with in section 3. Section 4 attempts to situate the 
GTC divestiture by presenting a picture of the 
macroeconomic reality in Guyana over the period 1980-90 and 
its implications for the telecommunications. This section 
also presents a wealth of descriptive data and information 
- both qualitative and quantitative - on the case being 
studied. 
Section 5 is concerned with asset valuation and 
approaches to arriving at a sale price. Section 6 
addresses the crucial and inextricably linked issues of 
regulation and competition. Section 7 assesses the new 
company's performance. The section has a dual thrust: 1) 
to demonstrate that the network can be extremely lucrative, 
and 2) to evaluate progress to date on the expansion and 
improvement programme agreed between government and the 
foreign joint venture partner. Section 8 undertakes a 
crude assessment of the direct (net) financial impact of 
the divestiture on the Treasury. Section 9 embodies a 
summary findings and the conclusion. 
SECTION 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Review of The Literature 
Historically, it was the conservative governments in 
the developed countries that first placed divestiture 
firmly on the policy agenda during the late 1970s. This 
policy stance, Bishop and Kay notwithstanding, 3 was guided 
by at least three central considerations: 1) the 
conservative ideology and the central role it accorded the 
market, 2) perceived inefficiencies of public sectors 
enterprises ( PSEs), and 3) large fiscal deficits--
resulting, at least in part, from poor PSE financial 
performance and the demands they made on the Treasury. 
3These two writers take the view that privatization, 
especially in Britain, was unplanned, that its objectives 
only evolved over time, and that it eventually came to be 
seen as an end in itself (see, Matthew Bishop and John Kay, 
Can Privatization Work?-Lessons From The UK, (London: 
London Business School, 1988). 
4 
But, as writers like Brittan and Marsh have argued, 
the embrace of the policy, especially in the United 
Kingdom, had a strong political motive: it was perceived as 
more popular and less traumatic to sell assets than to cut 
public expenditure. 4 
Across the developing countries, the 1960s and 1970s 
had witnessed a rapid growth in PSE. By the 1980s, these 
countries too were grappling with problems of poor PSE 
performance and chronic fiscal deficits. However, their 
problems were more intractable, compounded as they were by 
high domestic inflation, chronic external imbalances, large 
external debt over-hang, the resurgence of protectionism 
and a generally hostile external environment. Thus, 
whether by choice, or by duress - via structural adjustment 
conditionality - governments in the developing countries 
soon placed divestiture on the policy agenda. 
For reasons of manageability and ease of exposition, 
this review is structured on the basis of the following 
sub-set of major issues dealt with in the literature on 
divestiture: 5 1) public versus private production and the 
role of efficiency and economic liberalization, 
2) competition and regulation, 3) assets valuation, and 4) 
fiscal impact. 
Even though the 1980s was characteriz~d by pandemic 
dissatisfaction with the performance of PSEs, there is 
consensus in the literature that the problems of PSEs are 
not to be explained on the basis of any inherent 
inferiority of state ownership. Shirley, Van De Walle, 
Ramamurti, and numerous others, argue persuasively that the 
problems which PSEs face may have more to do with the 
manner in which owners elect to exercise the rights and 
privileges of ownership. 6 
4David Marsh, "Privatization Under Mrs. Thatcher: A 
Review of the Literature," Public Administration 69 (Winter 
1991): 461. 
5Admittedly, there is some amount of overlap between 
and among the issues as pategorized here. But this does not 
pose a problem for the review. 
6Mary Shirley, Managing State Owned Enterprises, World 
Bank Staff Paper 577 (1983): 17-54; Nicolas Van De Walle, 
"Privatization in Developing Countries: A Review of the 
Issues," World Development 17 (May 1989): pp. 601-602 and 
610; Lawrence H. Wortzel, "Privatization: Not the Only 
Answer," We>rld Development 17 (may 1989): pp. 636-638; Ravi 
Ramamurti, "Controlling State-Owned Enterprises," Public 
Enterprise 7 (March 1987), pp.- . 
5 
Indeed, this sentiment is to be found even in the 
views articulated by the World Bank, whose position on 
divestiture is not as straightforward as one might imagine. 
The available evidence suggests that the Ba11k is less 
concerned with ownership structure and more with issues of 
efficiency, liberalization, and competition. 7 
The following statement serves to support this 
conclusion: 
The key factor determining the 
efficiency of an enterprise is not whether it is 
publicly or privately owned, but how it is 
managed. In theory it is possible to create the 
kind of incentives that will maximize efficiency 
under any type of ownership. But there is a great 
difference between what is theoretically feasible 
and what typically happens. 8 
This helps to explains why, especially during the 1980s, 
the Bank was active in financing PSE restructuring in the 
developing countries. 9 But the Bank apart, throughout the 
literature one finds that the preoccupation is with 
divestiture, liberalization, and competition, rather than 
with divestiture as an end in itself. 
Writers emphasize fiscal gains as the central - though 
not the only - argument for divestiture in the developing 
7See, C. S. Adams and W. P. Cavendish, "Can 
Privatization Succeed?: Economic Structure and Programme 
Design in Eight Conu11onweal th Countries, " Development 
Studies Working Paper 34 (February 1991): 2-3; The World 
Bank, World Development Report 1 1991 (Washington D. C.: The 
World Bank, 1991): pp. 139-157; Nellis and Kikeri, "Public 
Enterprise Reform," pp. 664-665. 
8The World Bank 1 World Development Report( 
(Washington D.C.: World Bank, 1983), p. 50. 
1983 
9It sees divestiture "not as an end in itself but as 
a means to an end: to use resources more efficiently" (The 
World Bank, World Development Report( 1991 1 p. 144). 
6 
countries. 10 They identify two kinds of efficiency gainsas 
leading to these fiscal benefits: 1) gains in allocative 
efficiency, and 2) gains in cost, productive, or x-
eff iciency. 11 
Arguing that allocative efficiency gains will depend 
on how well markets function ( i. e the extent to which 
relative output prices reflect relative scarcities in the 
economy), they conclude that the potential for such gains 
are generally modest, 12 but likely to be more significant 
if divestiture pccurs in imperfectly competitive markets 
and is complemente~ by liberalization. 13 
The case for divestiture, then, is presented as 
resting more heavily on gains in productive efficiency 
within the divested firm, than on the broader issue of 
allocative efficiency. In other words, it rests on the 
extent to which private operators are forced to be more 
cost and service conscious than their public sector 
10other legitimate reasons for divestiture in LDCs are: 
raising revenues, encouraging foreign investment, 
curtailing power of public sector unions, building local 
capital market, rehabilitation and modernization of 
enterprises, access to technology and market entre (see, 
John Nellis and Sunita Kikeri, "Public Enterprise Reform: 
Privatization and the World bank," World Development 17 
[May 1989], p. 665); Olivier Bouin, "Privatization in 
Developing Countries: Reflections on a Panacea," OECD 
Policy Brief 3 (1992), pp. 8-13. 
11 Some writers include what is cal led gains from "non-
market" efficiency. This concept suggests that "non- market 
failure after state intervention will be worst than the 
market failure the government set out to correct" (Nicolas 
Van De Walle, Privatization in Developing Countries: A 
Review of the Issues," World Development 17 [May 1989]: 
605-606). 
12This is neither a new nor novel position. Almost 
three decades ago Leibenstein, drawing attention to the 
importance of x-efficiency, demonstrated that 
microeconomic theory focuses on allocative efficiency to 
the exclusion of other types of efficiencies that, in fact, 
are much more significant in many instances" (Harvey 
Liebenstein, "Allocative vs. X-efficiency," American 
Economic Review, vol. LVI, p. 392). 
13Richard Hemming and Ali M. Mansoor, "Is Privatization 
the Answer?" Finance & Development 25 (September 1988): 32; 
Nicolas Van De Walle, "Privatization in Developing 
Countries," pp. 604-605. 
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counterparts. However, most writers admit to the 
difficulty of ascertaining whether x-inefficiency is more 
a function of public ownership or protection from 
competition. 14 Thus, in the literature, the issue of 
competition - especially where the divestiture is that of 
an imperfectly competitive or monopoly firm (as in the case 
of GTC) and the role of regulation, come to assume 
inordinate importance. 15 
Competition rather than ownership is seen as holding 
the key to the realization of efficiency gains consequent 
upon divestiture. 16 
As one writer puts it, 
The prima facie case for expecting an increase in 
efficiency as a result of privatization is 
strongest where workable competition exists. 17 
Also, there appears to be a tendency towards consensus 
that, to realize competitive outcomes, the incumbent firm 
must be: 1) prevented from extending its market power to 
areas which do not qualify for natural monopoly status, and 
2) frustrated in any attempt to practice of cross-
subsidization. 18 
To this end, divestiture of a monopoly operation, the 
literature advises, demands comprehensive regulation, lest 
the exercise of monopoly power frustrates the pursuit 
productive efficiency and the fiscal benefits which ought 
14See, for example, Nico las Van 
"Privatization in Developing Countries," p. 
De 
605. 
15John Vickers and George Yarrow, 
Perspectives on Privatization," Journal of 




16v. Bhaskar, "Privatization and the Developing 
Countries: The Issues and the Evidence," UNCTAD Discussion 
Paper 47 (August 1992): 2-9; Hemming and Mansoor, "Is 
Privatization the Answer?" p. 32; V. V. Ramanadham, gen. 
ed., Privatization in developing Countries (London: 
Routledge, 1989): Introducing Competition and Regulatory 
Requirements, by David Thompson, pp. 125-130. 
17Raymond Vernon, "Conceptual Aspects of 
Privatization," CEPAL Review 37 (April 1989): 146. 
18Matthew R. Bishop and John A. Kay, Privatization in 
the United Kingdom: Lessons from Experience," World 
Development 17 (May 1989), p. 644. 
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to flow therefrom. 19 It is pointed out, too, that granting 
a divested entity such concessions as tax exemptions, 
subsidies, investment credits, protection from liquidation, 
and access to soft credit defeat both the efficiency and 
fiscal objectives of divestiture. 20 
Nowhere in the literature are the inordinate 
difficulties associated with the design and enforcement of 
regulation underplayed. Especially, writers emphasize the 
vast technical and other information required, the calibre 
and quantum of technical manpower needed, and the ever 
present threat of the capture of the regulatory body. 21 
The literature is less helpful on the issue of the 
valuation of assets. As one writer puts it, 
Although there is a good deal of literature on 
the pricing of and valuation of company assets it 
tends not to be terribly informative in relation 
to . . an economy without a capital market and 
in- circumstances where the entity is a monopoly 
or near monopoly.ll 
Generally, little information is provided beyond methods of 
valuation (e.g. net present value of expected earnings 
stream, asset value of an enterprise in liquidation, 
19This is tantamount to saying that the purpose of 
regulation is to mimic the operations of the market, with 
a view to preventing a) prices being raised (above costs) 
to monopoly levels; b) the provision of sub-standard 
services; c) inefficient cost performance (See David 
Thompson, Introducing Competition and Regulatory 
Requirements, p. 125). 
20see, Elliot Berg and Mary Shirley, "Divestiture in 
Developing Countries," World Bank Discussion Paper 11 
Washington D.C.: The World Bank, 1990): p. 18; John Nellis 
and Sunita Kikeri, "Public Enterprise Reform :Privatization 
and the World Bank," World Development 17 (May 1989): pp. 
669-670; Mary Shirley, "The Experience With Privatization," 
Finance & Development 25 (September 1988): p. 34. 
21 v. V. Ramanadham, gen. ed., Privatization in 
Developing Countries: Some Organizational Implications of 
Privatization, by Nick Woodward, pp. 133-141; Matthew R. 
Bishop and John Kay, "Privatization in the United Kingdom," 
p. 651. 
22 Selwyn Ryan and Deryck Brown, gen. ed., Issues and 
Problems in Caribbean Public Administration (St. Augustine: 
Institute of Social and Economic Research, 1992): The Re-
Privatization of Guyana, by Carl Greenidge, p. 293. 
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historical or replacement cost, leverage value). There is 
agreement that even when sale is effected via capital 
markets, controversy surrounds the pr ice received. One 
wonders to what extent this limited treatment of the 
valuation and sale price issues in the literature might 
reflect the sentiment expressed by University of Harvard 
Professor of international Relations, Raymond Vernon, as 
follows: 
There is one issue, however, to which 
governments have given far more attention than it 
may deserve. This is the question of determining 
the "right price" for specific offerings. In the 
[sic] most research on the price issue, the 
"right price" has usually been implicitly defined 
as the lowest possible price that the government 
could charge without exposing itself to the 
accusation of giving away public assets. Behind 
this implicit definition lies an ineluctable 
fact. 23 
However, some of the writers associated with the Fund 
and Bank elaborate some useful general principles on the 
asset valuation. These principles might be captured (in an 
extremely collapsed form) as follows: 24 1) asset transfers 
to the private sector, however effected, will always entail 
a transfer of wealth from government to that sector, and 
2) the greater the degree of uncertainty associated with 
future profit streams and regulatory and tax regimes, the 
greater will be the transfer of wealth necessary to effect 
divestiture. 
2.2 Assessment of The Literature 
What comes out in the literature is that the 
divestiture debate is firmly rooted in neoclassical 
economic theory. Yet, it would be inaccurate to say that 
divestiture, indeed privatization, is presented as a 
theology. The literature presents balanced rather than 
dogmatic conclusions. In many instances there is no 
advocacy. Conclusions are tentative, essentially, it 
appears, because of the lack of empirical evidence, the 
difficulty of establishing causation, and a genuine 
23 Raymond 
Privatization," 
Vernon, "Conceptual Aspects of 
CEPAL Review 37 (April 1989): 146. 
24Mario Blejer and Ke-Young 
Impact Methodological Issues, 
(Washington, D.C.: IMF, 1988): 
Privatization by Ali M. Mansoor, 
Chu, Measurement of Fiscal 
IMF Occasional Paper 59 
The Budgetary Impact of 
pp. 49-52. 
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conviction that, contrary to what some politicians would 
have us believe, divestiture is no panacea. 
The literature fails to persuade one of the efficacy 
of divestiture to promote significant improvements in 
efficiency and governments' budgetary position. Yet, it 
succeeds in convincing one - on the basis of the wealth of 
information on the poverty of public sector out...'..turn on 
which it draws - of the futility inherent in persisting 
with large public sectors, run as they have been in the 
past. 
Perusal of the literature leaves one with a sentiment 
that was most eloquently articulated by John Maynard Keynes 
in the Sydney Ball Lecture at Oxford, almost seventy years 
ago: 
But above all, the ineptitude of 
public administrators strongly prejudiced the 
practical man in favour of laissez-f aire--a 
sentiment which has by no means disappeared. 
Almost everything which the state did in the 
eighteenth century in excess of its minimum 
functions was, or seemed, injurious or 
unsuccessful. 25 
It does seem that there remains quite a few areas in 
which further work needs to be undertaken. Thinking 
specifically of the Caribbean, it would appear to be useful 
to have future research focus on explanations and 
explorations of actual experiences with regulation, and the 
introduction of competition in industries which were 
previously monopolistic or oligopolistic. Also, it seems 
that an insightful Caribbean perspective on the process of 
divestiture in the region would demand that more 
comparative studies be undertaken. 
25John Maynard Keynes, The Collected Writings of John 
Maynard Keynes, vols. ix: Essays in Persuasion 
Macmillan St. Martin's Press, 1931; reprint ed., 






3.1 Research Design 
3.1.1 Justification of Choice of Entity 
This Research must be categorized as an explanatory. 
and exploratory case study. Its concern is with the 
divestiture of GTC. 26 The choice of GTC's divestiture as 
the focus of the research is informed by the three 
principal considerations. 
First, there could be little doubt that the GTC 
represents the largest and arguably the most strategic 
firm/industry divested to date. As such, both policy 
formulators and the academic community have a 
responsibility to learn as much as possible from this 
"experiment." Second, the Researcher, having worked in the 
Guyana Public Service during the time of the GTC 
divestiture, had reason to believe that the data and 
information required to effectively prosecute this study 
would be accessible.- Third, even though it represents the 
divestiture of a relatively large and pivotal entity, no 
serious study has been done on the GTC divestiture. This 
research, then, could represent a useful contribution to 
Caribbean literature on divestiture. 
3.1.2 Justification of Choice of Research Strategy 
The literature on research design advises that the 
case study method is most applicable when the following 
conditions are fulfilled: 1) the research questions are 
structured on the basis of "how" and "why", 2) the study 
focuses on a contemporary event, and 3) there is no need 
for the researcher to have control over behavioral events. 
Also, it explains that one of the characteristics of 
exemplary case studies is significance of the case· (in 
terms of public interest and theoretical and policy 
26Technically, ·we should speak of the divestiture of 
Guyana Telephone and Telegraph Company (GT&T) rather than 
that of GTC. Reason being that, to facilitate divestiture 
GTC had to be dissolved and GT&T--a fully government-owned 
private limited liability company--incorporated to assume 
all of GTC's assets and liabilities. 
. f 
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implications). 27 Based on these criteria there can be 
little doubt that this research enterprise lends itself to 
this research strategy. 
3.1.3 Research Propositions 
The propositions articulated here were instrumental in 
guiding the data/information collection process. They will 
also guide the analysis. These proposals were informed by 
the review of the literature and as such impose a 
theoretical framework on the analysis. 28 
3.1.3.1 Research Propositions and their 
Theoretical basis 
1) The design and enforcement of the regulatory regime 
represent one of the most limiting constraint to the 
garnering of greater revenues from the new entity; 
2) appropriate legislation makes it possible to promote 
competition in the provision of telecommunication services 
in Guyana; 3) the valuation of GTC's assets ought to have 
been a relatively straightforward and non-controversy 
issue; 4) divesting the monopoly GTC will result in larger 
revenue flows to the Treasury and a substantial net 
improvement in the Treasury's financial position. 
What all of these propositions have in common is that' 
they are grounded in the theory. To demonstrate their 
theoretical content one need only present them as 
statements. Take proposition 1), for instance, this can be 
stated as follows: The case study will show why and how the 
design and enforcement of the regulatory regime can 
represent a constraint to the garnering of greater revenues 
from the divested entity. 
Thus, the data collected are logically linked to the 
propositions and the analysis of the data will facilitate 
subscription to, or a questioning of, theories on 
divestiture gleaned from the literature. 
3.1.4 Collecting the Evidence 
The evidence on which this case study relies came from 
two principal sources, documentation and interviews. The 
former source comprised letters, memoranda, and facsimile 
llR.K. Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods, 
(Cal if ornia: Sage Publications, 19 84; re pr int ed. , 
California: Sage Publications, 1991), pp. 17 & 146. 
28For a detailed discussion in support for this 
approach see, R. K. Yin, Case Study Research, pp. 29-30. 
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messages; minutes of.meetings and written reports; project 
proposals; audited accounts; and newsclippings. The latter 
source comprised open-ended, elite-type interviews with 
senior bureaucrats and other individuals who were involved 
in the divestiture process. These interviews were useful 
in corroborating evidence found in the files and directing 
the researcher to other data sources. 
3.1.5 General Analytical Strategy 
The research propositions shall guide the analysis, 
impose selectivity in the data presented, and inform such 
alternative explanations as are merited. The sequence of 
the sections of the research shall be important in that 
each section will attempt to develop a strand of the 
argument of the research. 
3.2 Techniques of Quantitative Manipulation 
One of the limitations of this research is that the 
divested GT&T is merely 30 months old. To make the 
assessment of fiscal impact meaningful, a decision has been 
taken to project net resource flows to the Treasury for the 
period 1993-95 inclusive, and simulate a variety of 
scenarios based on different assumptions. 
Th.e exercise then becomes one of identifying the 
budgetary costs (outflows) and benefits (inflows) of 
divestiture to the budget, assigning them values, deflating 
the net value of the stream, and summing same to arrive at 
the net present worth (in 1990). 29 
3.3 Problems Encountered and Limitations of the Research 
The Researcher went into the field about four months 
after a change of government in Guyana. Many files and 
crucial documents could not be located; key actors in the 
divestiture process were no longer available for 
interviews. Obtaining an audience with all but one of the 
senior representatives of GT&T proved impossible. The 
chief executive officer of the Public Utilities Commission 
proved to be unhelpful, claiming that he has already been 
accused of leaking sensitive information. 
Neither for GTC nor GT&T could detailed data be had. 
This is especially true of production cost data. As a 
result, projections of GT&T' s performance proved to be 
impossible and this conditioned the most serious limitation 
of the research: the fiscal impact assessment is extremely 
29The discount factors for any year is equivalent to 1 
plus the discount rate, raised to the power of time. 
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weak, dependent as it is on very general assumption about 
future resource flows. 
Many of the more current writing on di vesti tu re, 
indeed on privatization in general, proved impossible to 
find. For example, much work has been done on the fiscal 
impact of privatization, but most of these articles are to 
be found in the journal "fiscal Studies" which I have been 
unable to locate. 
Lamentably, although I arranged for, and succeeded in 
having a third party collecting for me, a copy of GT&T's 
Accounts for the year ended 31 December, 1992, the document 
arrived too late to be used in the analysis. 
SECTION 4 
THE ENTITY GUYANA TELECOMMUNICATION CORPORATION 
4.1 Situating The Divestiture 
4.1.1 The Macroeconomic Reality in the 1980s 
At the close of the 1970s Guyana had macroeconomic 
imbalances which, at least in the opinion of the 
Multilateral Financial Institutions (MFis), were deemed 
chronic and unsustainable. These imbalances were being 
addressed via a structural adjustment programme, but soon 
thereafter Guyana went into arrears with the MF Is and 
became ineligible to draw on their resources. Thus, the 
dedade of the 1980s found Guyana still with chronic and 
unsustainable macroeconomic imbalances but now, without 
recourse to the resources of the MFis. No one could 
envisage at the time that it would take Guyana one decade 
to re-access the resources of these institutions. 
In the interim, commendable efforts were made to 
effect adjustment without foreign savings, but to no avail. 
Not only did the imbalances persist but they became 
sufficiently intractable to allow one to speak of the 
existence of an economic crisis. The inadequacy of 
domestic savings and limited access to foreign savings30 
30Throughout the period under consideration, Guyana's 
only major source of foreign savings was the IDB. 
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made proper economic management virtually impossible. 31 
The macroeconomic and financial performance indicators 
presented in Table 1 below attempt to capture the 
imbalances in the external, monetary, government and real 
sectors, during selected years for the period 1980-88. 
The observed stagnation and eventual decline in real 
gross domestic product (GDP) (at factor cost) stemmed from 
severe setbacks experienced by the main pillars of the 
economy, bauxite and sugar (but especially the former) . 
Real output contraction was reflected in poor export 
performance. The export volume index in 1987 was 30 
percent below its 1980 level, having reached a nadir of 36 
percent in 1983. Merchandise export receipts fell from 
US$388.9 in 1980 to US$214 million in 1985, and (with the 
exception of 19 87) continued to contract through 19 88. 
Merchandise imports fell from US$386.4 million in 1980 to 
US$209.l million in 1985, and continued contracting through 
1988. 
Notwithstanding the dismal production and export 
performance, central government current expenditures grew 
from 38.9 percent of GDP in 1980, to 67.2 percent in 1988. 
Thereafter, it remained well above its 1980 level. On the 
other hand, central government capital expenditures were 
virtually stagnant over this same period. 
The overall public sector deficit almost doubled from 29 
percent of GDP in 1980 to 57 percent in 1985. Thereafter 
it declined, but stood at 34.3 percent of GDP in 1988. 
Inflation, whatever its source, was high. Whereas the 
official statistics show the consumer price index (CPI) in 
1988 to be 94 percent above its 1985 base, the fact is that 
this represents an understatement of the reality. 32 One 
31 It is a widely accepted view that effective 
macroeconomic management in most developing countries 
demands access to adequate foreign savings. For an 
articulation of this view see, for example, International 
Monetary Fund, "Theoretical Aspects of the Design of Fund-
Supported Adjustment. Programs," Occasional Paper 55 
(September 1987): 42; Stephany Griffith-Jones and Osvaldo 
Sunkel, Debt and Development Crisis in Latin America: The 
End of an Illusion (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986; reprint 
ed., Oxford, Great Britain: by David Stanford, 1989), p. 
34. 
32The index did not capture prices in the pandemic 
parallel market. Also, its used consumption patterns from 
1969-70. For these ~nd other reasons, official computation 
of the CPI ceased in July, 1989. 
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factor contributing to inflationary pressures might have 
been the rate of growth of money and that of domestic 
credit - particularly to the public sector - required to 
finance the fiscal deficit. 
TABLE 1 
GUYANA: SELECTED ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS 
(Annual Percentage Change Unless Otherwise Stated) 
,I:= R=e=a=l=G=D=P=(=a=t=f=a=c=t=o=r=c=o=s=t=)==t=l=:=~=:=I• 1 ~~: .. ·~ 19:7 9 J~;~;~I 
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1990-92, prepared by the Government of Guyana, 
June 21, 19 9 O. 
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As one would expect in a situation of poor export 
performance and high inf lat ion, 33 the external accounts 
deteriorated. For instance, -the current account deficit, 
which stood at 67 percent of merchandise exports in 1986, 
was unsustainably high. Also, the debt service burden was 
extremely limiting. T]J..ese two facts suggest: 1) that 
external payment arrears were accumulating and 2) the net 
outflow (transfer) of investible resources must have been 
substantial. 
In fact, arrears on suppliers credit reached the point 
where creditors demanded payment prior to the shipment of 
commodities. The purchase of petroleum and petroleum 
products, for instance, depended on government's 
convertible currency cash flow from month to month. On 
numerous occasions, the economy, literally, threatened to 
grind to a halt for want of these and other intermediate 
inputs. 
4.1.2 Implications for Teleconununications 
The fiscal imbalance meant that the government was 
strapped for cash (for reasons that had nothing to do with 
the telecommunication corporation since it was not a drain 
on the budget). The external imbalance meant there was a 
chronic and acute shortage of convertible currency. These 
two realities posed problems for public sector management. 
The public utilities (and the social sector) suffered most. 
The Finance Ministry pruned (primarily) their capital 
budgets; the Central Bank (whose rationality guided the 
allocation of convertible currency), accorded the 
productive sectors precedence in the allocation of these 
scarce resources. 
Consequently, public utilities reached such a state of 
disrepair that national life and economic activity were 
continuously disrupted. Indeed, when one considers the 
extent to which both economic and social well-being depend 
on quality of the services provided by the utilities 
(electricity and potable water supply, telecommunications 
services, water transport, sea defenses), one is hard put 
to identify a more critical structural bottleneck. 
33At least one who is persuaded of the analytical 
usefulness of the "monetary approach to the balance of 
payments" for policy formulation in small, open, developing 
countries. 
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Given the openness of the economy, 34 import 
contraction (and the shortage of convertible currency) had 
serious implications for the availability of intermediate 
inputs and capital goods and, consequently, the level of 
utilization of installed capacities fell throughout the 
economy. For instance, we are told that, for the period 
1983-85, capacity utilization in the public corporations 
averaged 35 percent, and that in many of the utilities it 
was as low as 20 percent. 35 
Among the utilities telecommunications is unique: in 
addition to saving and facilitating the earning of 
convertible currency, it is also an earner of foreign 
exchange. But government's approach to this sub-sector did 
not ref le ct a recognition of this fact. This is the 
reality in many developing countries. 
Saunders, Warford, and Wellenius, in their seminal 
work on the telecommunications sub-sector, illustrates this 
using cases from South Asia and East Africa. They show 
that, even where foreign exchange had already been secured 
and governments' local currency contribution amounted to 
less than US$2 million (which would have been quickly 
recouped many times over), 
The governments I however I were financially 
strapped for macroeconomic reasons unrelated to 
the telecommunications sector, and the small 
amount of money in local currency was not 
forthcoming. 36 
So GTC's experience conforms to a known pattern: in 
times of fiscal and external deficits, telecommunications 
investments, not being as lumpy 
. as dams, airports, or power stations, 
can be cut back piece by piece--f ewer 
subscribers connected, fewer towns served, less 
long-distance capacity in the short-run--without 
totally stopping the effe~tiveness of much of the 
investment already completed. Hence, the sector 
is more amenable than many to last-minute 
~As measured, say, by the high import content in both 
consumption and investment. 
35carl Greenidge, The Re-Privatization of Guyana, p. 
281. 
36Robert J. Saunders, Jeremy J. Warford, and Bjorn 
Wellenius, Telecommunications and Economic Development 
(Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1883): p. 237. 
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unplanned cuts in its investment prosramme brought about by 
exogenous national fiscal problems. 
4.1.3 A New Vision for the Sector 
Government's view of the telecommunications sector 
(indeed its view of the entire economic infrastructure) 
changed, of necessity, after Guyana managed to clear its 
arrears with the MFI and entered IMF and IBRD Programmes in 
1989. 38 Government articulated a recognition of the 
pivotal role to be played by foreign private capital in 
facilitating the economy's accessing financial, 
technological, managerial resources. However, government 
recognized that the infrastructure rehabilitation and 
expansion were critical to attracting foreign investors. 
These entrepreneurs will not invest in Guyana if it 
means being cut off from headquarters and the rest of the 
world. Indeed, these investors demand a reasonably modern 
telecommunications system which provides modern services. 
One harsh reality to be accepted was that, unlike poor 
electricity and potable water supply, poor 
telecommunication services, cannot be circumvented by 
resort to personalized and standby facilities. 
This is the context in which 
attached by the Government of 
rehabilitation, expansion, and 
national telecommunication network 
the import and urgency 
Guyana (GOG) to the 
modernization of the 
needs to be seen. 
4.2 The Need for Definitional Specificity 
It is neither possible nor desirable to keep the 
concept efficiency out of a discussion on divestiture. "An 
efficient technique is a way of doing things that is not 
clearly more wasteful than alternative techniques, "39 
always 1 given the structure of relative prices in the 
37 Ibid. I p. 6 7. 
38Guyana' s Policy Framework Paper lists infrastructural 
bottlenecks as one of the country's most limiting 
constraint, posits the view that a full solution can only 
be envisaged over the medium- to long-term, and sets (as 
one of the principal objectives of the Fund Programme) 
rehabilitation of both economic and social infrastructure. 
39John Cody, Helen Hughes, and David Wall, gen. eds., 
Policies for Industrial Progress in Developing Countries 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1980): Labour and 
Technology by Amartya Sen, p. 122. 
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particular situation. For sake of definiteness, therefore, 
the following concepts of efficiency are defined. 
Allocative Inefficiency is defined as the production 
of output in a less than socially optimal manner (i.e at 
above minimum social cost). In other words, allocative 
efficiency requires that the market price of inputs be 
equivalent to their social cost, so that the objective of 
profit maximization would result in both the socially 
appropriate input mix and the minimization of private cost 
of production. 
To promote allocative efficiency in operating a 
monopoly utility like telecommunications, traditional 
welfare economics suggests that "price should be set equal 
to the incremental or marginal cost of expanding output 1140 
if there is under-utilization of capacity. An important 
point to keep in mind is that allocative efficiency 
presupposes a high degree of productive efficiency. 
Cost, Production, or X-Ineff iciency is defined as the 
existence of "slack" due to wastage and/or managerial 
incompetence. In other words, if one focuses on a monopoly 
operation, for instance, then, so long as the operator has 
no control over factor markets, profit maximization 
necessitates cost minimization. 
Equipment and Network Inefficiency is used to focus on 
the inflation of production costs occasioned by the extent 
to which the network has fallen behind the prevailing state 
of the art, and inadequate maintenance. This type of 
inefficiency, a sub-set of x-efficiency, is readily 
captured by the technical indicators of the network. 
This concept effective service is defined from the 
perspective of the consumer. The "user pays for speed, 
availability, universality, reliability and a defined 
quality of service. 1141 The fewer of these criteria the 
network satisfies, the more ineffective is the service it 
provides. 
40saunders, Warford, and Wellenius, Telecommunications 
and Economic Development, p. 237 
41 "Telecommunications and Socio-Economic Development, " 
The Courier 77 (January-February 1983): p. 58. 
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4.3 Evolution of GTC 
4.3.1 Technology and Efficiency 
GTC, a fully government-owned public corporation was 
created by the Public Corporation Order No. 11 of 1967 and 
continued under the Public Corporations Act of 1980. The 
Corporation's objectives were to: 1) promote economic 
development of telecommunications infrastructure and 
services, 2) satisfy public demand for telecommunication 
services, and 3) universalize telecommunication services. 
From 1980, the international, local distribution, and 
telegraph systems were merged. Thus, for 10 years--from 
1980 until its divestiture in 1991--GTC was solely 
responsible for all telephone, telex, and international 
telegraph services and the provision of all the national 
telecommunications infrastructure. 
By 1988, GTC operated 24 exchanges, an earth station 
for satellite communications, a tropospheric scatter link, 
micro-wave links, and a maritime coastal station. The 
national network comprised three different types of plant: 
1) subscriber apparatus, 2) transmission and switching 
equipment, and 3) outside plant (between subscribers and 
exchanges and between exchanges). 
There were 24 exchanges (linked by microwave sets), 
with facilities for subscriber trunk dialling. The 
tropospheric scatter system linked the country with the 
Eastern Caribbean Microwave System. The earth station 
linked with the Intelsat Atlantic Ocean Satellite system, 
facilitating direct communication with North America and 
the United Kingdom. There were two voice graded circuits 
for communication with Brazil, and Suriname and Nickerie 
were accessible via microwave. 
At the time of divestiture the international network 
service consisted of 117 voice graded circuits, 60 percent 
of which were devoted to the major traffic streams (the 
USA, Canada, and the UK). The destination distribution of 
these circuits is shown in Table 2 below. Well behind the 
"cutting edge" of telecommunications technology, the 
switching system comprised old and obsolete electro-
mechanical and semi-electronic analog equipment. GTC' s 
most significant investments in improved facilities over 
the years were the installation of a Standard "B" earth 
station, and the rehabilitation and expansion of 
the tropospheric scatter system. 
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TABLE 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTERNATIONAL CIRCUITS 
AND THEIR ASSOCIATED MEDIA, 1988-90 
CIRCUITS EARTH TROPO- MICRO- TOTAL 
STATION SCATTER WAVE 
GUYANA - U.S.A. 27 26 ... 53 
GUYANA - U.K 10 . . . ... 10 
GUYANA - CANADA 07 . . . ... 07 
GUYANA - BRAZIL 02 . . . ... 02 
GUYANA - T & T ... 25 . .. 25 
GUYANA - BARBADOS . . . 11 ... 11 
GUYANA - ANTIGUA ... 03 . .. 03 
GUYANA - SURINAME ... . .. 03 03 
GUYANA - NICKERIE . . . ... 03 03 
TOTAL 46 65 06 117 
Sou.rce: Guyana TelecoITUTiunication Corporation, Northern 
Telecom Project Proposal: Technical Study (Georgetown: 
Guyana TelecoITUTiunication Corporation, 1988): p. 68. 
The international network constituted an area of 
serious concern. At least two issues merit elaboration. 
First, circuit saturation was the norm. The (incoming) 
call completion rate hovered consistently around 20 
percent, a clear indication of the dire need to at least 
double the circuits. Second, in an environment in which 
incoming and outgoing calls enjoyed equal access to 
international channels, GTC's manual operation meant that 
outgoing calls were less likely to get through than 
incoming calls. This explains, at least partially, the 
high ratio of incoming to outgoing cal 1 s (approximately 
3: 1) . 42 
There appears to have been members of GTC's Management 
Team who were myopic enough to use this ratio to somehow 
rationalize the Corporation's failure to adequately expand 
420f course, if earning revenues were the only reason 
for operating the national network, such a situation would 
not be without its benefits. Consider, for instance, the 
extreme case in which only incoming calls are facilitated. 
Outpayment would always be zero. 
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and modernize the public network. 
supp9rts the accuracy observation: 
The quotation below 
With an investment of about US$3 million, Guyana 
could install automatic equipment. This would 
reduce its payments per outgoing call to an 
amount equal to receipts per incoming call. Based 
on. GTC' s expectations, this savings would be 
offset by a rise in the ratio of outgoing to 
incoming calls, so that such an investment would 
produce no net foreign exchange.~ 
GTC' s principal switching problems were associated 
with the mixed technology of the exchanges; failure to 
effect routine maintenance because of foreign exchange, 
cost, and procurement difficulties; battery failure; and 
the inability to perform standard prescribed routines. 44 
The gravity of the problems could be gleaned from the fact 
that by GTC' s own· admission, in 19 88, exchange-related 
faults alone accounted for 38 and 10 percent of the down 
time at the Earth Station and Tropospheric Scatter system, 
respectively. 
The national network had an installed capacity of 
28,000 lines but its recorded subscriber base always 
hovered around 21,000. I~ 1990, in-service access lines 
were down to 17,000 or 61 percent utilization of installed 
capacity. It was not unusual to find, at any one time, 20 
percent of all telephones out of service - the norm for out 
of service telephones in an efficient network is less than 
one percent. 45 Throughout the 1980s and up to the time of 
divestiture, Guyana's telephone density was, at most, 2.2 
lines in service per 100 inhabitants, as compared with 
countries like Trinidad and Tobago where the density was 
closer to 6 lines. Employees per 1000 direct exchange 
lines in service, a rough indicator of productivity, stood 
43Finding of Consultant recruited to review the 
operations of PSEs, as recorded in "Report on Performance 
of public Sector Corporations," presented to State Planning 
Secretariat in 1988 (mimeographed). 
44Guyana Telecommunication Corporation, Northern 
Telecom Project Proposal: Technical Study, (Georgetown: 
Guyana Telecommunication Conununication, 1988): pp. 5-6. 
45oenise Dawn de Souza, " Notes of Wrap-Up Meeting With 
Representatives of Atlantic Tele-Network, Held on 31 
·August, 1989," State Planning Secretariat files. 
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at 57 in 1988. Indeed, the view was exBressed that GTC was 
usually about 40 percent over staffed. 6 
There was a large but unquantified demand for 
telephone services. In 1989, outstanding applicants, a 
poor surrogate for unmet demand, stood at some 20,000: the 
equivalent of 77 percent of installed capacity and 95 
percent of registered subscribers. 47 Persons waited as 
many as 10 years for a line and efforts to circumvent the 
queue led to corruption. 
Any pretense of providing a universal service had long 
ceased. At the time of divestiture, whereas the three main 
population centers (Georgetown, New Amsterdam, and Linden) 
constituted 85 percent of GTC's subscriber base, Georgetown 
alone accounted for 71 percent of all lines in service. 48 
That this de facto urban bias could only increase over time 
is borne out by the following statement: 
It is important to note that the "Urban Pull" is 
implemented whereby the most cost effect [sic] 
area is first improved so as to create further 
revenues for improvement in the other areas. 49 
Doubtless, this logic applied also to routine maintenance 
and fault correction. 
The external plant was plagued by a high rate of re-
occurring faults, deteriorated main cables and cabinets, 
and manual testing of faults. Data for 1987 show that in 
that year: 50 1) there were some 230 faults reported per 
46Denise Dawn de Souza, interview held at State 
Planning Secretariat, South Road, Georgetown, March 1993. 
47 "Experience in other developing countries indicate 
that when . . there are acute shortages, the number of 
registered outstanding applications greatly under-estimate 
unmet total demand" (The World Bank, People's Republic of 
China Telephone Sector Study: Survey, Assessment and 
Strategy Recommendations [Washington D.C.: The World Bank, 
1992]: p. 10.) 
~Eustace Abrams, interview held at his office, 
Brickdam, Georgetown, Guyana, March 1993. 
49Deputy Prime Minister (with responsibility for Public 
Utilities), "Memorandum to Cabinet on Northern Telecom 
Project," 30 August, 1988. 
50Guyana Telecommunication Corporation, 
Telecom Project Proposal, pp. 5-16. 
Northern 
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week - some 42 percent of which were in the business sector 
- and 2) it took about twenty man-hours, on average, to 
clear a fault (i.e. about two days using a two-man crew). 
4.3.2 Financial Performance51 
Contrary to what one might expect, given the myriad 
and daunting problems with which GTC was beset, the 
corporation was always profitable. It was the only public 
utility that needed neither current nor capital transfer 
from the Treasury. Indeed, GTC's transfers to the Treasury 
corporate tax, company income tax, property tax, and 
dividends - were always positive. 52 This can be seen in 
Table 3 below. Table 4 provides data on some key financial 
indicators of performance. 
Profitability: Over the period 1987-90, mean profits 
before taxes were G$111.4 million while mean net profits 
was about G$56.3 million. The profits to sales ratio 
averaged 12. 5 percent (see table 4 below). Fixed assets 
increased from G$83 million in 1987 to G$556 million in 
1990. 
Financial Stability: Retained earnings more than 
doubled from G$86 million in 1987 to G$187. 2 in 1990. 
Capital employed increased from G$77.5 million in 1985 to 
G$1360 million in 1990. The ability of the Corporation to 
meet its irrunediate and future liabilities was satisfactory, 
as can be seen from the ratio of current assets to current 
liabilities. ' 
Rate of Return: The average rate of return (before 
taxes) on net fixed assets was an impressive 64.8 percent, 
51 The many qualifications in GTC's audited accounts, as 
well as interviews with the public sector officers 
responsible for monitoring GTC's performance, indicate that 
one ought not to place too much faith in these accounts. 
Nevertheless, some conventional financial indicators shall 
be presented. But, the reader is cautioned not to place too 
much weight on these indicators. 
52Equally important, GTC always had a positive net 
foreign exchange cash flow in its transactions with foreign 
telecorrununication administrations. In 1988, the net 
position was US$5.36 million; in 1990, it was US$9.6 
million. So the Central Bank was guaranteed a reliable flow 
of convertible currencies from GTC's operations. However, 
GTC had no control over these funds once they entered the 
Central Bank. 
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and the mean rate of return (before taxes) on ca2ital 
employed was around 40.3 percent (see Table 4 below). 53 
TABLE 3 
SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR GTC 
1987-90 
G$million 
STATEMENT SUMMARIES 1987 1988 1989 
Prof it Before Taxes 12. 1 105.0 117.6 
Net Profits 5. 6 49.4 29.2 
Retained Earnings 85.9 125.2 24.7 
Total Capital Employed 100.9 140.3 243.0 
Fixed Assets 82.9 68.8 282.5 
Current Assets 240.8 323.5 407.9 
Current Liabilities 222.8 251.9 447.4 
Net Current Assets 18.0 71. 5 -39.6 
Taxes Paid 6.4 55.7 63.1 
Dividends Paid ... 10.0 54.5 
Total Transfers 6.4 65.7 107.6 
Source: Financial Statements of the Auditors on 
Guyana Telecommunication Corporation, 1987-90. 
TABLE 4 
INDICATORS OF GTC'S FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 
1987-90 
INDICATOR 1987 1988 1989 
ROR on Net Fixed Assets 15% 152% 42% 
ROR on Capital Employed 12% 75% 48% 
Net Prof its I Sales 18.7% 8.3% 


















1. 2: 1 
Source: Com uted usin p g GTC's Financial Statements. 
53World Bank-financed projects are usually expected to 







The lack of sufficiently 
impossible to compare 
service components. 
disaggregated accounts 
the performance of 
Especially, it makes 
local and international a comparison of the 
Official documents cite approved capital investment 
for the years 1986, 1987, and 1988 as G$11.0 million, 
G$28. 0 million, and G$14. 4 million, respectively (on 
average, some US$2. 2 million per, year over the period). 
The actual investment was in fact less. 54 
GTC's Finance and Operating Statements show capital 
expenditures of G$296.2 mill~on for 1990 (or US$6.6 million 
at an exchange rate of G$45 = US$1). This is the highest 
absolute level of capital expenditures inc~rred 6ver the 
period 1984-90. Indeed, it represented some 5 percent of 
GNP, well above the 0. 5 percent average for developing 
countries. 55 
4.3.3 The Role And Structure of Tariffs 
Between 1985 and April 1989, the value of the Guyana 
Dollar moved from G$4.4 to US$1, to G$33 to US$1, a nominal 
devaluation of some 86 percent. Over the same period (and 
using 1985 as the base year) the CPI increased by 94. 4 
percent. 56 Yet, for that entire period, tariffs remained 
unchanged. Further, although GTC's apportionment of total 
operating and administrative cost between the iocal and 
international networks was given as 70:30, 57 revenue from 
international operations accounted for some 60 percent of 
54The official G$/US$ exchange parity in 1986, 1987, 
and 1988 was 4.4/1, 10/1, and 10/1, respectively. The 
actual investment expenditures were G$2.2 million, G$22.3 
million, and G$2.0 million, respectively. 
55capital expenditure is used here as a surrogate for 
investment, an approach which could hardly be deemed 
controversial. 
The International Financial Statistics gives Guyana's GNP 
in 1990 as to G$20,219 million or US$449 million. 
56 International Monetary Fund, International Financial 
Statistics, (Washington: International Monetary Fund, 
1992): p. 248-251. 
Note: The observation made earlier (see sub-section 4.1.1 
footnote 32) about how misleading the CPI was during this 
period ought to be kept in mind. 
57This is not surprising. In all telephone systems most 
of the cost per subscriber arises in the local network. 
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total revenue. In other words, local call charges failed 
to keep pace with the costs associated with local calls. 
Revenue expansion was also frustrated by the fact that 
international collection charges lagged well behind what 
they should have been. In 1988, for instance, GTC pointed 
out to the GOG that collection charges on the major traffic 
streams were, on average, 40 percent below that required to 
cover operating costs plus outpayment. What is more, these 
collection charges were shown to be well below those for 
counterpart countries over the same routes. 58 Such a 
situation, by violating the dollar parity consideration, 
encouraged more outgoing calls than would otherwise have 
been made and, consequently, forced up outpayment and 
undermined earnings. 59 
4.4 Discussion to Section 4 
All the indicators examined tell the same story: GTC 
provided an inefficient and ineffective service. In a 
world in which telecommunication had become critical to the 
survival and growth of large and small firms alike, and 
indispensable to the exploitation of new avenues of 
comparative advantage; a world in which 
Telecommunications is currently the subject of 
rapid and unpredictable technical advances, 
Guyana's system was almost a full two generations 
behind state-of-the-art technology. 60 
The deterioration of the national network took place 
over a period of two decades. Yet, for most of this period 
the GOG appeared to be ignoring the unfolding reality. The 
owners and operators of GTC were eventually prompted to act 
in 1988 because of increased agitation by the business 
community. Their response was the so-called Northern 
Telecom Project: a relatively modest undertaking begun in 
1989, with the objectives of improving the international 
58Guyana Telecommunication Corporation, "Application 
for Rate Increases," Georgetown, 1988 (Mimeographed). 
59Basically, violating the dollar parity facilitates 
capital flight by domestic agents. 
60The Re-Privatization of Guyana, by Carl Greenidge, 
pp. 279-303. 
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network and rehabilitating the Georgetown exchange. 61 
Both the owners and operators of GTC seemed satisfied 
that the Corporation was financially viable. But what of 
the ineffectiveness of its service? What of GTC' s cost 
inefficiency? What of the cost inefficiency that GTC' s 
service - or the lack thereof - imposed on the rest of the 
economy? 62 
Impressive financial surpluses in the face of cost and 
network inefficiencies is neither an economic nor financial 
conundrum. The following observation not only resolves the 
apparent contradiction but captures the Guyana scenario 
quite well: 
Since, in excess-demand situations, even badly 
managed telecommunications organizations can be 
highly profitable in a financial sense, 
management of monopoly telecommunications 
entities in developing countries have in some 
instances been less than cost or service 
conscious. 63 
It appears to be beyond dispute that both GTC's 
network inefficiency and x-inefficiency can be traced to 
underinvestment. X-efficiency in the corporation was 
frustrated by, among other things, technical and 
organizational diseconomies: obsolescence, inadequate and 
untimely maintenance, over staffihg, high staff turn-over, 
insufficient training, and lack of financial and management 
autonomy. 64 
Looked at from this perspective, it seems reasonable 
to argue that the financial surpluses generated by GTC were 
illusory: "paper profits," insufficient to pay taxes and 
61 The project was financed by Supplier's Credit to the 
tune of US$7.5 million from Northern Telecom International 
Finance (NTIF). 
~Some examples of the latter are the value of time 
wasted in call attempts, foreign exchange losses through 
poor call completion rates, the value of time spent to 
reach a telephone, and overall higher operating costs. 
63Saunders, Warford, and Wellenius, Telecommunicat-ions 
and Economic Development, p. 61. 
64From 1978 and 1988, GTC changed 6 General Managers, 
3 Financial Controllers, and 3 Administrative Officers. 
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realistic dividends, 65 and finance a sufficient proportion 
of investment ( i. e investment oriented towards routine 
maintenance, rehabilitation, expansion and modernization of 
the network) . 66 In other words, these surpluses would 
never have sufficed to expand and modernize the system, 
with a view to overcoming the inefficiencies which inhered 
in the network as operated. 67 
The tariff structure, as well as the bureaucratic 
mechanism for effecting adjustments, was certainly a 
contributing factors. Telecommunications economics theory 
suggests that tariff setting be informed by the need to 
cover operating expenses, interest on capital employed, 
fiscal charges, depreciation, research and development, and 
capital investment as required. Further, elementary 
economics teaches that in an environment of persistently 
high inflation, unless tariffs are adjusted in a timely 
manner, their real value, and consequently government's 
revenue intake, will be undermined. Neither principle was 
observed in the setting of GTC's tariffs. 
Another contributing factor was Government's control 
of GTC's surpluses, capital programme, and budgets. Given 
the relatively high capital/output and incremental 
capital/output ratios of telecommunications industries, and 
given the high import content of telecommunications 
investment, both fiscal austerity and balance of payments 
difficulties conditioned under-investment. 
The fact of the matter is that a monopoly 
telecommunications entity, like GTC, can easily do better 
than simply maintain financial viability. It seems 
axiomatic that in the short-run, the price elasticity of 
demand for telecommunication services is inelastic. If one 
accepts this premise - and takes cognizance of both the 
long waiting list for service and the chronic circuit 
congestion - there are very cogent arguments for deriving 
tariffs on a forward-looking rather than a historical cost 
65By realistic dividends is meant levels that would be 
required if investible funds had to be attracted. 
~Observe that for World Bank-financed projects, for 
example, internal cash generation typically funds 50 
percent of capital investment. 
67Accountants describe this phenomenon as "under-
capitalization," meaning that the firm's asset base is too 
small for its level of operation. Heavy reliance on 
equipment 
of this 
suppliers' credit to undertake expansion, 




The adoption of such an approach would have dictated 
relatively high connection and rental fees and high peak 
period collection charges. Its advantages include a less 
corrupt-prone form of rationing, allowing consumer demand 
to suggest which service components should be expanded, 
and, certainly, more buoyant revenues and fiscal flows. 69 
But the adoption of this approach would have required that 
the GOG allow the entity greater financial, managerial, and 
technical autonomy. Especially, the GOG would have had to 
allow GTC the latitude to set fees and tariff levels for 
its various service components (possibly within government-
set parameters). 
SECTION 5 
DIVESTITURE: THE TRANSFER OF GTC'S ASSETS 
5.1 The Objectives Of GTC's Divestiture 
As early as March 1988, government articulated the 
following position: 
The conduct of business is 
crucially dependent on the prompt and efficient 
flow of information. In turn, the various systems 
for facilitating this flow have been subject, and 
will continue to be subject to a rapid advance ~n 
technology. We therefore seek investment in.the 
technically efficient, cost-effective provision 
of this service, in terms of both the hardware 
and software required, and appropriate 
maintenance and management systems. 70 
68Forward-looking pricing presupposes an attempt to 
estimate marginal cost. Admittedly, this exercise poses 
difficulties associated with demand forecasting, income 
distribution, declining unit costs, and externalities. But, 
these problems apart, this approach would serve to enhance 
allocative efficiency. 
69 See Saunders , Warford , and We 11 en i u s , 
Teleconununications and Economic Development, pp. 236-250. 
70Government 
Investment Policy, 
1988): p. 36~ 
of Guyana, State Paper: The Guyana 
(Georgetown: ~tate Planning Secretariat, 
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These sentiments reflected, among other things, concern 
about the low capacity utilization in the utilities--
hovering around a mere 20 percent ever since 1983. 
According to the then Minister of Finance, this failure of 
the utilities to deliver the goods and "services for which 
they were established," turned out to be a major government 
argument for privatization.n 
Not surprisingly, therefore, the objectives of GTC's 
divestiture were formulated in terms of the modernization 
and rehabilitation of its service equipment, with the 
ultimate goal of providing better quality services to the 
public. 72 
5.2 The Issues of Valuation and Sale Price 
The GOG's search for a foreign equity partner in the 
GTC began in early 1987. Between 2-9 September, 1988 teams 
from Cable & Wireless and British Telecom studied GTC's 
operations.~ Their conclusions were that: l) the network 
needed to be replaced with a digital, catering for about 
60,000 subscribers within five years, at a cost of some 
US$100-120 million, 2) upgrading the network (via the 
_Northern Telecom Project) without a long-term plan could 
prove costly, and could scare off potential investors, 3) 
the tariff structure relied too heavily on international 
revenues and needed drastic changes, and 4) with the 
political will to accept foreign majority holding, 
modernize the tariff structure, and allow the operator 
first call on international revenues, Guyana stood a good 
chance of attracting a company capable of modernizing the 
network. 
There was no queue of reputable potential 
investors awaiting an opportunity to invest in 
government's Financial Advisers explained, 
foreign 
GTC. As 
71 The Re-Privatization of Guyana, by Carl B. Greenidge, 
p. 281. 
72Government of Guyana, "Di vesti tu re Policy Document," 
(Georgetown: State Planning Secretariat, 1988): p. 36 
(mimeographed) . 
73See, P.L. Skey, Report on Visit to Guyana to Assess 
the Requirements and Potential of the Telephone System, 
presented to State Planning Secretariat, December, 19 88; 
and Paul Lesseells, Report on British Telecom Study Team 
Visit to Guyana, presented to State Planning Secretariat, 
December 1988. 
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GTC is in direct competition for investors ... with 
several other telecommunications networks 
throughout Central and South America and the 
Caribbean and since GTC has been so short of 
investment, most other networks are more 





the multinational corporation with whom an 
eventually reached, was selected essentially 
after other indications of interest were 
In the absence of a capital market or the likelihood 
of competitive bidding, sale had to be based on 
negotiations. Contrary to what its critics would have 
preferred, government commissioned no independent valuation 
of GTC's assets. Nor did the GOG commission any work on 
the revenue and economic implications of different 
modalities of sale, terms, and conditions. 
The GOG saw itself as having two options: 1) go for 
the largest possible cash payment, with which would. be 
associated a delay in the mounting of an investment 
programme, or 2) accept a significantly lower price, retain 
some equity, and demand an immediate, realistic, 
rehabilitation and expansion programme. The latter option 
was deemed preferred. 
When the GOG and ATN finally concluded negotiations, 
it was agreed that ATN would: 1) make a cash payment of 
US$16. 5 million75 2) mount an investment programme worth 
US$80 million over a 3-year period, and 3) assume 
liabilities totalling US$10. 5 million. As has happened 
elsewhere, valuation and final price issues loomed large 
(and continue so to do) in the GTC divestiture debate. 
5.2.1 Resolving the Valuation Controversy: 
An Appeal to Theory 
Economic theory posits that the sale of an asset is a 
capital account transaction with implications similar to 
those of the sale of a bond. If a public sector enterprise 
is sold to a private investor at a competitive price, this 
price must correspond closely to the discounted stream of 
74M.E. Adda, "GTC," Facsimile message to Deputy Prime 
Minister (Planning and Development) , (dated 2 7 February, 
1990): p. 2. 
75The value of 16,500 shares at US$1,000 each. The GOG 
paid US$4.125 for 20 percent. Which makes the total selling 
price US$20.625 million. 
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its after-tax profits. Assuming perfect foresight in 
which case the discount rate implicit in the transaction 
reflects correctly financial opportunity costs - the sale 
amounts to nothing more than an exchange of assets and 
liabilities between the two sectors. 
But, perfect foresight is not possible, so private 
investors are risk-averse: what they are prepared to pay 
for an asset is based on the degree of uncertainty attached 
to its future income streams. 76 Thus, the disposal of the 
disposal assets can be effected only at a discount relative 
to their competitive price. This holds true whatever the 
method of asset disposal. Clearly then, when governments 
negotiate with a single investor, the differential between 
competitive and received price must be even greater. 77 For 
some unknown reason, er i tics appear to have studiously 
ignored these facts. 
The foregoing ought not to be construed to mean that 
some idea of the value of assets to be disposed of is 
unimportant. In negotiations every bit of information is 
vital. But critics of the GOG approach were right for all 
the wrong reasons. It is true that the closer the sale 
price is to what is deemed to be the competitive value of 
the assets in question the less are the transfers being 
made to the private sector. However, a high price ought 
not to be made an end in itself. As has been argued by 
Vernon, 
If the objective of governments in privatization 
were simply to maximize social output, they might 
well be justified in giving away many state-owned 
enterprises and even subsidizing their 
'tr an sf er. 78 
Mindeed, this discount is greater the more the private 
investor's uncertainty about the future profits, tax 
regime, labour relations, regulatory regime, etc. Also, 
governments, while anxious to sell are ignorant of the 
investor's reservation price. 
77Mario Blejer and Ke-Young Chu, Measurement of Fiscal 
Impact Methodological Issues, IMF Occasional Paper 59 
(Washington, D. C. : IMF, 19 8 8) : The Budgetary Impact of 
Privatization by Ali M. Mansoor, pp. 49-52; Olivier Bouin, 
Privatization in Developing Countries: Reflections on a 
Panacea, OECD Development Centre, Policy Brief No. 3 (OECD: 
1992), pp.12-19. 
78Raymond Vernon, "Conceptual Aspects of 
Privatization," CEPAL Review 37 (April 1989): 147. 
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This point can be made even more forcefully. For 
example, Mansoor argued that, 
. it is largely irrelevant whether the 
government captures the benefits of a larger 
income stream through an up-front payment in the 
sales price or through an improvement in future 
tax revenue. 79 
In other words, insofar as government was committed to 
divestiture, the imperative becomes: how best to ensure 
improved performance on the part of the new enterprise and 
thereby augment financial flows to the Treasury. 
It needs to be said, too, that it is highly probable 
that controversy would have surrounded whatever valuation 
were arrived at by an independent expert. Reason being 
that GTC's accounts were extremely untidy and inaccurate. 
I have been able to find only one participant in the GTC 
di vesti tu re process who appeared to have understood the 
constraint imposed by the state of GTC' s accounts. He 
wrote thus: 
In terms of the matter of price, I received 
recently the 1988 audited accounts of GTC . 
May I draw your attention to the five 
qualifications listed. I am almost sure that 
similar qualifications were attached to previous 
reports. In the circumstances there has been a 
difficulty in using the accounts as a basis for 
some of the selling price estimating techniques 
which we touched on during our discussion last 
night. 80 
I have verified that all of GTC's audited accounts for 
the period 1985-88, inclusive, are qualified. The 
qualifications deal with such issues as the inability to 
reconcile GTC's accounts with overseas telecommunications 
administrations, and to verify the existence and value of 
components of fixed assets, and end with the statement, 
because of the significance of the matters 
referred to in the preceding paragraphs, we are 
unable to form an opinion as to whether the 
79Ali Mansoor, Budgetary Impact of Privatization, pp. 
52-53~ 
80Deputy Prime Minister (Planning and Development) , 
"Financial Bona Fides of ATN and Appropriateness of Price," 
memorandum to Commissioner of Inland Revenue (dated 26 
January, 1990): pp. 2-3. 
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financial statements give a true and correct view of the 
state of the corporation's affairs. 81 
5.3 Alternatives To The Sale Of Shares 
One question which cannot be escaped is: need the GOG 
have divested GTC? The evidence is that the GOG was 
conunitted to GTC's divestiture. Yet, there are those who 
are of the view that the GOG should have GTC within the 
budget, effect realistic tariffs, and allow the firm ready 
access to the foreign currency earnings to effect timely 
maintenance, rehabilitation, and modernization. Indeed, so 
the argument goes, some foreign borrowing might also have 
been sought to accelerate the process. It is difficult to 
be sanguine about the implementation success of this 
option. 
A more realistic option might have been to take the 
entity out of the budget, mortgage the assets for 
sufficient funds to implement rehabilitation and 
modernization, and contract out the management to a 
competent foreign firm. After all, as shall be shown, the 
assets were eventually mortgaged to mobilize investment 
funds. 
A popular and apparently persuasive view of the option 
the GOG ought to hav~ exercised has been stated by the then 
Minister of Finance as follows: 
. . In other countries where the expansion 
and modernization of the system were the main 
objectives of policy, it has been undertaken not 
by wholesale divestment but via sale of the 
rights to install digital overlay networks and/or 
new services and capabilities. · The latter may 
include new niches and specialized networks where 
rapid technological advances have removed the 
"publicness" of the service and permitted 
competition in business communications and 
services such as cellular, paging, data 
communications and satellite and value added 
services. In Addition, the installation and 
operations have been sub-contracted. 82 
81 Thomas, Stoll, Dias & Co., Report of the Auditors to 
the Members of Guyana Telecommunication Corporation on the 
Financial Statements For the Years Ended 31 December, 1985 
to 1989 (Georgetown). 
~The Re-Privatization of Guyana, by Carl Greenidge, 
pp. 292. 
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This option has to be analyzed very carefully. 
From a technical perspective, a d~g~tal overlay 
network requires an almost identical set of equipment to 
that required for a normal trunk network. 83 In other 
words, the investment requirements are significant. Another 
consideration of consequence is that of compatibility: 
Every overlay network will not only have to be 
compatible with existing standards, but as a 
trunk network would have to interface with many 
different types of equipment existing in the 
network. The engineering requirements, and the 
cost of systems development, should not be 
underestimated.M 
So, this option could be problematic and costly, even 
though it addresses only the trunk system. 
J 
The Guyana Investment Policy specifically addresses 
governments willingness to entertain discussions on all 
possible Rermutations of private and government/private 
ownership. 85 But, there is no evidence of any investors 
wishing to participate along the lines suggested in the 
quotation above. So, although advances in technology may 
have moved telecommunications out of the "natural monopoly" 
category, the objective reality in the country in question 
should not be ignored. By any indicator, save land mass, 
Guyana is a very small country and it is doubtful whether 
there really was room for competition in the provision of 
trunk and international services. 
The following statement supports this argument: 
In small and somewhat spatially 
dispersed networks typically found in small- and 
medium-sized developing countries, if the 
management of the major public telecommunications 
operating entity is efficient, cost conscious, 
~When we turn, in the next section, to the licence 
granted GT&T we shall examine such service niches as 
international teleport and data communications networks. 
84william Ambrose, Paul Hennemeyer, and Jean-Paul 
Chapon, "Privatizing Telecommunications Systems: Business 
Opportunities in Developing Countries," International 
Financial Corporation Discussion Paper 10 (November 1990): 
p. 18 
~Government of Guyana, 
Investment Policy, pp. 3-6. 






oriented, and if adequate resources are 
them, most public telecommunications services 
be provided most cost-effectivelt by a single 
entity with nationwide coverage. 6 
All this notwithstanding, it remains imperative that 
all modalities of competition be explored. After all, it 
is widely ·accepted that even in networks as small and 
spatially dispersed as Guyana's, it is possible to benefit 
from competition in areas such as equipment supply· and 
provision of cellular telephone. 87 This is an issue to 
which the essay shall return. 
Finally, contrary to the impression conveyed by the 
Minister's statement, de-monopolization ought not to be 
seen as the only way to capture the most appropriate or the 
best of technologies. At least in theory, the same 
benefits might be realized via divestiture of an integrated 
entity. What may be true is that, in the latter approach, 
imaginative regulatory design and commitment to its 
enforcement assume greater import. 
5.4 Discussion to Section 5 
The'evidence suggests that the GOG did not explore any 
privatization option save the sale of the edtire network as 
an integrated entity. This must be deemed an error in 
judgement. However, having decided on the divestiture 
option the GOG, whether it was aware of it or not, was 
correct not to preoccupy itself with independent valuations 
of the assets to be disposed of and not to make sale price 
an end in itself. 
There were a variety of factors which ensured that the 
sale price would be heavily discounted. For example, the 
inappropriateness of GTC's equipment and technology, the 
untidiness and inaccuracy of its accounts, and the fact 
that the regulatory mechanism was still unknown. Also, one 
ought not to ignore the possibility of corruption, the 
generally poor state of the country's infrastructure, and 
"the added complication of ·valuing 'goodwill'. "88 Then, 
too, the GOG' s handling of the GTC divestiture its 
reluctance to divulge information or to encourage wide 
86Saunders, Warford, and Wellenius, Telecommunications 
and Economic Development, p. 59. 
87Ibid., pp. 283-284; Ambrose, Hennemeyer, and Chapon, 
Privatizing Telecommunications Systems, p. 28. 
~For a discussion of these considerations see, Carl 
Greenidge, The Re-Privatization of Guyana, pp. 292-294). 
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participation in the process served to aggravate the 
valuation and sale price controversy. 
One major difficulty with the divestiture option was 
that it presupposed an ability to deal effectively with 
regulation. But reference to the theory, or experiences in 
even the developed countries, would have demonstrated the 
folly of so believing. In Guyana, the new entity would 
commence operation and three months would elapse before the 
Chairman and Members of the PUC were even named. An 
inauspicious start to the process of regulation. 
SECTION 6 
REGULATION, COMPETITION, AND THE NEW ENTITY 
6.1 The Joint Venture Partner--ATN 
ATN is a private limited liability company 
incorporated in the United States of America. Its 
principal off ice is in the United States Virgin Island 
where it operates a reasonably modern voice and data 
transmission system ( VITELCO). ATN' s interest in Guyana 
appears to be guided by a strategy to expand within Latin 
America and the Caribbean. In addition to GT&T, ATN has 
six other subsidiaries, all of which are in the 
telecommunications industry. 89 
The GOG sought to be assured that it was dealing with 
a reputable and capable company. ATN's consolidated 
Financial Statements and Independent Auditor's Reports 
were studied as were the curricula vitae of its senior 
personnel; technical teams were sent to VITELCO to assess 
ATN's engineering/technical and financial strengths; and 
information was sought from the financial and regulatory 
agencies with whom ATN has had dealings. 90 
While government's Financial Advisers were satisfied 
with ATN, independently gathered information was not always 
~The subsidiaries are:- i) VITELCO; ii) VITELCOM 
CELLULAR; iii) Maritime Cellular Tele-Network Inc. (MCN); 
iv) CALLS (which resells long distance service in the 
Virgin Islands); v) VITELCOM Inc.; and, vi) Puerto Rico 
Telecom ( PRT) . 
WFor example, ATN's insurers and 
Communications Commission in Washington. 
the Federal 
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flattering to the Company. For instance, one GOG 
representative in Washington provided information to the 
effect that: 1) having taken over VITELCO in 1987, by 1989 
ATN had borrowed US$170 million (relative to VITELCO's 
purchase price of US$86 million) and that VITELCO was 
eventually "charged with the full US$104 loan originally 
contracted, "91 and 2) based on an analysis of VITELCO' s 
Balance Sheets and Operating Statements, even assuming the 
most dynamic growth path, VITELCO remains a small 
operation. The latter point was made to support the view 
that ATN lacked the experience to rehabilitate, modernize, 
and operate the national network. 
The Committee established "to assess the financial 
bona fides and status 1192 of ATN concurred with these 
sentiments and went further to argue that: 1) ATN's 
corporate structure reflected the practice of corporate 
layering, 93 2) its accounts suggest a company 1 ikely to 
borrow resources by pledging the assets of GT&T and, 
therefore, with little to lose when and if it pulls out of 
the operation, and 3) ATN' s financial transactions were 
shrouded in a veil of secrecy. 
The Corrnnittee concluded that, the risks attendant on 
finalizing a contract with ATN were unacceptably high, and 
that "it is highly risky to entrust the operations of GTC 
to ATN, that is a course to be avoided if possible. "94 
ATN's technical and financial abilities, or the lack 
thereof, is now an empirical question, the resolution of 
which shall be attempted by an appeal to the evidence. 
This task shall be taken up later. 
91 Joseph Tyndall, "Letter to His Excellency the 
President," (dated 26 January, 1990): pp 1-3. 
~Carl Greenidge, The Re-Privatization of Guyana, p. 
286. 
93This is a tactic used to circumvent taxation, milk 
profitable companies, and generally hide malpractice. An 
example was provided of ATN borrowing funds at a subsidized 
rate from the Rural Electrification Agency in the USA and 
on-lending it to VITELCO at 1.5 percent above the prime 
rate in the USA. 
94Evelyn Wayne, "Memorandum: Notes on Corrunents by 
Mr.Michael Adda and Conclusions Drawn by the Team Appointed 
to Study ATN's Financial Capability and Related Matters," 
State Planning Secretariat memorandum dated 29 February, 
1990. 
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6.1.1 ATN's Responsibilities Under the Agreement 
Under the Agreement consummated between the GOG and 
ATN
9 
the latter's principal obligations might be summarized 
as: 5 1) to prepare and implement, within a 3-year period, 
a comprehensive Expansion and Service Improvement Plan 
worth some US$80 million, 2) to maintain and upgrade the 
quality of the service in keeping with international 
standards, 3) to pay in convertible currency taxes due on 
net income from international services, 4) to retain all 
inherited employees for at least 18 months, promote 
training, re-training and career development, and provide 
employees with health and retirement benefits, 5) to 
maintain existing tariffs for a minimum of 3 years from the 
date of the Agreement,% and 6) to maintain adequate 
insurance on property, plant and equipment. 
6.2 Catering for Competition in the Sector 
6.2.1 The Licence 
Based on the terms of its licence, 97 GT&T has been 
granted: 
1) exclusive permission for a period of 20 years, 
renewable at its option on an exclusive basis for 
a period of 5 years, to undertake: a) public, 
radio, and pay station telephones services, and 
national and international voice and data 
transmission services, b) sale of advertising in 
95see appendix 1 for a summary of the 3-year investment 
programme and what it was intended to accomplish, and 
appendix 2 for the quality of service indicators. 
96The agreed "special circumstances" that can trigger 
changes in tariffs are: 1) a substantial increase, over a 
period of six months, in the average selling price of the 
US$ over the selling price prevailing at the time of the 
signing ·of the agreement; 2) changes in long distance 
charges payable to foreign correspondents; 3) acts of God 
resulting in extensive destruction of property, plant and 
equipment; 4) cost of providing service to the hinterland 
proving to be well in excess of that estimated in the 
Expansion Plan. 
97The licence fee was fixed at an initial payment of 
US$1.0 million and, as of 01 January, 1992, an annual 
payment, in United States dollars, equivalent to 0.1 
percent of the Company's annual turnover in the preceding 
year. This approach is similar to that adopted in Britain. 
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directories, and c) switched or non-switched private line 
service supported by facilities constructed over public 
right of way; 
2) exclusive permission for a period of 10 years, 
renewable at its option for a period of 10 years, 
to undertake: a) supply of terminal an customer 
premises equipment, b) telefax, telex, telegraph, 
and telefax network services (without prejudice 
to other persons right to sell telefax and 
teleprinter machines and maintain these equipment 
as well as operate facilities for sending and 
receiving such messages); and, 
3) non-exclusive permission for a period of 20 
years to provide cellular radio . telephone 
services. 
The licence grants a monopoly in local wire-line 
telephone service: hardly a contentious issue, since it is 
widely held that with the existing technology, this is an 
area in which economies of scale are likely to be important 
and competition generally undesirable. But, the licence 
excludes "private radio telephone systems which do not 
interconnect with the licensee's network. "98 
This means that paging networks, private satellite 
business networks, international teleport, and other such. 
specialized niches, are spheres in which room has been left 
for competition. 
The licensee is obligated, if requested, to connect 
and keep connected, connectable systems. Thus, there also 
exists room for competition in such niches as data 
communications networks, and the host of associated value-
added services which these make possible. 
Instructively, the licence is non-exclusive with 
regards the supply and maintenance of terminal and premises 
equipment, and the operation of facilities to send and 
receive telefax copies and teleprinter messages. This is 
as it ought to be since competition in these areas is 
generally held to be both feasible and beneficial (subject 
always, of course, to enforcement of some set of technical 
~This arrangement promotes competition by making it 
possible for large users to set up their own facilities. 
Indeed, in Trinidad & Tobago, it led to the creation of 
private facilities even though there existed idle capacity 
in the national network (see, "Third World Telecom 
Development: Trinidad and Tobago, " The Telecom Market 
Letter 10 (July 1988): pp. 4-5. 
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standards). Equally instructively, the licence for 
provision of cellular service is non-exclusive. Again, 
this is as it ought to be. These technologies are 
developing so rapidly that one would not want to grant any 
operator a monopoly in this sphere of the industry. 
Finally, the licence deals specifically with what is 
referred to as "Fair Dealings and Further Provisions 
Concerning Competition," and with the very important issue 
of "Wrongful Cross Subsidy". The latter's importance 
derives from the fact that if practiced, it could 
facilitate the incumbent operator's use of price as an 
instrument for keeping out potential competitors. 
6.3 The Applicable Regulatory Framework 
The clauses enshrined in a licence will not ensure 
compliance. The theory is clear: ensuring compliance will 
depend on the design and effectiveness of the regulatory 
framework. The objective of regulation is to prevent 
commercial abuse by an operator who has a dominant or 
monopoly market position. Pursuit of this objective 
necessitates l) limiting the tariffs which the operator can 
set for services provided and 2) ensuring that a reasonable 
standard of service is provided to consumers. When the 
object of analysis is a utility as strategic as 
telecommunication, some thought also has to be given to 
social objectives. 
The Public Utilities Commission Act came into effect 
on 1 October, 1990. 99 One can cull from the legislation 
the following objectives of regulations: l) to ensure the 
operator's ability to finance, modernize, and maintain the 
system, 2) to universalize the service, 3) · to promote 
consumer interests, and 4) to promote competition, cost 
efficiency, and research and development. 
The Commission was designed to operate on three fronts 
combining, administrative, policy, and adjudication 
functions. Thus, it is supposed to conduct research, 
monitor, investigate, convene hearings, receive and study 
operators' records, issue orders, allow appeals, approve 
rate changes, vet capital programmes, advise the 
responsible Minister and prepare an annual report which the 
said Minister is supposed to lay before Parliament. 
~Note that simultaneously the GOG also introduced the 
Telecommunications Act which provides for a Director of 
Telecommunications. There is potential for conflict since 
the spheres of authority of the PUC Commissioner and the 
Director of Telecommunications are not clear. 
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That this approach to regulation should have been 
adopted is unfortunate, inexplicable, and inexcusable. The 
GOG was advised, by one of the Consultant~ on whose 
expertise it drew, that, 
it is very costly, in that it uses considerable 
human resources in preparing documentation, 
carrying out investigations, etc. is 
inherently adversarial, provides excellent 
business for lawyers and results in long, drawn 
out rate cases . In practice the system leads 
to inefficiency and delay. 100 
This prognosis has proven to be accurate. Currently, 
the Chairman apart, the Commission has 2 non-clerical staff 
members, neither of whom has either been trained as an 
engineering or has an engineer background. Not 
surprisingly, therefore, the Commission has undertaken no 
monitoring. To date, there has been one application by the 
GT&T for tariff increases and the hearing convened to 
facilitate the Commission's decision lasted for more than 
six months--application dated 15 April, 1991, decision 
dated 12 November, 19 91) . 101 
This lack of technical staff has meant that, for the 
hearirigs, a consultancy firm had to be contracted to 
examine the Company's accounts, and two Legal Advisers to 
be present at the hearing. Many a GT&T/PCU battle have 
been fought in the press and currently, the GT&T has some 
6 cases before the courts as ATN seeks to defy the 
Commission. 102 In other words, the GT&T /PUC relationship 
is adversarial. 
That no serious work is · routinely done by the 
Commission is best illustrated by the fact that, to date, 
100Elizabeth Hunt (Consultant), "Guyana: The Regulatory 
Framework," A note, dated 12 November, 1990. 
101 see, Public Utilities Commission, Application of The 
Guyana Telephone and Tel.egraph Ltd. for Rate Increases: 
Decision, November 12, 1991, pp. 1-2. 
102These cases have to do with orders issued by the 
Commission with regards: the employment of foreign 
nationals, the provision of data and information to the 
Commission, dealings with foreign correspondents, 
installation of public phone booths, and the reimbursement 
of expenditures associated with the Hearing. Incidentally, 
this information (i.e. the fact that these cases are before 
the courts) was the only bit I was able to get from the 
Commission. 
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submitted to the 
in the National 
preceding calendar 
( 1) and ( 2) of the 
the Commission has never prepared and 
competent Minister for presentation 
Assembly "a report in respect of the 
year," in compliance with Article 85 
Public Utilities Commission Act. 103 
That the Commission has failed in the discharge of its 
mandate as it relates to research, monitoring, 
surveillance, and reporting could hardly be disputed. Some 
consideration must now be given to the Commission's 
performance as it relates to enforcement. After all, this 
is the activity that gives effect to the provisions of the 
licence and legislation. 
6.3.1 Early Experiences with Regulation 
To date, much has transpired to suggest that unless 
the regulatory body asserts itself, enforcement will become 
a real problem and efforts at encouraging competition in 
the telecommunications sector will be frustrated. 
Section 38 of the PUC Act of 1990 stipulates that the 
tariff rates in effect on 1 October, 1990 shall not be 
increased for a period of three years, except in the event 
of certain special circumstances. 104 This initial period 
comes to an end on 30 September, 1993. However, on 15 
April, 1991 GT&T gave notice of its desire to effect 
changes in its rates, as of 2 0 May, 19 91. The request, 
after being amended twice, covered telex rates, telephone 
collection rates, and telegraph collection rates. The 
request was justified1 ~ but, the hearings exposed serious 
malpractice· and violations of the terms of the licence and 
PUC Act. It is to these that we now turn. 
6.3.1.1 Third Party Transactions 
For the period March to July, 1991 GT&T advanced ATN 
US$4. 9 million - the equivalent of 68 percent of total 
outflow from GT&T's overseas bank accounts and three months 
of its gross revenues - without the knowledge of the Board 
of Directors, supposedly to invest on the Company's behalf. 
~ 
103see, Guyana, Public Utilities Commission Act, 1990, 
Article 85. 
1 ~See footnote 96. 
105The unification of the official and parallel market 
exchange rates on 2 0 February, 19 91 caused the exchange 
rate to move from G$ G$45/US$1 to G$128/US$1 by April, 
1991. This fulfilled the exchange rate depreciation 
eventuality. 
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However, there existed no evidence of the investments 
effected, no information of investment interest paid or 
accrued, and no verification (by way of bank documents) for 
US$1.l million of the amount. Indeed, investigation 
revealed that some US$2 million of the total represented 
payments to ten ~ompanies and individuals with which GT&T 
had no business relationship but all of whom were either 
employees or subsidiaries of ATN. 
This type of manoeuvring is typical of multinational 
corporations seeking to transfer surplus foreign-
denominated funds to their parent companies, reduce their 
exposure to devaluation, or hedge against inflation. From 
Guyana's perspective, this type of activity creams off re-
investible funds, 1~ encourages more external borrowing 
that might otherwise be necessary, undermines the flow of 
funds to the Treasury, 1ITT inflates operating cost, and 
penalizes consumers. 
It merits observing that the Company's heavy 
participation in the liberalized foreign exchange market 
(for the purpose of transferring funds) could have 
conditioned a greater devaluation of the domestic currency 
than would have otherwise occurred. In other words, the 
Company may have been instrumental in bringing about one of 
the agreed eventualities for a rate increase: a substantial 
devaluation of the Guyana dollar. This view is given 
credence by the Commission's finding: 
During the period February to Apr i 1, 19 91 GT&T 
spent approximately G$42lm (US$3. 045m) in the 
purchase of foreign currency. These purchases 
were effected largely with local funds inherited 
from GTC and standing in deposit and current 
accounts with the local banks. 1~ 
106ATN' s agreement with the GOG stipulates that for the 
first 3 years all surpluses will be re-invested in network 
expansion and modernization. 
1ITTif borrowing is higher than it would have been, then 
interest is higher than it would have been. So, current 
expenditures turns out to be higher, and the operating 
surplus on which taxes and dividends are paid is lower. 
Government loses. 
108Public Utilities Commission, 
Guyana Telephone and Telegraph Ltd. 
Decision, November 12, 1991," p. 33. 
"Application of The 
for Rate Increases: 
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The hearin~s revealed that "without any satisfactory 
justification," 9 GT&T entered into an advisory contract 
with ATN under which the latter's monthly take is 6 percent 
of the farmer's gross revenues, plus full reimbursement of 
personnel, materials and overhead expenditures. Again, 
this facilitates bleeding the Company, transferring funds, 
and inflating operating expenditures. 
6.3.1.2 Accounting Issues 
The hearing exposed a lack of clarity and transparency 
in the Company's accounts and the fact that, contrary to 
the terms of the licence, the accounts were "mixed and 
interwoven" with those of other ATN subsidiaries. For 
instance, it revealed that, 
the financial management of GT&T is in the hands 
of ATN with the. officer in charge of GT&T' s 
finances being the Chief Financial Officer of ATN 
and with the second in command being the 
Assistant Financial Controller of VITELCO, even 
though neither of these officers is in the 
employment of GT&T. 110 
The Company's accounting system proved to be quite 
untidy. Of import was the fact, not only were there 
serious deficiencies in production cost information but 
there was no separation of accounts for different service 
components. For example, the Company was in no position to 
provide a detailed disaggregation of costs between the 
local and international services. This is a serious 
violation of the terms of the licence. Detailed cost of 
production information is critical if the Commission is to 
ensure that costs unrelated to operations are not being 
borne by consumers. Further, separate accounts is the 
surest way to m~.ni tor issues such as cross-subsidy. How 
else could the regulatory body establish whether GT&T is 
providing say, cellular telephone service, at below cost, 
by using profits from another aspect of operations? 
Another important issue was the Company's inability or 
refusal to produce agreements in relation to the accounting 
rates it claimed were currently applicable. The implication 
here is self-evident. To the extent that accounting rates 
are inf lated, the difference between the actual accounting 
rate and the one used in the accounts represents revenue 
earned but not reflected. Reflecting less than actual 
revenues while maintaining or inflating costs, lowers the 
1 ~Ibid., p. 38-42. 
110 Ibid., p. 54. 
Company's tax liabilities. 
suffers. 
6.4 Discussion to Section 6 
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Again, flows to the Treasury 
Despite the relative speed with which the GTC 
divestiture was completed, the major documents (the GOG/ATN 
Agreement, the.licence, and the PUC Act) reflect the inputs 
of individuals who drew on wide-ranging and current 
experiences in their design. But, the advice of the 
Consultants' was not always heeded. Thus, there are 
aspects of these documents with which these professionals 
cannot be associated. 111 
But the high quality of these documents is· 
insufficient to impose discipline on a multinational 
corporation. The skeptics and gainsayers were correct: the 
experience to date suggests that ATN could hardly be 
considered the ideal joint venture partner in a utility as 
important as telecommunication. 
It is true that during its relatively short existence, 
ATN has not caused GT&T to take active steps to frustrate 
entry by potential competitors into any segment of the 
industry. This might be because no serious potential 
competitor has so far appeared. 
ATN's discharge of its corporate citizenship to date 
leaves much to be desired. For instance, ATN has six cases 
before the courts in its efforts to flaunt the regulatory 
authority. The situation is made worst by the obvious 
inability of the regulatory body to carry out its mandate 
regarding research, surveillance and monitoring. The 
future of this joint venture relationship does not seem 
very auspicious. The state of the Company's accounts, its 
refusal to provide access to information, the manner in 
which it conducts third party transactions, all point to an 
effort by ATN to make a quick profit by taking more than 
its due. One would be justified, it seems, in believing 
that whatever resources flow to the Treasury are less than 
they ought to be. 
Fortunately, provision has been made for the 
cancellation of the licence in the event that either ATN or 
GT&T contravenes its material terms or any of those of the 
Agreement or the Postal and Telegraph Act under which the 
licence is granted. The evidence suggests that, unless 
ATN's corporate behaviour were to change for the better, 
111 For instance, they argued for one regulatory 
authority, a British approach to regulation, and more 
precise specification of the criteria for rate increases. 
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the GOG will be forced to revoke the licence. 
Unfortunately, as shall be. shown later, this course of 
action would leave the GOG with another multinational with 
whom to deal. 
SECTION 7 
GT&T's PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 
7.1 Evaluation of Network Achi~vements 
7.1.1 The Expansion Programme 
The fact that the objectives of the GTC divestiture 
were stated in terms of rehabilitation, expansion, and 
modernization of the public network makes the agreed 
Expansion and Service Improvement Programme central to any 
assessment of benefits from the divestiture~ 
A most important observation in this regard concerns 
financing. To consummate its Agreement with the GOG, as 
well as to implement the agreed Programme, ATN had to 
borrow funds from NTIF. To consummate these deals, its 
shares in GT&T had to be pledged in favour of the NTIF. 112 
There is evidence that the GOG became aware of ATN' s 
financial crunch before the GOG/ATN Agreement was 
finalized. 
7.1.1.1 Programme Slippage 
Sometime early in 1993, ATN requested of the GOG, and 
obtained, a re-phasing of the Programme. ATN has this 
request on the basis of suppliers' delays, and theft and 
willful destruction of property locally. Thus, whereas the 
scope of agreed works remains unchanged, the time-frames 
(see appendix 1) are no longer applicable. 113 At least one 
implication of this re-phasing are clear: at minimum, there 
must result a postponement of some of the benefits expected 
from the divestiture. It must be true, too, that 
government's argument for accepting a heavily discounted 
112GT&T now owes NTIF a loan of US$11.113 million and 
notes payable of US$7.3 million. The applicable rates of 
interest are 11.75 and 7.875 percent respectively. 
113Kenneth Narine, interview held at Off ice of the 
Public Utilities Commission, Brickdam, Georgetown, March 
1993. 
so 
sale price - the imperative of an immediate, comprehensive, 
investment programme has been, at least partially, 
undermined. 
7.1.2 Expansion Progranune Achievements 
Between February 1991 and April 1992, ATN expended 
some US$30 million on rehabilitation and expansion of the 
network. The two most important developments were the 
installation of the main digital switch in Georgetown and 
upgrading of the earth station. Observe, that the latter 
activity more than doubled the circuits on the main traffic 
streams, from 7 O to 145. 114 
As at end-March 1993, two years after take-over, some 
US$50 million had been expended on the agreed Programme. 115 
The actual accomplishments to date are set out in Table 5 
below. Data could not be had to assess performance against 
the agreed quality-of-service targets set out in Table 10 
in appendix 2. 
It seems logical to conclude, though, that the new 
digital switch and the rehabilitation works would have 
improved the quality of service. The following examples 
serve to support this conclusion 1) the call completion 
rate stood at 50 percent in March, 1993 and 2) the ratio of 
incoming to outgoing calls declined from 4.3:1 in 1990 to 
2.6:1 at end 1991, and 3) improvements in the network and 
services occurred even as the work force was slashed by 
roughly 50 percent. 116 
What is obvious, however, is that insofar as the time-
frames for the various components of the agreed Programme 
have been re-phased, the targets set for the quality-of-
service indicators could hardly be met as yet. 
114Circuits to the USA moved from 53 to 108; the UK, 
from 10 to 25; and Canada, from 7 to 12. 
115 stabroek (Georgetown) News, 2 3 March, 19 9 3. 
116securities and Exchange Commission, "ATN Form 10-K 
for Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1991," p. 25. 
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TABLE 5 












-Salaries aligned with best private 
sector employers (a 330 percent 
increase) 
-Pension Plan & Health Insurance 
schemes established 
-Trade Union Representation Agreed 
-Billing automated and supported by 
appropriate equi~ent and software 
-Traffic department restructured 
-Installation & repair Department 
restructured 
-Host digital switch installed in 
Georgetown 
-Earth Station upgraded and inter-
national circuits on main traffic 
stream (USA, UK, Canada) increased 
from 70 to 145 
Added 1,100 new lines and completely 
rebuilt 4,400 lines (at March 1992) 
-Remote digital switches installed at 
New Amsterdam (Dec. 1992), Diamond 
(Feb. 1993),Timehri & Bartica (Mar. 
1993), Skeldon (April 1993) and 
Beterverwagting and subscriber lines 
cut over to the new switches 
-Commencement of line replacement and 
expansion in Georgetown, New Hope, 
Timehri, New Amsterdam, Skeldon and 
Beterverwagting, using fiber optic 
cables 
-Cellular (MTX) switch installed and 
cellular service made available 
-Installation of public telephones in 
Georgetown 
-Installation of redundant power 
supply equipment at the Head Office 
and the international Station 
-Improvement and expansion of 
transportation fleet 
Sources: a) Interview held with GT&T's Commercial Manager 
in March, 1993; b) Stabroek News, 23 March, 1993. 
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7.2 Financial Performance 
Table 6 surrunarizes GT&T's financial performance for 
the years ended 31 December, 1991 and 1992. The numbers 
reveal that there has occurred a major improvement over 
GTC's best financial out-turn (in 1990) and that 1992's 
performance represents a significant improvement on 199l's. 
For example, in 1991, net international long-distance 
revenues amounted to US$24.29 million, with the following 
distribution: incoming traffic, US$17.67 million; outgoing 
traffic, US$6. 61. 117 
By contrast, in its best year, the figures for GTC 
were US$9.61 million and US$5.0l million, respectively. By 
19 92, net international long-distance revenues had 
increased by 53 percent over its 1991 level. One observes 
also, the new company's earnings per share. It moved from 
an impressive US$308.7 per US$1 share in 1991, to US$491 
per US$1 share in 1992. 
The dramatic improvement in international long-
distance revenues so quickly after divestiture appears to 
be a function of three principal factors: 1) the increase 
in international circuits, 2) network rehabilitation and 
the increase in lines in service, and 3) remunerative 
international collection charges. 118 The first two factors 
would have occasioned an increase in total international 
paid minutes; the third would have increased the value of 
these minutes; the third factor would have increased the 
value of these minutes. 
117This revenue disaggregation was obtained from 
Godfrey Statia, Senior Deputy Corrunissioner of Inland 
Revenue, interview held at his office, Robb Street, 
Georgetown, Guyana, 23 March, 1993. 
118on 12 November, 1991 the PUC granted an increase of 
approximately 160 percent in GT&T's rates for calls to the 
USA and the UK, and 96 percent for calls to Canada 
(retroactive effect from 20 May, 1991). 
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TABLE 6 
ABRIDGED INCOME STATEMENT FOR GT&T 
FOR YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER, 1991 
US$ millions 
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 1991 
CATEGORY 
Total Revenues 24.760 
International Inbound Traffic 17.670 
Outbound Traffic 6.610 
Other Revenues 0.480 
Total Operating Expenditures ~18. 780 
International Long-Distance 7.480 
Depreciation 0.608 
Foreign Exchange Loss 0.771 
Income & Corporate Taxes 5.107 
Property Taxes 0.167 
Other Expenses 6.641 
Operating Income 5.980 
Non-Operating Income 0.860 
Total Income Available 6.850 
Less Interest Expenses 0.477 
Net Income & Retained Earnings 6.368 



















Source: Deloitte & Touche Re ' p ort of the Auditors to the 
Members of Guyana Telephone and Telegraph Co. Ltd. 
09 March, 1992. 
Note: ** These are to be read hundreds of US$. 
Indeed, the first two factors explain the impressive 
average annual rate of growth--62 percent (incoming), and 
123.6 percent (outgoing)--in overseas paid minutes within 
one year of takeover. Table 7 below shows the movement in 
overseas paid minutes for the period 1989-91. 
Given the higher level of turnover, it is hardly 
surprising that taxes paid in both year were well in 
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excess of the total transfers of US$4.43 (taxes plus 
dividends) garnered from GTC 1 in its best year. 119 
TABLE 7 
TOTAL INTERNATIONAL PAID MINUTES, 1989-91 
Million minutes 
TRAFFIC CATEGORY 1989 1990 1991 
INCOMING TRAFFIC 11.08 12.90 20.9 
OUTGOING TRAFFIC 5.10 4.06 9.08 
. Source: Enterprise Monitoring Division, Secretariat: 
State Planning Commission 1 16 March, 1993. 
Even without reference to the earnings per share 1 it 
is easy to see how lucrative the network became within one 
year. In 1991 1 operating expenses (after allowance is made 
for international long-distance expenses of US$7.48 
million 1 depreciation expenses of US$607 1 570 1 and foreign 
exchange losses of US$770,552) amounted to US$4.46 
million 1 1m which is easily covered by outgoing 
international traffic revenues of US$6. 61 million. ·In 
other words 1 when international long-distance expenses 
(US$7.48 million) are deducted from incoming receipts 
(US$17.67 million) 1 the company is left with US$10.19 
millionl and can continue operations without touching these 
funds. 121 
7.3 Discussion to Section 7 
It seems the GOG had a fixation on privatizing GTC in 
the way that it did. This conclusion is supported by at 
least two facts 1) no other privatization option was ever 
contemplated and 2) the Agreement with ATN was consummated 
119 I received 
ATN/GOG Agreement 1 
are not being paid 
no explanation why 1 contrary to the 
GT&T's taxes on international revenues 
in foreign exchange. 
120Note, taxes paid 
for here since these 
operating expenses. 
(US$5.27 million) are not allowed 
cannot legitimately be deemed 
121 In addition 1 given what came out at the hearing, 
there is a high probability that the number used in the 




though it was known that ATN was "strapped for cash." That 
ATN has bought into a very lucrative operation, as well as 
negotiated a very good deal for itself, is beyond dispute. 
But negotiation ought to leave both parties pleased with 
themselves. The question then, becomes: How pleased is 
the GOG with the joint venture deal? 
True, the investment programme has lagged, but the 
objectives of the divestiture have begun to materialize. 
The change in ownership has already resulted in improved 
performance and this can be made ,- to off set the weal th 
transfer that occurred with divestiture. 122 Note that 
under the same tax regime as GTC, GT&T contributed more 
revenues to the Treasury. This contribution can be 
increased via a change in the tax rate. In fact, the 
National Budget of 1993 increased GT&T's corporate tax rate 
from 35 percent in 1992 to 45 percent as of January 1993. 
From a broader perspective, cognizance must be taken 
of the impact of improved telecommunications services on 
the rest of the economy for example, improved cost · 
efficiency - and its translation into greater financial 
flows to the Treasury. After all, over the medium- to 
long-term, budgetary performance depends on performance in 
the entire economy, not just that of the divested 
enterprise. 
SECTION 8 
ESTIMATION OF THE NET (DIRECT) 
FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE TREASURY 
8.1 Scenarios 1 1~ 
This scenario assumes that GTC were not divested. It 
assumes further 1) that through to 1995, GTC would have 
been able to maintain its 1990 level of financial 
performance and contribution to the Treasury; and 2) that 
1llGT&T is doubtless inefficient in many regards. But 
everything is relative. It is clearly more efficient than 
GTC. 
123 In the scenarios which fol low, the period under 
consideration is 1990-95. Estimates are used from 1993 
onwards. Also, the United States dollars will be used 
throughout. This us to work with manageable digits. After 
all, in 1991 and 1992 it took G$125 to purchase US$1. 
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its con tr ibu ti on to the Treasury throughout this period 
would have been the same· as in 1990 (the equivalent of 
taxes plus dividends). Under these assumptions, the value 
of the discounted stream of revenues to Treasury would have 
been US$20,508 million. 124 
8.2 Scenario 2 
But the GTC divestiture did take place. Scenario 2 
looks at the Treasury's position based on the following 
assumptions: 1) On the cash inflow side: i) GT&T 1992 
financial performance will hold through to 1995, ii) as of 
1993 its flows.to the Treasury are determined by a tax rate 
of 45 percent, and iii) no dividends are paid at any point 
during the period; 125 2) On the cash outflow side: iv) 
annual GOG revenues foregone as a consequence of 
divestiture is equivalent to GTC's 1990 transfers v) 
transaction costs of divestiture equal 5 percent of the 
sale price, and vi) PUC establishment required US$0.25 and 
its annual operating cost is US$0.25 million; 3) the 
discount rate is 11. 7 5 percent, the higher of the two 
interest rates borne by GT&T on'investible funds. 
The results of this simulation are presented in Table 
8. The. results. indicate that, under the articulated 
assumptions, the net present value of the Treasury's take 
over the period would amount to US$25.7 million. In other 
words, the Treasury is financially better off for the 
divestiture. 
124This scenario amounts to taking the sum of GTC' s 
1990 tax and dividends payments through to 1995 and 
discounting them using a rate of 11. 75 percent. The 
discount rate used is justified by the fact that to 
maintain 1990 financial performance, GTC would have had to 
borrow funds from NTIF. See n. 61 and point (3) in sub-
section 8.2. 
125Remember, GT&T has only common stock. On such 
stocks Directors decide whether dividends will be paid. 
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TABLE 8 
SCENARIO 2: COMPUTATION OF NET PRESENT VALUE OF 
RESOURCE FLOWS TO THE TREASURY 
CONSEQUENT UPON DIVESTITURE 
(1990-95) 
US Dollars (millions) 
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
CASH INFLOW 0.00 23.9 7.5 11. 2 11. 2 11. 2 
ATN Share Pricea 0.00 16.5 .00 .00 .00 .00 
Licence b 0.00 1. 00 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 
Corp/Inc. Tax c 0.00 5.30 4.83 7.17 7.17 7.17 
Property Tax 0.00 .167 .197 .197 .197 .197 
Dividends d 
CASH OUTFLOW e 5.4 4.68 4.68 4.68 4.68 4.68 
GOG Share Price 4.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Transaction Costf 1. 03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PUC Set Up/Ops. 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
GTC Revenue Loss 0.00 4.43 4.43 4.43 4.43 4.43 
NET CASH FLOW -5.4 18.3 2.82 6.48 6.48 6.48 
DISCOUNT FACTOR 1. 0 1. 12 1. 25 1. 40 1. 56 1. 74 
DISCOUNTED STREAM -5.4 16.4 2.26 4.65 4.16 3.72 
NPV in 1990 25.7 
Notes: Numbers have been rounded hence their difference 
from numbers in the text. 
a ATN and GOG shares purchase costs are known (seen. 75). 
Q The licence fee and annual payments are given 
(see n.97). 
c Corporate, income, and property taxes are based on 1992 
levels shown in Table 6. 
d GOG/ATN Agreement stipulates that no dividends shall be 
paid during the first 3 years of operations. 
e All GOG expenditures are treated as having occurred in 
1990. 
f Based on the British experience, transaction costs are 
set at 5 percent of the sale price. 
NPV = net present value. 
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8.3 Scenario 3 
If we start with scenario 2 and assume, ceteris 
paribus, that GT&T pays dividends as of 1994 (at a rate of 
US$0.32 per share, per annum) 126 we can generate scenario 
3. The results of this simulation suggests that the value 
of the net stream of revenues to the Treasury would now be 
in the vicinity of US$27.34 million. In other words, the 
Treasury is much better off having divested GTC. The 
details of this scenario is shown in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 
SCENARIO 3: COMPUTATION OF NET PRESENT VALUE OF 
RESOURCE FLOWS TO THE TREASURY 
CONSEQUENT UPON DIVESTITURE 
(1990-95) 
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
CASH INFLOW 0.00 23.0 7.50 11. 2 12.5 12.5 
ATN Share Payment 0.00 16.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Licence Fee 0.00 1. 00 2.47 3.80 3.80 3.80 
Corp.& Income Tax o ,_oo 5.30 4.83 7.17 7. 1 7 7.17 
Property Tax a 0.00 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
Dividends b 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1. 32 1. 32 
CASH OUTFLOW 5.4 4.68 4.68 4.68 4.68 4.68 
GOG Share Payment 4.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Transaction Costs l_. 03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PUC Set Up & Ops. 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
GTC Revenue Loss 0.00 4.43 4.43 4.43 4.43 4.43 
NET CASH FLOW -5.4 18.3 2.82 6.48 7.80 7.80 
DISCOUNT FACTOR 1. 00 1.12 1. 25 1. 40 1. 56 1. 74 
DISCOUNTED STREAM -5.4 16.4 2.26 4.65 5.00 4.48 
NPV in 1990 27.3 
Notes: d As of 1993, the tax rate cor p orate plus income) 
is computed at 45 percent of gross profits. 
b Dividends computed at US$0.32 per share 
(i.e. 4,125 shares times US$0.32). 
NPV net present value. 
126According to the SEC' s ATN 10-K data, this is the 
rate of dividends ATN paid its shareholders in 1991. 
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8.4 Discussion to Section 8 
Further Simulations appear to be a pointless exercise. 
Reason being, such scenarios would have to be based on 
assumptions of higher tax rate and higher dividends, 
neither of which can be justified. 
Scenarios 2 and 3 are, admittedly, crude. Reason 
being, they ignore 1) network expansion and improvement 
beyond 1992, and 2) possible declines in operating cost 
(consequent upon greater x-efficiency). These factors have 
the potential to increase flows to the Treasury from 
corporate and other taxes, annual licence payment, and 
(possibly) higher dividends. 
Unfortunately, given the company's relatively short 
existence, its refusal to provide detailed production cost 
data (even to the regulatory Authority), and the apparent 
non-existence of financial projections (none could be had 
from either GT&T or the PUC) greater r~alism cannot be 
built into the scenarios. 
It merits mention that the comparisons between 
scenarios 2 and 3 and scenario 1 are not strictly 
comparisons of like with like. For example, GT&T operates 
with funds borrowed in international capital markets, 
whereas government would have guaranteed GTC's loans; 
unlike GTC, inefficiencies can lead to liquidation of GT&T; 
and, GT&T operates in an economy that has undergone 
comprehensive liberalization (covering price, exchange 
rate, interest rates, and imports). 
Another consideration ·of consequence is that the 
scenarios can give no indication of government's net worth 
consequent upon GTC divestiture. Having received US$16.5 
million from ATN, the likelihood is that these funds were 
either invested overseas or used to reduce foreign debt 
obligations . 127 In the former case, moreso than the 
latter, it is obvious that there is a stream of income 
associated with the use of the funds--a stream which is 
completely ignored in the scenarios. 
However, the scenarios succeed in demonstrating 
that, even if GT&T were to operate at its current level 
until 1995, the net financial benefits to the Treasury 
would exceed that associated with no GTC divestiture. But, 
equally important, the scenarios also demonstrate how 
127The US$16.5 proceeds from the sale of 80 percent of 
the shares in GT&T was channeled to the Central Bank to 
meet the fourth quarter 19 90 net foreign assets target 
under the Fund/Bank-sponsored Adjustment Programme. 
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dependent increased flows to the Treasury are on network 
expansion and improvement, and effective discharge of the 
regulatory function. The analysis suggests that government 
must ensure 1) that the agreed investment programme is 
executed in its entirety and without undue delays, and 2) 
that the PUC discharges its mandate effectively. The fact 
that, to date, neither of these conditions has been 
satisfied constitutes cause for concern. Further, the 
analysis brings into sharp relief the seriousness of ATN's 
conduct as revealed by the hearings held in 1991. 
SECTION 9 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 
Between it's assumption of office and the divestiture 
of GTC, the GOG appears to have subscribed to two polar 
views concerning telecommunications and development. Prior 
to 1984, it accorded telecommunications a low order of 
priority, at least from the perspective of access to 
available resources. Thereafter, its approach to the 
sector was more activist, as it sought to promote rapid 
network expansion and service modernization. This pre-1984 
view contributed to the excessive deterioration of the 
national network. 
But there was another contributing factor, namely, 
government's predilection towards dirigeste economic 
policies. The economy was managed on the basis of 
controls, and one such control was public sector tariffs. 
This must explain, at least partially, the reluctance to 
set GTC tariffs based on a marginal cost basis, the 
tardiness in adjusting existing tariffs, and the 
preparedness to accept financial viability as sufficient 
justification for the continued operations of the 
Corporation. 
The result of these philosophies is clear. The data 
and information presented in section 4 establish beyond 
cavil that by the end of the 1980s, initiatives oriented 
towards rehabilitating, expanding, and modernizing the 
national telecommunications network were urgently needed. 
At the same time, even a cursory glance at the major 
indicators of macroeconomic and financial performance shows 
that by the late 1980s, fiscal and external imbalances were 
so severe that the Treasury would have been hard put to 
effect these initiatives. 
Government was not without options. However, the GTC 
divestiture, while treated by government as such, was not 
6l 
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the only viable option it had. There is no evidence that 
divestiture was selected after a systematic analysis of the 
alternatives available. One reason for this might have 
been the non-existence of a sector policy; failure to 
articulate a vision for the transformation of the sector 
over the long-term. 
Thus, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that 
the divestiture of this pivotal utility was undertaken 
without sufficient analysis, research, and general 
preparation. This conclusion is further reinforced when 
one reflects on the controversy surrounding the valuation 
and share pricing issues. It is true that this paper 
takes the view that commissioning an independent valuation 
of the assets might not have diffused the controversy. But 
it also true that if the GOG had done its "homework," it 
would have been forced to grapple with the valuation issue 
and consequently, would have entered negotiations better 
informed and prepared and would have been in a better 
position to counter the allegations of its critics. 
The divestiture of GTC demonstrates that legislation 
and agreements are insufficient for imposing a desired type 
of conduct on a multinational corporation. It demonstrates 
also that legislation will not suffice to guarantee some 
desired level of competition. The realization of both of 
these objectives, the case study shows, is a function of 
the design and enforcement of the regulatory regime. 
It would seem from the evidence analyzed by this study 
that the GOG, by not heeding the advise of its Consultants, 
opted for an inappropriate model of regulation. Given the 
obvious importance of re~ulation, government might be well 
advised to rethink the current approach. It is clear that, 
at the moment, deficient enforcement is undermining the 
financial flows to the Treasury. 
Al though it may be too early in the joint venture 
relationship to pronounce definitively, it appears that the 
objectives of the divestiture are being realized. Network 
rehabilitation, expansion, and modernization are 
proceeding, albeit not in· keeping with the original 
schedule. The quality of telecommunication services have 
improved. Government's preoccupation now ought to be to 
ensure that these developments continue. After all, one of 
the principal arguments for divestiture was the limitations 
imposed by the scarcity of investment funds. 
But it cannot be sufficient to focus solely on the 
objectives of the divestiture. Some consideration also has 
to be given such issues as 1) insights gained into the 
character of ATN, 2) its demonstrated preparedness to 
violate laws and agreements, 3) its litigatious tactics, 
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4) its repeated defiance of the regulatory body, and 5) its 
intent to make quick profits. Unless vigilance is 
maintained, both consumers and the Treasury will be gouged. 
This research has demonstrated that, even while 
obviously understating the likely quantum of net flows 
(for 'example, by ignoring future expansion and improvement 
and their revenue implications) the Treasury is clearly 
better off for the GTC divestiture. This is an informative 
result, especially when one considers that the actual flows 
on which the projections are based might themselves 
represent an understatement of what was actually earned by 
GT&T. 
Clearly, GT&T's financial accounting is an area for 
government and the regulatory authority to keep under close 
scrutiny. Also, while the Treasury stands to benefit from 
the divestiture, it remains unclear why GT&T is not being 
made to pay taxes of its internationally generated revenues 
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GT&T EXPANSION & SERVICE IMPROVEMENT PLAN 
1. BROAD OBJECTIVES 
1.1 To improve incoming call completion and increase trunk 
capacity to US, Canada, and UK. 
TARGET: completion rate of sixty percent (minimum). 
1.2 To improve quality of existing cable plant. 
TARGET: reduction in fault reports and number of 
subscribers without lines by one half. 
1.3 To complete planning and engineering work re extension 
of service in and around Georgetown, and microwave 
li.nk to Lethem and other radio links to populated 
cente·rs; 
1. 4 To connect 20, 000 (minimum) additional subscribers 
within three years. 
TARGET: Year 1: 5,000; Year 2: 7,000; Year 3: 8,000. 
1.5 To complete digitalization of the network and provide 
service to Tumatumari, Omai, Mahdia, Kurupung, Enachu, 
Imbaimadai, and areas south of Lethem. 
1.6 To reorganize internal operations and establish 
training and motivational programmes. 
1. 7 To continue to connect additional lines to achieve 
service on demand. 
2. INTERIM SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS 
2.1 Diagnosis 
Cable, switching, and faults at subscriber premises 
account for most of subscriber fault reports. Power 
problems (generator/battery failure) and microwave 
failure contribute most to poor service quality. 
2.2 Conclusion 
Improvements require tools, equipment & spares, and 
skilled manpower. 
2.3 Proposed Measures 
provision of training, equipment, adequate tools 
and spares 
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improvement of supervision, establishment and 
enforcement of standards, practices, policies and 
procedures 
appropriate salary increases and merit promotions 
elimination of service and property theft 
ensuring effective administrative procedures 
(billing, fault report processing, order 
processing) 
2.3.1 Power 
To acquire spares for the existing diesel generators 
which power the microwave sites and provide new 
engines where necessary. 
2.3.2 Switching Equipment 
To locate and provide spares for the ERM, Strowger, 
and ERS switches. (Eventual replacement of Strowger 
will yield additional spares. 
2.3.3 Radio and Microwave Equipment 
Acquire used analogue radios for temporary use to 
ensure reliability of existing routes until these 
routes are replaced by fiber optic cables or digital 
ratio. N.B Three makes of radios are in use. In one 
case spares are not available; in another, they are 
with constderable lead time; and, in the other, only 
from retired equipment. 
2.3.4 Billing Equipment 
Evaluate performance and capability (of the existing 
IBM 360 system and related software] for processing 
long distance and usage data generated by cellular and 
DMS switches. (started). 
The intention is to install eventually a fully 
computerized system configured to handle 70,000 
accounts and including data communication facilities. 
3. SERVICE IMPROVEMENT AND EXPANSION - NEW PLANT 
3.1 Yearly Phasing 
A demand survey will initiate the expansion programme, 
beginning w~ th G/T. As soon as the rehabilitation 
begins public phones will be made available. So will 
cellular phones. 
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3.1.l Year 1 
Work will start with cable installations in the 
Georgetown _business area, New Hope, and Linden. (N.B. 
it is in these three areas that the target of 5,000 
lines in Year 1 is to be met. Year 2 target will 
depend on the installation of cable plants in New 
Amsterdam, Suddie, Beterverwagting, and Timehri). 
I 
3.1.2 Year 2 
further expand service in Georgetown, Linden, and 
Timehri 
establish new service to East Coast, between 
Beterverwagting and Rosignol, and in the Berbice 
River, between New Amsterdam and Skeldon 
3.1.3 Year 3 
Further expansion and New Plant will commence 
installation West of the Demerara (Wales to Parika) 
and West Essequibo. 
3.2 Switching 
TABLE 10 
SWITCHING EXPANSION AND TAR.GET COMPLETION DATES 
ACTIVITY T.C.D. 
Installation of DMS switch in Georgetown with May 
21,000 lines 1991 
Expansion of DMS line capacity by 10,000 ... 
during years 2 & 3 
Installation od DMS 100 (wired for 5000 and End 
equipped with 2000 lines) and cellular switch August 
in Linden 1991 
Bringing the lines into service I I I I 
Commissioning combined load I I I I 
Installation of remote switches ... 
Source: Culled trom Atlantic Tele-Network, Service 
Expansion and Improvement Plan (Georgetown: 11 December, 
1990). 
Note: T.C.D target completion date. 
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3.3 Transmission 
TABLE 11 
TRANSMISSION EXPANSION AND TARGET COMPLETION DATES 
ACTIVITY T.C.D. 
Establishment of fiber optic link from G/T to August 
Linden via New Hope and Timehri: 1991 
Intermediate points to be operational by: May 91 
Microwave link from Timehri to Bartita Aug'91 
G/T to N/A digital transmission link Dec'91 
Eastern transmission link from N/A to Crabwood Mth 21 
creek 
Digital microwav.e link to replace existing July 
Timehri/Bartica link 1991 
Digital microwave link to replace existing Nov. 
Linden/Ituni /Kwakwani link 199-1 
Secondary microwave link to provide service Mth 34 
West of Demerara to new digital switches at After 
Leonora, Vreed-en-Hoop, and Tuschen EDC 
Source: Culled from Atlantic Tele-Network, Service 
Expansion and Improvement Plan (Georgetown: 11 December, 
1990). 
Note: T.C.D. = target completion date; 
N/A = New Amsterdam; G/T = Georgetown; 




GT&T's AGREED QUALITY OF SERVICE TARGETS 
INDICATOR TARGET 
Dial Tone Delay Maximum 2% of attempts 
Call Completion Rate 
Domestic Greater than 60% 
Originating International between 60 - 95% 
Terminating International Greater than 60% 
Fault Report Rate ------
Fault Repair Interval 95 % of reports will be 
repaired in 48 hours 
Connection of Lines 20,000 new subscribers in 
36 months 
First 12-month period 5,000 new lines 
Second 12-month period 7,000 new lines 
Third 12-month period 8,000 new lines 
~illing Accuracy Less than 1 billing error 
in 10,000 calls 
Source: Culled from A g reement Between the Government of 
Guyana and Atlantic Tele-Network for the sale of shares 
in GT&T, dated 18 June, 1990. 
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An Assessment of 
the Rural Agricultural Development Authority's 
Delivery of Knowledge and Information to Farmers In Jamaica 
Selvyn Lloyd Gilbert 
This research paper assesses the Rural Agricultural 
Development Authority's delivery of extension services to 
farmers. The study focuses on three main issues, the 
formulation of RADA's extension activities, the level of 
response of farmers to these activities, and explanations 
are sought as to the factors which determine farmers' 
response. The specific areas examined are training, 
technology transfer to farmers, and the provision of 
marketing information. 
The study employed a variety of data collection methods: 
structured interviews, informal discussions, personal 
observations, and elite interviews. The first four methods 
were used to obtain information from farmers. Information 
from managers and extension officers were obtained through 
elite interviews. 
The study found that many farmers were not receiving 
extension services. Of those who received this service the 
majority were satisfied and most of these were found to be 
members of cornmuni ty agricultural groups. Some of the 
factors which hinder the effectiveness of group extension 
delivery are corrupt lea9~rship, political clientelism, and 
lack of local management skills. 
Lack of credit, material inputs, and non-availability of 
labour were main factors which determined farmers' response 
to RADA's activities. 
l 
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Agriculture is the main engine of economic growth in 
rural communities. In addition, it plays a critical role 
in national economic growth. Any policy or programme which 
seeks to increase the levels of production in the 
agricultural sector must focus on increasing the 
productivity of farmers. An efficient extension service 
can contribute to this by passing on pertinent knowledge 
and skills to farmers. Difficulties in the extension 
service can have an adverse impact on the performance of 
the agricultural sector. It is in this context where small 
farmers were articulating their need for an effective 
agricultural extension service that the Rural Agricultural 
Development Authority (RADA) was founded. 1 
The Rural Agricultural Development Authority was 
established in Jamaica in May 1990 as a means of 
revitalising the agricultural extension programme. It 
assumed the duties and functions of the Ministry of 
Agr icul tu re's extension service. RADA made use of the 
latter's existing institutional arrangements. For example, 
many of the senior managers and extension officers at RADA 
were seconded from the Ministry of Agriculture. In 
addition, both the zone and parish system of extension 
contact as well as the physical infrastructure such as 
offices were kept in place. As a consequence, the 
organisation was able to begin its ext ens ion activities 
immediately upon its establishment. 
The problem of Jamaica's agricultural extension 
service has been identified by the policy makers as a 
managerial one. Conceived in this way, what was needed was 
a revitalisation of the extension service which would only 
be possible within a "statutory rather than a centrally 
managed organisation". 2 According to this perspective, the 
inability of the extension service to deliver an effective 
1 According to Garnet Brown, Executive Director of 
RADA, the organisation was founded in response to the cry 
of farmers regarding the lack of a proper agricultural 
extension service. See Garnet Brown, "Rural Agricultural 
Development Authority (RADA) As a Strategy For Promoting 
Self-Sufficiency," Money Index, August 14, 1990, p. 5. 
2 Garnet Brown, "Rural Agricultural Development 
Authority (RADA) As a Strategy For Promoting Self-
Sufficiency", Money Index, August 14, 1990, p. 5. 
1 
2 
service to farmers was due to the bureaucracy of a central 
Ministry. The content of Ministry Paper No. 48 giving the 
reason for the establishment of RADA is indicative: 
"In recent times the Agricultural Extension 
Service has been fraught with the problems of 
lack of transportation for Extension Officers, 
low salary levels, a dearth of managerial skills, 
and the attendant low morale of staff, which goes 
with these disabilities. Recovery to its former 
glory through the bureaucrac~ of a central 
Ministry is virtually impossible ... Adequate room 
for innovative management and quick response to 
an ever changing environment must be provided, 
hence an independent body designed to address 
this important area of our development ... The 
Rural Agricultural Development Authority (RADA) 
has therefore been created under the Ministry of 
Agriculture as a Statutory Body designed to 
provide the new dynamism which is needed to 
propel the engine of the Extension Service into 
positive change and productive directions". 4 
The policy makers, however, failed to take into 
account the negative impact that economic policies can have 
on the effectiveness of an extension service despite ~ts 
managerial structure. In 1992, economic policies 
necessitated a reduction in staff, "the organisation 
suffered a staff cutback of 37 per cent "5 RADA came to 
experience the same problems associated with the Extension 
Service when it was under the Ministry of Agriculture. One 
such problem, the lack of transportation for extension 
officers is faced by RADA's extension officers. 
Despite these difficulties RADA has been commended for 
its delivery of extension service to farmers. The 
Executive Director of RADA stated that in the year in which 
they experienced a reduction in staff RADA "participated 
with the farmers to produce some 507 tonnes of domestic 
3 Emphasis mine. 
4 Ministry Paper No. 49, Rural Agricultural Development 
Authority, Ministry of Agricultural & Commerce, May 15, 
1990. 
5 Garnet Brown, "Message from the Exe cu ti ve Director 
(RADA)." RADA's Third Anniversary Feature, Sunday Gleaner, 
June 20, 1993. 
3 
foodstuff, which is an all-time record." 6 In any 
organisation there are always areas in which improvements 
can be made. In our case, there are areas of extension 
delivery in which RADA may need to make improvement. It is 
the researcher's hope that this study may aid in 
identifying those areas which need improvement. 
1.1 The Rural Agricultural Development Authority (RADA) 
RADA focuses primarily on serving small and medium 
size farmers through the provision of agricultural 
extension services. Its extension activities include the 
fol lowing: · 
1. Providing an efficient agricultural extension advisory 
service to farmers in rural areas in an effort to 
increase production and productivity. 
2. Administering farmer training programmes. 
3. Co-operating with agencies involved in the development 
of rural infrastructure. 
4. Developing and operating rural agricultural service 
centres at strategic locations, thereby bringing 
service closer to farmers. 
5. Liaising with agricultural research organisations with 
a view to providing a technology link to rural 
farmers. 
6. Providing a channel of information between farmers and 
policy makers7 • 
RADA is organised on a three-tiered basis - national, 
zonal, and parish. At the parish level an initiative in 
interagency co-ordination is now being encouraged by the 
establishment of Area Development Committees. In addition 
to being policy formulating bodies, these committees allow 
for representative participation from farmers in the 
various districts. 
6 Garnet Brown, "Message From the Executive Director 
of RADA." RADA' s Third Anniversary Feature, Sunday Gleaner, 
June 20, 1993, P. A25. 
7 Edie Gidden and L.A. Henry, A paper presented at a 
Conference/Workshop on Approaches to Rural Development in 
Jamaica: Coastal and Hillside Options at the University of 
the West Indies, November 19 - 21, 1992. 
4 
Each parish is headed by a Parish Agricultural Manager 
who is a member of a Parish Advisory Committee. The 
Committee assists in the planing of agricultural programmes 
and also monitors to ensure that programmes are properly 
executed. The committees also provide advice regarding the 
agricultural extension and related needs of the farmers in 
the parish. The Deputy Parish Agricultural Manager is an 
integral part of this committee as he has direct 
responsibility for the extension programme of the parish. 
Each parish has a number of Agricultural Extension 
Officers, Home Economics Officers, and other technical 
staff who provide direct services to the farmers. The 
impact of the Committee on the contents of training and the 
circumstances in which these are formulated will be 
discussed in the presentation of the findings. 
RADA is organised in two zones, an eastern and a 
western zone. Each zone has a Zonal Co-ordinator who co-
ordinates the planning and delivery of agricultural 
programmes for the Zone. The parishes that fall within the 
eastern zone are the following: St. Thomas, St. Andrew/ 
Kingston, St. Catherine, Clarendon, St. Mary, Portland, St. 
Ann. The western zone comprises the following: 
Westmoreland, Hanover, St. James, Manchester, St. 
Elizabeth, Trelawny. 
At the National level , the National Board reports to 
the Minister of Agriculture and consists of a maximum of 
fifteen members includin~ a Chairman, a Deputy Chairman, 
and an Exe cu ti ve Director . 
RADA operates a number of programmes and projects. 
Programmes can be distinguished from projects in two 
significant respects. Programmes are more permanent with 
no specific time frames. Projects are usually funded 
outside of RADA's budget, in this case RADA assists in the 
implementation of the projects. A critical project, worthy 
of note is the National Yam Export. Development Project. 
The project aims at increasing the export of yams by 
promoting an improved production system based on what is 
known as the mini-sett technique. 9 There is a dichotomy 
in benefits between farmers who are a part of projects and 
8 Information on the organisation of RADA was obtained 
from Edie Gidden and L.A. Henry, A Paper presented at a 
Conference/Workshop on Approaches to Rural Development in 
Jamaica: Coastal and Hillside Options at the University of 
the West Indies, November 19 - 21, 1992. 
9 The mini-sett techn~logy was used 
farmers of our . sample. An explanation 
provided in section three. 
by some of the 
of it will be 
5 
those who are recipients of RADA's other programmes. For 
example, the former are usually given material inputs while 
the latter receiv~ little or no assistance in material 
input. This factor in the absence of communicating to 
farmers the reasons for the difference in the receipt of 
benefits negatively impacts on RADA's philosophy of trying 
to wean farmers away from dependence on subsidies. These 
points will be di~cussed in more detail in the presentation 
of the findings. 
Some of the programmes of RADA include the training of 
extension staff in management, extension methods, and 
communication methods; nursery production; marketing 
intelligence and information; crop care; and soil 
conservation and environmental protection 10 • Aspects of 
these programmes were included as items of enquiry in this 
research. 
1.2 Research Problem 
This study focuses on three main issues. Firstly, 
RADA's activities, specifically, the formulation of content 
of training, choice of technology, and marketing 
information. Secondly, the level of response of farmers to 
RADA's extension activity in the areas of training, 
acceptance of technology, and the provision of marketing 
information; and, , thirdly, on explanations of farmers' 
response. 
The main research questions addressed under the 
heading, RADA's activities were the following: 
1. How does RADA determine its content of training? 
2. How does RADA determine the choice of technology to be 
passed on to farmers? 
3. What types of marketing information are passed on to 
farmers? 
4. What are the communication channels used by the 
extension officers in passing on knowledge and 
information to farmers? 
5. What factors determine regularity of extension visits? 
10 Edie Gidden and L.A. Henry, A paper presented at a 
Conference/Workshop on Approaches to Rural Development in 
Jamaica: Coastal and Hillside Options at the University of 
the West Indies, November 19 - 21, 1992, pp. 3 - 4. 
6 
6. What factors determine the choice of communication 
methods? 
Under farmers' response the main research questions 
were: 
1. What are the opinions of the farmers concerning the 
effectiveness of the communication channels used by 
the extension officers? 
2. How many farmers receive marketing information? 
3. What are the farmers' views on the usefulness of the 
marketing information provided by RADA? 
4. How many farmers are knowledgeable about certain 
techniques that are taught by RADA? 
5. How many farmers utilise the techniques that are 
taught by RADA? 
Regarding the factors influencing farmers' responses 
the main research questions were: 
1. Does the regularity of extension officers' visits 
influence farmers' response to the agency's extension 
efforts? 
2. Does the format of training influence farmers' 
response to the agency's ext~nsion efforts? 
3 . To what extent does the 




level of the 
the agency's 
4. To what extent does the age of the farmer influence 
his/her response to the agency's extension efforts? 
5. To what extent does the sex of the farmer influence 
his/her response to the agency's extension efforts? 
6 . To what extent does membership of an 




7. To what extent does type of tenure influence farmers' 
response to the agency's extension efforts? 
8. To what extent does type of farming influence farmers' 
response to the agency's extension efforts? 
This study is one of the few empirical attempts at 
assessing the impact of Jamaica's agricultural extension 
7 
programme on the knowledge, behaviour, and attitudes of 
farmers regarding training, technology, and the provision 
of marketing information. In addition, it is the first 
case study of the Rural Agricultural Development Authority. 
Birkhaeuser, Evenson, and Feder have stated that while 
extension organisations exist in almost every country there 
is a paucity of empirical work in this area. They affirm 
that their conclusion is reinforced by the observation that 
many of the studies reviewed in their article focused on 
the same countries11 • This study enlarges the coverage of 
countries. As a case study, this research will have 
practical value for the senior managers and policy-makers 
at RADA. The results of the analysis of the study will 
provide information on significant factors which affect the 
farmers' acquisition and application of what they have been 
taught by RADA. The identification of the factors may aid 
policy formation and implementation in that a focus can be 
brought to those factors. 
1.3 Literature Review 
So far as is known, there is no published work that 
attempts to assess the impact of an agricultural extension 
agency in Jamaica. There are a few articles on agricultural 
extension agencies in other countries which highlight their 
impact on farmers' knowledge, adoption and use of 
technology; many of these studies, however, are focused on 
cases in India. 
In examining the productivity of small farms in India 
Sen posits a central role for extension service, 
particularly the Training and Visit systems . 12 Sen' s 
article is important to this study as in his 
recommendations one can identify certain extension 
communication variables which may have significant impact 
on farmers' knowledge, attitudes, and adoption of 
technology. For example, he recommended that the verbal 
message communicated by the extension officer should be 
regularly supplemented by printed instructions and radio 
and television talks. 
Regarding the explanation of farmers' response to 
extension activities, Gershon Feder and Roger Slade 
11 Dean Birkhaeuser, Robert E. Evenson, and Gershon 
Feder, "The Economic Impact of Agr icu l tura l Extension: A 
Review", Economic Development and Cultural Change Vol. 39, 
no. 3, (April 19 9 1 ) . 
12 S. R. Sen, "A Strategy for our Smal 1 Farms", Indian 
Economic Review Vol. 20, No. 1 (January - June 1985): 143 -
155. 
8 
indicate certain explanatory variables which this study has 
utilised in the Jamaican context. These variables include 
the extent to which farmers engage in non-farm activities, 
age of the farmer, ownership status, and educational level 
of the farmer. 13 These variables have also been included 
in Marilyn Clarke's empirical study of agricultural 
training in Jamaica14 • This study has included membership 
in farmers' groups as an important variable as it is 
through these local groups that RADA's extension services 
are channeled to the farmers. 
The role of technology in agricultural development has 
been recognised in most countries and is reflected in the 
vibrant discussions in the literature. 15 Within this 
context the training of farmers in new technologies has 
become an important part of agricultural extension 
programmes. Regarding the aspect of appropriate 
technology, Jeremy Smith points out that technologies may 
not be adopted due to the absence of the farmers' 
participation in their formulation16 • This study seeks an 
insight into this issue as it focuses on the identification 
of the choice of technology by RADA and the circumstances 
in which such choice is made. 
In a previous empirical work on farmer training in 
Jamaica Clarke focused on assessing the training needs of 
farmers in the light of their view of themselves and of 
their own needs, and to determine the extent to which the 
13 Gershon Feder and Roger Slade, "A Comparative 
Analysis of Some Aspects of the Training and Visit System 
of Agricultural Extension in India," in The Journal of 
Development Studies Vol 22, No. 2 (January 1986): 407 
428. 
14 Marilyn Ava Maria Clarke, "A Study of the Perceived 
Needs of the Jamaican Farmer for Agricultural Training, 11 
(MSc Thesis, Cornell University, 1982). 
15 For an example of a technological perspective on 
agricultural development see Michael Howes and Robert 
Chambers, "Indigenous Technical Knowledge: Analysis, 
Implications and Issues, 11 in IDS Bulletin: Rural 
Development: Whose Knowledge Counts? Vol 10, No. 2 (January 
1979): 5 - 11. 
16 Jeremy Swift, "Notes on Traditional Knowledge, 
Modern Knowledge and Rural Development, 11 ·IDS Bullet in: 
Rural Development: Whose Knowledge Counts? Vol 10, No. 2, 
(January 1979): 41 - 50. 
9 
training programmes addressed those needs 17 • Clarke's 
study found that a high proportion of farmers had no idea 
as to what they wished to be taughti the researcher found 
that their expressed needs were consistent with the 
traditional content of extension training programmes. One 
of the conclusions of the study 1 however 1 highlighted the 
fact that al though they were not able to express their 
needs in terms of training 1 their knowledge and awareness 
of community problems may be a helpful factor in 
determining the training needs of their co~munities. This 
study 1 in addition to examining the content of the training 
programme 1 looks at the environment in which the extension 
services are delivered: logistiCSi infrastructural supporti 
and the role of local group politics. This approach also 
helped in assessing the content of the training programmes. 
Unlike Clarke's approach which depended largely on the 
articulation of the farmers of their needs / this paper 
examines factors which give insights as to what ought to be 
the appropriate content of the training programme. 
Extension impact studies have been estimated by use of 
mainly statistical analysis. Commenting on the problems in 
the area of analysis 1 Birkhaeuser 1 Evenson, and Feder state 
that the four basic types of agricultural extension impact 
studies found in the literature require the use of 
different functional forms and econometric techniques in 
their analysis. 18 In addition they point out that 
assessment of extension impact needs to take into account 
the dynamics of development and the existence of 
distortions. In order to minimise the difficulties 
associated with the quantitative analytical approach, and 
to take into ~ccourit the factors outlined by the writersr 
this study has opted to adopt both a quantitative and a 
qualitative analysis. The latter allows for the probing of 
issues the 'why' of the factors. In a context of 
disjunctures in which the. extension services provided by 
RADA operates 1 the combining of both a quantitative and a 
qualitative approach is appropriate. 
1.4 Presentation of Paper 
Section two of this paper deals with the methodology. 
In this section I discuss the methods used in collecting 
the data with a justification for each method used. The 
general contents of the questionnaire used in the 
structured surveys and how it . was administered will be 
discussed. Also outlined in this section is the method of 
17 Clarke 1 op cit., p. 5. 
18 Birkhaeuser 1 Evenson, and Feder, op cit. 
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selection of the study population. Validity and 
reliability are critical concepts underpinning the 
discussions of the methods, the questionnaire, and the 
selection of the study population. 
In section three the findings are presented. The 
section begins with a description of the study population 
highlighting factors which had significant meaning for the 
study. A description of the age, sex, ownership status, 
level of education etc. of the study sample of each 
district is presented. Farmers opinions on the 
effectiveness of the communication channels and other 
extension variables will be presented in tabular form. 
The data presented in section three is subject to both 
quantitative and qualitative analysis in section four so as 
to bring out the depth of the reality as experienced by the 
farmers. 
The conclusion then follows in section five. A 
summary of the major findings of the study is presented. 
Areas which were tangential to the study but which could 
not be dealt with in any rigour will be outlined as areas 




The methodology employed, within constraints, seeks to 
meet acceptable levels of reliability and validity. The 
first aspect relates to the means by which access to the 
farmers were gained. This required the assistance of the 
extension officers employed to the agency. In addition 
these officers as well as the managers of the agency would 
also be important informants due to the focus and nature of 
the study so access to them as informants was also 
required. Due to the hierarchical structure of the 
organisation it was felt that gaining access and full 
cooperation from the extension officers and the managers, 
would be easier facilitated if permission for this study 
were obtained from the Minister of Agriculture and the 
Executive Director of RADA. The Director of the Consortium 
Graduate School made the introductory contact between 
myself and the Minister of Agriculture and the Executive 
Director of RADA. 
They both responded positively to the research 
proposal. Arrangements were made for me to meet with the 
Deputy Executive Director and the Senior Director of 
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Technology and Training. These meetings had three 
purposes, namely, to explain the objectives of the 
research; to gain further understanding of the organisation 
of RADA as it relates to training; and to gain their 
cooperation in making the introduction to the Parish 
Managers in whose parishes the research would be carried 
out. These Parish Managers having learnt of the proposed 
research then informed their extension officers of the· 
research which would be carried out and asked for their 
cooperation. The extension officers cooperated by being 
themselves informants and by facilitating access to the 
farmers by way of introductions. 
Respondents wished their identity to be confidential. 
In the case of the farmers, confidentiality was secured by 
not including their names in the report of the findings. 
RADA staff was concerned that the study would be used to 
judge work performance. To meet their concerns it was 
decided that references to interviews in the footnotes 
would give the dates but not the identity of the 
informants. The bibliography will give the names of the 
interviewees but not the dates of the interviews, in this 
way no cross-reference checks can be made. There are items 
on the questionnaire which indicate farmers' attitudes to 
extension officers general performance. To maintain 
confidentiality these findings are reported as the total 
sample rather than on a district or parish basis. 
The personality of the interviewer and mode of 
administration can affect the reliability of data 
collected. In this particular case, the administering of 
the interviews were undertaken in a manner which was not 
condescending. My use of the vernacular in parts of 
conversations and use of terms known to them both in social 
discourse and in the area of agriculture helped in 
eliciting information which is more likely to correspond to 
the reality. Being not employed to the Ministry of 
Agriculture the perception that the research exercise would 
facilitate the giving of material help to individuals was 
lessened. This perception could lead to distortions of the 
reality. The purpose of the exercise was carefully 
explained to each respondent and hence my status as an 
independent researcher was established. 
2.2 Data Collection Methods 
Data was collected mainly from March to April 1993, 
although some interviews were conducted in May. Four 
methods were employed: one, structured surveys; two, 
informal discussions; three, personal observations; four, 
elite interviews. It was not possible to acquire data on 
training content and method of delivery from .printed 
documents. Documents were either non-existent or held to 
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be confidential. 
2.2.1 The Structured Survey 
A sample survey of farmers was conducted. Structured 
survey was considered most suitable as it both allowed for 
a large coverage of respondents and exposed every informant 
to the same stimulant. It was used. to collect data from 
the farmers and not from the extension personnel. The 
specific instrument used was a questionnaire. The low 
levels of literacy among the farming population required 
that it be administered through face to face interview. 
Previous research, in addition to discussions held with 
lecturers and workers in the agricultural field indicated 
that this method would be most appropriate, given the low 
levels of literacy. 
RADA's extension activities cover all fourteen 
parishes in Jamaica. For official purposes, these parishes 
have been organised into two zones, eastern and western. 
For this study, one parish, Clarendon, was randomly 
selected from the eastern zone, and Westmoreland, from the 
western zone. From each parish, because RADA's extension 
programme is administered in areas, two areas were randomly 
sel~cted. In each area three districts were randomly 
chosen. The number of districts chosen was justified on 
the following basis. The resulting assessment of RADA 
would be inclusive of the influence of more than one 
extension officer per parish. The farmers were selected on 
a non-random basis as there was no current list of farmers 
served by RADA in the various districts. In this situation 
where the current total population of small farmers served 
by RADA was unknown the non-random method of selecting the 
farmers was the most feasible. Twenty five farmers were 
identified in each of the six districts, that is to say, 
the sample size was one hundred and fifty. The first 
twenty five persons met who stated an involvement in 
farming were selected for interviewing. 
Al though each farmer was not randomly selected the 
study makes generalisations. This is justified on the 
following basis: the parishes, areas, and districts were 
randomly selected. The assumption is that RADA's extension 
activities are more or less the same for every district. 
Also, the characteristics of farmers in this sample 
correspond to those in a previous study based on random 
selection. 19 
19 Marilyn Ava Maria Clarke, "A Study of the Perceived 
Needs of the Jamaican Farmer for Agricultural Training, " 
(Msc Thesis, Cornell University, 1982). 
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2.2.1.1 Design and content of the questionnaire 
The questionnaire was designed to elicit the following 
i terns of data: the communication channels used by the 
extension officers, the frequency responses of farmers to 
the content of what is delivered and how it is delivered, 
and the extent to which responses were influenced by the 
personal characteristics of farmers, social or otherwise. 
Data relating to other objectives of the study, for 
example, the circumstances in which the extension programme 
is formulated was obtained by other means which will be 
outlined. A standardised questionnaire was used.. This 
instrument was designed to meet the data needs of the 
research and~ at the same time, engage the interest of the 
respondents. 0 
The questionnaire consisted of four sections to allow 
for collection of four categories of data. Introductory 
questions sought background information, including profiles 
of each respondent's attitude towards his/her occupation. 
The second section sought data on means other than RADA's 
extension service by which farmers sought technical advice, 
physical help, and marketing information. Previous 
research indicated that these factors played important 
roles in the life of the small farmer hence it was felt 
that any interaction with RADA' s extension programme was 
worth identifying. 21 A third section was devoted to 
questions on opinions and attitudes of farmers to RADA's 
extension programmes. The questionnaire concluded with 
questions seeking background information on the farm and on 
the farmer which it was felt might impact on extension 
services. The inclusion of these was informed by the 
literature concerning variables which were found to be 
significant in other countries. 22 
In this research the majority of the respondents were 
of low educational background, and there was a language 
dichotomy. Standard English was spoken by some of the 
respondents, while others spoke a dialect. Every effort 
was thus made to present quest~ons in ~s simple and easily 
2° For an in depth discussion of questionnaire design 
and the and the disadvantages associated with this form of 
standardised instrument read, Paul B. Sleatley, 
"Questionnaire Construction and Item Writing" in P.H. Rossi, 
The Handbook of Survey Research, (New York: Academic Press, 
1983), pp. 195 - 230. 
21 Clarke, op cit. 
22 See S.R. Sen op cit., 143 - 155 and Gershon Feder 
and Roger Slade, op cit., 407 - 428. 
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comprehensible manner as possible. There were situations 
where the wording of a question remained a source of 
problem due to the respondent's unfamiliarity with 
standard English. Here, the dialect equivalent or other 
English words had to be supplied, the interviewer taking 
every precaution to maintain the original and intended 
meaning of the question. 
2.2.2 Informal Discussions 
Informal discussions were undertaken to provide 
valuable data in the reality of the small farmer, for 
example, the situation of local politics which impacted 
positively or negatively on RADA's extension efforts. 
These informal discussions were able to reveal, in a way in 
which the structured survey was unable to do, the 
perceptions and socio-economic realities of the farmers. 
They also provided explanations of farmers' responses 
towards RADA's extension programme. 
Not all the informants of the structured interview 
were selected as a part of the informal discussions but in 
each district efforts were made to include a representative 
of various age groups, sex, and part time farmers, as well 
as farmers who had active roles in community agricultural 
groups in the informal discussions. Each respondent was 
interviewed privately as was the case with the structured 
interviews. Notes were taken of the comments. 
Unlike unobtrusive observation where informants are 
not aware that they are subjects of an inquiry, the 
informants of this study were aware of the investigative 
nature of the conversations. Conversations were used as 
the means of probing the informant and maintaining some 
control of the interviews. All efforts were made not to 
influence the responses. This was achieved by simply 
repeating the last phrase or sentence of the respondent. At 
the same time I was careful not to interrupt when silence 
of the respondent may have meant a moment of reflection. 23 
Also critical is the informant's attitude towards the 
interviewer. This factor may result in answers which are 
not close to the reality. Al though not unique to this 
method, the possibility of its occurrence is higher due to 
the lower level of researcher control. In this case had I 
been an officer of the Ministry of Agriculture responses 
would most likely be motivated by a perception that 
23 For a discussion of the use of unstructured 
interviewing and the role of probing in such interviewing 
read H.Russell Bernard, Research Methods in Cultural 
Anthropology, (London: Sage Publications, 1988), chap. 9. 
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financial help or help in form of subsidies could be 
gained. The farmers came to realise that the research was 
of an academic nature focusing on an aggregation of 
individuals rather than on the individual per se. Its 
focus on the experiences of an aggregation of individuals 
rather than on the individual per se resulted in a 
minimisation of this problem. 
2.2.3 Personal Observations 
Personal observations were also an important means of 
collecting data. They served additionally to verify 
certain data collected in the formal and informal 
interviews. This method of data collection was facilitated 
by travelling on motorbike with assistant extension 
officers to areas inaccessible to cars. However on the 
actual sites whenever the farmer was present I requested 
that the assistant extension officer be not present in any 
conversations between the farmers and myself. These 
observations allowed me to view the physical environment of 
the farmer. On touring the provision grounds in the absence 
of the farmer the assistant extension officer pointed out 
certain problems faced by farmers in the maintenance of 
his/her provision ground. These tours indicated the extent 
to which farmers implement on their farms the prescriptions 
of RADA's extension officers. Observations also allowed me 
to check the conditions of farms which came under special 
projects administered by RADA and those farms which came 
under the regular extension programme of RADA. 
2.2.4 Elite Interviews 
Persons interviewed included the senior managers at 
the national level, the agricultural extension officers and 
assistant agricultural extension officers in the parishes 
studied, and the Parish Manager and/or the Assistant Parish 
Manager. Interviews were conducted on two occasions; this 
does not necessarily mean that each officer was interviewed 
twice. The first sought two objectives: one, an 
understanding of the organisation, purpose, and functions 
of RADA, principally its training component of small 
farmers; and, two, to identify variables which would be the 
items to be included in the structured questionnaire. The 
second set of interviews was conducted on the completion of 
the data collection of the farmers and were focused on 
clarifying issues such as the content of training; the 
choice of training; and the marketing information imparted 
to farmers. 
2.3 Limitations of the Research Methodology 
The lack of documentary evidence prevented the 
researcher from verifying some of the statements of the 
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respondents. The time allotted for data collection was 
relatively short. A longer period would have allowed for 
the selection of a larger sample, for example, the number 
of districts and the number of farmers interviewed could 
have been increased. 
3. RESEARCH FINDINGS 
The research findings are presented in · three main 
categories: one, RADA's delivery of extension service to 
our sample of f~rmers; two, levels of response of farmers; 
three, the factors which influence the farmers' responses. 
By way of an introduction there is a description of the 
characteristics of the sample. This is followed by a 
presentation of data relating to RADA' s activities. In 
relation to the levels of response of farmers, there are 
three kinds of data, namely, of frequencies of sample 
responses to the questionnaire, opinions of farmers 
obtained through informal discussion, and information 
gained through my personal observation. Regarding the 
third category of data, that is, factors which influence 
farmers' . responses, this will be presented in the form 
maihTy of· cross-tabulations of frequencies against the 
following factors: age, gender, level of formal education, 
ownership status, the extent to which farmers engage in 
non-farm activities, type of farming, farm size, membership 
in community agricultural groups, format of training. Data 
derived from cross-tabulation·s will be supplemented by the 
findings of informal discussions. 
3.1 The Characteristics of the Sample 
As indicated earlier the size of our sample was 150 
farmers Of this number 22.7 percent were female, and 77.3 
percent, male. In terms of age 28 percent of our sample 
was in the 60 - 70 years range. Regarding education level, 
22. 7 percent had no formal education, the majority, 62 
percent had primary education. Forty-four percent of the 
sample are members of a contrnunity agricultural group while 
56 percent are not affiliated to any community agricultural 
group.~ As to farm size 62.7 percent of the sample have 
1 - 5 acres . 25 In terms of land use, 63. 3 percent of the 
sample grew mainly vegetables, 2 9. 3 percent, permanent 
crops such as cocoa. Livestock was engaged in by 2.7 
24 Where there was affiliation, it was mainly to the 
local Jamaica Agriculture Society. 
25 This refers to land in cultivation. 
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percent of the sample, while 4.7 percent were preoccupied 
with other means of livelihood such as fishing or an equal 
combination of vegetable growing and permanent crops. 
Regarding ownership status, 60.7 ~ercent own their land, 
10. 7 rent, 15. 3 percent lease, 6 1. 3 percent occupy 
illegally, and 12 percent hold otherwise. Of the sample 
77.3 percent farm on a full time basis, while 22.7 percent 
are supplement farm income by non-farm employment. The 
details of the data are presented in table 3.1. 
TABLE 3.1 
The Characteristics of the Sample 
Variables Categories No. of Cases Percent 
Sex Male 116 77.3 
Female 34 22.7 
Age 21 - 26 8 5.3 
27 - 36 23 15.3 
37 - 49 29 19.3 
50 - 59 34 22.7 
60 - 70 42 28.0 
) 70 14 9. 3 
- ·-~--
Type of Growing of 
Farming Vegetables 95 63.3 
Permanent 
Crops 44 29.3 
Livestock 
Rearing 4 2.7 
Other 7 4.7 
Ownership Owner 91 60.7 
Status 
Tenant 16 10.7 
Lease 23 15.3 
Capture 2 1. 3 
Other 18 12.0 
26 The difference between rent and lease is while the 
former pays for the use of the cultivated land on a monthly 
basis, the latter pays for long term use usually six months 
and over. 
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TABLE 3.1 (contd.) 
Variables Categories No. of Cases Percent 
Employment 
Status Full time 116 I 77.3 
Part time 34 22.7 
Membership 
in Yes 66 44.0 
Farmers' 
Group No 84 56.0 
Farm Size < 1 34 22.7 
(acres) 
1 - 5 94 62.7 
6 - 10 13 8.7 
11 - 25 8 5.3 
> 25 1 . 7 
3.2 RADA's Extension Activities 
Data presented here falls under three sub-heads: 
firstly, contents of RADA's training of farmers, its 
recommendation to farmers about their choice of technology, 
and marketing information imparted to them; secondly, the 
circumstances in which these factors have been formulated; 
thirdly, the means by which they are delivered to farmers. 
Regarding the latter, there is focus on communication 
methods, format of delivery, and infrastructural support. 
These data were obtained almost totally by elite 
interviews. 
3.2.1 Content of Training 
RADA provides training to farmers in the areas of crop 
care including proper use of fertilisers and pesticides, 
and the application of soil conservation techniques. The 
training is done by extension officers and their 
assistants. For the maintenance of permanent tree crops, 
RADA's extension officers collaborate with extension 
officers from the commodity boards. These boards assist 
farmers with the marketing of permanent crops such as 
cocoa. As to specific content of the training, it was not 
easy to identify. The main constraint, here, was the 
scarcity of instructional manuals. RADA has exhibited a 
preference for on-the-spot oral formulation of training, by 
which extension officers draw on past knowledge of what 
they have been taught. 
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Both 'top-down' and 'bottom up' approaches are evident 
in. the design of training programmes. Al though the former 
is dominant, there appears to be a gradual movement towards 
the latter. In the management of projects training is 
determined by a 'top down' approach. One notable exception 
was the Hillside Agricultural Project: the suggestions of 
farmers were incorporated in the training programme. 27 The 
project focuses on soil conservation techniques such as 
terracing, and on the establishment and care of permanent 
tree crops. In Clarendon a RADA officer was directly 
responsible for the soil conservation programme for certain 
areas. His role was to ensure, by further teaching and 
encouragement, that the farmers practice soil conservation 
techniques. There is a move towards a bottom - up approach 
or perhaps more aptly termed a participatory approach as to 
what should constitute the contents of training for a. 
particular area. The 'bottom-up' approach is facilitated 
by the establishment of Area Development Committees. These 
committees allow for the representative participation of 
farmers in determining the contents of traibing. 
3.2.2 Choice of technology 
The motivation for the introduction of new technology 
in agricultural production are to increase production and 
productivity, and increase in food exports. The need for 
sustainable development through careful use of the 
environmental resources while pursuing the former 
objectives is another important motivation for the 
introduction of new technology. Our sample constituted an 
integral part of a project by RADA to increase the 
production of yams for export by the application of the 
mini-sett yam technology. The technology falls under the 
National Yam Export Development Project and is sponsored by 
the Government of Jamaica in conjunction with USAID. The 
selection of this technology had little or no input from 
the farmers. The mini-sett technology produces small, whole 
yams that are more uniform in shape, hence their 
suitability for export. Importantly, they do not need to 
be treated with chemicals before they are exported and in 
the cultivation they do not require the lar~e sticks that 
are used in the traditional growing of yams. 8 
27 Some of the areas selected in this study were a part 
of the Hillside Agricultural Project. 
28 Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on 
Agriculture, Growing Mini-Sett Yam in Jamaica: A Manual for 
Farmers prepared by Maria Protz for IICA in Jamaica, 
Jamaica, 1983. 
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3.2.3 Marketing information 
The function of RADA in the area of marketing 
information is threefold: to provide timely information on 
location 1 quantity available, and prices of food crops to 
the buyers of produce; to educate farmers about the 
relationship between production and marketing; to create 
contact between the farmer and the buyer. 
Marketing information provided by RADA is influenced 
by whether marketing is for the local market or for export. 
For the local market focus is mainly on providing 
information on when to produce specific crops so as to 
minimise over-production. Little is provided by way of 
information on markets for domestic produce as in most 
cases purchases of produce are made directly by higglers. 
In situations of over-production, however, the extension 
service does try to assist by locating buyers. Information 
on pricing for domestic produce is not usually provided as 
the price is negotiat~d between the farmer and the 
higgler. However, according to one extension official, the 
farmers do not necessarily benefit from the negotiating 
process. Hence farmers complain about the low prices they 
are paid for thei~ produce. 
Regarding crops grown for export RADA has established 
links with exporters. These exporters are given timely 
information on both quantity available and prices. The 
marketing intelligence is organised on a regional level, in 
the following manner: data on types of crops grown and the 
projected quantity which will be available is collected by 
the extension officers and passed on to the regional 
marketing officer. This officer then contacts the various 
exporters. In some areas the exporters purchase directly 
from the farmers, thus by-passing the marketing facilities 
provided by RADA. 
3.2.4 Delivery of Extension Services 
Lectures and discussions are the main methods by which 
extension officers communicate with farmers. This is 
preferred to the dissemination of literature. One 
extension officer, attested that the reason for this is the 
high level of i 11 i teracy among farmers. 29 Communication is 
done mainly by oral presentations, demonstrations with 
materials, the use of slides and the use of written 
materials such as flip charts and brochures. 
Two approaches are used, 
approach and the group approach. 
29 Interview, 22 January 1993. 
namely, the individual 
A RADA official, in 
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supporting the group approach referred to the worldwide 
movement in this direction. Local forces also influenced 
the use of this approach. The officer stated that the 
approach was the most appropriate response for dealing with 
the reduction of extension personnel as a consequence of 
budgetary cut-backs. For example, in the parish of 
Clarendon, where fourteen extension officers once served 
fourteen areas, these were reduced after the budgetary cuts 
to six extension officers serving six areas. 30 As a 
consequence, these officers had much wider geographical 
areas to serve. Extension officers drew attention to the 
fact that reduced extension personnel combined with 
inadequate transportation make it very difficult to deliver 
advice and information to farmers on the basis of 
individual contact. Lack of adequate transportation was 
cited as one of the main factors which impact negatively on 
the regular delivery of extension services. 31 By contrast, 
the group approach is viewed as a means to offer service to 
a large number of farmers at one time. The approach has 
been presented as a complement rather than ~ replacement 
for the individual approach and as a means by which RADA 
can continue to provide extension services to a large 
clientele. 32 The individual approach, therefore, as a 
means of delivery, though continuing is not able to 
adequately meet the needs of the majority of the farmers. 
Group instruction is organised on the basis of field 
or training days. Training days were originally held 
monthly by each extension officer. Now, the regularity has 
lessened because of escalating costs. On occasions RADA 
and the commodity boards share in the expenses of 
conducting training days. 
Farms under special projects are monitored on an 
individual basis. Attempts are made to visit these farms 
regularly. Farmers are visited by the extension officer or 
the assistant extension officer on a daily, weekly, or 
monthly basis. The extension officer and the assistant 
extension officer follow an itinerary which is prepared on 
a weekly basis. However, there are times when this 
itinerary is not followed due to transportation 
difficulties. An assistant extension officer bemoaned the 
fact that his itinerary was often not fulfilled due to 
regular malfunctioning of his motorcycle. 
The use of the group approach is facilitated by the 
~ Interview, 4 April 1993. 
31 Interview, 22 January 1993. 
32 I n t er view , 2 9 January 1 9 9 3 . 
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existence of active Jamaica Agricultural Society ( JAS) 
branches. This is due to the role of the JAS in organising 
farmers at the village level. RADA relies on village based 
organisations such as churches, schools, and JAS branches 
to inform farmers on time and date of RADA's meetings and 
the scheduling of training days. In areas where there are 
inactive JAS branches RADA tries to get them reorganised. 
One RADA official states, "RADA is trying to restart the 
JAS branches to act as foot soldiers to bring back farmers 
into the fold. "33 Community organisations such as the 
church aid in the dissemination of news to farmers. 
3.3 Response of Farmers 
Data which follow were obtained from sample responses 
to the questionnaire, from informal discussion with farmers 
and from personal observation. Included are data on' the 
effectiveness of RADA's communication system. The delivery 
system encompasses modes of communication, the 
communication skills of RADA' s extension personnel, the 
regularity of extension contact, and the format in which 
knowledge and information is passed on. The relevance of 
the marketing information, and technology recommended by 
the Agency for use by farmers, and their opinions 
concerning what ought to be the main functions of RADA's 
are presented. 
3.3.1 Modes of Communication 
The sample of farmers received information from RADA 
in four main ways: one, oral communication both to groups 
of farmers using the media of lectures and discussions to 
identify broad problems, and to individual farmers, using 
professional advice to address specific problems; two, 
demonstrations utilising materials; three, demonstrations 
using written material; and, four, the use of ~udio-visual. 
As is illustrated in table 3. 2, sixty two percent of 
respondents stated that oral communication was the mode by 
which extension officers frequently passed on information 
to them. By contrast, for table 3.3 thirty four percent 
demonstrations using materials was most frequently used, 
and for table 3.4 twelve percent stated frequent use of 
written material. Demonstrations using audio-visual aids 
was not a frequent mode of delivering information. 
33 Interview, 4 April 1993. 
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TABLE 3.2 
Regularity of Oral Presentation 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Frequently 56 61. 5 
Occasionally 26 28.6 
Never 9 9.9 
TOTAL 91 100.0 
TABLE 3.3 
Regularity of demonstration using materials 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Frequently 31 34.1 
Occasionally 31 34.1 
Never 29 31. 9 
TOTAL 91 100.0 
TABLE 3.4 
Regularity of demonstrations using written material 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Frequently 11 12. 1 
Occasionally 13 14.3 
Never 67 73.6 
TOTAL 91 100.0 
TABLE 3.5 
Regularity of demonstrations using audio-visual aids 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Frequently 0 0 
Occasionally 15 16.5 
Never 76 83.5 
TOTAL 91 100.0 
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Respondents explained the benefits derived from oral 
communication. It enabled them to grasp complex matter 
which they hitherto had not fully understood. When done in 
the form of discussions it facilitated a large measure of 
exchange between a number of farmers and the extension 
officer. Occasional use of oral presentation and 
infrequent contact with extension off ice rs appear to be 
related. Those who stated that oral presentations have 
never been used as a means of communication indicated that 
they had the least contact with their extension officers. 
The degree of extension contact, therefore, accounted for 
the differences in response. 
The frequent use of demonstrations using materials was 
the second frequently used communication method. As to the 
advantages of this technique, farmers felt that it 
reinforced previously existing knowledge and helped them 
carry out instructions exactly as taught. It enabled them 
to correct faulty farming practices and techniques. The 
mini-sett technique of growing yams, for example, was most 
easily comprehended in this way. This method was also the 
most frequently used in the teaching of this technique. 
Farmers frequently exposed to demonstrations centred 
on written material received most of their extension 
contact on an individual basis. Responding to the specific 
needs of farmers, extension officers provide them with 
literature on various farming practices. According to 
extension officers, written material are used on occasions 
when there is a need to disseminate a particular type of 
information, for example, information on the metric 
system. 
The study found that the use of audio-visual aids such 
as slides was the method of communication least used by 
extension officers among our sample. Eighty three percent 
stated that it was never used. 
Farmers who do not belong to any organised village 
agricultural group tend not to receive frequent visits from 
extension officers. They also stated that they do not 
receive timely information on RADA's planned activities. 
In districts where the level of cooperation among farmers 
is low, informal methods of communication such as farmer to 
farmer communication cannot be relied on as effective means 
of communication. Farmers complained that they sometimes 
hear that a training session was held days or weeks after. 
The farmers in our survey expressed the view that notices 
on the scheduling of training days ought to be placed at 
central locations such as village shops and bars. The lack 
of communication to farmers who are not members of 
community groups indicate the need for extension officers 
to be more conscious of the needs and problems of these 
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farmers. 
3.3.2 Communication Skills of Extension Personnel 
Asked to rate the communication skills of extension 
officers, 49 percent of the sample gave a rating of 'very 
good'. They considered extension officers to be good 
teachers who exercised much patience in their use of 
lectures, discussions, and demonstrations. The 
communication skills of extension officers was in direct 
proportion to years of experience. By contrast, only 12.5 
percent thought the extension officers were 'poor' or 'very 
poor' communicators. There was a general perception among 
this group that sufficient time was not spent in explaining 
important farming procedures. 
TABLE 3.6 
Rating of Communication Skills of Extension Officers 
Communication No. of responses Percent 
Skills 
Very Good 49 55.7 
Good 28 31. 8 
Poor 7 8.0 
Very Poor 4 4.5 
TOTAL 88 100.0 
3.3.3 Regularity of Extension Contact 
Responding to the questibn, how often they saw their 
extension officers the highest number of responses were in 
the other category. In one district most of the farmers 
had not seen their extension officer since the previous 
year when he organised their participation in the annual 
Denbigh Agricultural show. Irregular extension visits 
characterise the category, 'other'. 
Asked about their level of satisfaction with the 
particular arrangement by which they received extension 
visits, 35.4 percent stated they were satisfied, 64.6 
percent were unsatisfied. 
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TABLE 3.7 
Regularity of Extension Officers' Visits 
Regular 1ity of No. of responses Percent 
Extension visits 
Daily 11 7.3 
Weekly 21 14.0 
Monthly 24 16.0 
Other 94 62.7 
TOTAL 150 100.0 
The existence of a relationship between extension 
contact and the initiative of farmers was assumed. To test 
this, farmers were asked how often they attended training 
sessions. Sixty two percent of the respondents never 
attended training sessions, 28 percent attended only 
sometimes. See table 3.8 for details. 
TABLE 3.8 
Attendance at Training Sessions 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Always 8 5.3 
Regularly 7 4.7 
Sometimes 42 28.0 
Never 93 62.0 
TOTAL 150 100.0 
Of farmers who either attended sometimes or never did, 
31.6 percent said that they were too busy to attend, 2.9 
percent felt that the quality of training did not serve 
their needs, 65.4 percent gave other factors such as 
irregular training sessions. To these farmers, there 
appeared to be a lack of interest among the leaders in the 
local JAS branches and RADA's extension officers in 
organising training days. 
Some farmers expressed the view that the inactivity of 
JAS branches was a contributory factor to training days not 
being held. The researcher learnt that in one district 
there is an attempt to restart a defunct JAS branch. In 
areas where JAS branches are active and training days are 
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held regularly, some farmers stated a political reason for 
their non-attendance. They felt that persons in the JAS 
branch had connections with political parties from which 
they gained benefits such as free fertiliser, other 
materials and credit. Among these farmers there is much 
distrust of the JAS branches, and, there is suspicion of 
any agency which works through the Society's branches. 
Hence, training days in which the JAS has had some input 
are rarely attended by them. 
3.3.4 The Format in Which Information 
and Knowledge is Delivered 
The study found that 65.1 percent of the respondents 
received their extension contact on a one-to-one basis, 
while 34. 9 percent received their extension contact 
mainly in a group format. The group format is not the 
predominant form in which extension service is delivered to 
the farmers. 
The usefulness of knowledge received, the retention of 
what is learnt, and the relevancy of the marketing 
information received were asked of the respondents who 
received their extension contact mainly on a one to one 
basis or in a group format. 
TABLE 3.9 
Ranking of 'one-to-one' approach: 
Receipt of Knowledge 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Very good 40 51. 3 
Good 23 29.5 
Poor 11 14.1 
Very poor 4 5.1 
TOTAL 78 100.0 
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TABLE 3.10 
Ranking of Group Approach: Receipt of Knowledge 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Very good 29 50.0 
Good 28 48.3 
Poor 1 1. 7 
TOTAL 58 100.0 
Regarding the retention of knowledge the farmers 
expressed the view that each of the format in which 
extension knowledge is passed has its own advantage and 
disadvantage in the retention of what is learnt. 
Corrunenting on the advantage of the one to one approach the 
farmers stated that the more personal approach especially 
when accompanied by demonstration in the field aided in the 
retention of what is learnt. Regarding the advantage of 
the group approach, the farmers expressed the view that the 
discussions and comments of other farmers on problems, 
solutions, and procedures helped in reinforcing the 
knowledge which was passed on by the extension officer. 
Regarding the disadvantage of the one to one approach, the 
farmers stated that the extension officer did not spend 
sufficient time with them in instruction. Concerning the 
group approach in the retention of knowledge a tendency for 
group discussions to become disorganised was the main 
disadvantage cited. The ratings of the two approaches are 
depicted in tables 3.11 and 3.12. 
TABLE 3.11 
Rating of one-to-one approach: 
Retention of Knowledge 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Very good 24 31. 6 
Good 34 44.7 
Poor 15 19. 7 
Very poor 3 3.9 
TOTAL 76 100.0 
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TABLE 3.12 
Rating of Group Approach: 
Retention of Knowledge 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Very good 19 32.8 
Good 30 51. 7 
Poor 8 13.8 
Very poor 1 1. 7 
TOTAL 58 100.0 
TABLE 3.13 
Rating of one-to-one approach: 
Relevancy of marketing information 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Very good 11 14.9 
Good 17 23.0 
Poor 28 37.8 
Very poor 18 24.3 
TOTAL 74 100.0 
TABLE 3.14 
Rating of group approach: 
Relevancy of marketing information 
Responses No. of responses Percent 
Very good 12 23.1 
Good 17 32.7 
Poor 14 26.9 
Very Poor 9 17.3 
TOTAL 52 100.0 
Regarding the receipt of relevant information on the 
marketing of produce, 14.9 percent of the sample rated the 
one to one approach very good, 24.3 percent rated it very 
poor (Table 3. 13). Twenty three percent of the farmers 
rated the group approach very good, 17.3 percent rated it 
very poor. (Table 3.14) 
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Farmers were asked to rate forms of training in terms 
of benefits. Benefits refer to their perceptions as to the 
degree in which they are able to understand and recall what 
is taught to them, and the usefulness of the knowledge 
passed on to them in the various forms of training. Of the 
sample, 27.5 percent of the respondent expressed the view 
that classroom training was most beneficial, 78.9 percent 
expressed the view that field training was most beneficial, 
75 percent expressed the view that when training was 
conducted in the classroom and in the field that it was 
beneficial. The instructions received in the classroom 
were made clearer when, immediately after, demonstrations 
were carried out in the field. In the mixed training 
scenario demonstrations are usually done in demonstration 
plots. One such plot was used to teach farmers how to use 
the mini sett technique in growing yams. 
3.3.5 Relevance of RADA's Training 
In the study an attempt is made to , get farmers' 
opinions.on the relevancy of the content of training they 
receive. The sources of these data were informal 
discussions with the farmers and observations. The answers 
to some of the items on the questionnaire indicated some of 
the views on content of training. 
The study found that some of the farmers exposed to 
extension contact had no problems with the content of 
training as taught by their extension officers. Others are 
not pleased with the content of training and as a 
consequence do not actively seek extension advice. 
Farmers who received regular extension contact 
expressed a satisfaction with what they have been taught. 
The common view among these farmers was that their 
extension officers were quite knowledgeable in farming 
practices and that the knowledge they passed on to them was 
useful in dealing with problems associated with their 
farming. Fifty five percent of the sample who received 
extension contact thought that the knowledge of their 
extension officer was very good "Sir, when I do what my 
extension officer tells me to do, I am rewarded with more 
and better crops for my effort", was a common comment among 
these farmers. They felt that their extension officers 
knew exactly what their needs were and was able to respond 
with appropriate training information. In contrast, only 
1.2 percent of the sample rated 'very poor' their extension 
officers' knowledge of farming practices. 
The extension officers were commended for their 
willingness to listen to problems. Fifty percent of the 
farmers expressed the view that their extension officer was 
very' good in this area. The farmers felt that this factor, 
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most of all, enabled the extension officers to plan 
appropriate training. One farmer confessed that when a new 
extension officer was assigned to his district he had no 
trust in his knowledge and capabilities. This extension 
officer exhibited a high level of patience with him and was 
willing to both learn from him and to listen to his farming 
problems. Seeing these qualities, he eventually started to 
implement some of the officer's advice. The results gained 
on implementation was quite satisfactory. He now has a 
high regard for this extension officer and believes that 
the training he is receiving is quite relevant. In contrast 
only 9. 8 percent of the sample ranked their extension 
officer 'very poor' in terms of his willingness to deal 
with their problems. 
Farmers who did not actively seek extension advice 
expressed the view that they can do a better job than 
"those agriculture boys who know nothing about farming." 
These farmers ref erred to their years of experience and 
stated that the way in which some extension farmers 
communicated to them was akin to a contempt for their 
experience and knowledge. They prefer not to be insulted 
in this manner, especially, since they already are "quite 
knowledgeable in agricultural matters". These comments 
reveal a negative attitude towards RADA's content of 
training. 
Some farmers stated as their reason for not s~eking 
extension services, the many times in the past when 
promises to them have not been fulfilled. These farmers 
while conceding that it was not necessarily an extension 
service practitioner who made unfulfilled promises to them, 
stated that the many occasions of unfulfilled promises have 
led them to be cynical towards all agricultural efforts 
which emanate from official sources such as the Ministry of 
Agriculture. 
Other farmers stated their willingness to listen to 
extension advice but noted that they carefully selected 
those aspects of knowledge and information passed on to 
them by the extension officers which they thought useful 
and rejected others which they perceived not to be in their 
interest or which did not correspond to their value system. 
This has implications for the choice of technology. 
A majority of farmers expressed the view that the 
training, though useful, was not fully implemented because 
of a lack of material inputs and ina~equate labour. When 
asked to comment on the factors which were major to their 
inability to implement training instructions, the factors 
cited were economical rather than related to any extension 
variable. Eighty nine percent of the sample stated that 
the lack of material inputs was a major reason in not 
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implementing training suggestions; 82.5 percent stated the 
unavailability of credit, 78.9 percent, inadequate labour. 
In contrast, only 3.4 percent stated that the reason was 
extension officers not sufficiently explaining 
instructions. Those farmers who knew that RADA's mission 
did not include provision of material inputs positively 
rated RADA' s content of training. However, provision of 
such inputs to farms under special projects created 
confusion about the training role of RADA. These farmers 
were ignorant of the status of farms who fell under special 
projects and of RADA's function in managing projects 
sponsored by other agencies. 
In situations where material inputs are provided to 
project farmers who are members of the local Jamaica 
Agricultural Society (JAS) branches there is a perception 
that the receiving of these benefits is politically 
motivated. These farmers expressed the view that RADA has 
not acted neutrally ih the giving of material inputs. In 
districts where the political persuasion of farmers 
belonging to the JAS branches was well known, this factor 
was often cited. The JAS branches in these districts and 
RADA have therefore become associated with the practice of 
clientelism. As a consequence, these farmers tend not to 
attend JAS meetings and show little interest in the 
activities of RADA. 
In certain districts of Clarendon where the mini-sett 
technique of growing yams is being promoted by RADA and 
where farmers receive training in the technique it was 
observed that many farms not only still retained the old 
method of growing yams but on other farms the evidence of 
the use of this technique was absent. One farmer stated 
that he is accustomed to growing his big yams. Al though 
he, along with others, acknowledged the superior economic 
benefits of growing the smaller sized yams, the view was 
expressed that success in growing yams was always measured 
in terms of the large size of the yams produced. The new 
technology therefore ran counter to their traditional view 
of success, hence one possible reason for its slow 
acceptance. Some farmers stated financial constraints as 
the major reason for not utilising the mini-sett technique. 
Data based on the questionnaire show that of the sample of 
respondents who were taught the technique 40.9 percent used 
the technique while 59.1 percent did not use the technique. 
3.4 Group Membership, RADA Activities, 
and Farmer Response. 
The impact of RADA appears to have been more 
favourable to farmers who are members of local agricultural 
groups than those who are not members. The former were in 
contact with extension personnel more frequently, attended 
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training sessions more regularly, and, therefore, had a 
more favourable view of the competence and professionalism 
of the Agency's personnel. 
In terms of instructional visits, group members;· in 
relation to 'non-group' counterparts receive more visits, 
however spaced. The category 'other' refers to an 
irregular pattern of visits or no visit from extension 
officers. The more frequent responses in this category 
came from non-group members. See table 3.15 for details. 
The number of cells with expected frequency less than five 
is not more than 20%. The chi-square test in this case can 
be applied. In other cases, where the conditions for the 
use of the chi-square do not hold the discussion will be 
based on general trends 34 • The chi-square value of 32. 7 
with a significant level that is less than . 05 indicate 
that there is a relationship between group membership and 
the regularity of extension visits. The lambda value of 
.39 indicates a weak correlation. Hence predictions on the 
regularity of extension visits based on a knowledge of the 
farmers' group membership status would be weak. 
TABLE 3.15 
Regularity of visits from extension officers 
Responses Member Non-Member 
Daily 10.6 4.8 
Weekly 21. 2 8. 3 









Of the 'Group' farmers in the sample, 12. 1 percent 
always attended training sessions, 9. 1 percent attended 
regularly, while 51.5 percent attended sometimes, and 27.3 
percent never did. Except 1for those who never attended, 
their rate of attendance was higher than the proportion of 
farmers who were not members of groups. There was no 
response in the category 'always' for 'non-group' farmers. 
34 For a 
statistics and 
s e e Mari j a J . 
SPSS Inc, USA, 
discussion on the use of the chi-square 
the data requirements for its application 
Norusis, The SPSS Guide to Data Analysis, 
1988. 
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One percent at tended regularly, 9. 5 percent, sometimes, 
and, 89.3 percent, never. 
Regarding help in situations of emergency, extension 
officers were available to 76.2 percent of 'group' farmers 
and to 50.6 percent 'non-group. Emergency assistance was 
not available to 23. 8 percent of the former, and 49. 4 
percent of the latter. The chi-square value of 9. 81 is 
significant. Hence, there is a relationship between group 
membership and the response concerning the availability of 
the extension officer in an emergency. The lambda value of 
.11 indicates a weak correlation. 
Information not new to farmers such as soil 
conservation, and crop care, are passed on mainly through 
oral methods. This information is usually to reinforce a 
practice in which farmers may have become negligent; it is 
a situation where the farmers have knowledge of the details 
of a process but due to financial constraints resort to 
incorrect procedures. Lectures and/or demonstrations are 
held to correct these procedures. 35 
A relatively new practice requiring detailed 
information would necessitate the giving of written 
material or the showing of slides. However, in this case 
extension officers take into account the different 
educational level of farmers. Personal knowledge of farmer 
education determine, therefore, the method(s) of 
corrununication selected. If the farmer is not able to read, 
demonstrations, lectures, and slides are utilised. The 
latter, however, are rarely used. This may be due to the 
lack of audio-visual equipment or the lack of electricity 
in certain districts. 
Regarding the regularity of method of communication, 
82.4 percent of 'group' farmers reported frequent use of 
oral presentations, 35 percent of 'non-group' farmers 
reported frequent use of oral presentation. Of 'group' 
13.7 percent stated the occasional use of oral 
presentation, 47.5 percent of 'non-group' reported 
occasional use of oral presentation. Four percent of 
'group' stated that oral presentations were never used, 
17.5 percent of non-group memb~rs stated that oral 
35 Some of the extension officers stated in the 
interviews the sense of frustration they feel when they 
cannot provide material input in the maintenance of 
farmers' crops. All the farming advice, they state, seem 
to be in vain when the farmer is faced with financial 
constraints. To these extension officers RADA's de-
emphasis on the provision of material inputs to farmers is 
a policy which may need to be carefully re-examined. 
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presentations were never used. The chi-square value of 
21. 29 is significant. The test for significance can be 
applied as only one of the six cells is less than five. 
There is a lambda value of .42 indicating that the error in 
predicting the regularity of oral presentations based on a 
knowledge of the farmers' group status is reduced by 42 
percent. 
Regarding demonstrations using materials, of 'group' 
farmers 44 percent stated its frequent use, 'non-group', 22 
percent, 28 percent of 'group', 41.5 percent 'non-group', 
occasional use, and 28 percent of 'group', 36.6 percent of 
'non-group', never used. Of the sample 19. 6 percent of 
'group' farmers and 2.5 percent of 'non-group! stated 
thefrequent use of written materials in demonstrations, 
23.5 percent 'group'· and 2.5 percent 'non-group', 
occasional use, and 56.9 percent 'group' 95.0 percent 'non-
group' ,never used. The chi-square value of 16.7 is 
significant. The lambda value of .22 indicates that the 
prediction of the regularity of the use of written material 
knowing the group status of the farmers would be weak. 
Farmers were asked to rate their extension officers in 
terms of the provision of marketing information. 'Group' 
farmers gave consistently higher ratings than 'non-group' 
farmers. The chi-quare value of 15. 4 shows that the 
relationship between the group status of the farmers and 
their ratings of their extension officers provision of 
marketing information is statistically significant. The 
error of prediction is reduced by 30 percent as is 
indicated by the lambda value. See table 3.16 for details. 
". 
Twenty three percent of 'group' farmers and 37 percent 
of 'non-members' implemented all suggestions of extension 
officers while 77.4 percent 'group' and 63.0 percent 'non-
group' did not implement suggestions. The chi-square value 
of 1.20 indicates the non-relationship between status of 
membership and the implementation of suggestions. 
Of 'group' farmers, 40 percent made use of the mini-
sett technique of growing yams, 50 percent of 'non-group' 
did. Sixty percent of 'group' farmers, and 50 percent 'non-
group' , reported not making use of the technique. The 
conditions necessary for carrying out the chi-square test 
do not apply. However, the data indicate that there is no 
relationship between membership status and the use of 
technique. The percentages of 'non-member' in this case 
represent the view of two farmers and therefore must be 
interpreted with caution. 
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TABLE 3.16 
The provision of marketing information 
Responses Member Non-Member 
Very good 38.3 10.3 
Good 25.5 15.4 
Poor 25.5 35.9 
Very poor 10.6 38.5 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
N = 47 N = 39 
Chi-Square Significance Lambda 
15.45247 .0015 .30769 
3.5 Training Format, RADA Action, and Farmer Response 
Farmers who are trained mainly on a one to one basis 
receive more daily and weekly visits from extension 
officers than those who are trained mainly in the group 
format. However, they experience more irregular pattern of 
visits. Generally, though, their response to RADA's 
activities was more favourable than those are trained 
mainly in 'group format'. One notable exception was the 
response to RADA's marketing activity. Here, the response 
of 'group format' farmers was more favourable. 
Regarding the regularity of oral presentation, 50.8 of 
farmers who receive their training mainly on a one to one 
basis stated that it was frequently used, while 83.3 
percent of those who were trained mainly in group format 
stated its frequent use. Of those who specified occasional 
use, 36.1 percent were 'one to one' trained, 13.3 percent, 
'group'. Thirteen percent, 'one-to-one' and 3. 3 percent 
stated that oral presentation was never used. The chi-
square value of 9.03 is significant indicating that there 
is a relationship between format of training and the 
regularity of oral presentation. 
In terms of the provision of marketing information, of 
those who receive training on a one to one basis 16. 9 
percent ranked extension officers 'very good', 18.6 
percent, 'good', 37.3 percent, 'poor' and 27.1 percent 
'very poor'. Of the group trained, 46.2 percent ranked the 
officers, 'very good', 26.9 percent, 'good', 15.4 percent, 
'poor', and 11.5 percent, 'very poor'. The chi-square 
value of 11.3 indicates a relationship between format of 
training and views on extension officers' performance 
regarding the provision of marketing information. 
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In respect of both implementation of suggestions and 
use of techniques proposed, the response of 'group format' 
farmers was less favourable than that of those related to 
on a one to one basis. In terms , of implementation of 
suggestions 39. 6 percent of the latter appear to have 
implemented all suggestions made by their extension 
officers, while 9. 7 percent only of those who receive 
training in group format did so. Among those who did not 
implement suggestions, 60. 4 percent receive one to one 
training, 9 0. 3 percent, group training. The chi-square 
value 6.96 indicates a relationship between format of 
training and the implementation of suggestions. 
TABLE 3.17 
Ranking of extension officers: 


























N = 26 
As for adoption of technique, 60 percent of those who 
receive their training on a one to one basis, and 35. 3 
percent of those in groups implemented all the suggestions 
of their extension officers. Forty percent, 'one to one' 
trained farmers and 6 4. 7 percent, 'group' did not. The 
conditions for carrying out a chi-square test do not 
apply in this case. Hence, we cannot test for a 
relationsh.ip. 
3.6 Ownership ·status, Extension Activity, 
and Farmer Response 
A relationship was sought between the ownership status 
of respondents, on one hand, and response to RADA 
activities. In terms of extension visits owners received 
the most visits. They were also more favourable of the 
marketing information provided by RADA. 
Relating to the regularity of visits from extension 
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officers, owners received overall the most visits. The 
category 'other' received more daily and weekly visits. 
This category refers to tenurial arrangements which could 
not be clearly categorised. One example was those who were 
given plots to cultivate in exchange for a share of the 
profits. For details, see table 3.18. 
TABLE 3.18 
Regularity of visits from extension officers 
Response Owner Tenant Lease Squatt Other 
-ing 
Daily .6. 6 8. 7 16.7 
Weekly 16.5 6. 3 8. 7 16.7 
Monthly 24.2 12.5 
Other 52.7 81. 3 82.6 100.0 66.6 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
N - 91 N = 16 N - 23 N = 2 N = 18 
TABLE 3.19 
Provision of marketing information 
Response Owner Tenant Lease Squatt Other 
-ing 
Very 29.3 20.0 15.4 22.2 
good 
good 22.4 20.0 7.7 33.3 
poor 29.3 38.5 33.3 
very 19.0 60.0 38.5 100.0 11. 2 
poor 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
N = :>8 N = ::. N - 13 N - 1 N - 9 
Regarding the use of technique, 33 percent of owners 
stated that they made use of the technique taught to them, 
66.7 percent did not use the technique. The other 
respon$eS are 100 percent but these in fact represent the 
views of single individuals. 
On the matter of providing marketing information, 29.3 
percent of the owners gave a ranking of 'very good' to 
their extension officers, an equal percentage gave a 
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ranking of 'poor'. Sixty percent of tenants ranked their 
extension officers, 'very poor' . Details of the data are 
presented in table 3.19. 
3.7 Type of Farming, Extension Activity, 
and Farmer Response 
A relationship was sought between type of farming and 
farmer response to extension activity. In this case, the 
focus was on visits from extension officers and the 
implementation of suggestions. The data show that farmers 
of tree cops received more visits from RADA's extension 
officers, however they were less inclined to implement 
suggestions than their vegetable growing counterpart. 
Regarding the regularity of visits from extension 
officers, 12.6 percent of vegetable growing farmers 
received visits on a monthly basis, 29.5 percent of farmers 
who specialised in the growing of tree crops received 
weekly visits from their extension officers. 
TABLE 3.20 
Regularity of visits from extension officers 
Responses Vegetable Tree Livestock Other 
crops rearing 
Daily 7.4 6. 8 25.0 
Weekly 7.4 29.5 14.3 
Monthly 12.6 . ' 25.0 14.3 
Other 72.6 38.7 75.0 71. 4 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Of vegetable growers 31 percent implemented all 
suggestions of extension officers, and of growers of tree 
crops, 21. 9 percent implemented. Sixty nine percent of 
vegetable growers and 78 percent permanent crop growers did 
not implement suggestions. 
3.8 Size of Farm, Extension Activity, and Farmer Response 
Here, we seek to determine whether there 
relationship between regularity of extension 
implementation of suggestions and farm size. 
is any 
visits, 
Farmers with 6 -10 acres, receive more weekly and 
monthly visits and those with 11 - 25 acres receive more 
daily and weekly visits than farmers with smaller acreages. 
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Of those under one acre, 11. 8 percent receive daily 
visits, 8.8 percent, weekly, 8.8 percent, monthly, and 70.6 
percent, irregular visits. The latter can range from a 
visit every two months to a year. Six percent of farmers, 
1 - 5 acres receive daily visits, 13.8 percent, weekly, 16 
percent, monthly, and 63.8 percent, irregular visits. 
Farmers of 6 - 10 acres, no daily visits, 15.4 percent, 
weekly, 46.2 percent, monthly, and 38.5 percent, irregular. 
Of those with 11 - 25 acres in cultivation, 12.5 percent, 
daily visits, 37.5 percent, weekly visits, no monthly 
visits, and 38.5 percent, irregular. 
The data do not indicate a relationship between size 
of farm and farmers implementation of suggestions. Of 
those who implemented suggestions the distribution was as 
follows: Under one acre, 38.5 percent, 1 to 5 acres, 23.l 
percent, 6 to 10 acres, 30 percent, and 11 to 25 acres, 40 
percent. Under one acre, 61.5 percent, 1 to 5 acres, 76.9 
percent, 6 to 10 acres, 70 percent, and 11 to 25 acres, 60 
percent did not implement. 
3.9 Sex and Age, Extension Contact, and Farmer Response 
There was a certain uniformity between male and female 
farmers in their response to RADA's extension activity. The 
same unif6rmity occurs across ages. Where there are 
differences, they are not significant. An example, in the 
implementation of suggestions, 27.6 percent males, and 27.3 
percent females implemented. The similarity continues as 
72.4 percent males and 72,7 percent females did not. In 
all of the age categories, 21- 26, 27 - 36, 37 - 49, 50 -
59, the proportions who implemented suggestions were very 
similar. 
4. DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 
The focus, here, will be on the content of RADA' s 
training, its system of service delivery, methods of 
communication, choice of technology, the provision of 
marketing information and the responses of the farmers to 
each of these activities. In attempting to explain the 
responses, the personal characteristics of the farmers will 
be critical. 
4.1 Content of Training 
As was noted, the specific content of training was not 
easily identifiable due to the scarcity of printed 
material. Instruction is done mainly orally. A heavy 
burden lies on extension officers. The data suggest that 
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some extension officers seek the advice of farmers in 
designing training programmes. By this means farmers get 
an opportunity to participate in designing their training' 
programme. This participatory element, however, depends on 
the personality of the extension officer. An extension 
officer who seeks advice from farmers is more likely to 
design a training programme appropriate to their needs. 
Quite apart from farmers' participation in the 
formulation of training programmes, one has to consider the 
extent to which the programme is informed by research. 
Research would greatly facilitate the provision of 
technical support for extension officers. Technical 
support for critical areas such as crop care, farm 
management, and soil conservation seem to be lacking. In 
terms of farms under special projects, collaboration with 
local agencies and international organisations, and 
technical support for research, are stronger. The latter 
is lacking due to poor coordination between various experts 
in agriculture, on one hand, and, extension officers, on 
the other. The factors contributing to this are not clear. 
J.R.Deep Ford suggests that lack of clear goals may 
contribute to loose coordination between ext ens ion 
divisions and other agricult~ral entities36 • 
The findings reveal that cynicism due to past 
failures, perceived notions of clientelism, and economic 
factors play a greater role in determining acceptance and 
implementation of RADA's training programme than the actual 
content of training. In analysing farmers reluctance to 
new practices in a hillside agricultural pro~ect, Elsie 
Lefranc found these factors to be significant 7 • RADA' s 
p6licy of not providing ~aterial inputs means that non-
implementation will continue to be a problem. However, 
there is a greater role, that RADA can play in tackling the 
proble~s of cynism and perceived notions of clientelism. 
The ways in which this can be achieved will be discussed in 
the recommendations. 
Extension variables such as the format in which 
instruction takes place also influenced farmers responses 
to content of training. Farmers who are members of groups 
expressed a greater satisfaction with what they have been 
36 See J.R.Deep Ford, Small Farmer Development in the 
Commonwealth Caribbean, in Report of the Commonwealth 
Workshop on Policies and Programmes for Small Farmer 
Development in the Caribbean, St. Georges, Grenada, 21 - 25 
April 1986. 
37E. Lefranc, Small hillside farmers 





taught than farmers who were not members of groups. The 
best explanation for this may be that in the groups there 
is a greater level of interaction between farmers and 
extension officers and between farmers and their peers. 
What seemed contradictory was the findings on content 
of training for those trained mainly on a one to one basis. 
They expressed expressed greater satisfaction with content 
of training than their mainly trained 'group' counterpart. 
These farmers attended group meetings and in addition 
received more frequent visits from their extension 
officers. One possible explanation is that knowledge 
passed on in group format is reinforced in the one to one 
situation. 
4.2 RADA's Communication System. 
4.2.1 Regularity of Extension Officers' Visits 
Farmers who are members of community agricultural 
groups are in contact with extension personnel more 
frequently than are non-community members. This indicates 
a closer familiarity between extension officers and members 
of agricultural community groups. However,this is not to 
be ·interpreted to mean that the group format of extension 
delivery was dominant to that of the one to one appro~ch in 
terms of the regularity of extension visits. 
The findings show that farmers who receive training 
mainly on a one to one basis received proportionately more 
daily and weekly visits than their 'group' trained 
counterparts. In this case, although those who are trained 
mainly on a 'one to one' basis were also members of 
agricultural groups, they seem to have developed a closer 
relationship with extension officers and assistant 
extension officers. Some of these farmers commented on the 
good relationship which they had with their extension 
officers. One of the factors which appears to have 
contributed to this was the status of these farmers in 
their conununities. Almost all occupied prominent positions 
in the JAS branches, and some were leaders in other 
community groups. 
It may well be that RADA intends for these farmers to 
assist in passing on extension advice to other farmers; 
hence the regularity of extension visits. Another reason 
is their potential role in strengthening the JAS branches. 
This would be desirable to RADA as these branches are the 
main means by which the group approach of extension 
delivery is effected. The regular visits to these farmers 
appear to be one of the principal ways by which RADA hopes 
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to organise farmers into groups 38 • 
Farmers who are owners of plots under cultivation 
received more visits from extension officers than farmers 
of other tenurial arrangements. It may well be that these 
farmers take more of an active interest in obtaining 
extension advice. The underlying notion, here, is that 
they have more 'secure' forms of tenure relative to other 
farmers and, hence, on the whole are more entrepreneurial 
in spirit .. This notion, however, has been debated. Citing 
the view of other authors on this matter, LeFranc states: 
" ... there is not a simple nor automatic 
relationship between tenure on the one hand, and 
land utilization, production, productivity, and 
entrepreneurship on the other ... Generally 
speaking, there is little evidence that inherited 
or tenanted land is less likely to be fully 
utilised. On the contrary, rented lands are often 
more intensely cultivated. 1139 
This explanation is therefore not supported by the 
implications of other studies. Because rented lands tend 
to be more intensively cultivated it would follow that 
these farmers would seek to obtain more visits from their 
extension officers. An explanation may lie in extension 
officers' perception towards owners who cultivate 
relatively large acreages. The frequency of extension 
visits to large farms (6 - 25 acres) is indicative. Unlike 
other farm sizes, these represented farms which were 
exclusively owned. This would account for the 
proportionatey higher incidence of, visits to owners. 
Farmers in the age ranges, thirty-seven through forty-
nine, and fifty through fifty-nine received more visits 
from extension officers. Males received more visits than 
females. Growers of tree crops received more visits than 
growers of vegetables. And those involved in farming on a 
full time basis received more visits. From these factors 
we obtain a profile of the farmer who benefits proportion-
ately more in terms of visits from extension officers. 
38 For a discussion on the benefits of group 
organisation and the extent to which extension systems may 
help to bring about group action see David Dolly, 
"Extension for Small Farmer Development in the Caribbeean" 
in Report of the Commonweal th Workshop on Policies and 
Proorammes for Small Farmer Development in the Caribbean. 
St. Georges, Grenada, 21 - 25 April 1986. 
39 Elsie Lefranc, Small Hillside Farmers in Jamaica: A 
Social Analysis. Prepared for USAID/Jamaica, 1986. 
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This farmer is a middle to upper aged male, one who owns a 
relatively large farm, belongs to an agricultural group, 
and cultivates mainly tree crops. 40 
4.2.2 Methods of Communication 
The favourable comments of farmers concerning the 
communication skills of extension officers indicate that 
they are able to uunderstand complex and detailed 
information passed on by some extension officers. 
, More experienced extension officers appear to have been 
able to communicate more effectively, across all methods, 
than are extension officers who are not as experienced. 
Since 1992 RADA has been operating on reduced staff. 
This appears to have had an impact on the methods of 
communication chosen. The number of training days have 
been reduced. Hence, the main method used at training 
days, namely, demonstrations, have also been reduced. To 
solve the constraints of staff cut-back RADA has turned to 
the group approach. This approach lends itself more easily 
to use of lectures as a more frequent method of 
communication. The pref erred choice of farmers is the 
training or field day. If the group approach is to 
accomplish its goals as the development of the small 
farmers, it will have to incorporate more training days 
int~ the lives of the farmers. 
4.3 Farmers' Use of Technology 
The examination of a particular technology for the 
growing of yams constituted a small part of our research. 
Hence, generalisations are not attempted. The re la ti ve 
small size also negates the use of comparisons with various 
farmer characteristics. Nevertheless, the study provided 
an insight of the process by which RADA selects and 
'market' the technology to farmers. 
The motivation for selecting new technology is not 
located per se within RADA but by the concerns of national 
policy as articulated by the government. International 
sponsored projects seem to be the major initiators of new 
technology. In this scenario, RADA appears to be managers 
of projects sponsored technology with little input in the 
40 
A study by LeFranc found a relationship between age and 
type of farming. Younger farmers had a greater interest in 
the quick returns of the annual cash crops while the older 
ones were comfortable with the rhythm of tree cropping. 
See E. LeFranc, Small Hillside Farmers in Jamaica: A Social 
Analysis. Prepared for USAID/Jamaica 1986. 
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actual formulation of new technology. 
The top-down approach is evident in the mini-sett 
technology of growing yams. Little or no advice was sought 
from the farmers as to whether or not the technique was 
appropriate. The relative success of the technology in 
other countries seems to have been the main criterion for 
its promotion in Jamaica. Farmers' input appears to have 
been brought in at a stage when the selection of the 
technology was already a foregone conclusion. The extent 
to which this may have played a part in some of the farmers 
not utilising the technique has not been established. 
However, this factor ought to be borne in mind when 
considering the acceptability of new technology by farmers. 
In our sample, although farmers exposed to the 
technique demonstrated some enthusiasm for it they had not 
made use of the technique on their farms. There were 
farmers who, while acknowledging the economic benefits of 
growing the smaller variety, continued in the old method of 
growing yams. This may lead to an interpretation that 
conservatism and traditionalism are the main factors for 
some of these farmers not utilising the technique. The 
literature suggest, however, that one has to look to 
additional factors to account for the non-adoption of 
technology by farmers. Regarding this, Lefranc stated that 
based on empirical work economic factors are more important 
than conservatism and traditionalism in farmers' 
willingness to adopt new technologies 41 • Hyacinth Chin-Sue 
and Michael Ramsay imply that assistance in the form of 
supply from nurseries which would lessen the capital 
investment by farmers would result in more adoption of the 
mini-sett technology42 • 
The view put forward by these writers is one which 
conceptualises the farmer as a rational economic agent. 
This concept also seems to underlie RADA's approach to 
41 E. Lefranc, Small Hillside Farmers in Jamaica: A 
Social Analysis. Prepared for USAID/Jamaica, 1986, p. 48. 
For a discussion of the rational approach of traditional 
farmers see Theodore W. Schultz, Transforming Traditional 
Agriculture, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
1983. 
42 Hyacinth Chin-Sue & Michael Ramsay, "Some Responses 
of Small Farmers to Mini-sett Yam Production", Proceedings 
of the Second Annual Conference of JSAS in JAGRIST, the 
Bulletin of the Jamaican Society for Agricultural Sciences 
(JSAS), Volume 4, April 1992, pp. 107 - 110. 
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farmers in regards to the acceptance of the mini-sett 
technology. The promotion of the technology is done by 
referring to its success in terms of increased production 
and increased monetary returns to the growers. Some help is 
provided in terms of nurseries. The success, according to 
one of the extension officers if consistent will be 
convincing to those who are in doubt. 
4.4 Marketing Information 
The evidence suggests that by default RADA operates a 
dichotomous marketing service to farmers. Farmers who 
produce for export have a more sophisticated level of 
marketing intelligence. RADA's marketing intelligence for 
the local market is not as developed. The local marketing 
of produce has long been dominated by higglers dating back 
to the days of slavery. Some of the farmers, mainly women, 
are themselyes involved in this profession. The marketing 
system based on higglering has not been able to deal with 
problems of glut due to over~production.· In an effort to 
deal with this the Agricultural Marketing Corporation (AMC) 
was established to act as a middleman between the farmers 
and the consumer/retailer. The marketing of local produce 
developed as a culture in which farmers failed to see the 
connection between production and marketing. With the 
demise of the AMC the farmers have not been able to rid 
themselves of a marketing culture which involved an agency 
purchasing all their produce in a period of glut. 
RADA realises the dilemma as is evident in interviews 
conducted with this researcher. Some effort is applied to 
give farmers an understanding of the link between 
production and marketing. In situations where glut is 
going to arise due to over-production extension officers 
point this 'danger' out to farmers and encourage them to 
get involved in the growing of alternative crops. However 
farmers do not always heed the advice of the extension 
officers due to the attractiveness of monetary returns 
based on the current heavy demand for the particular crop 
grown. When the glut occurs the farmer yearns for the 
marketing model based on the AMC strategy. It appears that 
in such frustrating situations RADA's officials have chosen 
to focus their energies on providing marketing information 
for export crops. Rather than a retreat what is required 
is more focus on how to implement an effective marketing 
programme based on local participation. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study is to assess RADA's delivery 
of knowledge and information to farmers. In carrying out 
this exercise the research focused on the following: 
content of training, that is, its formulation and farmers' 
responses to it, the communication methods and format of 
training used by extension officers, the frequency of 
extension contact, the formulation of technology, its 
transfer to farmers, and their responses to it, the 
prov is ion of marketing information. The study sought to 
identify factors which influenced farmers' influences. 
5.1 Summary of Findings 
The study found that some farmers were not receiving 
extension contact. These had no knowledge of their 
extension officers or of the extension activities in their 
communities. These farmers complained of the lack of 
extension advice and expressed the view that RADA's 
communication system needed improvement. 
Others chose not to receive extension advice. This 
category included the following: farmers who thought that 
they had as much knowledge as any extension officer, others 
who were cynical to the extension service due to past 
unfulfilled promises made by agricultural officials, those 
who thought that RADA practiced favouritism and 
clientelism. This perception is reinforced by the 
knowledge that certain members of the JAS whose political 
allegiance was known received more benefits in terms of 
material inputs than the other farmers. 
There were other farmers who received visits from 
their extension officers on an irregular basis. They 
complained of this and also of the irregularity of training 
sessions. They offered as explanation for this lack of 
extension contact the inactivity of their local JAS 
branches. 
Extension officers and managers .cited this factor as one 
which hindered the effective delivery of extension services 
in certain districts. 
The majority of farmers who received extension contact 
on a regular basis expressed satisfaction with the content 
of training, and methods of communication used. They 
showed a preference for field training rather than 
classroom training. Most of these farmers were members of 
a community agricultural group. Statistical tests showed 
a significant relationship between farmers' group status 
and RADA's activities. This relationship was also found to 
influence farmers' opinions on RADA's extension services. 
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The variable, implementation of extension officers' 
recommendations, was a proxy for acceptance of extension 
advice. The study found that non-implementation was not 
influenced by extension variables such as communication 
skills of extension advice but to economic variables such 
as lack of credit, material inputs, and non-availability of 
labour. 
This was found to be the case also for the acceptance 
of technology. The proxy, use of technology was used to 
determine acceptance of the mini-sett technology of yam 
growing. The findings confirmed the concept of the 
economic rational farmer as held by Theodore Schultz and 
Elsie Lefranc. A majority of farmers stated economic 
constraints as the main reason for the non-adoption of the 
mini-sett technique. There were a few, however, who gave 
reasons which were traditional rather than economic. 
Farmers of produce for the local market were not 
pleased with the level of marketing information provided to 
them by RADA. The common view was that RADA ought to 
assist in the marketing of produce. The role of providing 
marketing information was not fully understood. Extension 
officers' efforts at educating farmers of the relationship 
between production and marketing has not had the desired 
impact which RADA had hoped for. The marketing information 
provided to farmers of produce for export is more effective 
due to the following: established links with exporters, a 
reliable marketing intelligence which provide timely 
information on prices, availability of produce, regions in 
which to locate adequate supplies of produce. Here, a 
relationship between group status and farmers' satisfaction 
with marketing information received was statistically 
significant. 
5.2 Recommendations 
1. There,is a need to include in the extension programme 
the majority of farmers who are at present not 
receiving any extension contact. In order to achieve 
this, RADA has to analyse the factors which influence 
non-extension contact. This study has uncovered some 
reasons. Concerning the category of farmers who are 
desirous of extension contact, communication regarding 
times and dates of meetings has to be strengthened. 
An evaluation of how farmers are informed of training 
sessions, times and dates of meetings have to be 
conducted for each district. There may well be the 
need for notices of meetings to be placed in strategic 
locations rather than sent to the churches as is 
traditionally done. 
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2. In order to avoid the development of cynicism among 
farmers, RADA has to communicate their role as agents 
of advice rather than providers of inputs. When this 
is understood, farmers will assess RADA not on its 
ability in providing material inputs but on its stated 
objectives. Extension officers despite their 
frustrations regarding farmers' inability to implement 
recommendations due to lack of material inputs must be 
careful not to promise what they cannot deliver. 
These promises could send confusing signals to 
farmers. 
3. Related to the aforementioned is the need for RADA to 
communicate their role in managing projects sponsored 
by other agencies. In some of these projects farmers 
receive material inputs. These are given from the 
budgets of the various agencies and not from RADA's 
budget. In many instances the inputs are distributed 
by RADA. To farmers who are ignorant of this role of 
the agency this is an example of favouritism and 
political clientelism. This problem can be lessened 
by more communication. The sources of the material 
inputs must be made known to the farming community. 
3. Greater reliance on the group approach as the main 
means of delivery of extension service necessitates 
the strengthening of the JAS branches. This involves 
ensuring that the leadership is of a certain moral 
standard, one in which the community has trust. In 
the absence of capable community leadership, RADA's 
officers may need to take a leading role, until such 
time when capable leaders emerge from the community. 
4. The one to one approach ought not be used solely for 
passing on knowledge and information but to elicit the 
help of farmers in disseminating extension advice and 
information on dates and times of training sessions to 
others. 
5. Extension officers need to have access to more up-to-
date training manuals and extension kits. There is 
need also for more in-service training for extension 
officers. Such training should focus on communication 
methods and management skills. These skills will be 
needed for the management and coordination of 
extension activities in the local JAS branches. 
5.3 Implications for Further Studies 
This study utilised cross-classification tables and 
the chi-square statistics to test relationships between two 
variables. Further studies might make use of a logit model 
of analysis. It would be appropriate for the following 
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reasons: the dependent variables of this study were 
dichotomous in nature, the variables were nominal and 
ordinal in nature. The dependent variable could then be 
expressed as a function of a number of categorical 
independent variables. Further studies could focus on 
evaluating RADA in terms of its impact on farmer 
productivity and efficiency. This approach would need to 
utilise econometric techniques in its analysis. 
A study could examine in detail the various models of 
developing technology for agr icul tu re in Jamaica. Two 
models that could be compared as to the formulation and 
dissemination of technology are the on-farm adaptive 
research and the station based research. The extent to 
which both can have an impact on the achievement of RADA's 
goals could be analysed. 
5.4 Implications for Policy 
The present marketing arrangement by which RADA 
assists farmers of domestic produce will need to be looked 
at. Policy-makers could possibly look at local cooperative 
ventures in marketing. Various self-help models could be 
examined. An appropriate model may greatly assist the 
Agency in carrying out not only its marketing functions but 
others as well. The stress on group delivery of extension 
service indicates that RADA might well be considering these 
models of self help. These might well be critical, given 
the difficulties which the agency faces from the present 
economic climate. 
The training presently given to extension officers may 
need to be multi-disciplinary in nature. The varied tasks 
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A SURVEY ON FARMERS' ATTITUDE AND OPINIONS ON THE EXTENSION 
SERVICE PROVIDED BY THE RURAL AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
AUTHORITY (RADA). 
Conducted by Selvyn Gilbert, Graduate student, 
Consortium Graduate School of the Social Sciences, UWI, 
Mona. 
My name is Selvyn Gilbert. I am from the Consortium 
Graduate School of the Social Sciences. As a part of my 
research programme, I am assessing the Rural Agricultural 
Development Authority's delivery of knowledge and 
information to farmers. I am interested in getting your 
opinions and attitudes on the extension service provided by 
RADA. The information you provide is vital to this 







1. TO BEGIN WITH, I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW HOW LONG YOU HAVE 
BEEN INVOLVED IN FARMING? 
-------------------------YEARS 
2. WERE ANY OF YOUR PARENTS INVOLVED IN FARMING? 
( 1,) YES 
(2) NO 
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3. OF THE FOLLOWING ALTERNATIVES, WHICH ONE WOULD YOU SAY 
BEST DESCRIBED YOUR DECISION TO BECOME A FARMER? 
(1) DESIRE FOR SELF-EMPLOYMENT 
(2) ECONOMIC GAIN 
(3) LOVE FOR FARMING 
(4) OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY 
4. WOULD YOU ENCOURAGE A YOUNG PERSON TO ENTER A CAREER 
IN AGRICULTURE? 
(1) YES 
( 2) NO 
5. IF NO, LIST ONE FACTOR WHICH IN YOUR OPINION WOULD 
MAKE AGRICULTURE AN UNDESIRABLE CAREER CHOICE FOR A 
YOUNG PERSON 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
NOW I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR 
RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER FARMERS. 
6. DO YOU BELONG TO THE JAS OR OTHER FARMERS' GROUPS? 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
7. HAVE you-FOUND MEMBERSHIP IN THESE GROUPS HELPFUL TO 
YOU AS A FARMER? 
(1) YES 
(2) NO 
8. IF YES, INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING KINDS OF HELP 
YOU CONSIDER TO BE MAJOR, MINOR, OR NOT IMPORTANT. 
MAJOR MINOR NOT 
IMPORTANT 
1. THE PROVISION 
OF MATERIAL INPUT. 1 2 3 
2. THE PROVISION OF 
CREDIT 1 2 3 
3. MANUAL ASSISTANCE 1 2 3 
4. ADVICE ON CROPPING 
PRACTICES 1 2 3 
5. ADVICE ON LIVESTOCK 
REARING 1 2 3 
6. ASSISTANCE WITH 
MARKETING OF PRODUCE 1 2 3 
----------------------------------
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9. DO YOU SEEK HELP FROM OTHER FARMERS? 
10. DO YOU HELP OTHER FARMERS? 
( 1) YES 
(2) NO 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
NOW I HAVE SOME QUESTIONS FOR YOU REGARDING THE EXTENSION 
SERVICE PROVIDED BY THE RURAL AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
AUTHORITY (RADA) 




(4) OTHER, PLEASE SPECIFY 
12. IS THIS ARRANGEMENT SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY? 
(1) SATISFACTORY 
(2) UNSATISFACTORY 
13. WHEN YOU MEET WITH YOUR EXTENSION OFFICER, IS IT 
MAINLY ON A ONE TO ONE BASIS OR IN A GROUP FORMAT? 
(1) ONE TO ONE 
(2) GROUP 
14. PLEASE RATE THE ONE TO ONE APPROACH VERY GOOD, GOOD, 
POOR, VERY POOR IN TERMS OF THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA. 
1. RECEIVE KNOWLEDGE 
WHICH IS USEFUL TO 
FARMING PRACTICES 
2. I RETAIN MOST OF THE 
KNOWLEDGE PASSED 
ON TO ME 
3. RECEIVE RELEVANT 
INFORMATION ON THE 















15. PLEASE RATE THE GROUP APPROACH VERY GOOD, GOOD, POOR, 
VERY POOR IN TERMS OF THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA. 
1. RECEIVE_KNOWLEDGE 
WHICH IS USEFUL TO 
FARMING PRACTICES 
2. I RETAIN MOST OF THE 
KNOWLEDGE PASSED 
ON TO ME 
3. RECEIVE RELEVANT 
INFORMATION ON THE 


















16. IS YOUR EXTENSION OFFICER AVAILABLE TO YOU IN THE 
EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY? 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
17. PLEASE RATE THE FOLLOWING FORMS OF TRAINING IN TERMS 
OF BENEFITS 
MOST BENEFICIAL BENEFICIAL NOT 
BENEFICIAL 
1. CLASSROOM 1 2 3 
2. FIELD TRAINING 1 2 3 
3. MIXED 1 2 3 
18. NOW I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW THE REGULARITY OF EACH 
COMMUNICATION METHOD USED BY YOUR EXTENSION OFFICER. 
1. ORAL PRESENTATION 






3. DEMONSTRATION WITH 
WRITTEN MATERIALS, e.g. 
FLIP CHARTS, BROCHURES 1 







19. PLEASE RATE YOUR EXTENSION OFFICER VERY GOOD, GOOD, 
POOR, VERY POOR IN TERMS OF THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA 
VERY GOOD GOOD POOR VERY 
POOR 
1. COOPERATION WITH 
FARMERS' GROUP(S) 
2. ORGANISATIONAL ABILITY 
3. COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
4. KNOWLEDGE OF FARMING 
PRACTICES 
5. KNOWLEDGE OF SOIL 
CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES 
6. WILLINGNESS TO DEAL 
·WITH PROBLEMS 









2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 , 
20. HOW OFTEN DO YOU ATTEND TRAINING SESSIONS PUT ON BY 





21. IF YOU SOMETIMES OR NEVER ATTEND TRAINING SESSIONS, 
WHICH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FACTORS HAS CONTRIBUTED TO 
THIS 
(1) TOO BUSY TO ATTEND 
( 2) TRAINING NOT MEANINGFUL 
TO MY NEEDS· 
(3) OTHER FACTOR, SPECIFY 
22. HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO IMPLEMENT IN YOUR FARMING 
PRACTICE ALL THE SUGGESTIONS MADE BY YOUR EXTENSION 
OFFICER? 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
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23. IF NO, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS ARE OF MAJOR, 
MINOR, OR NO IMPORTANCE IN YOUR INABILITY TO IMPLEMENT 
THE TRAINING SUGGESTIONS. 
1. EXTENSION OFFICER 
DID NOT SUFFICIENTLY 
EXPLAIN INSTRUCTIONS 
2. I DID NOT PAY SUFFICIENT 
ATTENTION TO INSTRUCTIONS 
3. UNAVAILABILITY OF 
MATERIAL INPUTS 
4. UNAVAILABILITY OF 
CREDIT 




















24. ARE YOU AWARE OF ANY NEW FARMING PRACTICES THAT ARE 
NOW TAUGHT IN THIS AREA BY THE EXTENSION SERVICE? 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
25. IF YES, HAVE YOU BEEN TAUGHT THIS TECHNIQUE BY THE 
EXTENSION OFFICER? 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
26. HAVE YOU RETAINED MOST OF WHAT HAS BEEN TAUGHT? 
( 1) YES 
(2) NO 
27. HAVE YOU MADE USE OF THIS NEW TECHNIQUE ON YOUR FARM? 
( 1) YES 
( 2) NO 
TO FINISH UP THE INTERVIEW, I HAVE SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT 
YOUR FARM AND OTHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION. 
28. WHAT IS THE TOTAL ACREAGE OF YOUR FARM? 
(1) UNDER 1 ACRE 
(2) 1 - 5 ACRES 
(3) 6 - 10 ACRES 
( 4) 11 - 2 5 ACRES 
( 5) OVER 25 ACRES 
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29. WHAT AREA OF FARMING DO YOU SPECIALISE IN? 
(1) GROWING OF 
VEGETABLES 
(2) PERMANENT CROPS 
(3) LIVESTOCK 
REARING 
(4) OTHER, PLEASE 
SPECIFY 










32. IF PART-TIME, PLEASE SPECIFY YOUR OTHER OCCUPATION 
33. WHAT IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION THAT YOU HAVE 
ATTAINED? 
(1) NO FORMAL EDUCATION 
(2) PRIMARY EDUCATION 
(3) SECONDARY EDUCATION 
(4) POST-SECONDARY 
(5) UNIVERSITY 
(6) NO ANSWER 
34. WHAT IS YOUR AGE? -----------~-------------YEARS. 
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Rapid technological change is a characteristic feature 
of life in today's world. Some consequences of this are the 
transformation of production processes, work methods, 
organisational systems and the potential for enhanced trade 
and investment flows. The effective adoption, generation or 
adaptation of new technologies for national developmental 
goals requires a certain orientation and level of human 
resource development. The secondary education system 
produces the largest output for the labour market and 
therefore must be concerned with the implications of 
technological change. 
The paper explores the impact of the requirements for 
technological development and competitiveness on the 
secondary education system. Certain cognitive and affective 
skills including literacy, numeracy, creativity and 
critical thinking are identified as vital for the 
development of the technological capability necessary for 
Jamaica to be competitive. 
Criterion referenced tests are utilised to arrive at 
current levels of proficiency in literacy and numeracy 
across the range of existing school types. Standardised 
instruments are also employed in the measurement of 
creativity and critical thinking, while an interview 
schedule is used to collect background data on the sample 
of 403 students from different school types. 
The findings point to severe structural impediments in 
the secondary system which buttress the social inequities 
which exist in the wider society. These contribute to 
inhibiting the development of cognitive and other 
competencies by students especially those of lower social 
and economic status. Significant differential performance 
between males and females is also recorded. 
The development imperatives facing Jamaica today, 
suggest the need for urgent policy interventions to enable 
the education sector and the secondary system in particular 
to respond effectively. 
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1.1 The Problematic 
The issues involved in an examination of the 
contribution of any educational system to national 
development are multi-faceted and complex. They are even 
more so when the educational system under examination 
represents a kind of hydra. The existing institutional 
forms, curricular practices and organisational ethos 
ref le ct external impulses grafted upon a colonial core. 
Where, additionally, the development imperatives are more 
often than not externally derived and fashioned, this 
produces a situation of dependent economic and social 
relations within the society which hosts the educational 
system. The fact that the society is characterised by 
great social and economic inequities and by the existence 
of a strong counter culture, expressed in language, music, 
dress and other aspects is also significant. In this 
context, the central issues concerning the contribution of 
the educational system to national development, centre on 
concerns of instrumentality but must also have a humanistic 
and empowering content. While this paper focusses on the 
economic function of education in respect of the 
development of human resources as a critical factor in the 
enhancement of international competitiveness, it does so 
fully recognising the continued important role of 
educational systems in the social, political, and other 
domains. The study therefore seeks to examine the extent 
to which certain skills, which are identified as critical 
to enhancing national competitiveness, are present among 
school leavers in Jamaican secondary schools. 
Today, technological innovation and diffusion are 
increasingly perceived as principal avenues to economic 
growth and global competitiveness [ILO 1987: 66]. The 
successes of Japan and the Newly Industrialised Countries 
are said to attest to this. Yet, even in those societies, 
there is concern as to whether or not the schools are 
effectively fulfilling their roles. Specifically, concern 
has been expressed as to the extent to which primary and 
secondary educational institutions are performing both 
their instrumental as well as their humanistic functions 
[Pavri, 1990: 85]. 
What are some of the 
technological age for Jamaica? 
1 
implications of the new 
The critical importance of 
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technological development and diffusion as a stimulus to 
development has been explored by many theorists. The 
technological potential identified in the current period is 
allied to new advances in bio-technology as well as the 
developments in information processing and communications 
technology embodied in microelectronics. These innovations 
have produced dramatic changes in production processes and 
products as well as contributing to new levels of 
efficiency and productivity [Perez, 1985: 244]. The 
implications for. organisational structures, for work 
methods and for human interaction are also great. As the 
innovations which form the bases for these changes are 
diffused throughout national economies and, by extension, 
the global economy, it becomes difficult for enterprises 
and countries to avoid the implications which exist for 
their own path of development. 
Developing countries like Jamaica must explore the 
implications of the new technologies for their own 
development and seek to develop the institutional and human 
capability to facilitate developing, adopting and adapting 
the new technologies. The imperative is particularly great 
in the case of raw material producers, such as Jamaica, as 
the reduction in energy and material content of products, 
which is a feature of the new technologies, means a thrust 
towards moie information intensive ~oods. · This creates the 
need for criticai policy decisions in the spheres of 
economic and human development. Jamaica also needs to 
develop the capability to respond effectively to the new 
growth in services which is occurring globally, 
particularly in the spheres of financial and information 
services. Among the changes which can be observed as a 
result of technological advance, is an increasing gap 
" ... in scientific and technological capacity between 
developing and developed countries" [ Mennon et al, 19 91: 
6 3] . 
This technological development creates a context of 
more complex production processes in which there is a need 
for workers with different qualities than had obtained 
previously. A more flexible, creative person has been 
identified as critical to effective use and adoption of the 
new technologies. Whereas the previous mass production 
paradigm may not have had literate workers as a 
prerequisite for meeting production goals and targets, in 
the current situation literate workers are necessary for 
effective utilisation of the new technologies [Windham, 
1992: 37]. Improved functioning in the area of numeracy 
has also been identified as necessary to facilitating the 
absorption and use of the new technologies. This is 
especially so in the sphere of production where a capacity 
for abstract reasoning can assist in revealing relations 
which underlie the link between technology and production 
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[Cotlear, 1989: 76]. 
Previously developed technology can be accessed by 
developing countries, such as Jamaica, and this approach 
may seem particularly attractive in light of high costs for 
local research and development. Adopting this course of 
action to the exclusion of developing local technological 
capability is fraught with dangers. Reasoning ability or 
critical thinking skills have been identified as vital to 
the effective use of the. new technologies in addressing 
production needs [Levin & Rumberger, 1985: 210]. The new 
technological age also demands the skill of creativity in 
the application of knowledge to production. For the 
purposes of this investigation, the critical skills which 
have been tentatively identified as important for effective 
functioning in the new technological environment are: 
literacy, numeracy, reasoning or er i ti cal thinking and 
creativity. These are by no means exhaustive of the skills 
which are required for effective utilisation of the new 
technologies. They are simply the neces~ary pre-conditions 
upon which other skill development can occur. 
For Jamaica to compete effectively regionally and 
globally, it needs to develop an indigenous technological 
capability. This requires the development of the human 
resource· capability to build a new technological 
environment which will encourage innovation and 
inventiveness. While this process involves not only 
schools but a plethora of training institutions and 
enterprises, there are certain spheres in which schools 
undoubtedly have comparative advantages. Certainly, 
secondary level education ought to ensure that the 
knowledge, skills, values and habits which are promoted can 
facilitate the use of information to address production 
needs. 
There is wide agreement among researchers that the 
current revolution in information technology creates 
additional tensions within the formal education system 
[Schelsky, H. 1969: 35; Heitner, K.L. et. al. 1990: 28]. 
The impetus towards new policy changes as a result of the 
changes in the work context due to technological 
transformation is forceful and compelling. What remains 
uncertain is, what ought to be the nature and direction of 
these policy initiatives? Issues of educational quality 
are of current relevance in both the industrialised and the 
developing world. Some argue that the average standard of 
performance in secondary education is declining globally 
[De Landsheere, 19 8 7: 4 0] . In Jamaica, while issues of 
funding and equity do engage the minds of many, concerns 
about quality also abound [Hamilton, 1991: 3]. Evidence of 
the performance of the educational system in promoting the 
kind of literate and numerate populace capable of the 
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creative thinking and the reasoning which are so critical 
to technological progress can be seen in the annual 
performance of Jamaican students in the Caribbean Council 
Examinations. 
TABLE 1.1 PERFORMANCE OF JAMAICAN STUDENTS IN CXC 
ENGLISH & MATHEMATICS EXAMINATIONS, 1992 
Subjects Entries 1 2 3 4 5 
ENGLISH 13725 386 2983 6593 3355 408 
GENERAL 
MATHS 12388 847 2599 3286 4408 1248 
GENERAL 
ENGLISH 1250 173 576 324 153 24 
BASIC 
MATHS 2887 154 724 718 1048 243 
BASIC 
Source: cxc Western Re ion g Office, Jamaica. 
Table 1.1 shows that of the total number of candidates 
sitting the CXC General Proficiency Examinations in English 
Language from Jamaica in 1992, twenty-five percent achieved 
scores in Grades 1 and 2. Grades 1 · and 2 have been 
recommended as the levels which indicate a candidate's 
suitability for further study. 1 For Mathematics, twenty-
eight percent of total candidates gained scores in Grades 
1 and 2. Forty-eight percent of total English candidates 
and twenty-seven percent of total candidates in 
Mathematics, obtained scores in Grade 3. For CXC, the 
General Proficiency Examination had been designed to 
measure ~ompetencies for further study up to Grade 2, with 
Grade 3 being considered suitable for the labour market. 
The Basic Proficie'ncy Examination had been conceived as 
measuring competencies for the world of work at Grades 1 
and 2. The elitist assumptions inherent in such 
categorisation has resulted in most students aspiring to 
sit the General Proficiency Examinations regardless of 
future plans. 
The problem of performance at the Secondary level is 
1 In Jamaica, Grades 1 and 2 have been largely requested by 
employers for skilled employment. Only in 1992, did the 
Jamaican Government advise that Grade 3 will be accepted 
for certain categories of employment in the Public Service. 
In the Basic Proficiency, only Grade 1 has been accepted as 
a supplement for further study or in many cases for 
employment. 
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of particular importance when considered against the 
background of the purposes of secondary education. 
Secondary education is supposed to give students a 
systematic introduction to knowledge, techniques and 'know-
how' relevant to functioning in today's society [UNESCo, 
1987: iv]. What is widely accepted, also, is that 
secondary education represents terminal education for many 
students and that the secondary system ought therefore to 
aim at developing persons capable not only of doing useful 
work, but also of benefitting from continuing education and 
training. This is especially important in light of the 
challenges currently posed by the new technologies. 
1.2 Objectives of the Study 
The focus of this study is on the measurement of 
existing levels of achievement in literacy, numeracy, 
creativity and critical thinking at the secondary level. 
Additionally, the study will attempt to suggest some of the 
factors which may contribute to these and to propose policy 
interventions which could be employed to address the 
situation. English Language and Mathematics will be used 
as proxy measures for achievement in literacy and numeracy, 
respectively. 
Arriving at an operationally sound interpretation of 
what will be construed as appropriate levels of functioning 
in the identified skills is fraught with pitfalls. Can 
there be a precisely defined level of functioning which is 
desirable for all? Does the concept of minimum levels of 
competency not contain implicit normative judgements based 
on assumptions of common values and shared beliefs [De 
Landsheere, 1987: 42)? In a pluralistic society such as 
Jamaica, does such a concept help to define the parameters 
of the problem being studied, or does it simply serve to 
conceal some of the issues in a mire of vagueness and 
imprecision? It is undeniable that in the sphere of work 
there are certain compete.ncies which are vital to the 
performance of production tasks [Rush, R. Timothy 19 87). 
These include performance related writing, reading and 
computation skills. What levels of these skills are 
required for optimum performance? Are they the same for 
all occupat{ons? 
There is some debate aG to what levels of competency 
in literacy and related skills are vital for job success. 
Rush argues that whereas the levels. of these skills 
required in skilled and semi-skilled occupations are 
perhaps more complex than is implied in the term 
'functional literacy', only minimal literacy competencies 
may be necessary for success on the job. 
The concepts of literacy and numeracy are themselves 
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multi-faceted. Indeed there are some interpretations of 
literacy which not only incorporate a certain facility with 
language but also the ability to treat with numbers. 
Literacy in this paper is taken to mean the ability to use 
language in such a manner as to allow the user to be able 
to accomplish requisite tasks in the society. Implicit in 
this definition is an appreciation of not only the 
instrumental applications of language but also, its 
empowering possibilities within the social context in which 
it is expressed. 
Here, the competencies are defined in terms of 
operational literacy and numeracy. That is to say, that 
level of literacy which contributes not only to the ability 
to read and comprehend the newspaper or a textbook but also 
to organise and present ideas logically and clearly. For 
numeracy, it implies that facility with computation, 
reasoning and problem-solving which would enable the 
student to engage in the resolution of simple tasks. 
Implicit in all attempts to define literacy is the 
question of adequate levels of literacy. That issue is, 
however, only meaningful in terms of the needs and values 
of a particular society [Jules 1988: 375]. 
Jamaican society, as it prepares for the challenges of 
the twenty-first century, requires persons who have 
attained a level of competence in literacy and numeracy. 
Certainly a similar level may not be necessary for all 
tasks but it is the researcher's view that a certain 
minimum level is an essential precondition for development. 
For the purposes of this investigation, that minimum level 
is taken to be the qualities which individuals would need 
in the different spheres in which they function and develop 
interests. In the area of literacy, the ability to acquire 
and interpret information; to evaluate opinions; to 
corrununicate and express thought as well as to derive 
enjoyment through a facility with language are considered 
significant. For numeracy the significant qualities are: 
the ability to use basic computational skills effectively; 
to use these in the solution of problems which arise in 
daily life whether as consumer or producer and to think 
logically and critically through the application of these 
skills. Throughout the paper, literacy and numeracy are 
used synonymously with English Language and Mathematics. 
This is done partly in order to give meaning to the 
secondary school programmes which are principally concerned 
with the development of these skills and partly to 
facilitate their measurement. To identify the parameters 
which delineate the essence of creativity and critical 
thinking may not be as simple. 
Some authors argue that to present a dichotomy between 
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the processes involved in critical thinking and those 
involved in creativity is inadequate, that "creative 
thought cannot be uncritical" [Nickerson, Perkins and Smith 
1989: 89]. While it is undeniable that there is some 
interconnection between critical thinking and creativity, 
some attempt has to be made to specify the essential 
characteristics of each for the purposes of this 
investigation. Crea ti vi ty is a multi-dimensional trait 
which can be expressed in diverse ways. In this paper 
creativity is taken to m~an not only originality of 
thought, inventiveness and imagination, but also ideational 
fluency. 
Critical thinking is construed to represent that 
ability to evaluate arguments based on their logical 
coherence. It measures the qualities of arguments based on 
the patterns of reasoning displayed. It involves processes 
of deductive reasoning. The term critical thinking skills 
is used interchangeably with reasoning ability throughout 
the paper. 
Neither creativity nor critical thinking are skills 
which are often explicitly taught in Jamaican classrooms. 
The assumption frequently made is that they will be 
acquired in the process of students developing their 
cognitive abilities in other fields of study. For example, 
it has been often advanced that creativity is not 
independent· of language and art forms (Best, 1982: 287]. 
Neither is critical thinking divorced from the reasoning 
skills often employed in the solution of mathematical 
problems. Despite this, however, it can possibly be argued 
that in the current period both are areas which require 
direct attention. 
1.3 Hypotheses to be Tested 
The principal concerns of this investigation centre 
upon the issue of the levels of literacy and numeracy, as 
previously defined, among Jamaican secondary school 
leavers. It can be more broadly construed to pertain to 
literacy and numeracy within a particular situational 
context namely, the varied situations in which Jamaican 
secondary students acquire these proficiencies as well as 
the experiences which they bring to the process of this 
acquisition. 
The hypotheses are: 
1. There is no relationship between levels of literacy, 
creativity, critical thinking and numeracy and the type of 
school which a student attends. 
2. There is no relationship between students' levels of 
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literacy and/or numeracy and the levels of creativity 
and/or critical thinking which they display. 
3. Students' levels of literacy, numeracy, critical 
thinking and cre·ativity are not related to their gender 
and/or age. 
4. Students' socio-economic status is not related to their 
levels of numeracy, literacy, critical thinking and 
creativity. 
5. The urban/rural location of the school which a student 
attends does not relate to levels of performance in 
literacy, numeracy, critical thinking and creativity. 
6. The gender composition of the students' school makes no 
difference to their levels of achievement in literacy, 
numeracy, creativity and critical thinking. 
7. There is no relationship between students' achievement 
levels and the methods used by teachers in classes. 
Various theorists have argued for an understanding of 
literacy and numeracy which transcends mere functionalism. 
The need to explore language mastery in the context in 
which it is achieved and utilised has been identified as a 
critical area for examination [McLaren, Peter L. 1988: 
218]. Writers like Graff and Freire have explored the 
dimensions of literacy from the standpoint of the extent to 
which it facilitates the oppression of the powerless by the 
powerful and the preservation of the existing status quo. 
" ... the perspectives, values and assumptions 
built into school-based literacy practices are 
often left implicit, thus empowering those 
mainstream children who already have them and 
disempowering those children who do not and for 
whom they are never rendered visible save in the 
negative evaluations they constantly receive." 
[Gee, James Paul 1988: 209] 
The inescapable conclusion from this is that it is 
difficult if not impossible to engage in any comprehensive 
examination of issues of literacy and numeracy without 
considering the social groups and institutional types which 
give them meaning. 
Any attempt to influence policy prescriptions in 
education must first confront the issue of what is the 
existing situation upon which relevant decisions may be 
based. Inadequate and unreliable data, in the absence of 
nationwide surveys, has been identified as a major 
impediment to effective policy planning in education in the 
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La tin American region (Ribiero, Sergio Costa 19 9 O: 9 3] . 
This thesis is no less relevant to the Caribbean context 
and especially to Jamaica. 
The uni ts of analysis which are relevant for this 
study are the range of existing types of institutions which 
are broadly described as secondary within the context of 
the Jamaican educational system with the exception of 
vocational and agricultural schools. The study therefore 
seeks to use a variety of tests to measure proficiencies 
across the range of institutional forms which exist. 
1.4 Rationale 
The investigation centres on identifying and measuring 
current levels of performance among Jamaican secondary 
•students in the areas of literacy, numeracy, creativity and 
critical thinking. It seeks to do so in order to establish 
existing levels of competence in some of the core areas .. 
which need to be addressed in the domain of human resource 
development if Jamaica is to improve its technological 
capability and its competitiveness. 
The principal unit of analysis is the Jamaican public 
Secondary system (Appendix 1). For most students in 
Jamaica, secondary . education constitutes terminal 
education. Levels of achievement on the various tests will 
be measured at the Grade 11 in order to capture a range of 
school leavers across school types. As a result, All Age 
schools, which terminate at Grade 9, have been omitted from 
the investigation. Agricultural and Vocational schools 
which fall under the secondary school umbrella, follow 
specially designed programmes and constitute a very small 
proportion of the secondary school population [Appendix 2]. 
The decision was therefore taken to exclude them from the 
investigation. 
Without some idea of. the quantitative and qualitative 
dimensions of the learning gap in literacy and numeracy, 
er i tical thinking and creativity, effective policy 
interventions cannot be implemented. Knowledge of the. 
proportions of the problem however while .being necessary, 
is not sufficient to facilitate implementation of 
appropriate strategies to correct or minimise the problem, 
hence attention must be paid to identifying the 
institutional or other constraints which may inhibit 
implementation. This study is of critical significance if 
the secondary school system in Jamaica is to be more 
attuned to the requirements of preparing young people for 
a new technological environment. 
H. G. Wells stated, "the history of mankind is 
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increasingly a race between education and catastrophe". 2 
This statement, it could be said, aptly describes the 
current situation in Jamaica. The development imperative 
to adopt, adapt and generate the technologies necessary to 
promote global competitiveness exists. The responsibility 
of the school system to provide the core of basic 
knowledge, skills and attitudes as a necessary foundation 
for future educational and professional development is 
widely accepted. In Jamaica, insufficient attention has 
been paid to generating these skills except in the sense of 
expanding scientific abilities. That inadequate mastery of 
English Language and Mathematics must inhibit the prospects 
for generalised transmission of scientific and 
technological knowledge has been insufficiently considered. 
This paper, seeks to fill that gap, by focussing on the 
competencies in language and mathematics education which 
are essential preconditions for the expansion and upgrading 
of scientific and technological skills in Jamaica. 
SECTION 2 
THE BACKGROUND 
2.1 The Public Secondary System in the Colonial Period 
The public system of secondary education in Jamaica 
had its genesis in the post-slavery period with the 
establishment of the 1879 Schools Commission [Gordon, 
Shirley C.,1974: 31]. Earlier efforts by the churches and 
individuals through endowments, to establish a secondary 
system, had resulted in failure for the most part. 
A more propitious environment for the promotion of a 
secondary school system in Jamaica arose as a result of 
declining sugar fortunes, after 1846, which meant that the 
resources to send the children of the planters, to England 
for education were not available. At the same time, the 
popular notion was that the upper and middle classes ought 
to receive an education which was superior to the 
elementary type education, then available to the majority 
of the black masses. 
The colonial gov_ernment did little to provide the 
necessary infrastructure for the secondary system, and it 
2 Edward Cornish, "Introduction to H.G.Wells' The 
Discovery of the Future", in Future Researches Quarterly, 
Vol. 1 No. 2 1985, pp 54. 
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was the churches which had taken a leading role in the 
provision of elementary education which continued to 
provide the dynamism for secondary education. This 
situation obtained until well into the twentieth century. 
The system has been variously described as elitist and 
middle-class in ethos, catering to the needs of a fairly, 
small and select proportion of the population [King, Ruby, 
1987: 90]. The fact that secondary education was largely 
financed by user charges meant that it became "the 
educational preserve of those who could afford it [Gordon, 
Shirley C., 1974: 33]." Up to 1911, less than one per cent 
of the 10 - 19 age group was enrolled in secondary schools 
[Miller, Errol 1990: 69]. 
The period 1879-1911, has been described as the 
formative years for secondary schooling in Jamaica [Miller, 
Errol 1987: 109]. It was during this time that a secondary 
educational system began to be institutionalised in 
Jamaica, and by 1890 a definite structure could be 
discerned. The Jamaica Schools Commission was responsible 
for the general supervision and certification of the 
secondary schools. These included endowed schools, which 
were reorganised, as well as secondary schools which were 
operated by the churches or by private individuals. 
The Secondary system underwent further modifications 
in its structure up to 1943. There was some expansion in 
the. institutions offering secondary education by the 
amalgamation of the church schools into the public system 
through a grant-in-aid scheme as well as the provision of 
scholarships for capable students from parishes where there 
were no secondary schools. Wh1le in 1911 there were twelve 
secondary schools, by 1943 there were some twenty-three 
schools. Enrolment in public secondary level institutions 
also more than doubled between 1912 and 1943, increasing 
from 1,012 to 3,637 [Miller, Errol 1987: 131]. 
Changes also occurred in the management structure of 
schools. As a condition for the receipt of government 
grants, the government could now appoint two members to sit 
on the Boards of these schools. 
Between 1947 and 1957, little was done in practical 
terms to reform the Jamaican secondany education system. A 
series of studies of the system were however conducted. 
Reforms of the secondary system were included in the 
National Plan 1957-1967. Among these were: the conversion 
of practical training centres at Holmwood, Vere and 
Dinthill as well as the Kingston Technical School into 
Technical High Schools; the extension of the curricula of 
existing schools through the provision of facilities for 
technical subjects in the existing plant of several high 
schools; the increased offering of awards through the 
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Common Entrance Examination whereby greater numbers of 
students, from public primary as well as private 
preparatory schools, were afforded access to the public 
secondary system; the expansion of some primary schools to 
of fer three years of post-primary education in what were 
then termed 'senior' schools for those children who were 
unsuccessful either by virtue of achievement or income in 
their bid to enter existing secondary institutions. This 
was the structure of the Secondary school system in Jamaica 
on the eve of Independence which was granted in August 
1962. 
2.2 The Public Secondary System After Independence 
In the immediate post- Independence period, the 
Independence Plan 1963-1968 was developed. One of the 
principal policy changes which resulted from this plan was 
the award of Common Entrance places on the basis of 70% 
going to children from primary schools and 30% going to 
children from preparatory [privately owned and operated] 
schools. The system was further expanded by the 
establishment of two comprehensive high schools. 3 
As a result of a request for multi-lateral assistance 
in the field of education by the first post independence 
governm~nt, a set of reforms which became known as the New 
Deal for Education were promulgated. The main policy 
initiative which derived from this plan was the development 
of junior secondary schools which were to cater to students 
in the 12-15 age group on a non-selective basis. Some 
fifty new schools were built with assistance from the World 
Bank, and two new and fourteen pre-existing senior schools 
were converted into junior secondary schools. 
This policy initiative was intended to address the 
weaknesses and class biases inherent in the system. It was 
argued that expansion of secondary offerings would afford 
increased opportunities for secondary education regardless 
of class position. In this way, more than the 10% of the 
age cohort which was then receiving secondary level 
education would have been able to access education at that 
level. Quantitative rather than qualitative considerations 
appear to have been uppermost in the minds of the policy 
formulators. The populace, however, was concerned with 
both issues. It was the secondary education which was 
offered in the high schools that people wanted their 
children to have access to and not this new, seemingly 
inferior curriculum which was being grafted onto the 
3 The Trench Town and Frankfield (later re-named Edwin 
Allen) Comprehensive High Schools in Kingston and 
Clarendon respectively, were the schools established. 
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existing primary system. 
1972 witnessed a change in government in Jamaica and 
new policy initiatives in education followed shortly 
thereafter. The Education Thrust of the Seventies heralded 
the introduction of free secondary and tertiary education 
in 1973. In 1974, the programme in the existing junior 
secondary.schools was extended for a further two years and 
the institutions were now termed new secondary schools. To 
allow for increased access, a shift system was introduced 
fully in 35 new secondary schools and partially in the 29 
others. This allowed two school communities to use a 
single school plant over a ten hour period: from 7 a.m. to 
5 p.m. In September 1975 all 65 schools went on a full 
shift system. Several secondary level institutions were 
expanded and · better equipped to meet the demands of 
increasing student intake, and as a result, there was a 25% 
increase in the number of students accessing high school 
education. 
The 1980s saw another change in government and a 
subsequent downgrading of education in the range of 
priorities as structural adjustment programmes were 
implemented. There were two principal policy changes in 
the sphere of secondary education. These included the 
introduction of the Secondary Schools Textbook Project. 
Under this scheme, which was funded by the Governments of 
Jamaica and the United Kingdom, there was the provision of 
basic textbooks on a rental basis in all secondary level 
institutions. Initially books were provided only for core 
subjects including English Language and Mathematics up to 
the grade 9 level. The . programme was later extended to 
grade 11 and included several other subject texts. 
Incorporated in the project, were training workshops for 
teachers to facilitate effective use of the books. An 
interim evaluation revealed problems in the administration 
of the programme as well as the inappropriateness of some 
of the texts for students of low reading ability, many of 
whom constituted a significant proportion of the student 
population of the new secondary schools. 
Another policy initiative was the upgrading of 14 new 
secondary and 1 comprehensive high schools. Four were 
converted into Technical High Schools while the others 
became High Schools. Facilities were also expanded and 
improved to meet the new requirements and there was a 
programme for the upgrading of existing members of the 
teaching cadre [Planning Institute of Jamaica 1989: 18.8]. 
Since the 1990s, the newly elected government has promoted 
a philosophy of continuity: six new secondary schools have 
been upgraded to comprehensive high schools. 
There is imminent reform of the secondary education 
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system designed to, among other things, rationalise or 
standardise the curriculum for the first three years, 
(Grades 7 to 9) across all secondary level institutions. 
Besides a pilot project, little has been done to date, thus 
comment may be somewhat premature. 
The foregoing gives some understanding of the 
historical evolution of the secondary education system in 
Jamaica but some fundamental questions remain to be 
answered. What have been some of the underlying 
assumptions which have served to shape and condition the 
system which has developed? What are the principal 
features of the secondary education system today? To what 
extent has the system been achieving its stated objectives? 
It is only from some appreciation of these issues that one 
can attempt to examine aspects of the delivery and output 
of the system. 
The basic underlying assumption which informed the 
formation of the public secondary system in Jamaica was 
that secondary education was essentially education for a 
select few. This was later garnished with the belief that 
secondary education involved the pursuit of certain pre-
determined subjects and was therefore curricular oriented. 
Gradually the perception has developed that secondary 
education involves the education of a certain age cohort 
and presupposes the exposure to/mastery of, earlier 
educational experiences. 
The fact that the secondary educational system in 
Jamaica [Appendix l] has been quite segmented and has not 
yet been fully articulated with either the primary or 
tertiary sectors has meant that the secondary system has 
continued to reproduce rather than transform existing 
social cleavages. 
The public secondary school system in Jamaica is 
characterised by the plethora of institutional types 
involved in the delivery of educational offerings at that 
level. This phenomenon developed based on the fact that 
policy prescrip~ions have been governed less by the 
requirements of the society and more by external 
institutions and formations. 
There are differences between the existing 
institutional types. These centre on the methods by which 
student intake is determined, curricula offerings, teacher 
supply and qualifications, resource allocation and the 
examinations which are sat in the terminal grades. Of no 
less significance· is the existing perception among the 
populace of a sort of hierarchy among secondary level 
institutions with secondary high school education being the 
most valued and all-age and new secondary programmes being 
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the least prized. 
In 1990/1991, there were some 31,762 students 
registered at the grade 11 level in the secondary level 
institutions identified above. It is noteworthy that some 
33% of secondary students registered in the terminal grades 
were in all-age schools. A small proportion of these would 
gain access to secondary high, comprehensive high and 
technical schools through the Grade Nine Achievement Test, 
but most would have entered the labour market. While grade 
11 is not necessarily terminal for some students who may 
proceed to pursue programmes of further education, the vast 
majority enter the labour market at this stage. It is 




Various studies have been conducted to establish the 
relationship between secondary education and the skill and 
attitude requirements of the new technological age. A 
dynamic technological environment such as exists today 
places a greater responsibility and value on education. It 
has been argued that in such an environment education is 
likely to have a positive effect on productivity [Cotlear, 
1989: 76]. Cotlear in e~amining the relationship between 
schooling and agricultural productivity, posits that 
schooling facilitates. the process of integrating the new 
technologies in several ways. Increased numerical skills, 
in particular a greater capacity for abstraction can help 
to uncover the causal relationships between technology and 
output which may remain somewhat obscure to the less 
educated. Literacy can facilitate the acquisition, 
storage, interpretation, transformation and retrieval of 
large amounts of information and ease its transmission. 
The need for increased investment in education and 
training in developing countries in order to develop the 
capacity to exploit technological change as a stimulus to 
development has been highlighted. Here, the concern is 
with the need to transform the education curriculum to make 
it more technologically oriented thus increasing the supply 
of scientists and technologists [Commonwealth Secretariat, 
1991: 62]. 
Whenever a country begins to lag economically, some 
attention is often directed at the education system in 
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order to explain or otherwise justify the slippage. This 
would seem to suggest a virtually linear relationship 
between levels of education investment and national 
competitiveness. But this is not necessarily so. What is 
more apparent, is that the output of the educational system 
can contribute to the realisation of the development 
potential of a country, but, the influence of other factors 
cannot be discounted. · 
Some core issues identified by entrepreneurs as 
relevant to the competitiveness of their countries include 
the level of human resource development as well as levels 
of trade and investment flows, the performance of capital 
markets and the political climate. In the case of South 
Korea, the quality of the labour force has been cited as a 
critical factor in the country's gaining a competitive edge 
in international trade. There, by the 1980s, some 94% of 
students were enrolled in middle school and 85% in high 
school [Lau, 1990: 68]. He attributes the upgrading of the 
literacy and numeracy skills of the workers to the 
tremendous expansion of the secondary educational system in 
Taiwan between 1952 and 1981 [Lau: 37]. Similar 
conclusions are arrived at by Pavri in his analysis of the 
technological development of Singapore [Pavri, 1990: 85]. 
The National Committee on Excellence in Education in the 
United States of America has also stressed that the ability 
of the US to compete globally in trade and industry is 
dependent on the level of educational standards [Navarro de 
Britto, 1986: 13]. Global competitiveness, therefore, has 
an inescapable educational dimension. Educatidn is 
considered to be vital "to maintaining or regaining 
economic progress and competitiveness" [Levin & 
Rumberger,1989: 205] 
Closer to home, R. Danny Williams, President of the 
largest insurance company in Jamaica is reported to have 
bemoaned the quality of education in the island 
specifically in relation to the dearth of competent and 
qualified mathematicians. He cited the advantages which an 
educated work force offers: "There is absolutely no 
substitute for a trained work force if a country is going 
to increase its productivity." 4 
The relationship between education and national 
economic development, has been the subject of many and 
varied studies over a considerable period of time 
(Psacharapoulos: 1988). .Central to these have been 
concerns about the relative returns to production and 
4 Speech to the Jamaica Mathematics Competition Awards 
Ceremony as reported in The Jamaica Herald, May 20 
1993, pp 6. 
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productivity arising from education to different grade 
levels and from differing expenditure levels. The 
suggestion has been that there has been a high correlation 
between productivity and percentage expenditure on 
education. (Nettleford:l991, 17). 
The characteristics of the new technological age and 
the prospects which it offers for enhanced development 
especially to developing societies, has been the subject of 
several bodies of research(Perez:l985). Some of the 
characteristic features which have been identified include 
the rapidity and extensiveness of change. No longer will 
individuals be able to insulate themselves easily from the 
impact of the widespread application of technological 
innovations in everyday life. The blurring of lines and 
functions between occupational categories indicates a need 
for a more flexible work force. The rapid economic 
development and enhanced competitiveness which have been 
enjoyed by the Newly Industrialising Countries compared to 
the industrial economies of Europe and the United States as 
a result of the widespread application of the new 
technologies of micro-electronics have led to a general 
assessment of some of the factors which have contributed to 
this advance. Some have pointed to differing patterns of 
work organisation, to cultural and other factors as well as 
to the quality of their human resources. Studies have 
suggested that a principal contributing factor to the l~g 
in western industrial economies is weakness in the training 
and development of human resources (ECLAC:l992). It is the 
quality of the human resource which facilitates the best 
use and application of technology in the production process 
thus facilitating competitiveness. 
In examining changes produced by the application of 
new technologies at the micro-level, studies have concluded 
that the impact of the new technologies on individual 
organisations is shaped by various factors. These include, 
the history of the organisation, the type of market in 
which it functions, its culture and importantly the quality 
of the human resource available to it and how it is 
organised. 
From the foregoing, the inescapable impression is that 
there is compelling evidence to suggest a positive 
correlation between the quality of the human resource 
available to a nation and its ability to achieve 
international competitiveness. Some writers posit a nexus 
between technological advance and the quality of basic 
education. As Papadopoulus states: 
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"It should provide the core of basic knowledge, 
skills and attitudes as the foundation on which 
subsequent educational and professional careers 
can be built and the capacity of individuals to 
cope with change developed." (Papadopoulos: 19 88) 
Others however contend that while there 
justification for suggesting some relationship 
educational system and economic advancement, 
which secondary education may contribute 
development are by no means clear. 
can be some 
between the 
the ways in 
to economic 
The link between education and economic development is 
not as linear as some might suggest. History has proven 
that education is neither a necessary nor sufficient 
condition for economic development to occur. For example, 
the Industrial Revolution occurred without the trained and 
educated work force which is considered so vital for 
development today. The nature of the revolution required 
a human resource which was uneducated, and whose 
qualifications were the ability to obey orders and. to 
perform repetitive and tedious .tasks. Had they been 
educated, they would have rebelled as thei eventually did. 
Economic development in that context, was the 
responsibility of the aristocracy and the human development 
did not necessarily accompany the economic. The revolution 
in informatics however demands an educated human resource 
if development is to occur. This is not to suggest that an 
educated populace can be automatically equated to economic 
·development. The relationship between the two, that is, 
education and economic development, is very complex and 
requires the intervention of other factors. 
To the extent that there is some kind of relationship 
between the two however, the issue of in what way do or can 
changes in one contribute to changes in the other is of 
some import. The implications of this for the formal 
system is however, more at issue. For some, increased 
access to the fruits of technology, such as computers in 
the classroom is the principal concern. For others, while 
this may be of some importance what is even more vital are 
the efforts to prepare the necessary specialised human 
resources to design, operate, transform and maintain the 
new technologies [ILO, 1987: 27]. 
In this regard, the fundamentals of mathematics, 
science and language have been identified as essential for 
absorbing the new technologies [ ILO 1987: 37]. These, 
together with the development of greater flexibility, 
creativity, independence and decision-making skills are 
deemed to be of critical importance. As Levin and 
Rumberger, posit, "evidence suggests that the level of 
skills required in the job market are unlikely to change 
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appreciably in the near future. What is more likely to 
change are the types of skills required, as new 
technologies and new. forms of work organisation demand 
different kinds of skills, such as communication and 
reasoning skills"[l989: 213). 
The level of skills required for effective functioning 
in the technological age may not be as clear as at first 
appears to be the case. On the one hand the issue of what 
level of skills are necessary for effective functioning is 
subject to dispute, on the other it has been noted that 
even where certain competencies are identified as critical 
to the production process, these are seldom promoted within 
elementary and secondary education [Rush, Timothy 1987]. 
Levine [1982], Lankshear [1985], Freire and Macedo 
[ 1987) all are critical of the concept of 'functional 
literacy' of perceiving literacy purely in terms of 'a set 
of skills or as the ability to use skills' within a certain 
context. It is essential to understand literacy and 
numeracy functioning within existing social realities. It 
is difficult in this context to arrive at a standardised 
approach to literacy or numeracy since the knowledge needed 
to function in different social situations must of 
necessity be varied. 
Some theorists posit that some reasons for under-
achievement or the existence of illiteracy in schools may 
be the dominant middle class culture which pervades the 
educational system resulting in the marginalisation of 
those whose origins and perspectives do not accord with the 
assumed norm. In this circumstance, 'children who are 
streamed into lower-levei school programs are less likely 
to gain proficiency in reading and writing ... '[Jules, 
Didacus 1987: 79]. 
But what are the skills and values and the particular 
knowledge base which are of particular necessity in 
promoting competitiveness and where should they be 
developed? 
The National Committee on Excellence in Education in 
the United States emphasized that the ability of the 
American society to compete internationally in trade and 
industry depended on educational standards of excellence. 
In relation to developing societies, it is argued that the 
education system has an even more pivotal role to perform 
in the development of an educated work force capable of 
managing technological change. The Commonwealth 
Secretariat pleads for the recognition of the vital role of 
improved human resource development in enhancing the 
ability of developing societies to absorb, adapt and 
utilise the new technologies as well as promoting the 
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capacity for indigenous technological innovation 
(Conunonwealth Secretariat: 1991, 115). 
This suggests that the educational sys·tem will be 
essential to the thrust to enhanced competitiveness. But 
at what level and in what ways? The issue of the relative 
importance of the differing levels of the formal 
educational system is a largely spurious debate. The 
proper articulation of all levels and the nature of the 
content developed is of more importance if education is to 
continue to be valued in some societies. 
The issue of what is most vital for formal learning is 
of greater significance in the context of identifying the 
ways in which the formal education system can contribute to 
enhancing global competitiveness. This centres on issues 
of what should be the directions in curricular development 
in order to promote enhanced competitiveness. The current 
debate centres on two main issues: one, the promotion of a 
more "technologically oriented curriculum", (Commonwealth 
Secretariat, 1991: 63) in which science, technology and 
computer literacy would hold pride of place. The other 
approach suggests that precisely because an important 
feature of the current technological wave is its knowledge 
intensity, the ability to use information effectively to 
address production needs is going to be largely dependent 
on the development of basic skills such as literacy and 
numeracy [Levin & Rumberger 1989, 210]. Pavri in his 
examination of the impact of technological advance on the 
education system of Singapore, cites evidence of a "strong 
push in both primary and secondary schools to develop 
computer literacy in students" and a subsequent decline in 
interest in the more humanistic aspects of the curriculum 
[ Pavr i 19 9 0, 85] . Additionally some argue for a more 
vocational focus in educational institutions in order to 
develop lower level skills for inJustry. The changing 
skill requirements for technologically driven industries 
frequently means that the skills acquired in school could 
be obsolete by the time the student enters the world of 
work. 
This could be minimised by increasing articulation 
between the education system and the industrial sphere but 
unless the schools have the resources to rapidly change to 
meet the new skill requirements arising from technical 
change a closer relationship between school and industry 
may be of little consequence. Perhaps, the issue could be 
the fostering of a creative and critical thinking ethos to 
enable students to be more flexible and adaptable in the 
world of work. It is only by preparing students to have an 
openness and receptivity to change that they can be 
adaptable to changing requirements, and be willing to re-
tool themselves when new skills are demanded. 
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Some theorists have turned their attention to 
examining whether or not these skills can effectively be 
taught. For some, creativity cannot be separated from 
specific disciplines. Creativity here is perceived as 
difference within an accepted framework and it is argued 
that conditions for the flourishing of creativity can be 
created within a classroom setting [Best, 1982: 294]. 
Research seems however to point to evidence which suggests 
that critical thought is a necessary although insufficient 
precondition for creativity [Perkins, 1982]. 
Critical thinking has been likened to deductive 
reasoning involving logical inference in a process of 
arriving at valid conclusions. Research attests to 
difficulty judging the logical validity of an argument 
detached from its empirical content [Feather, 1965; Wason 
& Johnson-Laird, 1972]. This means that if the arguments 
presented and the conclusions arrived at appear to be true 
although they may be invalid, there is a tendency to 
erroneously evaluate the arguments. 
The institutional level which may be best able to 
equip students to be able to respond effectively and to 
initiate technical change is of some concern. Some argue 
that it is tertiary level education which best lends itself 
to the promotion of the technical knowledge and the 
problem-solving skills which are essential for 
technological innovation' (Levin & Rumberger). Others 
suggest that training for production is best conducted 
within the particular enterprises which need the skills for 
development. Still others suggest that a combination of 
both approaches in the. <;::ontext of a realistic national 
development plan, best affords prospects for technological 
advance. As an ILO study succinctly states: it is "now 
generally agreed that schools should concentrate on where 
their comparative advantage lies, that is, those activities 
of skill and knowledge development which firms are 
relatively speaking ill-equipped to undertake" [ILO:l987]. 
The secondary system is advanced as being best able to 
provide the foundation on which higher level skills can be 
developed as well as providing the critical core necessary 
for the world of work. Secondary education is supposed to 
give students a systematic introduction to the techniques 
of knowledge as well as produce students able to enter and 
function in the world of work. Changes have occur.red in 
the institutional form and purposes of the secondary system 
historically. Previously the students were more 
homogeneous and the purposes of the system were less 
economic and more social and political. Today, the gap 
between the secondary school and social reality is widening 
as obsolete content and methods of teaching hold sway. The 
challenge of the new technologies makes a revision of the 
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system virtually inescapable. Indeed, it has been argued, 
that one of the principal reasons for the poor performance 
of students in secondary schools today, is the fact that in 
most cases, outdated educational methods 11 have not been 
systematically modified in the light of changes in the 
composition of the school-going population 11 [De Landsheere, 
Vivian 1987: 40]. 
Certain cognitive and affective skills have been 
identified as being of particular significance in 
facilitating effective functioning in the new technological 
environment. These include the 11 fundamentals of 
mathematics, science and language 11 [ILO]. The development 
of creativity, independence and decision-making skills has 
also been identified as being of critical importance. A 
survey among workers in the USA concerning the skills which 
they felt were of importance in the production process 
today, confirms the primacy of mathematics and reading as 
important attributes. They identified mathematics as being 
of critical importance in the programming of computer 
controlled machinery, 11 workers will have to learn to think 
in terms of geometric planes and Cartesian co-ordinates 11 
[Heitner et al 19 9 0, 2 8] . The suggestion from the 
findings is that the workers felt that the need for basic 
literacy and mathematics skills will increase in the coming 
years. 
The concept of literacy is however fraught with 
definitional pitfalls. All attempts to define the concept 
must confront the issue of standards. , What level of 
literacy is desirable? Who determines the appropriate 
level? Many researchers, [Clarke, 19 7 9; Jules 19 8 8; 
Lankshear, 1986] point to a socio-cultural dimension to the 
concept. This means that concepts of literacy are mutable 
within and between societies. Indeed Lankshear goes 
further to illustrate a nexus between literacy standards 
and prevailing power relations. He argues that functional 
literacy programmes are predominantly exercises in social 
control designed to preserve the existing status quo. 
Freire suggests that there should be a liberating, creative 
component in al 1 educational programmes inc 1 uding those 
directed at promoting literacy skills. The acquisition of 
literacy therefore must enhance human potential and not be 
purely instrumental. 
Several studies have identified the socio-cultural 
dimensions of language learning and mathematics education 
in Jamaica [Isaacs: 1984; Craig,1986]. These point to 
social class, ethnic origin and other variables as directly 
impinging on the ways in which language and mathematics are 
learned. While th-ese are of importance, they do not 
constitute the primary focus of the study. Suffice it to 
say that the main concern here will be in the context of 
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the new technological age where the capacity to analyse, 
summarise and evaluate will be paramount - what level of 
literacy and numeracy exists among Jamaican secondary 
school students and what constraints exist to their 
improvement. 
This study will seek to contribute to filling the 
information gap concerning two of the potentially important 
educational ingredients in indigenous technological 
capability. It limits its elf to literacy and numeracy 
becquse several studies have already pinpointed the 
relationship between scientific learning and technological 
capability [Mcintyre, 1987: 5]. 
SECTION 4 
METHODOLOGY 
The central issues to this paper namely, the present 
levels of literacy and numeracy, expressed in terms of 
Mathematics and English Language competencies, among 
Jamaican secondary school leavers are examined using 
empirical data. The measurement of these as well as of 
creativity and critical thinking were undertaken in order 
to establish the levels of functioning in these areas which 
have been identified as some of the important preconditions 
for developing an indigenous technological capability. The 
study was conducted using principally survey research 
methodology. A representative sample of Grade 11 Secondary 
School students was interviewed using a structured 
interview schedule to obtain background data. Five tests 
were also administered to the students: one each in 
Mathematics and English Language, two in Creativity and one 
in Critical Thinking. 
Elite interviews were also conducted among selected 
actors in the Secondary Schools visited. Aggregate data 
were used to facilitate comparative analysis where 
appropriate. 
4.1.1 Structured Surveys 
Survey research methodology involves instrument design 
as well as the collection, quantification and analysis of 
data. This method was employed because it was felt to be 
the optimum method by which the levels of performance of 
school leavers in English Language and Mathematics could be 
measured. This methodology facilitates the rigorous 
testing of the propositions advanced and assists in the 
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generation of explanatory models as the relationships of 
the different variables are explored. 
The method has also assisted in the identification of 
significant variables as well as in the development .of 
meaningful generalisations. Every effort has been made to 
carefully report the procedures followed to facilitate 
possible replication. Indeed it is hoped that the use of 
this methodology will have succeeded in providing what 
Babbie describes as 11 one method of empirical verification 11 
of the propositions advanced in this paper. 
It has been suggested that the educational situation 
readily lends itself to the use of this methodology because 
subjects possess personal abilities which render them 
suited for the purposes of . survey methods and they are 
easily available to the researcher since they are all in 
one location. [Babbie: 1973, 48] 
The writer is mindful of the danger of perceiving 
survey research methodology in a positivist light and it is 
principally for this reason that validation of the data 
collected has been sought from qualitative as well as other 
quantitative sources. 
4.1.2 Elite Interviews 
Elite interviews were conducted among sixteen 
teachers: eight each of Mathematics and English Language 
representing the range of school types included in the 
survey. Eight Principals were also interviewed. 
The elite interviews were intended to collect data on 
the perceptions of teachers and Principals about factors 
affecting the current performance of students in English 
Language and Mathematics in schools. This, it was felt, 
would aid in reconstructing the dimensions of the problem 
as well as in advancing possible solutions. It also aided 
in evaluation of the validity of some responses of students 
to curricular questions. They provided an important 
qualitative dimension
1
to the research project. 
Teachers and Principals in schools possess specialist 
information about the performance of students which could 
be most readily accessed in this manner. This information 
is vital for supplementing the data obtained from the 
students through the survey [Manheim & Rich: 1986, 133]. 
The teachers of Mathematics and English Language to 11th 
grade students are themselves engaged directly with the 




4.1.3 Aggregate Data 
Aggregate data relating to national levels of literacy 
as well as levels of achievement in CXC Mathematics and 
English Language will be used. These will help to situate 
the data generated by this research project within existing 
parameters and to facilitate comparative analysis. 
4.2 The Instruments 
The English and Mathematics tests consisted of sixty 
multiple choice items based on the types of items in use 
for the Basic examinations of the Caribbean Examinations 
Council. These were used because these types of items have 
established a reputation for consistently measuring some of 
the qualities which express the concepts of literacy and 
numeracy as defined for the purposes of this investigation. 
They are also supposed to be biased in favour of those 
students who are more likely to enter the labour force ~han 
those who will be pursuing continuing studies. 
Crea ti vi ty was tested using the Minnesota Test of 
Creative Thinking and an adaptation of the Southern 
California Test of Divergent Thinking. The Ennis-Weir Test 
of Critical Thinking was also employed. An interview 
schedule was also administered to respondents. 
4.2.1 Interview Schedule 
A thirty-one item structured interview schedule was 
used to collect socio-economic and attitudinal data from 
each student [Appendix 3]. These data assisted in 
situating each student within a particular curricular group 
among 11th grade students. Students' feelings about 
learning English Language and Mathematics as well as their 
perceptions of the extent to which teachers of these 
subjects employed methodologies which facilitated their 
learning, were measured. 
Students were also required to self-evaluate their 
current achievement levels in English Language and 
Mathematics. Constraints to learning were to be identified 
where these were perceived to exist. 
Items pertaining to the education and occupations of 
parents/guardians as well as size of family were included 
as socio-economic indicators. 
The interview schedule was pre-tested during the last 
week of February in two schools, representing two of the 
four types which ~ere studied. A New Secondary School in 
Kingston and a Secondary High School in St. Andrew were 
visited for this purpose. These two types of schools were 
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selected because, according to popular opinion, they 
represent the least valued (in the case of the New 
Secondary) and the most highly prized (in the case of the 
Secondary High) types of secondary level institutions. 
Refinements were made based on the extent to which items 
were readily understood by respondents in both schools. 
Assessments were also made by relevant teachers of the 
likelihood of students being able to satisfactorily respond 
to the items in the English Language and Mathematics tests. 
The background data on students'/parents'/guardians' 
occupations could perhaps have been qbtained from records 
held in each school, but this was not possible because of 
the reported confidentiality of such school records. 
The interview schedule was administered by the 
researcher in 90% of the cases. Each student was taken to 
a private corner, usually in the area designated for the 
tests, where the details of the information given could not 
be overheard, to guarantee confidentiality. 
Questions were asked orally by the researcher and, 
where necessary, it was possible to probe answers to ensure 
that the response accorded with the nature of the 
information_being sought. In cases where students either 
reported, or appeared to possess low literacy and 
comprehension skills, the researcher attempted to 
facilitate understanding by not only making the language of 
the question as simple as possible in standard English but 
also by translating it into the vernacular where it was 
deemed to be necessary. 
In 10% of the cases the subjects themselves completed 
the interview schedules in the presence of the researcher 
who then checked them to verify that the data given were 
complete and where gaps existed or the response was not 
clear then clarification was sought. Interview schedules 
were in some instances completed prior to the students' 
doing the tests and in other instances subsequent to their 
having done so. The principal factor which determined when 
they were completed was the order in which the school was 
visited in the researcher's schedule. Students in schools 
which were visited early in the day were usually 
interviewed prior to doing the tests while the opposite 
occurred in the case of schools which were visited later in 
the day. 
4.2.2 The English Language and Mathematics Tests 
The sixty multiple choice items which were contained 
in each test represented items based on the Caribbean 
Education Council's (CXC) Basic Proficiency Level for 
English Language artd Mathematics [Appendices 4 & 5]. 
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Al though many students in the sample and a majority of 
students from New Secondary Schools were not pursuing CXC 
type programmes, it was felt that they represented a level 
of proficiency which had already been assessed as being 
suited to the world of work. Besides, there are no other 
official tests which are tailored to measure the curricula 
of the variety of secondary level institutions which exist 
in Jamaica. The CXC type i terns utilised would therefore 
reflect some, but not all, aspects of the curricula which 
would be pursued by all students in secondary level 
institutions which exist in Jamaica. 
In the case of Mathematics, the items sought to 
measure performance levels within the following areas: 
Sets, Relations, Functions and Graphs, Computation, Number 
Theory, Measurement, Consumer Arithmetic, Statisti9s, 
Algebra and Geometry. The paper was weighted most heavily 
in terms of i terns on Consumer Arithmetic, Algebra and 
Geometry and least in terms of Sets. The items were also 
designed to measure problem solving skills as well the 
ability to think logically and critically. 
The English Language items were concerned with 
measuring the ability of the students to understand meaning 
conveyed through vocabulary, sentence patterns and 
paragraph construction. The extent to which information 
was interpreted, relationships perceived, conclusions and 
inferences drawn, the effectiveness of language devices 
evaluated, and information communicated were also measured. 
The reliability and validity of the items had already 
been established through regional testing among 11th grade 
students. This, together with the measurement objectives 
of the items, rendered them most suited to the researcher's 
purposes. 
The tests and the questionnaire were perceived to be 
the most efficient methods of collecting the range of data 
required from the sample of students studied. 
4.2.3 The Creativity Tests 
The Circles Test is a non-verbal creativity test which 
requires subjects to draw as many objects as they possibly 
can from twenty circles, by adding lines either inside and 
outside the circles, or both inside and outside [Appendix 
6]. The Words Association Test on the other hand, is a 
verbal test of creativity. The subject is in this 
situation presented;with a list of forty-five words, five 
of which were repetitions, so effectively the students were 
faced with f arty. They were required to write as many 
related words as they could beside each of the words 
[Appendix 7 ] . 
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Some success has been reported in establishing both 
reliability and validity for creativity tests. Both 
measures, according to research findings, provide a 
reasonably accurate gauge of creativity in adolescents. 
Getzels and Jackson ( 19 62) obtained a reliability 
coefficient of 0. 87 for the Word Association Test. The 
reliability coefficients for the battery of tests of which 
the Circles Test is one ranged from 0.75 to 0.85 (Torrance 
and Gowan: 1963). Richardson (1984) obtained a reliability 
of 0.81 for the Circles Test using Jamaican adolescents. 
4.2.4 The Critical Thinking Test 
The Ennis-Weir, Critical Thinking Test was used 
[Appendix 8]. Although specific reliability coefficients 
could not be located, the test and variations thereof have 
been used by Brandon & Nolan (1984) and Brandon (1990) in 
measuring critical thinking abilities among Jamaican 
secondary school students and teachers in training. Ennis 
himself argues that the very concept of reliability may be 
difficult to apply to a critical thinking test because of 
the heterogenous nature of critical thinking ability. He 
also pithily states, "those who develop critical thinking 
tests will find it difficult to make a convincing case for 
their validity" [Ennis, 1984: 7]. 
The test required that students read a letter 
concerning problems of street congestion due to overnight 
parking. They then had to evaluate the arguments presented 
in each paragraph of the letter for relevance of arguments, 
ambiguities and other weaknesses. A final paragraph was to 
be presented containing an overall assessment of the total 
arguments made. 
The test contains some culturally specific 
formulations, which may not readily be considered a part of 
the experiences of Jamaican students. 
4.2.5 Scoring Procedures 
A key for correct answers to the Mathematics and 
English Language Tests was developed using Grade 11 
teachers of the respective subjects [Appendices 9 & 10]. 
They were moderated by University lecturers who are 
specialists in the relevant areas. Each correct answer 
received one mark and the total marks were then converted 
to percentages for ease of analysis. 
The Circles Test was scored for originality with 
weights being attached to the uniqueness of the drawings 
presented. Where more than 20% of the students had a 
particular drawing, for example a clock, they received 0 
for their effort. Designs which were done by 5% or less 
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obtained 2 and those done by 6% to 20% received 1 [Appendix 
11] . 
The Words Association Test was scored for fluency with 
one mark being awarded for each related word listed by the 
students. 
The Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Test was scored based 
on weights being attached to the level of analysis and the 
number of reasoned arguments presented by the student 
[Appendix 12]. The researcher did not penalise students 
for incorrect grammar, spelling or other flawed application 
of the techniques of language. 
4.3 The Sample 
The survey involved the use of probability sampling 
techniques at each stage. This was done in order to 
capture the prevailing characteristics of the population in 
the sample, as well as to facilitate generalisations within 
specified limits. · 
4.3.1 The Sampling Frame 
There were two principal sampling frames which were 
utilised. First, there was the frame used to draw the 
sample of schools which should be included in the survey. 
This was a list of public educational institutions in 
Jamaica for the year 1990/1991 issued by the Ministry of 
Education and obtained from the Documentation Centre in the 
Faculty of Education. While that list was up-to-date in 
the sense that no new secondary educational institutions 
had been built between 1990 and 1993, it failed to capture 
some of the changes which had taken place within the 
system. 
In September 1991, six New Secondary Schools had been 
reclassified as Comprehensive High Schools, these were: 
Norman Manley, Bridgeport, Bellefield, Muschette, Anchovy 
and Petersfield (Planning Institute of Jamaica:l992, 18.3). 
This change was not taken into account in the selection of 
the sample. 
The researcher, could possibly be accused of 
committing one of the cardinal sins of survey research by 
using a sampling frame which was not complete, accurate and 
up-to-date in all respects [Abdullah: 19 8 6, 13], but the 
extent to which this would have affected the quality of the 
data collected could however be debatable. The method by 
which Secondary Schools have been upgraded or reclassified 
to initially High Schools and later to Comprehensive High 
Schools has left much of the undervaluing of the curriculum 
offered in these schools intact. The changes were intended 
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to occur on a phased basis, hence in most instances even 
where schools have been reclassified for four years, the 
11th Grade students would have been those who were admitted 
under the previous classification. 
The foregoing is not meant to excuse the weakness in 
the sample frame used but simply to state that it occurred 
and to explain that it may not have affected the quality of 
the data obtained in any significant manner. The first 
aspect of the frame consisted of 138 public secondary 
educational institutions in Jamaica. 
The second aspect of the sampling frame involved the 
total number of 11th grade students in public ·secondary 
educational institutions. A list of students obtained from 
the Statistics Section of the Ministry of Education for the 
academic year 1989/1990 was obtained. ·This showed a total 
of 36, 67 8 students in the existing Grade 9. While some 
change would have occurred in this figure as a result of 
drop-outs, repetition, new intakes or migration, they would 
have been unlikely to have been of great significance. 
There was perhaps what could be termed a third aspect 
to this issue of sampling frame: within each educational 
institution in the sample, the list of students currently 
in the Grade 11 was used to select subjects. 
4.3.2 Methods of Selection and Stratification Variables 
From the outset, care was taken to ensure that the 
sample studied would be sufficiently scientifically drawn 
to facilitate generalisation to the wider population of 
11th graders of public secondary institutions. 
Researchers have established that in cases where the 
population is relatively small, viz. under 2, 500 units, 
"fifty per cent of the universe in the sample will give 
more than the required accuracy" (Manheim & Rich: 1986, 
342). Thus, for 138 public secondary institutions, at a 
95% confidence level, the sample drawn was 70 institutions. 
For the student population, with a 95% confidence interval, 
the sample size was 397 students. 
Certain variables of interest were identified for 
purposes of strati£ ication. This was done in order to 
ensure that the final sample selected would be 
representative of the general population with respect to 
the variables of interest. 
The principal stratification variables were school 
type (secondary high/comprehensive high/new secondary) and 
school location (urban/rural). Secondly, the gender 
composition of the school (boys/girls/co-educational) was 
', 
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a factor in the stratification procedure. Schools were 
grouped according to type and location - 69% were urban 
with 31% being rural. Within the category of Secondary 
High Schools there was further stratification according to 
the gender composition of the school (see Appendix 2). The 
sample of 70 schools was then chosen randomly, the numbers 
selected representing their relative incidence within the 
universe of public secondary level institutions. 
At the institutional level, selection of six subjects 
was made using random number tables and numbering the total 
number of students on record in the school. It was very 
time consuming as, on occasion, the students selected were 
either absent fr6m school or involved in activities from 
which they could not be excused. In such cases, 
substitutes were also randomly selected. In two 
institutions, it was impossible to select the subjects 
randomly because of the lateness of the arrival of the 
researcher in one instance, and internal school 
difficulties in the other. No attempt was made to include 
gender stratification in the selection of students at the 
institutional level. Six students were selected in each of 
the institutions. 
4.3.3 Response Rates 
Of the 70 schools selected, 69 were actually visited; 
some, on at least two occasions. The researcher did not 
visit one, a New Secondary School, because of difficulty in 
rescheduling, after the initial date proved inconvenient to 
the school's authorities. Data were actually collected in 
68 schools from some 407 student subjects. Except for the 
Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Test which proved difficult 
for many students, the response rate to the tests was 
fairly high. 
The response rate to the questionnaires was 100%; to 
the Mathematics and English Language Tests it was 97%; to 
the Creativity Tests it was 90% while to the Ennis-Weir 
Critical Thinking Test it was 54%. This could have been 
due not only to the nature of the tests in terms of 
cultural specificity but also to the process whereby the 
tests were done. The length of time required to complete 
the tests was also a significant factor since students 
probably suffered profoundly from mental fatigue as a 
result of being required to finish all tests in one 
sitting. 
The schedule of the researcher and the requirements of 
the programme necessitated completing the fieldwork within 
two months, March and April 1993 (see Appendix 13). This 
meant that on certain days two and even three schools had 
to be visited. Students were required to complete all 
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tests within a four to five hour period. Usually, the 
English and Mathematics Tests were completed prior to their 
doing the Creativity Tests with the Critical Thinking Test 
being done last. Except for the English and Mathematics 
Tests, the order in which the other tests were done was 
determined by the students, but the process described above 
was generally the norm. 
4.4 Gaining Access 
The methods of gaining access have been identified as 
being critical to the research process since, besides being 
essential to the conduct of the research, it can influence 
the reliability and validity of the data collected. This 
is especially so in schools where authority may reside at 
different levels (Burgess: 1987, 45). 
Besides an official letter introducing the researcher 
and indicating the purposes of the project and the likely 
date of visit, which was mailed to Principals of schools in 
the sample, permission to conduct the survey was sought and 
obtained from the Jamaican Ministry of Education. The 
letter from the Ministry of Education was taken by the 
researcher on each visit. 
Access was withheld on only one occasion when a 
certain Principal was absent and the Vice-Principal would 
not sanction the survey, notwithstanding the letter from 
the Ministry of Education which was presented. In another 
case, the researcher had to make three visits before 
finally being able to conduct the research because the 
Principal had no interest in the school being included in 
a survey. 
In the main, there were few problems in gaining access 
although negotiations had to be undertaken by the 
researcher, in a few situations, with different levels of 
the system including form/subject teachers to obtain the 
required sample. In some New Secondary Schools, the full 
list of students was not readily made available to the 
researcher. Principals attempted, in these cases, to 
eliminate students whom they described as 'non-functional'. 
These were students whose literacy and numeracy skills had 
been assessed by the school to be of a low level. 
Nonetheless, further explication of the purposes of the 
survey by the researcher always produced cooperation in 
this regard. 
The fact that the researcher is a professional 
colleague may have aided the process somewhat, particularly 
in cases where no prior notification had been received by 
the school as a result of a faulty postal system. 
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SECTION 5 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
5.1 Characteristics of the Sample 
~ABLE 5.1 SCHOOL LOCATION BY GENDER COMPOSITION OF SCHOOL 
IN SAMPLE 
School Single-sex Single-sex Co- Total 




6 4 36 
1 0 20 
7 4 56 
The schools which were involved in 
reflected the population's distribution by 






Some forty-six schools which were located in urban 
areas (see Appendix 14 for Statin designation of rural and 
urban areas in Jamaica), were included in the survey. The 
component from rural areas in Jamaica was twenty-one 
schools. The gender composition of the schools reflected 
all types distributed between both locations. In the case 
of rural boys' schools, the one which exists was not 
selected for sampling purposes (Table 5. 2). Sixty-eight 
percent of the sample, consisted of urban schools while the 
remaining thirty-two per cent was comprised of rural 
schools. Ten per cent of the sample were single-sex girls 
schools while single-sex boys' schools accounted for six 
percent. Co-educational schools comprised eighty four 
percent of the sample. This compared quite favourably with 
the national picture. -
The national distribution of schools by gender 
composition and location is represented in Table 5.2, 
below, which shows, that of a total of one hundred and 
thirty-eight public secondary level educational 
institutions, thirty-one percent are located in rural areas 
with sixty nine percent being situated in urban areas. 
Single-sex girls' schools accounted for ten percent of the 
total number of schools while single sex boys schools 
constituted six percent of the system as a whole. Eighty-
four percent of all public secondary schools were co-
educational. The sample was therefore representative of 
the population from which it was selected. 
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TABLE 5.2 NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS BY GENDER 
COMPOSITION AND LOCATION 
Gender Composition of Schools 
School Single-sex Single-sex Co- Total 
Location Girls Boys Educational 
Urban 12 7 76 95 
Rural 2 1 40 43 
TOTAL 14 8 116 138 
Source: Minis tr y ot Education Statistics YYl. 
The gender distribution of respondents across school 
types is depicted in Table 5.3. Forty-four per cent were 
males while fifty-six per cent were females. Females 
represented the larger proportion of respondents across all 
school types. In Comprehensive High Schools some sixty per 
cent of respondents were female but these schools accounted 
for only seven percent of total respondents. 
TABLE 5.3 GENDER DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY 
SCHOOL TYPE 
Gender Distribution 
School Type Male Female Total 
NEW SECONDARY 62 81 143 
SECONDARY HIGH 89 105 194 
TECHNICAL HIGH 16 22 38 
COMPREHENSIVE 11 17 28 
TOTAL 178 225 403 
The 403 respondents who participated in the survey 
were distributed across school types and regions as 
represented in Table 5.3. Secondary High schools produced 
some forty-eight percent of the total respondents, while 
New Secondary schools accounted for thirty-six percent. 
Despite changes which have occurred in the status of some 
New Secondary schools as a result of the secondary schools 
upgrading programme, the number of respondents from 
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Secondary High schools seems disproportionately high. 5 The 
situation in Grade 11 may be some what different since, it 
could be argued that, there is likely to be a higher rate 
of drop-out for students of New Secondary schools. 6 
In 1991, females accounted for fifty-three percent of 
the total school population in Grade 11 while males 
accounted for forty seven percent. Forty-five percent of 
all students attended New Secondary schools while forty 
percent attended Secondary High schools. Comprehensive 
High schools accounted for some five percent of the total 
population in Grade 11 in public secondary educational 
institutions. The fact that six New Secondary schools had 
been upgraded to Comprehensive High schools in September 
1991 may explain some of the observed difference between 
the population and the sample. 
TABLE 5.4 DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE 11 STUDENTS BY GENDER 
AND SCHOOL TYPE 
Gender Distribution 
School Type Male Female Total 
NEW SECONDARY 7,197 7,037 14,237 
SECONDARY HIGH 5,305 7,262 12,567 
TECHNICAL HIGH 1,619 1,606 3,225 
COMPREHENSIVE 830 906 1,736 
TOTAL 14,9~1 16,811 31,762 
Source: Minis tr y of Education Statistics El 1. 
5 In 1991, Secondary High schools accounted for forty-
one percent of the total population of public secondary 
institutions, excluding All Age and Vocational Agricultural 
schools. For New Secondary schools, the proportion was 
forty-three percent. Planning Institute of Jamaica, 
Economic and Social Survey, Jamaica 1991, p 18.7 
6 This would be due in part to the public perception 
that the programme of New Secondary schools is not as 
'worthwhile' as that offered by Secondary High schools. 
Additionally some New Secondary students do gain admission 
to Secondary High schools through unofficial channels based 
on expertise in sports and other cultural activities. 
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TABLE 5.5 AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY GENDER 
Gender Distribution 
Age Male Female Total 
14 0 1 1 
15 20 20 40 
16 72 95 167 
17 69 89 158 
18 15 19 34 
19 2 1 3 
TOTAL 178 225 403 
The ages of respondents ranged from a low of fourteen 
years, to a high of nineteen years, (Table 5. 5) . While 
this variation seems large, it is possible within the 
existing admission practices in Jamaican Secondary schools. 
Eighty-one percent were either sixteen or seventeen years 
with fourteen and nineteen years accounting for a mere one 
percent of respondents when taken together. Fifty-two 
percent of females and fifty-one percent of males fell in 
the age group sixteen years and under. 
Some sixty percent of respondents indicated that they 
expected to sit subjects in the CXC examinations this 
year,(Table 5.6). Forty per cent indicated that they would 
not be doing so. 
Thirty percent indicated that they were not entered 
for any other examination during this academic year. Some 
of the students entered for CXC were also entered for a 
range of other examinations with four per cent of total 
respondents being entered for no examination. 
TABLE 5.6 STUDENTS SITTING CXC BY STUDENTS SITTING OTHER 
EXAMINATIONS 
cxc 
Other Exam. Yes No Total 
YES 133 148 281 
NO 108 14 122 
TOTAL 241 162 403 
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Parents'/guardians' occupational level and level of 
education attained were used as crude indicators of 
students' social and economic status. Appendix 20 and 
. Appendix 21 show the relationship between the education 
level of parents/guardians and the school type attended and 
the occupation level of parents/guardians and the school 
type attended. In the case of male parents, the fact that 
one hundred and nine respondents did not live with, or 
receive support from them, needs to be noted. 
5.1.2 General Trend of the Results 
Table 5. 7 illustrates the distribution of students 
responses indicating their opinions about learning English 
Language and Mathematics. Thirty-eight percent of 
respondents had less than positive feelings about learning 
Mathematics in school. 
TABLE 5.7 STUDENTS' OPINIONS ABOUT LEARNING ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE AND MATHEMATICS 
English Mathematics 
Students' Opinions Frequency (%) Frequency (%) 
STRONGLY DISLIKE . 7 7.4 
DISLIKE 1. 7 10.4 
INDIFFERENT 22.8 20.3 
LIKE 30.3 25.3 
LIKE VERY MUCH 44.4 36.5 
TOTAL 100 100 
For English, twenty-five percent had a similar 
perspective about learning the subject. For both 
Mathematics and English, the single largest proportion of 
students registered strongly positive feelings about 
learning the subjects. 
Most students assessed the methodologies employed by 
both their Mathematics and English teachers in classes as 
facilitating their learning, (Table 5. 8) . In the case of 
English, eighty nine percent of respondents felt that the 
methods employed by their teachers aided student learning. 
For Mathematics, eighty-one per cent of the sample 
responded that the methods employed by their teachers 
facilitated learning. A higher proportion of students 
responded that their Mathematics teachers did not 
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facilitate learning than did those for English Language. 
TABLE 5.8 STUDENTS' ASSESSMENT OF SUBJECT TEACHERS' INPUT 
IN THE LEARNING PROCESS 
Mathematics English 
Assessment Frequency (%) Frequency(%) 
POSITIVE 80.6 88.8 
NEGATIVE 19.4 11. 3 
TOTAL 100 (N=396) 100 (N=400) 
When students who assessed their teachers' methods 
positively, were asked to specify the methodologies 
employed, which were believed to assist the learning 
process, most students identified expository, teacher-
centered methods. As one of the respondents so succinctly 
stated: "the teacher goes over and explains until we 
understand" . Some seventy and seventy-one percent of 
respondents identified these types of methods as those 
which particularly facilitated their understanding of 
English Language and Mathematics respectively. Little 
weight was attached by students to more inductive or more 
creative methodologies. 
For those who evaluated their teachers' contribution 
to learning negatively, several identified various 
professional limitations in the teacher. Attending classes 
late or not at all; assigning tasks from the textbook and 
without adequate explanation, leaving the students 
unsupervised to conduct conversations with other teachers, 
and verbally abusing students were just some of the 
weaknesses cited. In fifty-seven percent of cases where 
students evaluated their English Language teachers' 
contribution to learning negatively they suggested that 
some personal attribute of the teacher needed improvement. 
For Mathematics, fifty-six percent of respondents who 
expressed the view that their teacher did not aid their 
learning, responded similarly. 
Table 5.9 shows students' evaluation of their current 
levels of achievement in Mathematics. Fifty-three percent 
of students evaluated their current level of achievement in 
Mathematics as being either 'Fair' or less than fair. 
Sixteen percent of respondents however, assessed their 
current performance in Mathematics as being 'Very Good'. 
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TABLE 5.9 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS' 
SELF-EVALUATION OF THEIR PERFORMANCE 
IN MATHEMATICS 
Evaluation Frequency Percent 
VERY POOR 16 4 
POOR 60 15 
FAIR 138 34 
GOOD 124 31 
VERY GOOD 64 16 
TOTAL 402 100 
Forty-four percent of respondents evaluated their 
performance in English Language as 'Fair' or worse, (Table 
5.10). Some forty-one percent of respondents assessed that 
their level of achievement in English was 'Good', while, 
for fifteen percent, their performance in English Language 
was 'Very Good'. 
TABLE 5.10 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS' 
SELF-EVALUATION OF THEIR 
PERFORMANCE IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
Evaluation Frequency Percent 
VERY POOR 2 1 
POOR 19 5 
FAIR 153 38 
GOOD 168 41 
VERY GOOD 61 15 
TOTAL 403 
The possession of textbooks was identified as a 
variable which could critically affect the learning 
process. Tables 5 .11 and 5 .12 show the distribution of 
textbook possession for Mathematics and English Language 
among respondents in the sample. 
More than three quarters of respondents reported 
access to an English textbook. This includes those who 
would have rented their texts through the existing 
Secondary Schools Textbook Rental Programme, as well as 
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those who might have purchased 
some seventy nine percent 
possession of a textbook by 
mentioned above, (Table 5.12). 
the book. 7 For Mathematics, 
of respondents reported 
either of the two means 
TABLE 5.11 DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY ACCESS TO 
ENGLISH TEXTBOOK 
Frequency Percent 
YES 314 78.3 
NO 87 21. 7 
TOTAL 401 100 
TABLE 5.12 DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY ACCESS TO 
MATHEMATICS TEXTBOOK 
Frequency Percent 
YES 317 79.3 
NO 83 20.8 
TOTAL 400 100 
A fractionally smaller proportion of students did not 
have Mathematics textbooks than was the case with English 
Language. Actually in many cases the same students had 
neither English nor Mathematics textbooks. 
The reasons advanced for not having access to a 
textbook revolved principally around a lack of financial 
resources to purchase or rent them or, secondly, students 
stated that the book was not being used in classes. 
With respect to the identification of factors which, 
in their view, adversely affected their ability to learn 
English and Mathematics, interestingly, respondents 
identified student related factors as being a principal 
area. These ref erred to aspects such as the students' 
mental retentive powers and are discussed more specifically 
7 The Secondary Schools Textbook Rental Programme was 
inaugurated with funding by the Government of the 
United Kingdom and the Government of Jamaica to 
provide texts on rental to students in all public 
secondary institutions in Jamaica. 
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later. 
'TABLE 5.13 FACTORS PERCEIVED TO BE AFFECTING 
PERFORMANCE IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
Factors Frequency Percent 
TEACHER 26 7. 0 
STUDENT 121 32.4 
RESOURCE GAPS 23 6.2 
SCHOOL/CLASS 28 7.5 
TEACHER/STUDENT 1 . 3 
SOCIO-LINGUISTIC 31 8.3 
NONE 124 33.2 
OTHER ; 30 5. 1 
TOTAL 403 100 
The category teacher refers to the range of variables 
which students identified as affecting their performance 
and which could be construed to emanate from the teacher. 
This includes aspects such as teacher competence. Student 
factors include aspects such as the student's perception of 
the extent to which their learning the subjects was 
hampered by their own limitations. It is possible that 
greater probing could have elicited more information about 
the source of the problem. For example, when a student 
said: 11 I need to read more 11 , was this indicative of the 
student's own distaste for reading or did it signify a lack 
of appropriate reading material? Resource gaps refer to 
areas where students identified either financial or 
material liabilities. School/class refers to aspects of 
the organisation of the school and/or classroom which the 
student identified as exerting a negative influence on 
their learning of English Language. These included: 
inadequate time allocated to teaching the subject; too 
large class sizes and the impact of undue and excessive 
noise in the learning environment. Socio-linguistic 
factors were taken to be those which alluded to the 
influence of the dialect and other environmental factors on 
their ability to learn standard English. Those who 
indicated that there was nothing which hampered their 
ability to learn English were also included for analysis 
because it was felt that the failure of a student to 
identify anything as adversely affecting the process of 
their learning English Language was itself of significance. 
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Those who failed to isolate a specific problem performed 
throughout the entire range of scores. 
5.1.3 Student Achievement on The Tests 
TABLE 5.14 SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENT ON ALL TESTS 
Test Valid Cases Mean Score -Range 
ENGLISH 394 45.5% 7%-83% 
MATHEMATICS 394 41.1% 5%-87% 
CREATIVITY 1 367 2. 9 0-19 
CREATIVITY 2 366 29.9 0-95 
CRITICAL 219 0.9 0-15 
THINKING 
From Table 5.14, we can see a surrunary description of 
the performance on each set of tests. Only scores for 
English and Mathematics are presented in percentage form. 
For the other tests, the raw scores are presented. 
The frequency distributions of scores on all tests are 
represented graphically in Appendices 15 to 17. 
The data will be presented to compare the scores 








TABLE 5.15 DISTRIBUTION OF ENGLISH SCORES BY 
SCHOOL TYPE 
School Type 
New Sec. High Tech. Compr. Total 
0 2 1 0 3 
2 70 8 5 85 
42 87 18 13 160 
83 31 11 8 133 
8 3 0 2 13 
135 193 38 28 394 
Less than one percent of the sample received English 
scores in the fifth quintile (80-99) and among these, the 
largest proportion, two-thirds, represented students from 
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Secondary High schools, Table 5. 15. No student from a 
Comprehensive High School or a New Secondary School gained 
scores in this range. 
In the next category of scores, the fourth quintile, 
eighty two percent of cases were from the Secondary High 
Schools with New Secondary Schools registering only two 
percent. In categories 4 and 5, those receiving scores 
below 40%, New Secondary Schools registered the highest 
proportion of cases, with Technical High Schools recording 
the least. 
Eighty-two percent of all cases from Secondary High 
Schools recorded scores of 40% and above. Forty percent of 
the entire sample obtained scores in this range. In New 
Secondary Schools, only thirty two percent of respondents 
had scores in that range. 
TABLE 5.16 DISTRIBUTION OF MATHEMATICS SCORES 
BY ,SCHOOL TYPE 
School Type 
Scores% New Sec. High Tech. Compr. Total 
80 - 99 0 9 1 0 10 
60 - 79 2 44 9 4 59 
40 - 59 22 78 12 7 119 
20 - 39 99 55 14 14 182 
0 - 19 14 6 2 2 24 
TOTAL 137 192 38 27 394 
For Mathematics, respondents from Secondary High 
Schools accounted for almost all scores above seventy nine 
percent. A student from a Technical High School was the 
only exception, Table 5.16. 
Forty-eight percent of the sample obtained scores 
above forty percent in Mathematics. The scores of sixty-
eight percent of respondents from Secondary High Schools 
were between forty percent and ninety percent. For 
respondents from New Secondary High Schools only eighteen 
percent obtained scores of forty percent or more for the 
Mathematics test. Fifty-two percent of respondents 
obtained scores of 0 to thirty-nine percent on the 
Mathematics test. 
The scores on the Circles test were grouped so that 4 
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represented scores of 0 through 5; 3 indicated scores of 6 
to 10; 2 meant scores of 11 through 15 and 1 signified 
scores of 16 and above. The distribution is shown in Table 
5. 1 7. 
TABLE 5.17 DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON CIRCLES TEST 
BY SCHOOL TYPE 
School Type 
Scores New Sec. High Tech. Compr. Total 
' 1 0 1 1 0 2 
2 0 23 3 0 26 
3 9 29 7 4 49 
4 118 124 26 22 290 
TOTAL 127 177 37 26 367 
Seventy-nine percent of all scores fell in category 4. 
This category accounted for the largest proportion of 
respondents from all school types. This category accounted 
for the scores of ninety three percent of all New Secondary 
respondents. The low scores recorded in this test were 
primarily due to the fact that the test was scored for 
originality hence many students who produced shapes which 
were common, received a score of 0 for their efforts. A 
Secondary High School and a Technical High School accounted 
for the only students who scored either 16 or above. 
Neither Comprehensive High Schools nor New Secondary 
Schools had any respondents gaining scores above 10. 
The scores on the verbal creativity test, the Word 
Association Test, were grouped using the same categories as 
those employed for the Mathematics and English Tests except 
for the fact that scores on the verbal creativity test are 
not expressed in percentages. 
Sixty-eight percent of all respondents, obtained 
scores of thirty nine or under. New Secondary students 
accounted for the highest single proportion in this 
category, with eighty two percent of all New Secondary 
respondents recording scores between 39 and 0. 
Less than one percent of all respondents accounted for 
scores between 80 and 99. Only students who attended 
Secondary High Schools gained scores in this range. 
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TABLE 5.18 DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON WORD ASSOCIATION TEST 
BY SCHOOL TYPE 
School Type 
Scores New Sec. High Tech. Compr. Total 
80-99 0 3 0 0 3 
60-79 2 13 1 2 18 
40-59 21 63 8 4 96 
20-39 39 60 11 12 122 
0-19 66 43 10 8 127 
TOTAL 128 182 30 26 366 
The critical thinking or reasoning ability test scores 
were grouped in the following manner: 5, which refers to 
those who received O and which represented the largest 
number of cases ; 4, refers to respondents who received 1 
and 2; 3 those who obtained 3 to 5; 2, those who attained 
6 to 8 and 1, those who got 10 and above. Table 5.19 shows 
the distribution of sco~es on the Critical Thinking Test. 
TABLE 5.19 DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON CRITICAL THINKING 
.TEST BY SCHOOL TYPE 
School Type 
Scores New Sec. High Tech. Compr. Total 
1 0 7 0 0 7 
2 0 3 0 1 4 
3 3 14 2 0 19 
4 4 10 5 2 21 
5 53 91 12 12 168 
TOTAL 60 125 19 15 219 
The largest proportion of students of all school types 
obtained a score of O on this test. Some of the possible 
explanations for ·this have already been discussed. Of 
importance also, is that it was a test involving reading 
skills in addition to reasoning ability. The instructions 
were written and many respondents appeared to have totally 
misunderstood them and proceeded to support the arguments 
of the writer in equally emotive language rather than 
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weighing and assessing the merit and logical validity 
thereof. 
Students from Secondary High Schools accounted for 
virtually all the scores in categories 1 and 2. One 
respondent from a Comprehensive High School constituted the 
only exception to this. 
The distribution of scores on all of the tests 
according to the type of school which the students attend 
showed that for all tests, students of Secondary High 
Schools performed at a higher level than did students from 
any other type of secondary school. Only in the case of 
the two creativity tests and the critical thinking test did 
more than a half of the respondents from Secondary High 
schools register scores in the two lowest groups. 
Students from New Secondary Schools performed worse 
than students of all other school types on all the tests. 
It was expected that this would not have necessarily been 
so with respect to the non-verbal creativity test. But, 
many New Secondary students apparently misunderstood the 
instructions which were written on that test and instead of 
producing drawings in which the circles were an integral 
part simple drew figures inside of the circles which did 
not incorporate the circles into the design. 
Perhaps, a factor which may have had the greatest 
contribution on the low performance of New Secondary 
students, was the apparent and, in a few cases, stated poor 
reading skills. In all cases, instructions for the tests 
were written and the researcher tried not to depart in a 
verbal explanation, when requested, from the terms used in 
the written format. 
5.2 Hypotheses Testing 
It was advanced that this research project would, 
among other things, seek to identify the extent of the 
relationship, if any, between the scores on the five tests 
and a range of variables of interest. These include: the 
type of secondary school which the respondent attends; the 
gender composition of the school; the location of the 
school and the gender of the students. Cross-tabulation 
tables were done with each criterion variable measured 
against each variable of interest. The lambda measure of 
association was used to measure the extent of the 
relationship between all dependent variables and 
independent variables of interest, except in the case of 
the Critical Thinking test. This was done because all of 
the test scores except those of the Critical Thinking test 
were grouped prior to analysis, thus reducing them to the 
level of ordinal data. The lambda coefficient is said to 
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be the most reliable measure of association between a 
dependent ordinal variable and independent nominal 
variables. The eta coefficient of association was employed 
to measure the extent of the association between the scores 
on the Critical Thinking test and all of the variables of 
interest. 
The distribution of scores on all tests on the basis 
of the gender of the respondent was of particular interest. 
T-tests were used to measure the differences, if any, in 
levels of achievement based on gender. 
Having conducted these tests, the researcher felt, 
that it was necessary for the study to have some predictive 
value and to do so, some information about the nature of 
the relationship between the criterion or dependent 
variables and the variables of interest or independent 
variables was critical. This, it was felt was vital in 
order to inform decisions concerning educational policy. 
As a result of this, regression analysis was conducted 
using the test scores as criterion variables and the 
variables of interest as predictor variables. 









TABLE 5.20 COEFFICIENTS OF ASSOCIATION, 
LAMBDA/ETA OF ALL SCORES BY 
VARIABLES OF INTEREST 
School School Gender Students' 
Type Location Composition Sex 
.17521 .09402 .02991 .02564 
.10849 .00472 .12736 .00000 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.10460 ,.03347 .07950 .08368 
.20030 .10613 .08018 .00438 
After doing cross-tabulation tables of each score 
against each independent variable, coefficients of 
association were calculated, lambda in the case of all 
tests except the er i ti cal thinking test where the eta 
coefficient was calculated. The resultant coefficients are 
illustrated in Table 5.20. 
In all cases the lambda coefficient is close to 0 
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indicating that the variables of interest do not help 
significantly in predicting performance on all the tests 
for which it was applied. In the case of the non-verbal 
creativity test, the Circles Test, neither the type of 
school that a student attends, nor whether the school is 
located in an urban or a rural area, nor the gender 
composition of the school, nor the sex of the student doing 
the test seem to be of any value in predicting student 
performance. 
Actually the fact that the respective lambda 
coefficients are close to 0 in most cases and 0 in one 
case, does not necessarily mean that there is no 
relationship between the variables. Such a relationship 
could be observed by examining the distribution of the 
dependent variable for each independent variable. An 
example of this kind of association is depicted in Table 
5.21. 
A kind of relationship can be observed in Table 5.21 
in that the most frequently occurring score, zero, 
categorised in group 4, occurs most often for both urban 
and rural schools. This suggests that we could say that 
regardless of the location of the school attended, Jamaican 
secondary school students will demonstrate a low level of 
achievement. on the non-verbal creativity test. H{gher 
performance was associated with attendance in an urban 
school however. The extent to which .these apparent 
associations are _significant was tested further. 
TABLE 5.21 DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON CIRCLES TEST 
BY SCHOOL LOCATION 
Scores Urban Rural Total 
1 2 0 2 
2 21 5 26 
3 43 6 49 
4 189 101 290 
TOTAL 255 112 367 
The differences in performance in all the tests which 
could be attributable to the sex of the student were tested 
more rigorously using the Students' t-test. The null 
hypotheses were that there would be no statistically 
significant differences between the means of the two 
populations (males and females) on any of the test scores. 
That is to say the average score for males and females on 
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all tests would be no different. 
TABLE 5.22 T-VALUES FOR ALL TEST SCORES 
BY SEX OF STUDENT 
Test Scores T-Value Degrees of 2-Tail 
Freedom Prob. 
ENGLISH -.76 392 .451 
MATHEMATICS 1. 71 392 .088 
CIRCLES 3.88 365 .000 
WORD ASSOC. -2.94 364 .003 
CRITICAL .06 217 .949 
THINKING 
Table 5.22 summarises the results of the t-tests for 
each set of test scores by the sex of the student. For 
none of the scores except for both creativity tests, verbal 
and non-verbal did the results suggest that it was unlikely 
that males and females would perform similarly on the 
tests. To make a type 1 error as small as possible, an 
observed significance level of below .01 was employed in 
determining whether or not the sample variances in 
performance on all tests were similar. For the two tests 
mentioned before, the observed significance levels were 
.0005 in the case of the non-verbal test and, .003 in the 
case of the verbal creativity test. For all other tests the 
results suggest that it is likely that both males and 
females perform in the same way on the tests. 
Efforts were made to test the hypotheses while 
controlling for other factors which could influence 
performance such as school type, school location and the 
gender composition of the school. Additional t-tests were 
conducted while isolating particular variables·. For 
example, t-tests were conducted using performance on the 
tests from students who attended urban schools. 
The test involving students from Secondary High 
Schools only, had a 2-tail probability of .001. This seems 
to suggest that for students attending Secondary High 
Schools the performance of both males and females on the 
non-verbal creativity test does not appear likely to be 
similar. A comparable result was obtained from the test 
which examined performance in urban schools and in co-
educational schools. The observed significance levels were 
.0005 and .002 respectively. This seems to indicate that 
the likelihood exists that differences in performance of 
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students who attend co-educational schools and urban 
schools on the Circles test could be linked to the sex of 
the student. Performance in Mathematics for schools in 
urban areas produced an observed significance level of 
.011. The sex of a student therefore could be an important 
factor in explaining levels of achievement in Mathematics 
for students attending schools which are located in urban 
areas. 
For those tests which generated observed significance 
levels which were too large to reject the null hypothesis, 
(Table 5.22) there remains the possibility that there are 
small differences in performance on those tests which could 
be linked to the sex of the student. In the case of 
English, there is a 45% chance that the t-value would be 
observed in a population in which males and females 
performed at comparable levels in English Language. 
For Mathematics, there is a 9% probability that the levels 
of achievement would be observed in a population in which 
there was no variation in performance which could be 
attributed to the sex of the student. The Critical 
Thinking test results suggest that there is a 95% chance of 
observing such a difference in achievement if levels of 
achievement on critical thinking were similar for males and 
females. This conclusion would have to be very tentatively 
expressed however in light of the problems with the test 
which have been previously outlined. 
More rigorous testing of the hypothesis that there is 
no difference in levels of achievement in Mathematics and 
English Language based on the type of secondary school 
attended was done using the one-way analysis of variance. 
The data satisfied one of the preconditions for its use, 
that of randomness and the equal variance assumption held 
for the Mathematics and English Language tests. The F 
statistic for school type is highly significant, (. 000) 
suggesting that the probability of F values of 49.127 is 
less than .0005 if the null hypothesis is true. Therefore 
the null hypothesis should be rejected. Students do not 
have the same average performance in English regardless of 
the type of secondary school which they attend. School 
type does influence levels of achievement in English 
Language. 
In the case of the Mathematics test, the one-way 
analysis of variance, produced results which were similar 
to those generated by the English tests. The F value was 
43.392 and the F statistics was .000. This suggests that 
the null hypothesis that the type of secondary school 
attended makes no difference to levels of achievement in 
Mathematics should be rejected. Hence students' 
performance in Mathematics is influenced by the type of 
school which the student attends. New Secondary school 
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students performed worse in both English 




5.3 The Nature Of The Relationship Between The Scores 
And Selected Variables 
In order to identify which of the variables were most 
important in explaining variation in all the test scores, 
some regression analysis was conducted. A multiple 
regression model was developed to obtain that combination 
of variables which would best explain variance in 
students' levels of achievement in English Language, 
Mathematics, Creativity and Critical Thinking. 
The variable age was added for analysis to determine 
the extent to which it helped to explain variation in 
performance on the tests. Two other variables were added 
for analysis. These were composites created from the 
survey data collected. One was an indicator of 
occupational status ( occstat) created by averaging the 
occupational status of both parents/guardians where both 
existed or using the occupational level of one where only 
one was present in the household. The other was an 
indicator of educational status (eds tat) created in the 
same manner as outlined above. Both were interpreted as 
indicators of the respondents' social and economic status. 
To facilitate analysis, several dummy variables were 
created: newschl New Secondary Schools; sechigh 
Secondary High Schools; techhi = Technical High Schools; 
singirl Single Sex· Girls' Schools; coschool co-
educational schools. The original variables school then 
became Comprehensive High Schools and gendcomp became 
single sex boys' schools. The full models contained the 
following variables with 'e' as the error term: 
a + J3 1schooltype + Bllocation + J33gendcomp + 
B4sex + J35occstat + Jj6edstat+ B7age + J38 
newschl + J39techhi + J3 10coschool + B11 sechigh 
B12singirl + e. 
Mathematics = a + B1schooltype + J32 location + J33gendcomp 
( Y
2
) + J34sex + J3 5occstat + J36edstat+ J3 7age+ J3 8 
newschl + J39techhi + J310coschool + J311 singirl+ 
J312sechigh + e. 
Creativity 1 = a + J31schooltype + J32location + J33 
( Y3 ) gendcomp + J34sex + J35occstat + J36edstat+ J31 
age + J38newschl + J39techhi + J310 coschool + 1:311 
sec high + J3 12s ingir l + e. 
+ 
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Creativity 2 = a + 131 schooltype + 132 location + 133 
(Y4 ) gendcomp + 13 4 sex + 135 occstat + 136 edstat+ 
137 age + 138 newschl + 139 techhi + 1310 coschool 
+ 1311 sechigh + 1312 singirl + e. 
Critical Thinking = a + 131 school type + 132 location + 133 
( Y5 ) gendcomp + 134 sex + 13 occstat + 136 
edstat+ 137 age + 13~ newschf + 139 techhi + 
1310 coschool + 1::1 11 sechigh + 1312 
singirl + e. 
The decision to include the independent variables was 
made based on existing theoretical perspectives concerning 
some of the factors which can impinge on educational 
achievement. Studies in Jamaica have also identified 
several of the variables mentioned above as being related 
to academic achievement. The full models produced adjusted 
r 2 as identified in Table 5.23. 
TABLE 5.23 REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF MULTIPLE 
DETERMINATION FOR FULL AND REDUCED 
MODELS ON ALL TESTS 
Y-Values Adjusted R Square Adjusted R Square 
Full Models Reduced Models 
ENGLISH .35252 .35205 
MATHEMATICS .40592 .39553 
CREATIVITY 1 .17922 .16309 
CREATIVITY 2 .19231 .20375 
CRITICAL .10370 .13474 
THINKING 
In an effort to try to incorporate those variables 
which best helped to explain variation in performance on 
the tests, and thus facilitate prediction, reduced models 
were calculated. 
The variables which were retained in the reduced 
models were based principally on previous observation of 
the distribution of scores and analysis which indicated 
those which were associated with achievement levels in 
literacy, numeracy, creativity and critical thinking. In 
addition, examination of the t-values pointed to variables 
which contributed significantly to the observed variation 
in performance. For English all except New Secondary 
Schools (newschl) and Single Sex Girls' Schools (singirl) 
had t-values below a .01 level of significance. In the 
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case of New Secondary Schools however, Table 5.14, shows 
that attendance in New Secondary Schools was associated 
with low performance in English Language. Also much has 
been written about the facility which females often display 
with language, hence the retention of the singirl variable. 
For Mathematics, the variables with significant t-
val ues were location, Technical Schools (techhi), Secondary 
High Schools (sechigh) and Comprehensive Schools (school). 
Although New Secondary Schools and occupational status did 
not have significant t-values they were included in the 
reduced model because of observed contribution as well as 
theoretical perspectives. 
A similar approach was adopted for the other three 
tests resulting in the following reduced models from 
stepwise procedures. 
The reduced models were: 
Mathematics a: + J31newschl + J32occstat + J33 
location + J34school + e. 
Creativity 1 ( Y3) = a: + J31newschl + J3 2sex + J33school + e. 
Creativity 2 ( Y4) a: + J31sechigh + J32sex + J33singirl 
+ J34newschl + e. 
Critical Thinking ( y 5) = a: + J31occstat + e. 
To test whether or not the full models or the reduced 
models offered the best explanation of achievement 
differences in all the tests, the F-test for restrictions 
was calculated. Prior to this, however, the F-ratios were 
examined to establish that the variables did assist in 
explaining the variability of scores. The F-ratios for all 
scores were significant suggesting that all of the 
independent variables in the full models helped to explain 
student performance on all tests and appear to be related 
in a linear fashion to performance levels on the tests. The 
F ratios for all tests are shown in Table 5.24. 
From Table 5. 24, we can see that in none of the 
instances could the null hypothesis be rejected. That is, 
the variables which were omitted from the reduced model did 
not add significantly to explaining performance on any of 
the tests therefore the reduced model was better at 
explaining score variability than the respective full 
models. 
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TABLE 5.24 RESULTS OF F-TESTS OF EXISTENCE 
AND RESTRICTIONS 
F-Ratio F F Critical 
Calculated (l = .01 
ENGLISH 0.0000 1. 10 2.51 
MATHEMATICS 0.0000 2.26 2.51 
CREATIVITY 1 0.0000 2.12 2.51 
CREATIVITY 2 0.0000 0.80 2.51 
CRITICAL 0.0098 0.74 2.18 
THINKING 
Consideration of interaction effects was limited to 
performance in English Language and Mathematics. This was 
so because these were the principal variables of interest 
and time did nbt allow further analysis. 
For this analysis two new variables were computed, for 
English f313 = f3 1 * f32 , that is a variable which would 
combine the effects of occupational level and the school 
type variable, that is, newschl. Theory suggests that 
students of lower socio-economic status tend to be 
concentrated in the least valued type of secondary level 
institution, the New Secondary School. For Mathematics a 
similar procedure was followed with the sole exception of 
the inclusion of an additional variable computed from the 
combining of the effects of occupational status and 
comprehensive school, f3 4 = f3 2 * f34 . This produced two new 
full models including t~e interaction effects: 
English (Yl) = a + f3 1 newschl + f32 occstat + f3 3 location + 
B4 singir l + f3 13 + e. 
Mathematics ( Y ) = a + f3 1 newschl + f32 occstat + f33 
'location + I34 school + f313 + I314 + e. 
Partial F-tests were conducted to determine whether or 
not the impact of school type on levels of achievement in 
English Language and Mathematics varied with the level of 
the parents'/guardians' occupational status. The null 
hypotheses were: for English Ho f3 13 = 0; for Mathematics, Ho 
f313 = I314 = 0. Table 5. 25 shows the results of these tests. 
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TABLE 5.25 RESULTS OF F-TESTS FOR INTERACTION EFFECTS 
F-Calculated F-Critical a=.01 
ENGLISH 22.79 6.85 
MATHEMATICS 3.96 6.64 
For performance in English, the calculated F value was 
greater than the critical F value, (Table 5.25). The null 
hypothesis that the new full model including the 
interaction effects would not add to explaining variation 
in levels of achievement in English Language has to be 
rejected. The opposite was true for Mathematics where the 
calculated F value was less than the critical F value hence 
the null hypothesis could not be rejected in this instance. 
For English therefore occupational status is involved 
interactively with attendance at New Secondary Schools in 
contributing to levels of achievement. Occupational status 
influences achievement in English Language across school 
types. 
The score's were then examined in relation to each 
other because correlation analysis had revealed a high 
level of correlation between scores. Theory also suggests 
that performance in Mathematics is associated with levels 
of achievement in English Language [Isaacs 1974). 
TABLE. 5.26 CORRELATION MATRIX SHOWING ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN SCORES 
ENGSCORE MTHSCORE CIRCLES ASSOC LETTER 
ENGSCORE 1.0000 .6031 .3461 .4292 .2748 
MTHSCORE .6031 1.0000 .4586 .2825 .1632 
CIRCLES .3461 .4586 1.0000 .3077 .2567 
ASSOC .4292 .2825 .3077 1.0000 
.1030 
LETTER .2748 .1632 .2567 .1030 1.0000 
Figure 5.1 shows the correlation coefficients between 
all scores with the term 'letter' indicating the results 
pertaining to the critical thinking test. All except, the 
scores in critical thinking and the scores in mathematics 
and the word association test had 1-tailed significance 
levels of . 001. The strongest linear relationship was 
evident between Mathematics and English Language scores, 
with the weakest being between scores in the critical 
thinking test and those in the non-verbal creativity test. 
There was no significant linear relationship between 
performance in critical thinking and either performance in 
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mathematics or in the verbal creativity test. 
Performance of students on all tests, therefore, is 
related to their performance on others. Except for 
critical thinking in two instances, higher scores on any 
test are associated with higher scores on all other tests. 
Performance in Mathematics helped to explain some forty 
percent of the variation in levels of achievement in 
English, r 2 = . 4032 6. When performance in the verbal 
creativity test and performance on the critical thinking 
test are added to the model a half of the observed 
variability in achievement levels in English is explained, 
r 2 =.50285, adjusted r 2 = .49574. 
The critical variables in explaining variation in 
performance in Mathematics were performance in English and 
performance on the non-verbal creativity test. That model 
had an r 2 = .51207 and an adjusted r 2 = .50916. A student 
who performs well in Mathematics therefore is likely to be 
a high achiever in English Language and in non-verbal 
creativity. 
S.4 The Other Perspective 
Teachers and school administrators all conceded to 
awareness of, and concern for, improving levels of 
achievement in literacy and numeracy. Differences existed 
as to interpretations of causative factors and consequently 
of methods for alleviating or minimising the problem. 
All teachers identified student related factors as 
principal contributors to low levels of achievement. 
Demotivation, poor reading skills, lack of parental 
guidance, low levels of concept formation were a few of the 
problems mentioned. Only two teachers mentioned inadequate 
training, competence and retention of teachers as a 
contributory factor. Yet, a half of the Mathematics and 
English teachers interviewed confessed to not having been 
trained to teach those particular subjects. English 
teachers of all school types cited the existence of the 
dialect and its central position in the speech pattern of 
students as an important factor affecting the development 
of facility in Standard English. Shortage of teaching 
materials and inadequate allocation of time for teaching 
were other shortcomings mentioned. 
S.S. Summary Discussion of the Findings 
The levels of achievement of the research sample of 
Jamaican secondary school students in literacy and numeracy 
fell below the performance recorded for CXC candidates in 
1992. For English Language, 22% of the sample recorded 
scores of 60% and over while 18% obtained a similar level 
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in Mathematics. This is not surprising since the CXC does 
not measure as wide a range of abilities as this survey 
sought to do. Also, for the CXC, final scores are based on 
performance on two papers for each subject while this was 
not the case for this survey. Nonetheless as an attempt to 
measure the range of abilities across the range of public 
secondary institutions, the survey has assisted in offering 
insights into the dimensions of the problem and some of the 
possible contributory factors. 
The critical variables influencing performance in 
English Language were: attendance in a New Secondary 
School, parents/ guardians' occupational status, attendance 
in a school located in an urban area and attendance in a 
girls' school. Attendance in a New Secondary School was 
negatively associated with improved levels of achievement 
in English Language. A student from this type of school 
therefore was more likely to perform poorly in English 
Language than a student attending any other type of 
secondary school. On the other hand, students whose 
parents had higher occupational levels or who attended 
girls' schools or secondary schools in urban areas, were 
more. likely to perform better in English. It should be 
noted that, the most important explanatory variables of 
performance in English Language were attendance in a ichool 
other than a New Secondary School and the occupational 
status of parents/guardians. These two served to explain 
30% of the variation in levels of achievement in English, 
(adjusted r 2=.30062). 
Eighteen percent of all students obtained scores of 
60% or more on the Mathematics test compared to 28% of 
candidates obtaining Grades 1 & 2 in CXC Mathematics in 
1992. Students who attended New Secondary and 
Comprehensive High Schools had a greater probability of 
performing badly than students from any other type of 
secondary school. Improved levels of achievement in 
Mathematics were also associated with higher occupational 
levels of parents/ guardians and attendance at schools 
located in urban areas. Of students who attended schools 
in urban areas however, males were likely to perform better 
at Mathematics than females, (t = 2.56, p = .011). 
Thirty-two percent of all males in urban schools 
obtained scores of 60% or over in Mathematics. For 
females, the proportion was seventeen percent. More than 
twice as many males than females obtained scores of 80% and 
above. 
Most students displayed a lack of originality on the 
non-verbal creativity test. This seems to suggest an 
inadequacy of inventiveness among Jamaican secondary school 
students. It may, however, be a spurious association, as 
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the conditions under which the tasks were performed, 
although untimed, may not have been conducive to creative 
expression. Students of New Secondary and Comprehensive 
High Schools exhibited less non-verbal creative skills than 
students of all other types of secondary schools. Males 
exhibited significantly higher levels of non-verbal 
creative. skills than females. 
The opposite was true of the verbal creativity test 
where females tended to attain higher levels of performance 
than males. Attendance at a Secondary High School and a 
Single Sex Girls' School was also associated with greater 
ideational fluency. Students who attended New Secondary 
Schools performed badly on this test also. 
There was some association between the sex of the 
student and performance on the Critical Thinking test but 
the most powerful factor explaining levels of attainment on 




The principal concern of this investigation was to 
identify the current levels of achievement in Jamaican 
Grade 11 students in literacy (proxy measure English 
Language), numeracy (proxy measure Mathematics), creativity 
and critical thinking, variables identified as being vital 
in facilitating the kind of human development necessary for 
national competitiveness. 
Allied to this was the attempt to isolate some of 
those factors which were of importance in explaining poor 
learning performance. In this respect, although the 
investigation employed measuring instruments which assessed 
achievement in terms of rank-order, and these are popularly 
employed throughout the education system in Jamaica, 
perhaps a plurality of instruments to capture the different 
ways in which excellence is expressed would have been more 
effective. Certainly Jamaicans have been noted for 
responding to real life crises in a creative way. Perhaps 
creative responses were not forthcoming to the Circles test 
since it was not deemed to be crucial to survival. Also 
any evaluation of competencies or proficiencies must be 
informed by current knowledge of the specific conditions 
which help to shape the particular environment. The impact 
which these have in mediating student performance is of 
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significance. 
Educational development can either facilitate or 
stymie social development. The reverse is no less true. 
Declining or low standards of performance must cause 
disquiet. This is especially so in the context of the 
unprecedented pace and scale of change occurring as a 
result of the new technologies. 
The findings indicate a relationship between the type 
of school, occupational status of parent, school location 
and literacy and numeracy levels. Of course, the 
occupational status of parent/guardian is closely related 
to the type of school which a person is likely to attend, 
with higher occupational levels being associated with 
attendance in a secondary high school and lower 
occupational levels being associated with attendance in a 
New Secondary School. Also the very conceptualisation of 
the Jamaican secondary education system has rested on an 
ideology of elitism and reflects and reinforces the social 
disparities and inequities which are evident in the wider 
Jamaican society. This is a context which predisposes 
elite groups to reproduce themselves within the society 
through access to and in some instances control of, the 
principal institutions of influence and power, including 
the education system. 
The mastery of literacy and numeracy skills in the 
sample was shown to be fairly low especially in New 
Secondary Schools. This has implications for the 
programmatic content of the offerings of secondary schools. 
To the extent that teachers use principally didactic rather 
than creative methodologies, the classroom climate is 
unlikely to promote the kind of creativity and critical 
thinking which is needed for development. 
There is the need to address the segmentation of the 
secondary system as a matter of urgency. This needs to be 
done in such a manner as to remove all structural 
impediments to students developing self-confidence and a 
sense of self worth. These include organisational factors 
such as the methods of selection of students for entry to 
secondary schools and their placement within the school. 
This investigation highlights the weaknesses in the system 
generally and in New Secondary schools in particular. 
No improvement can occur in the output of the 
secondary system without serious attention being paid to 
teacher quality and remuneration. This also involves 
improved supervision of schools and classrooms. 
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6.1 Recommendations 
The following recommendations emanate from this 
investigation: 
1. This study represents an initial attempt at developing 
a methodology for the regular collection of data pertaining 
to thegroup of young people whose entry to the labour 
market is most imminent. Policy initiatives need to be 
taken to institutionalise this practice and to develop the 
instruments which will help to reveal the dimensions of the 
problem as well as to identify ,causative factors with 
greater precision. Collaborative effort between the 
Statistical Institute, the Planning Institute of Jamaica 
and the Jamaican Ministry of Education should be able to 
produce quality data to inform policy. 
2. A reassessment of training programmes for teachers of 
English and Mathematics is needed to emphasise the 
insertion of experiential components in the learning 
situation and to provide the basis for targetted 
interventions for males in English and for females in 
Mathematics. 
3. Greater articulation between the lower grades (7 - 9) 
and the upper grades ( 10 11) of secondary schools and 
between secondary schools and primary schools, the world of 
work and the society to ensure that schooling truly offers 
the enhanced life chances which many expect. 
4. The forging of a national consensus about the purposes 
of education in general and secondary education in 
particular with regards to preparing persons for the world 
of work. The responsibilities of the school as well as the 
responsibilities of enterprises for specialised training 
must be clearly delineated to avoid an overlap of roles and 
the inappropriate allocation of scarce resources. Firms and 
organisations need to be prepared to provide on-the-job 
training for school leavers as well as to provide upgrading 
programmes for current employees who may not possess the 
requisite literacy/numeracy skills. 
5. The identification and replication through the school 
system of the cultural patterns which are essentially 
Jamaican are of vital importance to developing the national 
confidence which is vital for development. 
6. The full implementation of proposals made by Craig 
(1971) and others for the use of foreign. language 
methodologies in the teaching of English to Jamaican 
students. 
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7. The removal of elitist ideology and structures in 
education including selection procedures, curricular 
offerings and evaluative mechanisms, to release the 
potential of all our children. 
8. Attention must be paid to system gaps which aid in 
perpetuating uneven levels of achievement. These include, 
a) the lack of competency standards for Grade 11 
students. 
b) the practice of. automatic age promotion of students 
regardless of performance levels. 
c) the lack of an effective programme to provide 
teachers who are equipped to assist with remediation 
in all schools at all grade levels. 
9. Ensure that quality secondary schooling is accessible 
to all students regardless of socio-economic status. The 
implications of increased cost recovery programmes for 
national development needs to be studied carefully before 
implementation. 
10. Parents' /guardians' need to demonstrate positive 
valuation of educational · achievement to undermine the 
association between low achievement and low occupational 
status. 
6.2 Suggested Future Research 
1. Content analysis of the English and Mathematics test 
papers would offer additional insights into where gaps in 
competencies exist. 
2. Further investigation into the obstacles which hamper 
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THE URBAN/RURAL DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS BY GENDER 
COMPOSITION 
SCHOOL TYPE NUMBER 
Urban Secondary High (Co-ed) 26 
Urban Secondary High (Girls) 11 
Urban Secondary High (Boys) 6 
Urban New Secondary 33 
Urban Comprehensive 7 
Urban Technical 9 
Rural Secondary High (Co-ed) 10 
Rural Secondary High (Girls) 2 
Rural S_econdary High (Boys) 1 
Rural New Secondary 24 
Rural Comprehensive 6 





The purpose of this interview schedule is to obtain 
some information about you and your experiences with 
English Language and Mathematics. It is intended to assist 
a research project being conducted through the Consortium 
Graduate School at the U.W.I. Mona and which it is hoped 
will result in improvements in Language and Mathematics 
Education. 
All information which you give will be treated 
confidentially. 
1. What are the main subjects which you are now studying? 
2. Which of these, if any, do you expect to sit in the 
Caribbean Examinations Council examinations? 
3. Will you be sitting any in any other examination? If so, 
please specify. 
4. On the scale below from 1 to 5 rate how you feel about 
learning English Language in school. Think of 1 as meaning 
that you do not like learning English Language at school 
and 5 as meaning that you like learning English Language at 
school very much. 
1 2 3 4 5 
5. On the scale below from 1 to 5 rate how you feel about 
learning Mathematics in school. Think of 1 as meaning that 
you do not like learning Mathematics at school and 5 as 
meaning that you like learning Mathematics at school very 
much. 
1 2 3 4 " 5 
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APPENDIX 3 (contd.) 
6. Does the way in which your English teacher teach the 
subject help you to understand English Language well? 
YES NO 
7. If YES, specify two ways in which your teacher teaches 
which helps you to understand English. 
8. If NO, suggest two ways in which your teacher could 
teach which would help you to understand English better. 
9. Does the way in which your Mathematics teacher teaches 
help you to understand Mathematics well? 
YES NO 
10. If YES, specify two ways in which your teacher teaches 
which helps you to understand Mathematics. 
11. If NO, suggest two ways in which your teacher could 
teach which would help you to understand Mathematics. 
12. Do you have an English Language textbook for your 
personal use? 
YES NO 
13. If no, why not? 
14. Do you have a Mathematics textbook for your personal 
use? 
YES NO 
15. If NO, why not? 
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APPENDIX 3 (contd.) 
16. On a scale of 1 to 5 in which 1 means Very Poor, 2 
means Poor, 3 means Fair, 4 means Good and 5 means Very 
Good, how would you rate your performance in English 
Language? 
1 2 3 4 5 
17. Using the scale designations outlined in the previous 
item, rate your performance of Mathematics. 
1 2 3 4 5 
18. Please specify any other factors which, you think, may 
be adversely affecting how you learn English Language. 
19. Please specify any other factors which may be adversely 
affecting how you learn Mathematics. 
20. What is the main occupation of your mother/female 
guardian? 
Top Management .................. . 
Professional/Technical ........... . 
Clerical ......................... . 
Craft/Artisan ................... . 
Self-Employed .................... . 
Services ......................... . 
Unemployed ....................... . 
Other, Specify ................... . 
21. What is the main occupation of your father/male 
guardian? 
Top Management ..................... . 
Professional/Technical ............. . 
Clerical ........................... . 
Craft/Artisan ...................... . 
Self-Employed ...................... . 
Services ........................... . 
Unemployed ......................... . 
Other, Specify ..................... . 
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22. How many persons live at home with you, including 
parents/guardians? 
23. Are any of the others working? 
YES NO 
24. If YES, please state how many and specify their main 
occupation. 
25. What is the highest education level attained by your 
mother/female guardian? 
No formal educatiori ........ . 
Primary education ........ . 
Secondary education ........ . 
Tertiary education .......... . 
University education ........ . 
Don't Know .................. . 
26. What is the highest level of education attained by your 
father/male guardian? 
No formal education ............ . 
Primary education .............. . 
Secondary education ............ . 
Tertiary education ............. . 
University education ........... . 
Don't Know ................. . 
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Directions: 111 su1111! ul tho lollowi11u sc11tc11cl!s 0110 of 1110 111tdl!rli11cd wo11.h It 111lsspoll. Chooso lro111 tho 
thrco optloru, /\, U, C, tho word !lint h r11lispol1. II 110 wo11.J la r11lispult chooJO .~111vvor V. M:irlc your cholco 
011 your 1111twcr shcnt. 













1\11 !l.U.!.) lu1111r.rs 111 uur sclitHJI 11111 r.t111lvh1!1 
I\ -u-
liy!1i1:111!. Nu e11 ur 
c u 
. Mnny t:11qi11t:cr l11y schools nre l.Jc!1i11i11y to 
I\ ll 
11c.t;•~ l1!111:ilt! s t11du11 ls. 
c 
f.J I) I 'I I lll 
--·-~ u. 
1'1111:ti:a• fur --- l.!.!_:u!.!_~1.1~ 111 lids CllUJ ~II 
/\ 
will C{lll ll I H!llC!! 
c 
No 1!11 or 
·U 
ll 
nl 1111:cisely lu11 o'clock. 
liulli!VOd l11:.il UllU ul tliu lllUll hut.I u 
A 
111011stadm 011d a be::ird, ::ind spoke witll an 
Ll 
iJCCl!lll, NU'l!rl IJf 
c u 
I\ u 
· llHl by :i Ir i1~1t1I wlto Is :ic;quui11lt!tl will• lilt! 
\ 
c lJ . 








Mb110/t wur~s D11d l11cc;irrect urrn11111cr olton 
A ·t · • · H 
IJI uvu CllllJ<Jll a5si11y. to tliusu 1~urso11S Will, 
.' c' 




t:xr:111111n111t 111ou11toc.J us 1'10 w11l1u cru::itu10, · __ (\___ -ii-
Its t1:11ticles 1ulsutl, oc.Jva11cecJ lo 111eel 1\s 
C I . 
nllacker. No error" 
o· 
i. 
·111u 11il~cl11!:vuus luuk 011 Ids l:1c11 outlut.l tu -----.-; 
A 
tho susp!~11co which ~111ctl 1'10 0111110 class. 
u . c 
'' I· ' 
"011 tho fl' ecut.ll11y ucc<!_5~·" tlio Opposl· 
A'· u 
lion Luadur said to ·lliu Clrlol ·or Poflco, 
1 'vlulu11c1J. occurred uucuuso your. olflco1s. 
. c I • • •. I 
wero ncylluur1t." Nu~!.!.!21. 
D 
1.·· .. 
GO ON l 0 I 11[ NL:(<T PAGE 
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APPENDIX 4 (contd. ) 
. •:. 
llEMS21-27 
., ' '. 
· I lc111s 21 · 2,1 .··. , ' 
. ·;·: ·::.;;;_('.:: .. : .·.·:. 
• J :" 1. • 
·111011 01uwor tho lto1111 l.Ju1ou 011 It.-.-...... 
. ·" : ' .. ; I.'.' ) . ' . : '.-: ; ·: 
lJlroctiuns: llcrnd tho lollowl11u purourupli. 
1 11 w;1s 1111) s1?co11d w1111 nl !liu Ac:Jt..Jla 
Co111µrelie11sivo School. 2 As In !lie previous 
lcr111, llio lood 111 Ilic scl1ool c:Jluleria !JOI 
vvurs11 1111d wurs11. 3 /\ lhsl lrn111nr 1'1u11 
.l>ccmne 111. t1 l lrn sl11du11ls relusucl lo l.Juy. 
011yll1i11u lru111 11tu culuw1 lo 011t..l 1Hutusluu 
rcuulurly om! st1or1ulv. 5 I lie l-levt.!111nslur 
was su111111011cd when I\ l.Jccm11u cluCJ1 ly .· 
ol.J~iuiH .t.li.;11 !lie situutio11 ~as l.Jurn11ii11g 
u11cu1111oll:1l.Jlu. 6 11u t.1r1;111uuu u 111(•u1i11y 
wllli the sludu111s t.11nl <11 1'101 111uu1ii1~ 
I I cfoc:ldml lo clmu 1'1c call!lurla u111il 1l1u 
lulluwli111 11:1111. 
tolu tltu sludu111~ tl1:it mrtr l1iu11s loud w;is 
rwcussary lor sucr.uss ut t!xu11i11wliu11s. 
I.. Wltld1 u111! ul tlill lull1lw'11~1 s1•11lt!llU!S 
co111Ul11s tltu 1m1l11 lduu uuvulupud 111 !11u .. 






Sen tr.nee 1 






: :) .. <(;-;~.·.1: .. : .. ; ·; ;". 
. . ~. ; 
. ' I . , . 
Wlilcll 0110 of 1110 lollowl11!1 su111er1ce9 
co111ol11s on"' .exo111plo ul rudur1d'!11cy7 
: ,' ~ .. · . : . 
(A) ·.;:: Se11 Ienco 2 ·,·: ..... J: ... ; . !·' . . 
( 11 I Su111c11co '1 
(CI Su11 lu11cu G · 
(U) Su111011cu 0 I • 
• 1' .• :i 
.·1110 word' ''su111111011ud" 111 Soi1to11co 5 I~ 





(IJ). l11 lorr11ed 
WI iir.'1 u11u ul 1'10 I ollowl11q sm1 lu11ccs Is 
NU r well cur111eclud willt Ilic 111ai11 Idea 







Sur 11u11co :J 
S1!11 IC!11CC 5 
Su11tu11cu 7 
.... 1. . . 
'· 
GO ON TO Tl·IE l'IEXT PAGE 
APPENlJIX ;A (contd.) 
ltc111s25·27 . ' 
, .
Dlrcctlo11s: llcud the loll_owi11g paragraph. ·1 hc11 0111wcr tl10 l1c1111 l.ia1cd 011 11. 
· 
1 
Irr view ul ull this. Ills rivals l1ud 111110 
cl11111c11 of l.Jul11!J ~ulccl<J.d lJeputy l'rl1110 
Ml11lsll!r. 7. Sulh11 liud cv111 yt11111u 111 Ids 
·favour •. ~.As to Ills loyalty to tits govern· 
•• r~rCJ11t, or, 111010. spvi.:lllcally, tlrn l'rlr11e 
Minister, tlrnre was no duul.Jl ol It.· 
4 
Ho 
dur11011slratcd It upc11ly l.Jy olt1!11 ~pcakl11~ 
pulJlldy In .support of 11.10 Prh110 Mlnlslcr'g 
pulfclcs. u 11111 l:.ii.:t tllul S:illrn w11s a 
1 
Musll111 wus olrcady on odvmllayc. 
0 
A11d 
fu1 liter, ho wns 1alntcd to 111!!11 of liiu'1 
. lll fllllJllt:C. 
7 U1!~iuus l.Jcl11n a Musi i111, liu 
· ': : scorod 011otltcr 11ol11t b1~c:ii1~u .110 was 11 
25. 
1110111lmr ol tlin M:1~011h.; l.od!J•!. 
Wh lch 0110 
COllti!lllS till! 
µur nyroph7 
ol l11t1 lollnwl11n s1:1111:11c1!s 







S1:11 tu11ca 2 
Sn11 tc11i:u 3 
Sun tcncc 4 






·' .. ,·· 
'. :.' ,, .. 
111 Se111v11ce 4, tlio word "upo11ly''. ls closest 
Irr 11ll!iml11g to·;':.·.',_./, .. : ·• ·· 
. . ''······. : .· .. 
. ·1' ,. ·,. ' ...... · ... , : 
(/\) vh~111 ly : . ·:· 1· · . . ,' 
(U) .. regularly._.,:.,.,>-:.•·' ·• · · · .... ·: .. 
(Cl. ··"stro11gly1·· · >'::' ·:·:. :- .. · · .~ ·' ·· ' . . . . · .. ·.·: .·. 
ILJ). wldely'.·• .. :·i·, ...... · ,·:· 
. . ; ·, :"' ,. 
I I 
' 
W'1icl1 0110 of tile lullowi11g so11to11ccs 
co11l<:Jlr1s l11lorrnutlo11 alrcuuy· ylvon 111· 011 
cnrllvr sm1tc11co7 
(Al iSc11\U11co 2 ., , • 
1131 Su11lon1.:o 4. 
(C 1 Se11 to11co (} 






••' I . 
.. . .. 
'• .· 
'. 
• ·,; .. I I . _ 1 ~. 




.1.,_ . . ·:I. 
•i .. ·,:. 
., 
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flood the followl11g µossouo corcfully. lhc11 ariswor tho 110111' 011 tho I.Josh of whot h slotod or 
I o • o 
I !..iJ 
So11m l:n 111c1sl1;uJ1101 pl;1111rnl llicii 
vm11s yul. l licy wuro Ilic lul.Y casv-uui11u 
ones who ulwoys· JJUt olf clr.orlng tl1cir 
lurr11s ns long os they coulu. Tliis vcnr tlicy 
wuru 1111.~ wisu oru?s. l liuy sy111p11tld:;ud wltl1 
1'1elr 11ci11'1Liuurs with 11rud1 s'1ukli1!1 ul tliu 
heod, but l11wnrdly !Irey were hnppy lor. 




Of..:011kwo pl;ir1l<.'d what w:1•; h!lt ol 
his Sl!CU·Ytl•llS wlir!ll thr. rni11s li11;rlly ICll!rll-
ml~ M~ll'l~~rwn lili'11 1ITl\\\\111h~Llw iY{~'mJm 
tliu li:rrv1?sl ol !lit! p11:vl1J11s yr::rr. I I!! ~1111 
li:nJ lilt! t!iqlrl l111111l11:d 1111111 l'lw:il:il1ir! :r11d 
1l1r. lr111r l11111d11:d 1111111 lrl". l:rtlwr 's Ir le11tl, 
'SU lrl! WOlrld rrrirl-:t! 11 111:5'1 s1;11 t. 
(hr! tlir.' y1:;11 11;111 1111111: 111;111. 11:1111 
lell <JS It li:id 111.'Vl'I l:ill1:11 IJ1!I01 •.'. r lJI tl;1ys 
;11111 ni1Jlil:. l11qr:tlrr•: II p1n111·d d11w11 111 
(2U) vii1l1:11I t11111:11ls, 111111w:i-:lwrl11w.;1y 1111• y;1111 
l11•;1p::. I ll!I'.'.: Wl.'11.' 111111111(1•d ;11111 il1:1•p 
!l'lllfl!~ :r11111•;111:d 1:v1•1 ywl11·111. 1111:11 llrr• r:ri11 
LH?t:1111111 li•ss vi1il1?11l. lh1I It w1:11l 1111 lrn111 
tl:ry tu tl:ry wltl1111rl 11 p.111·;1'. 11111 ::pr:ll rt! 
(2!..i) SIJll•;lri11l! wlrld1;1lw;1;•;1::11111! 111 1111! r11lrl1llr: 
ul !lit! wt!I s1•;r::rn1t.litl11t1l ;rppr::1r. I Irr) y;.,111.~ 
put u11 l11x11ri:111l !l't!l!ll lr~:.ives. UIJI evL•ry 
. ltirr11cr knew tk11 wltliuul su11slii11c tlio 
lulJcrs wuulcJ 11ot !Jruw. 
(:.JUI ·11in1 y1::11 tlrr• 1!;11v1:~l wu~ 5;1tl. llJ...t! ii 
. (3!31 
lu11ernl, nm! 111;111y lar111e1s w1:pt :is they dt1y 
up tlie 11iist•rnl1ln ;111tl roltinq y;ir11s. 0111! 
111n11 li1itl liis clulli tu <J t11!e l.ir <111cli Dr HJ 
h1111ued liir11sell. 
Ol:u11kwo rr.111P.lllUt!I eu 111<1! II aqic 
y1•:11 witl1 :i 1:11lrl sl1iv1•r 1l11t11111lro11t 1111! rr:sl 
of liis lifr'. II :1lw;iys st11prised lii111 wlie11 l1C! 
1l11111ql1t trl il l;1l1•1 1k1I fi,. ditl 111.11 ~irrk 
11111l•·r llir• J,,,,rf rd 1lt·::1•:rir. ff,, krlf'w lu1 w;r~ 
(4UI 11 lli:ri:i• liqlrlr'I, 11111 tl1;1I y1•;11 l1:1d lw1:11 






,. ··.' .1· •. ::: .... 
·. ,· .... · ·' 
·::: I). : 
1. I ·. , 
. 21J .. ·111u .fuzy lor111ors wuro sL1v11t.J l.JucLJusu !Irey 





'.: sv111pol11lsed with tile other lm111er,s · 
· kiiow the drOU!J'1 t woL1lcJ como ·' · · 
liucJ lollod to pln111 1l111lr yur11s 
.wuru wlsor tlw11 tlru otliur fur111ur5 
r . .. . . 
:· I ,•' 
2tJ.·. ·1110 fur111e1 s wlio wern. fortu11<1lo were 






1 l1liil1ili\il; j·;iliS i//llill 11'11l:ii I ~,·iiillJlj'~ 
. sy111po 11 sccJ w 1 w r 1111 11 1tWu s 
J 1;1u ynrns . tu 
lm111 s 
I 1:.1d . for ecus l 
yivu lo tliuir nci!.Jli· 
0 ~r!r 1 ou S dr ouul 1 I 
llko11kwo w;i~ tililo to r:orrsolc l1l111scrl 




ow11111I l:rrnl tlr:il w:i:; 11111 11ll1!r:ll!U 
IJy tl111l11!:rvy111lr1 
lr:rd sulfereu. u~ 111111:'1 :!~Iris 11ciul1-
h111Jr~ 
w:r~ 111 il11 llJ ~uw y:u 115 lrt1 lt11 u ti ro 
tJr Ull!lll l 
llJI : .fi:.iu vurris lelt tu r11ok!! a l1esl1 
s !<Jr t 
·1110 ye:ir WilS suit! to lrtrVt! yu11u r 11at.l. 
(line I 71 uecouse 
(/\I.: 1111: fo1111ers pl;i111cu ot tllflere11l 
tirnes 
( 13) : r11;111y fnrrncrs wcro a11yry tJI t11e · 
wco 1 I wr 
!Cl tlio pot tern of tire weLJ tlrur YV()S 
ur11101ural 
(UI tlio rains wuslrt!d :iway llru yo111 
·I 1u111 ·~ 
GO 01..J ·10 ·11 II~ 1..JEX r l'AGE 
I 
l !:l 
APPEND IR 4 (contd. 
32. 
. 33. : 
1/F 04 
Tile r Din liDd nil li.1c loll~wirry ellccls on 
the ymns EXCEPT 
(Al 
( ll J 
\ 
. (Cl I 
: IDI 
tlrn lulrcrs uiu llUI yruw lo tliu 
dl!S ir rn J Sill! 
tl10 y11111s 11111 Clll l"lylitly culuuruc.f 
leaves 
tliv y:i111s W«!rc w;rsl1vd llwuy 
tlrn tubers could not bo µla11ted DI 
. ·.: 
'. ·-
the r iylll t 11110 I .• ,I.• 
,. 
lly co111p;11 l11q tliu liar vvsl lo ri lt111v1111 






tliv yn111s wl~rc ullowl~c.f lo rot 
91 ivl w;is oxpvr i1~11cec.f by "'''"Y 
'"' 111(!1 s 
IDrr11crs felt llku cu111111l1 tl11y sulcidu. 
llH! 111is1!rnl.Jlc <111d rolti11y ynr11s 
wrn a l.Jur led 
·;' 
. .. . ,: .. 
'. 
' 
34. 'Oko11kwo reme111bered . : . with a cold. -
sltivcr' \I.fries ~5 ~. 361 Is ricmcst 111 111eanl11g. . . . . . 
to ; ... : . I 
'J .. ) .. 
.·(A) Oku11kwo lwu u leullng 
.. , ·. vvlio11, 110 · rar110111lwroc.f lliot yvur 
· · · .. (lJI (Jkonk.;..,o 'rccullcd the yeDr wl1or1<. 
.. : • ~. 1 cvur. tllo 0cLJt11er wus cold ··,.· ·. ;-~·, . 
· .· · '.·(CJ' Okor;kwo' rcrnc111ber~c.f tlro' yeD; ·. 
· '· ·:· ·. · whoncivor ho hull u cold u11d wvs 
I .. : ',·,:-,; . , :\IOlll~lllJ~'.":: , . • 
.:··:" :, · (U) · · Okonkwo would tro111blo wlrcriovor 
;.,·' ·,•. ,,' "• .• , . ·.,· .. : ·' • ·, ' '• ··.' 1· I 
:, • ,J,. :'. ,'.': fl.~O.~D;.:';_ILJl 01l~l!10cJ . ·i .. ': '.' ~:·::-. 
I ••I 
"• 
35. ·1110 lr11prc~slo11 ol. Okorikwo ulvo11 111 1'10 




. · 19 too c.fupu11du11t 011 l1lg 11otul1bour~ . 
co11 survlvo yrcDI l1urc.fslil1J 
IDI 
· ca11 be very easily consoled 
Is 011 easy-going µorson 








~ . . 
1; :··:. • .~ I 
.• .I .. ). '.; , · ... 
! 
... . . 
... , :·'.: 
I : :. '• .. ..\ 
'" .. ·' 










APPENDIX .. 4 ( c.ontd.) 
Diri:,~.!!!~ fiend the fulluwl11u p;11sauu carclully. ·r him n11swcr the ltu1111 011 tho IJnsis of wluit h llutct.I or 
l111pllelf. 
f-:i110 ;n11I .hra11:r cmrll! lo 1111! phn:u 
wlrmc tlrn l.Jruslr lroUS!!S sto1JJJacJ n11cJ tlrn 
city of stu11e n11d µlnstur l>e!Jtlll, tire city ol 
lmrsh mJtm walls 111nl h1111~r r:onl qa1d1!11s 
(!ii wl11·11! 111111111 wal•·r pl:rynd :rrrtl ll11•l11111q:ri11-
vllhn!a l:llr~ll!d tlm wnlls wllh p111plu 1111d 
urit:k·rctl mrd whltu. llruy he;irc.l lro111 tire 
sccrot uardm1s the si11ui11u of cuuucJ l.Jirds 
nrnl 111•;1111 tlw !:pl:r.~11 111 1:00111111 wal1!r t111 
• ( IUI lml llaq!:llllll!!l, ·11i11 p11.n:w:sl11111:iu~~1!d 11111 
hll11dl11!J pl;11n 1111t.I posscc.l 111 lrurrt ul tire 
d1111cl1. It hut.I 111ow11 now, or1c.l l11 tlrn oul-
sldr Is tho lru11 yl11!f 1n1wc.:u11m1 s wm11 l11!111u 
sultly lr!lor111l!d how tlro !why lr:rrJ Ul!L'll 
(15) stung by a scorpion, how the !other ant.I 
111ollwr were IC1ki11u It to tire cloctur. 
/\ml 11111 r11!wt:u1111!1 s, Pill llcultrrly 
llro IJl!!HJ<rrs lrurn llm lro11t ol llro clruri.:11 
who wrne !Jr cut oxµcrts l11 li11m1cinl mrulysis, 
(20) loukod quickly nt Jumru's olu bluo skirt, • · .. 
~(rw tlm lt!:US 111 lrm $lr:rwl, 11pp11ri!:nd tlru ~· 
91eu11 rllilru11 011 ln!r lJrnids, rn:rd tin! ;rqo of 
Ki11o's l.iln11ket ;rnd the tl1ousu11tl waslri11!JS 
of his c:lotlros,:rnd s1Jl tlrc111 duw11 :rs puvcrty 
(2t:i) fllllllllll t111d Wl'lll :rl111l!I tu !;1H1 wl1;rt kl11d ol 
t.111111111 1111\ilrl d1:vt!lop. ·11w lout l11wi;11 s i11 
· frorrt uf tlw clrurclr krww cvt!rytlri11fJ irr lite 
tllWll, ·111r.y W(!ll! Sl\ldl!lltS of 1111! l!Xflll?5S· 
lulls 111 Yllllll!I Wllllll!ll llS tl11!y Wl!lll 111 to 
. (30) cu11lessio11, nr1tl !11cy suw tl1e111 ;rs tlil'Y 
cm11e out mid rent.I tire rwture ul tire sill. 
Tirey k11cw cvt!r y littlu scrnitlvl rn1d so111e 
very bhJ crf111us. · ·11rey slupt nl tl1oir posts 
Irr tlro slrntlow uf till! cl1111cl1 su tl1:il 1u1 l•llll 
·(3!.i) crPpt in fur c1111.~ol:ilio11 witl1t111t tl11dr 
k11owled!Jl!. /\rrd tlruy kru!W tl10 ductor. 








·1110 5t:Urry111!J f'll1Cl!!:~lo11 CUlllU Ul 
lost to the I.Jig !JU to 111 ti rn wnlf o I the 
doctor's house. Tlroy could l11mr the splash-
111!1 of tlro Wilt!Jr i111cf 11111 ~hl!lirllJ ol Cfl!jUcJ 
l 1h d!: 111 u I ti m sw1?1 ·p 111 ti 111 1111111 I 111111111 ~ 1111 
tl111 lluu~to1ms. l\11d limy cuult.I s11111ll tlH.! 
lryhry of good l.Jaco11 · lro111 tire c.loclor's 
house. ' 
Kl11u lrn::lt:ilr:d n 1111111111111. ·r hlg 
t.luclor wus nut of Ills pr:oph). ·1 his cJuc:tur 
wus of a race wlil<:h for ncnrly lour 
l11111drcd ycmrs hod u1!11tm1 mrc.l stnrvcd vmJ 
r ol11Jud nrrcJ cJe5plnocJ ~~lrro·s· rm:o. mrd 
frlulrtu11ed It too, so tlrat tlro lr1cJlyc11e 
earn~ llurribly lo tire door. Anti .as ·always . 
wlwn fro carrro near to 0110 of this rnco, 
Klrro loll wuok arrcl ulruld 1111cJ Ull!Jr'/ut tllo 
su1110 111110. fluuu urrcJ IL'lror wu11t tuyctlrur. 
He could kill tlro ductur rrruru cosily llran 
fro could tnlk to him, fur 1111 of llro t.loctor's : 
rnco spoko to :ill of ~lr11J's.rm:11 :is l11011ulr 
• I . 
tlrey ·were .sirllpln m1111r:rls. /\11t.I os Klno 
ruiscd Ills riylrl lrarrt.I to tire Iron ring 
knocker In.tho uatr., fO!Jl! swelled 111 him,· 
mrt.I thu.poumJl1111 111uslc.: ol tlro m11:111y IJ1!t1t · 
111 Iris curs, mrt.1 Iris lips d1ew liglrl ouoi11st 
his tcctlr - but wltlr Iris felt l1m1tl he 
.1oat:l1ocJ to take urr Iris in;l. llJU lrorr rlrrrJ 
po1111tlud ll!1Ul11sl tlw q;1l1?. f':h111 tuul< ulf 
his lwl. airc.l stood wailill!J. Coyotilo 11Hm11ccJ . 
n little in Jumia's m111s, mrd sire spoku 
softly to 1!1111, ·11rr. procession crowcJud 
clu~u tlro Lio t lur to sun :111d lreor. 
uvrn lciJ, his 111.•1>t!lllc~. liis sins. ·1 lll!y k111!w 
Iris clu111sy ul.Jur lions mrd tlro littlu I.Jr ow11. 30. 
Irr tlrl! pu~s:.iuc tlrn w1lt11r tr~us tlrn plrru~e 
"lwrslr outer walls" fli11e 41 lo slrow that 1401 · pc1111i1!s lm nave s11nri11!1ly for 11lr11s. ·1111?y 
li:id s1!1'11 Iris c:rn ps1?s \IO l11tu tlm clru1 cir. 
A11d. si11c.:e r.•11ly M:1r,r, w;1~ 11v1?r :rrid 1Jusi111?ss 
w:is !;low, ti H!Y lulluw1·d II 11! IJI OC:l?!:!:in11, 
tlr•?S•! 1:11dll?".S r,1!:11d11!15 :rlt1·~ pl!l ll'i:I l:irow· 
('It;) l1?olq1! 111 lln•ir lr!llllw1111•11, t11 j:1•p wl1:11 1111.! 
l:1t l:1;y d1wlo11 w111rld rl11 ;1ll11ilt :111 llllliq1:11t 
buby witlr a sc;u1piu11 liitt?. 
~ 
01111/F U·I 
(Al tire wolls were 111adc ol co11c:rute 
(U I ti re poor fJ!!1Jplu' s liuuscs 1 wcJ 110 
w;rlls 
(CJ 1l1e city :ippci:rr 1?d u11h icrrcJly 
Ill) tlw111 Wl!ll? !i:11tl1!ll~l l111y11111J llru 
wolts 
UO UN ·10 ·1111: Nl.X I l'/\UE 
APPENDIX '4 (contd; ) 
37 • ·111!! wrllt!r US!!~ "ser.rut" (li1111 U) to c..hm:r 11.Je 






they were co11c.:crnled 
r11011y trcrnsures wuro '1lc.Jdu11 thuro 
II m occupu11 ls wl 1 lspuroc.J 11 ror o 
1111111y pouplu cJlc.J 1101 k11uw ul thu111 
38.i"11111 word "prru:l'r.!;lurr" (111111 IU) lrrdh.::rtl!s 
i lhn I llro er uwd w:r~ 
: l'i' I 
: I LI I 
lt;I 
•. ·. ·. ·11;1 
·..,, 
110111!1 too lu11cr:rl 
111uvi11u 111 n 1011!1 ordl'r ly !l"ll'fl 
w11lkl11!J lo!fotlwr 111..o a rrroh 
rmivlri!J 111.Juut uir11lossly 
39.~ ·111 tho 1.1:1·;~a!fl!, ''!J• l!al l!XIH!r ts 111 llrr;rrn:ial 
,-: '.011olysls" (lino 19) 111l!u11s lhut till! l.Juyums 
(Al coulc..l lrnr11uc.lii1lcly det1!1111i110 tlio 
\ IUI 
I ic:h lru111 1111! Plllll 
coult.I u1111lyso 1'1u f111u11clul stulu ul 
1lm 1.:11111111y 
wr•n! 111.Jlo lo 11dd ll 1!!lr nlr 11~ qu ir:kl y 
liad 111;rr1y Yt'ill s ol mqrrn 10111;11 111 
l.Jl!UUir.1!} . 
~O. ,/\II tlw l11llmvi1111~1;111:1111:111s1110 11110 1111111.11 
1




w1•1e l11q11isitiv1! alHHJI pr:uplt! 
f:rrow lllHJUt l1ll1111111 IHl(UI l! 
lrutl 11 !)uuc.J ll!iL1liu11:;lilp wll'1 11111 
,· dm:tur 
.. llJI krww r:vpryllrirr\I lhat wr!lll u11 
llr UU lltJ I I wr 11 
•• 
fl• .1 hu duscrlpliu11 ol t'1u ductur 's house In 
·porou111pl1 3 (llrrl!s 1IU • 5!.i) currvuys to tllu 
ruudur Lim lr11prcssiu11 ul 
·,(/\) cu11ilur t mHI prn~perlty 
;·,(U) liar d w1J1 k :rnd ·1!1 lil:iurn:y 
'j(C) h;rppirwss arrd luvu 





/\cc.:or c.Jirr!J lo tile rmss<i!Jll, "K 1110 hes I tu led 
01 111Ull1C!lll'.' (li11a 50) 1.JC!C<IUSl! fie"· . 
(/\) worrc.Jer C!d whet Iler Ira had v11ouylr 
mo nay 
wuntud lo klll 1'10 doctor (LI I 
(Cl 
(lJ) 
wrrs olrulc.J to up111u11d1.1lro dut:lur 
lrad ·to wait urilll tlro yule was 
oµarrod 
Irr !1111 p;r~-::11111. !1111 ~1?11lc111:1i, "I Iris <.lllclut 
was rrot ol his peoplo" (lines !.iC3·!.i71 mum1s 
1110! llro c.Joc.:tor 





wus 110 l l.Jor rr 111 ti ru cl ty os Kl110 
was 
did 1101 u11c.Jerst;1111I Klrro's pcuplo 
co1110 Ir 0111 a di II er un t cul tu re to 
Klno's 
Wlild1 nrro ol 1110 lulluwlr111 slnll!rrrurrts 
111u5I fully dr!~crilws Ki11o's artilude nl 11111 
111u111e11l dr!~CI llH•d Irr (11111:~ liU • l!jJ "/\11c.J 
11~ Kirru rrrisr!c.l Iii~ rlulrl lrnrrd ••••• IJ11t 
with Ids ltlfl lrnrrd rew.:lwtl lo loko oll l~s 
I r:rt "7 
l<i110 w;r;. a Vl!ly rr!!:pr!<:llul persorr. 




( IJ I 
(CJ 
I IJ I 
K ilru w;rs :111 l11d1•1:i-:iv11 11111 surr. · i 
Kl110 lroc.J co11llir;li11111!lrrutlu11s. 
·1110 pnss<.1!JO llluslrutC!s ull ul tl10 lullowl11u 
EXCEPT 
(A) 
I IJ I 
(Cl 
(lJ) 
1'1e suf Im irr!l ol Ju:irra 1111d Kino 
tliu cur lusity uf tl1c city µcoplo 
lllti kl11c.J11oss of !Irr! l.Jtl!J!IOJrs · 
1'1a cuntrns.t .1.Jelwucri tlro rich anc.J 
tile poor 
GU UN ·1u 111r l.J[x·r ('/\GE 
•. 
APPENDIX 4_ (contd. ) 
~ 
I:~ . llClllS tll3. !3·1 ': ·,I' • r I·~.-:~: : I ·: 
'• ·' · ... 
Dlrcctio11s: 
.'rnplied. 
flcod the lollowing 11 oss,·1uo ":irolully, '111011 011swur 11111 It ti '· I f ,.. .. ems 011 1e utu ' .. o what Is llatcd or 
.• .. .. ,. 
·11ru dcptlrs ul llio ucco11.rno us 
' I ' 
secret, urmxplurccJ, rurcJ clrulle11!Jill!I ns tho 
... 





of tlto moon Is !or bet tor known ti ion 
tho fluor ol lho /\tlmrtic:. Out Irmo, n11ai11,' 
1111111 Is cu1chh111 up with hf5 111ys1erlo11s. 
lnlrnrllorico. 1 Ire vuyo90 ol ''Nn~lllus" 111 
IU!.J!J wm, p111l111p~. (111ly o lhsl 11h?111m11my 
VUYll!ICJ of disc:uvm v l.1110 lliu lleop v11s 1r u1sg 
ol tho uc:rmrrs ol !110 world. Tire sclcr1co of 
ocmmournµhy olroady lorcsecs tlio day 
wlrP.11 wu lllily tr uvol ns ea$lly IJulow 115 011 
tho sur loco ol tliu wotm; or rd It Is 11ul tuo 
lu111nstlc tu supµu5u tlrut tlHJ uu1uplm1u 
i151 . n1ny ovo11tt111lly bo. supors1?clod IJy tl1u 
subrnm inn ll11c~s us tile s;rl1!sl lor111 uf 
wor Id tr nvel, 
... 
" ' ·' 
'(2U) 
(2!..il 
1 t Is ln~c:i11:itl1111 lo sp1.•culn10 1111011 
llr!! 11111~s (ii 111mr>d;1l 011 tlw ucern1~·· llo111s. 
111 lllll!:t! d1!1!p, ~ilr?lll d1111!Jr?1111s, wli:rt ~lrn I· 
1111!1 ltu:ts could lm b101q1l11 ID 11!1'1 I. Wh;rl 
troosuro for tlrn ldstur lm_1 or1cJ ueulu11ist I 
Prm:tirnl 11w11, however, reyurcls tliu 
01:1?:r11s ns rn11plo pruvldurs of frJ11tl i11 o 
w111 Id 111 !I' owlrrrr pu1111l;itiu11. 1111? ?:•·:1 Is :i 
i:ul11ss;il 11111vhlr!r or l1111tl, p;11 tir·rrl:11 ly 
l•ldfi.flt, fHI lllll••lllh• l1111•il1•rl 11\' I 1tllflfl11r:11 
tlH111s:1111ls ul 11111lu11n1111i!:l111rl 111?11fil11. lli11-
lo11ists tmllovo lliut tlto nx11lurullu11 ul 1111? 
(30) sea Is stlll nt 11ul111 n prl111i1ivu st:1ur?. I lu.! 
y, trnvelli11\i lislii114 f11?ots mu cu111p:11 ol.iln to 
trilms ur 110111mJic l11111ts11w11, killi11q food 
wl1uro tl1l!y ll11d It, wlt11 11u tlH1U!ill! ol 
comervl11u suppllos I or 111 rur 9 !fUlll!rtJ t I uris. · 
(351 Modern trawlers i11cJiscrlr11lr10tcly scoop up 
vast qunntities ol ir11111uturo lisll, arnl there 
Is n d:111!wr ol r11n11y 011cu-:1ln111tl:111t li!:lii11!1 
gruu11ds lmi11u turned into tho 111;11 irw 
(~01 
cquivuhml ul a cJust·bowl. If tho lislii1111 
lndustrins ol rrntions well! l.mllc?r t:ontrollP.cJ, 
. tlm nln111d:111t SllflPIY uf llsli ·wlluld bo 
e11s111r?cl. Sc:i1?11tists me ordy r1uw lwqir11ii11!f 
IC?Sl!ill (:11. f'11r C~X:Ulll'fl', C<Jlll1!1l. of tfilJ 
Sllll lls'1 lllJ(llllnliu11, w'1k'1 co110,111111:5 !HI%. 
o • o o, 0 - I o 
' : .. ':' '; '. ;::·{:'/£,;i~.ikfrt~\ . " . ; '; ' ., ; 
··.·/··· .. ·::.of tlio,proleln,u11dar.tlie.sQ<J, would. lead: 
• I I . , • 
., . lo srmctaculur. tosults 111 tho quality ··a11d -: 
.:: -;:_.:-:: · · quo11 ti ty P.f -lire fish wo 11occJ; ,. ... ; .. ·:"; :;::'..:·\,: i1 
't• : I 
0
, ••• :·.-··,.1.-.~. ''·. ~ _' • ;, :. 0• • ' f 
0 
~' •1 ,~ :~ .:. !,:,, " .. ,, .. "'·· ...... ,., .... 
•I '• ! ·.': • • ~ o I 'I 0 •• o ,, • o : o o' f '• o 
··: .... 11'··:·i·1i; ..... : ·~i.!: ., 
I I.•,. 1••f•,1 I •o:, '.. ,·•I:,:···::· . . .. .· .. ;. •' . . ; ... . . ::~ 
··.1~·-. '."Tllo· writer''.; rofcrs tu llro ocupr~ ... as. 
. · · . · ·· · !'111ystorloua" (!1110 OI bocnu~u 
I 
0 












(A) ·=;mow clOl.!9 not know wllut·secrets . 
· i .' llo within It ' .. .. . . <.,". . . , 
(I:!) ' ·modem sclontlsts, lilstorlm1s and;; 
···,·~ · uooloulst9 orn. ln!:clrw1ud 'IJy. It .. 
I 1 : •• • • I • • 
(CJ .. ·II contoins. 111ur1y . vorlud ; uncl. 
... beoutlful crcotures : · 
(lJI .'. rrwn, hos lmc11 u11wllli11u a11cJ ofraJd 
"·r-·to oxplorn Its ~l!CIC!I cJeptl1s . : . 
'I. I ;, - '·• ·' ,. 
'I Im tolmo11co to tho vuyu1111 uf 
\11110 7) h 1riouqt:to ;.·:. • . .' •.. 






·: t.lescribe 011 uncJcrscm voyoge 
, .' load up to tlm prol.Jlor11s of u11cJorsea 
I ' 
· explururlo11 · . . 
111101111 !110 rcmdrJrs tlwt ureot dis· 
I 111/PI IP~ 1111•/I' li••l'll ll!IPlll 
l11rlica1u lruw llttlu Ul\Pl1Jru1lu11 l1us 
,. tak1:m pluco ., .. • · . , 
'· ·,1 
:11m rnoi11 l11tc11tlo11 ol poruyrnpll 0110 
(111109 1 • 171 ls to 
IAI hlnl ol tile pussi!Jllltles of ocea11 .. 
," l!xplorution 
'(131 show how u11l11tmcstod rmm.ls In 
ti 10. ()COW IS 
(Cl yive cJ~tails CJUUUl travel Iii· tire 
: ·i ~. OCC!flllS . 
·'' ' · .ID) ... <Indicate thflt rnn11 would bo br.ttor 
uff cxplorlriy tire oceans rotlror 
• tha11 ou tcr spuca .. 
I' I 1, • 
' . ~ ~ .. 
GO 01'1 ·ro Tll,1'. Nl:XT f'l\UE 
APP_ENDLK _,: 4 _(contd.) 
.-'49.· • =.; ;. ., llll 1;rn11pm l~lJll or 1111! !\1~1m11~· 1111111 s '" 
"r.ill!lll tl1111!J1!1111:;" (rill!? ?.U) ~ll!l!Jl!::ls 1l1;r( 
':'J 
(/\) . !'11! 0<:•?<111s' .l_luu15 rn o si11isl1~r 011d 
11·~(1 lr:l i1 l!I 
(Ill 1111• 1w1•;111~· 11111115 11111 11•l;1(iv1:ly 
1111tlisl11r IJ1:d 011d COllC:l'lll r11ucl1 
i11rorr11:1Jlo11 . 
Ii Iii 111t111o1lil Ill lll1111·11lliiil lilli 
1h·111'1s 11 llui 111:1:;111 vv I 1u111 lor.s llH ·· 
ol lllu 
(()J II Is u11llkely l'1:il tile vusl dnpllis ol 
tho ocr.•rrns' floors cnn lJt! lully 
50\A1:r:rndi11q h.1 1111! p;rssn!Ji!, (111! li1:;I r.lr?P 
4 / lih.h11 1111.1'11 111 liar 111$!:111!1 1'10 p11ln11ll:il 






!=10111 tliu slatorrrn11ls llstml IJolow, snli!r.I 
tl1u ()II!! wlild.1 Is NO r SU!J!Jl!SlU<J IJy tire 
wrilnr. 
(/\). Co11llol ol llio W<JI !ti's llsli!11u 
Is rr11co~!lt11 y; 
( 11 I l I 111 oc:m111 Is r lcll 111 IH oll!lrr. 
. lfiil ~11'1\\' ~1·,1111~11 1/mr11rin111111 1 11 II m ~wiiw1 
· tluvvrr, 
,-.. 






o rwc:essary cvll 






I•• ol ,. ' 
. ,1 • 
. ... 
• ~I • I :! . 
\. 
APPENDIX 4 (contd. ) 
I lClllS !J!.i · !j 7 
I 








Evu1l.ludy loves lo IJI! loved. 
Most µeoplc. lova µcopla who lova ,• 
LOVIN/\ 
,·, 
:.' .. ·'.•: 
" . ·:··.•: 
. I. ' . 
LOVINA. ·1110 new 1fa11cJ umJ UocJv1 Lotion;:' . 
111nkr.s your skin frosh, radiant and yl<;iw!nY ;/. 











GO 01'1 TO ·1 HE 1-.JEXT PAGE 
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API1ENDIX ; ·4 (contd.) 
I tc111.~ !.ill · liU 
~cllo11s: · ncot.I tho lollowi11y at.lvortisc111c11t cnrc!ully. ·1 hon nnswor tlio· 1101111 1.iosod 011 vvhol II slotod or 





PEP ur ANO COME ALIVE W.I Tl·~ . 




. . ,• 
USED UY 'w:'JINNEflS EVEllYWl-IEME: . 
VIVATONEI 1 I-IE LIFE-GIVING DMINKI° •. :i· 
. VIVATONEI 




,. . ' 
t I •o • . '. 
...... 
,. 
Tlrn ot.lvurtlsc.H11c11l Is uµµcull11y 11wl11ly tu !..iY. 1 ho odvo~;,llsor µses tho norne VI VAT ONE 
lo. suggcs·l · .. . : • :: ~·. •· · · ·. '. ., : . ", '· .... '' ·' · 
(Al soclol clirnlmrs 
. . : ·' .· ' .· . · ..... . 
IBI dru11kurcJs (/\) orwruv 
(Cl wc:ury people (U) · 0111bltlo11; 
IOI uthlolos (C) tlllluu11co . •.· 
... 
(LJ) BllCCOS9 · 
.. i' • ... I ' 
.. ' .' • o I• I ~ : I : I• o.:' I I 
. . . . '. ~. . ' 
"· !Jo.· : Whicl1 011a· of tho followi11y devices. doos'. .' 
!1111 Wll!Or lllilkO lt~I! of 111 tlro p;i~~:IJJO lo try' 
tu pursuutlu tl1u rcutlur lo l.Juy VIVATONE7. 
(A) ~1111110 •I 
(fl) fr1111y 




I ' ~' ' I,·, : 
, . 
.: '' 
• IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME .fs CALLED, CIH:cK .YOUFl WOR.K. ON THIS TEST, .. 
. . •", '.' 
I . 















/ -·w ciii 
'l ho vulumo ur tho culxl uoovo ls 
(A) 30 cm1 
(U) I OU cm1 
(C) :mo cm1 
(L>) I UOU cm1 
: ., , 
111c vnluc or 2. in the numl>cr 425.3 Is 
(A) 2 tenths. 
(D) 2 ones 
., (C) 2 tens 
.. (IJ) 2 humlmls 








(lJ) ~ 4 
In which ol' the lollowi11~ 111c the h11c:liu11s 
rurnngcl.I from the smullcsl to 1.hc gmucsl7 
(/\) 
I I I I lr·r·r·rl 
(U) 
l I I 1 tr·r·r·rl 
I I I I 
. 
(C) lr·r·r·2J 




5 . Ill the llillllftlC llOOYC1 wh:1t ls tJac vllluc u£.t7· 






x 2 - = 4 s 
(/\) G 
(B) 6!~ 2U 
(C) 6~ 9 
(lJ) 9 
7. Wlmt ls the smallest number of c:hild1cn tha · 





tl. H'7.5 = 5 + (lU .l!. N),thc11 N = 
(/\) 7 
• (B) . · IU 
(C) 15. 
(lJ) 70 
9. Whid1 uf thcl'oyi1.~vi11R wu1lls BESTdcsciibc 
n qumhllatcial.~th nil its sides cqua17 
(/\) Rhombus 
(II) Rccl:111glc 
( C) I'm :tile loBIUHI 
(IJ) Trnpcz:ium 
· . 
... UO ON TO TllE NEXT PAG 
86 
APPENDIX 5, (contd.) 
IO. 
. ' • • 
'· 
. 11 •. 
12. 
6 Clll 





(6 + 4) Clll 1 
(G ;I( 4) Cllll 
2 
(4 + G + 4 + G) cm1 
(D) (6 x. 4) cm1 
Which or thr. lolh1wl11R would l>c l\IOST 
suit.able for clisplnying lhe propo1tio11s uf n 
CUUlllry
1






Pie ch:u l 
Uar ch:u l 
I .i11n RlllPh 
I lbl11g111111 

















4 8 Clll 
What is the v11l11e of 7-tl when .x = -:1'1 
(/\) -12 
(I\) - (j 
(C) I !I 
(LJ) J(i 
IS. 111 11 sclK.KJI 55% of iJ1c stmlc11t1 01c boy11. 
'1licrc111c '195 boy~. The 11u111bcr uf girls In 









Hi. If p • q menus (p2. - q1), lheu the value 












All students 111 a class play Scrabble or 
Chccker.1 or both. 3G% ur the students play 
Sciabl.Jlc only: 48% uf I.he students play 
Checkers only. Whru pcrcenl.llge of slul.le111S ·. · 









Mr. lJu11c:.111 Liuught n tal.ile ut u Lliscouul of 
JO% 1.h11s S.!.lvi11g $42. 'J11c origi11.:.il p1icc of . 
the l11blc wru 
(/\) $ 911 '· 
(II) $110 
(C) .~I 1IU 
(LJ) $182· ·. 
·1 he 1cl:llio11ship lhal JJEST <lcscril>cs l.lm 







111:111 y-I0-01 IC 
1111111y-to-1m111y 
GO ON TO Tl IE NEXT PAGE 
•. 
,l. 
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0.4 7<i0 }l I()~ 
". 7c;o }l !01 
"7 .w }l I02 
•l.'lhll }l JU' 
111 II cl:L<:!I or 7.0 11111dc111.o;, 12 urn Rh k Wlml 
l.'l lhc Jlmhahilily lh:U 11 s111dc11t chosen nl 










I 2 Clll 
c 5 cm lJ 
In Lda11glc ;WC nbovc, All = 12 cm, 
AC = 13 cm 1111d /JC. = 5 c111. Wlmt is 






















2x + 3xy 
'1x + 7xy 
1 by 
'' 
I P,llVll l or my i;nlm y lo )111111111111 ~ lo I'. 









Items 25 - 26 refer lo the ta!Jle l>t:low. 
Electricity chmgcS 1uc as IUllows: 
Fir st IOO 1111ils 13 cclll.'l per 1111it 
Nt· 11t IOO 1111i1s IO cr111:; per 1111it 
Unit~ over 200 5 ce111s per 11.11il 










M:uy'shiil for May wus$21UKJ. The11u111L 









(IJJ 1591.U · 
UO ON TO Tiii! NEXT l'AG 
APPENDIX 5 (contd.> 
....... 
28. Jf tJ1c 1111ivcr.0::1I sci Is the .'>Cl of 1111 co11111i11g 
11u111l>cr s lcs.c: tJi:m I 0, :un.l L' = ( 2, •I, 5, 6, 7, 8 J 






I 5, 7 J 
(I, 3, 9J 
( li J 
29. Which of tJ1c 1Ullowl11R li11c g111phs 1qnc-





/~ -I u 2 J 4 s 
(B) ~ t ,. I I I A ~ .. 11 .:.a ,,. , II d 
(C) -r-~ I I (!)-r-~ 
-J -2 - I 0 2 J 4 
(D) ' 8 C) 




30. Jn the Vc1111 lli:1grum ubuvc, the shatkll JKJI lion 
rcprcsculS 
(A) (X n Z) u J' 
(U) (X n J') u Z ,,.. 
(C) (X u J') n Z 




Hems ·11 • JJ 1cl'cr to Ilic fulluwi11g l11lu1111a- . 
tiu11. 
/\ sm vc y w:Lc; c.:111 icd uul lo Ji 11tl out the 1111111-
licr of l>ouk!l fi1sl fo1111 studc111.o: l>ou[(hl. 'J he 











··:· . .._ ''°~ .,;;,4:i. ~,: .. · ft:;: iHp .;,.~ 
Nu. ur lloults 




























. A :::111111l ni1t:111ll lcll Tii11hlad till l\l1111tl:1y nl 
23:001111111 s. ll U11lvcd111 Toi loin 011 Tuesday 
nl OJ:IXI huuis. lluw lung (in huuis) <li<l Lhc 
flighl l.ak.c7 · 
(A) 4 Ins 
(U) 20 hrs 
(C) 2<i hrs 
(lJ) 52 lus 
Ucms 35 - 31 rcfec to the t.liag111111 l>clo.w. 
y-axis 
~I: .. 
,_.,_ I,- - ,_ - - - - -




. --~ -~~·- -·-T -
. - - - - .. 





'I he cooitli11.a1c..c: ol lhc poi11L A urc 
(A) (J, ll) 
(ll) (.1, I) 
(C) (ti, J) 
(V) (I, J) 






(C) 1 3 
(DJ 1 2 
37. If n,\ is pru<lucc<l, it wiU cul 1.hc y-UAis al the 
' poinl 
(A) (U, 4) 
(ll) 
I 
~u. 4 2 ) 







·1he1111~lcs of;, qu:u.liili1w111l 111c 111 l.11c ml 






'Ilic figmc nbovc, 1111l clr:mn lo sc:1lc, con 
. sisLi; urn 11l:111glc 1csti11g Ull n squUJcur side 
5 cm. 'lllcllcighl ol thc u l:mglc is 4 cm. Willi 
is tJ1c total men of tJic figua c'l 
(/\) 35 c1112 
(II) 45 cm2 
(C) 50 Clll 2 
(IJ) HXI c1112 
'I he 1iui11lx:r 324 5 COii VCI led IO base IU ls 
(/\) . 9 
(II)'•, 45 
(C) · 119 
(IJ) 95 
41. '( 1ii11k of n 1111111l>cr. Suht1m:I H 110111 it. Mui· 
tiply the difforcucc by 3. 'I fie 1csull Is 2J. 









42. /\.plot of laud Is valued Ill $1 IJ WO. Laml lJU 
lschmgcd nt thcrntcol $U.70pcr$10U. Whal 





















T +- -. x 
(A) L_+_2 
2x 
(13) x1 + 2 
2 
(C) x
1 + 4 --2x-
(D) x + 2 
2 + x 
Whkh of lhc lilllowlrrg ~l.o; Is 1cp1csc11Lcd hy 
the 1clatlu11/: .x -> .xl + 3'1 
(A) ((U, 3), (I, 4), (2, 7), (3, 12)) 
(U) I (O, 3), ('I ,;5), (2, 7), (3, 9) J 
(C) ((11,3), (1,4), (2,5). (3,<i)J 
(D) (lO, 3), (I, I), (2, 4), (J, Y)J 
Mary i.sx years ult.l 11uw 1 her IJrothcr'.s ugc is 
tJucc Limes hers. lier lnutJ1cr's ngc in five 
years Lime will l>c 
(/\) Jx + 5 
(U) 3(x + 5) 
(C) .\' + 3 + 5 
(LJJ 3(5.i:J 
' 46. (3.t·- 2) (1' + 1) ::: 
47. 
(/\) 3 t 1 - x - 2 
(U) 3.t 2 - x + 2 
(C) 3x1 + x - 2 
(D) 3x1 + x + 2 
·AL n sale, tl1c price of EACI I llr css 011 ::1 ccr win 
rack wns 1 educed by $JO.OO. A CU!lllllllcr paid 
S.l<i0.00 lor 2 d1c.o;sc~ that had the i:11111c lll igl-
11al selling pr ice. Wh:.il w:t<: the 01 iginal scll-















111 tho tri.anp,lc ADC obovc, 1101 druwn lo 
&enlc, A is 30° wnl AD "" 40 111. 111c lcngt11 
Of JJC, 111 lllCllCS, ls 
(/\) 40 Lall 30° 
(II) 40sin3U0 
(C) 40 sin Go0 
(U) 40 lnH 60° 
'I he 111111 kl·<l 111 lcc or II t;1hlc Wll.'l $I OU. 'I lie 
111 ice WIL'l i11c11·nsctl hy I 0% 111111 lhcn l:.11.cr 
dccm1sctl by 10%. 'I he li11al scUi11g price of 
thc.1.alJlc was 
(/\) $ 99 
(U) $100 
(C) $1 W 
(LJ) $120 
Twice the s1111111c ruuL of x may I.Jc wr itlc11 us 
(/\) 2 .../x 
(U) -Vii" 
(C) ' .YI;' 
(lJ) "1X-"1x · 
Althea saves $.t cnch 111u111h: I.Jul Jn M:iy she 
s.avcd $4 111uic tl1:111 t wicc her regular nmuu11l. 
111 .Mny she ~vcd 
(A) .$·1.l 
(ll) $(i.x 
(C) $(x + 4) 
(LJ) $(2x +.4) 
An 111 ticlc cost $4 .40. It w:Lo; sultl lur $5.50. 
'I J1c gain per cent 011 L.hc cost 11rice was 




UO ON TO TllE NEXT PAGE 
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APPENDIX :? (contd. > 
53. 'I he 111 ith111ctic llH'llll of 5 11111111><.·1.c; i~ li5 1111d 
the lir ~t luur 1111111bcr s 111c87, 7 J, 3·1, '18. ·1 he 








A air I" t·scruly v:ilm:d nl $12 000 tkp1 c-
ciatc!'I Ill the rntc or 10% per llllllUlll, Whal 
will be iL'J vnluc one ycur lmcr7 
(A) $10 800 
(ll) $11 HOO 
(C) $11 Hllll 
(U) $11 9!>0 
55. 'I he ~i111pk irrtcrc.c;t 011 $15 
1
uoo fur tJ11cc 












A n U 
In the I igurc above, lJ ia11glc 1W C is c11l:11 gcd 
hum CCllllC A by II sndc lm:lor 2 lo produce 
L1in11glc AVE. If tJ1c nrca uf AUC is 20 c1112. 





IU c111 2 
40 c111 2 
60 c111 2 , 
80 c1112 
'Jltc 511111 or three of 1lr'c irrterior u11glc.c; or n 
. o I .. cu11vc~ pc11t:1~1111 rs 420 . If I ic n:111:1111111g 














,,.. .,,.------, ... 
'I he pl1111 of the Ju1111cl shown In tJ1c Jigu 
nl>uvc Is 
(A) c=> 
(II) ' 0 
(C) 
(V) 
AOLJ is n sector of n circle such tllut u11gl 
AUJJ = 60°.~rd 011 is r units lu11g. T.lrc arc 











!_It r 2 
3 
GO ON TO Tl IE l~EXT PAO 
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APPENDIX~, <contd.> 
60. 111 the di:ig111111 above, the 1rn11sl:11 ion vector 





II' \'OU l<INISll llEFUlm TIME IS CALLEO, CHECK \'UUll WUilK UN TlllS TEST. 
" 
. . 




. I ~ : 
I . 
See how 111n11y obJects you cnn nml<e from the ci rel es below l>y adrJi11g 
1 lries irisida or outside or both t11side and outside. Try to thfnk 
of as mcmy diffcrer.t things as you can which no one else will think 
of. Put as mnny ideas as you can into each. If your i dca ts not . 





EXtllClSl! VII Cl!E/\r!Yllt 
_...,.._ c I 
lht:"l'l' 11: n tl~t of '1!.i tlord:1 li1dow: 
t1Jl11tvtl worth 111 ,You cn11 thl11k cif, 
ll1!~ ltlo 1!nrl1 1 y1n1 lll'fl. ~o 1-fl'lt" nJ 11111ily 
0
'1tl0 ~!ll11f'IC:3 (lr!J glY«lll ld 11ultfo ,YOUI 
£X0!11JllC l ~ !ford q I Yllll: . •, PI II llclutotl 1101-d~: llAI/I, CLUJllES, ~fflJU 
~~1_: Hul'<l giV(!ll: SlUE llututatl w111·d1: 5£1\ 11 . VUllP(,,10\LK 
h't'I tc os 111a11y t·o lalccl ttortls ft5 you co11 thli}I': of for uch. 
I , CIV\IH ................. •~············· .. ··············•··········· 
2. llUUSE . ; ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 ••••••••••••• ' ................. ' ...... . 
J. f'/\lll y •I•••••• .............. ,. ................... , .......... , ........... . 





9. · SllELL 
IU. LHlllr 
II , l Ct 
f&ta llOltti 
JJ. LlllE 
1'l , l'UX 
15. CIV\SE 
lli. s 1 llJ illl 
.. 
•••••••••••••••• , .................... •••4•• ,. ,41 .. ••••••.•• 
.. ' . ~ ..... . ................ ~ .......................... ' ... , 
4•• I e I 14 • • ••••• •.•• 14 ••I•• ee1 e•1 I ••4 •••.t•it• I t-4 I, ......... . 
.................................................. , ........ . 
·················••111••·······,·1····~···········~·1······ 
t • ' t 4 I e I • • I 4 • I ~ e • I • I 4 • " I ' • I " • I I 4 a I I I I • • 4 e •t I .. 4 e I• 4 4 • ·4 4 4 .. 4 
• t t I t I I t t I • ; • ....................... , .............. ,t•• 
I I I I • I • I I 1 •· ..... . t • t • 1 I • • t e 4 t 4 I I e I I I 4 • I I I I 4 I 4 I II I 
...... ' 6 i ' i ' • ~ ••• ' Ii 4 'i 4 •••• I • i ' I •;I I ••• I ......... ~ ......... If • 4 ~ 
1 l I; I i: I Ii ·I Ii I ) ................................................... , .. ., ... 
••• J ••••••••••••• • • • • • . ..... ,, ........................... . 
........ •••••• , .................................. 411•• 
I e I I I I I 4 I 4 I I I • • t f II e • I 4 I t t t I • I I I I I I I t I I I 4 I 4 I • I 41 • I I 4 I • I • I 
' .. ' ........ . .............. ' I I I I I I • t I I I t I I I • ' I I I I t f t I e • 
I.' I' I~ I I I I ';1 111 1'1 11e.' I I'''! I' I"' I •Tn l l'i n ~·n'i'i i a Ii,·, 11 • 
19 I LUCI< ......... · ....... · .. · ....... _ ............... r···· .. ·············• 
~u. 110/lSE .............. . . . . . . . . . •.• . ........................... . 
21. CU/H ltl••••••••t41•~•t41••1•••l••1•11••<11fl••4••••e14441A 
22. H£ATllEI\ . . . . . . . . . . ............ ' ..... 4 4 w 'I. I I 4 4 I 4 • • • • • • • • I • 
23. HHllJ .......... ····~·············· 
?.~, 110/IE . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ........... ,,. ............................... 0 .. . 
25, HJ\Slll< . -- .......... ,. ... -. ' .. ... - .... -............. . 
26. I.NIP . . . . . I • • \ I • 4 I I e I • 
27. 0/lllll - .............. . .................... 




The Ennis-Weir CriticalJ Thinking Essay Test 
DIRECTIONS 
Read the letter to the editor of the Moorburg 
newspaper. Consider it paragraph by paragraph and as a 
total argument. Then write a letter to the editor in 
response to this one. For each paragraph in the letter you 
are about to read, write a paragraph in reply telling 
whether you believe the thinking good or bad. Also write 
a paragraph about the total argument. Defend your 
judgments with reasons. 
Your answer should have nine numbered paragraphs. 
Numbers 1 through 8 should give your reactions to 
paragraphs 1 through 8 in the letter. Your paragraph 
number 9 should give your overall evaluation of the letter 
considered as one total argument. Each paragraph, 
including the last, should contain your reason(s). 
Spend about ten minutes reading the letter and 
thinking about it. Then write for not more than thirty 
minutes (about three minutes for each of your short 
paragraphs). The maximum total time is forty minutes. 
Do not forget to give your reasons in each paragraph. 
Please write clearly. 
Remember, write nine numbered paragraphs, and give_ 
reasons. 
APPENDIX B (contd.) 
eear Editor: 
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THE MOORBURG LETTER 
230 Sycamore Street, 
Moorburg, 
April 10 
Overnight parking on all streets in Moorburg should be 
eliminated. To achieve this goal, parking should be 
prohibited from 2 a.m. to 6 a. m. There are a number of 
reasons why any intelligent citizen should agree. 
1. For one thing, to park overnight is to have a 
garage in. the streets. Now it is illegal for anyone to 
have a garage in the city streets. Clearly then it should 
be against the law to park overnight in the streets. 
2. Three important streets, Lincoln Avenue, Marquand 
Avenue and west main street are very narrow. With cars 
parked on the streets, there isn't room for the heavy 
traffic that passes over them in the afternoon rush hour. 
When driving home in the afternoon after work, it takes me 
thirty-five minutes to make a trip that takes ten minutes 
during the uncrowded time. If there were no cars parked on 
the side of these streets, they could handle considerably 
more traffic. 
3. Traffic on some streets is also bad in the 
morning when' factory workers are on their way to the 6 a.m. 
shift. If there were no cars parked on these streets 
between 2 a.m. and 6 a.m., then there would be more room 
for this traffic. 
4. Furthermore there can be no doubt that, in 
general, overnight parking on the streets is undesirable. 
It is definitely bad and should be opposed. 
5. If parking is prohibited from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m., 
the accidents between parked and moving vehicles will be 
nearly eliminated during this period. All intelligent 
citizens would regard the near elimination of accidents in 
any period as highly desirable. So we should be in favour 
of prohibiting parking form 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. 
97 
APPENDIX 9 
ANSWER KEY - ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
1. B 31. c 
2. A 32. D 
3. A 33. B 
4 4. D 34. A 
5. c 35. B 
6. B 36. c 
7. A 37. A 
8. B 38. B 
9. D 39. A 
10. c 40. c 
11. B 41. A 
12. D 42 c 
13. B 43. D 
14. A 44. D 
15. D 45. c 
16. A 46. A 
17. B 47. D 
18. c 48. A 
19. B 49. B 
20. D 50. c 
21. c 51. B 
22. c 52. c 
23. A 53. D 
24. D 54. c 
25. A 55. B 
26. A 56. B 
27. A 57. D 
28. c 58. c 
29. A 59. A 
30. D 60. D 
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APPENDIX 10 
ANSWER KEY - MATHEMATICS 
.. 
1 . D 31.' B 
2. c 32. B 
~ 
3. A 33. c 
4 . c 34. c 
5 . c 35. D 
6. D 36. A 
7 . B 37. B 
8. A 38. D 
9. A 39. A 
10. B 40. c 
11. A 41. D 
12. c 42. B 
13. c 43. c 
14. c 44. A 
15. s 45, A +If ' ~· M ' µ 
17. B 47. D 
18. c 48. c 
19. c 49. A 
20. B 50. A 
21. B 51. D 
22. c 52. c 
23. B 53. c 
24. D 54. A 
25. B 55. A 
26. c 56. D 
27. c 57. A 
28. c 58. c 
29. D 59. c 
30. B 60. D 
gg 
APPENDIX 11 
SCORING PROCEDURE - CIRCLES TEST 
Q .1 ~ 
Face Coin Drum 
Ball Eye Brush 
Clock Fan Yo Yo 
• Sun Cookie Binoculars 
Moon Logo Guitar 
Star Target Satellite Receiver 
Globe/Earth Cone Snail 
Tyre/Wheel Spectacles Windmill 
Cat Lollipop Spider's Web 
Fruit Bulb Ying/Yang 
Geometric Designs Watch Butterfly 
Sign Pie-Chart Telescope 
Flower Buttons Kite 
Pot Ring T~lephone 
Pan Cake Switch 
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APPENDIX 12 
CRITERIA AND SCOR~~-CLm~ET 
ENNIS-WEIR CRITICAL 'l'HINKING 'l'ES'r 
(Maximum credit for each paragraph is 3 points except for 
I #9) 
1. Recognition of misuses of analogy, and/or 
recognition of shift of meaning and/or claim that 
~ncertrect def ini ti on has bee11 stipulated. 
~~ ~~~~•ri•~~§n uE lr~elavanoej 
3. Recognition that iD is OK. (Neglecting the busy 
streets limitation is not penalized). 
4. Recognition of circularity, and/or recognition that no 
reason is offered. 
5. Recognition that there may be other ways of preventing 
accidents, and/or recognitio1i that other things might 
be more desirable, and/or recognition that there 
probably isn't much traffic at that time, and/or 
recognition that other types of accidents are 
unaffected, and/or recognition that no evidence has 
been given that such accidents occur. (Other 
., H ~'"~ .; ht Li, t .;. f'I ~ ~ I 





of con t:ro Js, and/or "only one 
hoc fallacy 00 •• (Other· possible 
7. Recognition of winning argument by definition, and/or 
recognition that a word has been made useless for 
empirical assertion, and/or claim that an incorrect 
definition has been asserted. 
8. Recognition that #8 is OK. 
9. One point for just condemning the overall argument; 
another point for reviewing or sununarising the 
responses to the other paragraphs in some reasonable 
way; two points for recognising· (anywhere) the error 
of concluding about all streets on the basis of 
reasons only about busy streets; and one point for 
noting (anywhere) that Raywift has attempted to push 
people around with his emotive language. 





PLACES CLASSIFIED AS UrlBAN ("1982 CENSUS) 
"f:ABl~H 








f I ~IH1\;~ t 
Westmore I arid 
St. Ellznl.Jeth 
Manchester 
Cla1 end on 
St. Cattierlne 
STATIN DEMOGRAPHIC SlArlSTICS 1991 p 206 
8llEAS DEfilGtlATEQ 
./\II or l<lnuaton & much 
of St. Andrew 
Morant Bay, Yallahs, 
Bath, Port Morant. 
Port Marla, Oracabessa 
1-f lghgate,Armotto Bay. 
Port Antonio, Buff Bay 
St. Ann's Bay, Ocha 
Hlos, Brown's lbwn, 
llunaway Bay 






Ulnck lllver, Sun ta 
Cruz, Unluclavu 
M nndev Ille, er iris tlana 
f'<HWJ, Spaldlngs 
M uv Pon, Cflnpellon, 
F1u11ldlelcJ, Spnldlngu, 
Llonel lown 
Spanish ·1uwn, Lins lead 
Old Harbour, Old Harbour Bal 




APPEND I X 14 _ _- . 
APPENDIX 14 r-11r:our:MCY VI!) I fllOU"l ICJN 
OF Ml'\JllEM/'\llCS sconc::o. 
FI U~CJUENOY uo. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~-~~~~~~~· 
5CJ. _ ............ .. : ......... ............. .. 
. Y. ___. 
.................................................................................... 
. .......................................................... . 
'10 ...... 
. ..... " ......................................................................... -.................... . au .......... _ ..................... . 
20 ....... . 
0 11 16 21 20 :JI :30 '11 '10 51 50 01 06 71 76 81 86 
lvllDl:JOll\jT 
~\\\~~ SCUllE FOi~ M/\1113 
f\Pl'ENUIX 14 l'llEOUENCY IJl~JI fllUU.TION 
OF ENOLl91f 8COJIE9. 
FHEClUEN<JY 60·~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7--:-I 
0 0 ''•''' OjO 0• o•oO ,,.,,oooOO•oo .. 0" ............................... oOOO•"'" ..... MOnH o• 
liO ........................................................ ··· ·· 
. . .................. :. ... ; ............................................................................ . 
4 0 ... ,.,_ ... _ ..,_ ....................................................... . 
........................... - ............ -.......... -........... -........... . 
GO --· ·--· 
.. ................................................ .. 
2 0 ·---··----·--···"-·-···. 
................................... 
10 ............. -..................... • I 
0 5 10 15 20 ~!O :.10 :.Jti tf CJ .. 11; f.i<.J tili 00 Ou 70 76 00 06 
lvlllJI \)ll'J.I 
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APPENDIX 15 
/\PPENVIX 15 rrn.::<...lUC:NCY DISflllDUTION 
Of CflEJ\l IVITY 1 SCORES• 
2oor--~~~~~-----~-~~-~~--~~~--~. 
160 _!f ------~---------- -- - - -- ----- ----- ------ ------------ ----- .. 
100 -11---------------- ----------·------------------------------------· 
50 - ~I -------"'--· ·w ------------- -------------·· --- ------------------- -------------------·-·""·---· .. ·---------------·--··---....... - ..........  
0 :}:: // )ii!? 






f:":::;/:;:j CHEAIVITY 1 SCORE 
(N - 007) 
• HEFEH8 10 8COHE ON CIRCLES 1 EST 
APPENlJIX 15 FftEOUENCY Ul3 I lllBUTION 
OF CflEAJIVITY 2 SCOflES• 
--· ---··-----
........................................................................................................................................................................................ 
........................................................................................................................ -............................................. _ ........ . 
........... -·-······-····"•"'"'''''"''''""''"''' ....•. -................ -........... _ .. _,_.,_ ...... -----···-............. -........... . 
...................................................................................................................................................... _ .. _,,., 
......................................................................................................... --...................... ---·-· 
0 7.5 113 22.5Cl0.037.u'16.052.600.00.7.57U.OB2.590.097.5 
/'vii IJPOll\J T 
W~~1 Cl IL~/\l IVI l'Y 2 8COHE 
( f'I - t Ill O) 
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(J 2 3 4 G 0 7 0 IU II 12 Io 
SOJl=iE 
....... ....... 
REASONING SCORE ....... ....... 
(N - 210) 
.· 
